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FOR BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL MICRO USERS

THE MAINFRAME CONNECTION
HARDWARE Amiga A-2000 Compaq Portable Ill
SOFTWARE Lotus' Metro and Manuscript
Words & Figures Foxbase Plus
PLUS Free desk utilities

The secret of Borland's success is
"Quality, Speed, Power, & Price"
We're one of the biggest software

Instant Desktop Management!

Turbo Lightning*
Solves All Your Spelling Problems!

Powerful desktop management program and the
#1 best seller for the IBM PC. SideKick includes
notepad, calendar, calculator, appointment scheduler,
telephone directory, autodialer, and ASCII table. It's
RAM-resident-which means SideKick is always there
ready to react when you need to do something, call
someone, or find out something in a hurry. And it
does all this while you run other programs. Minimum
memory: 128K.

While you use SideKick, Reflex, Lotus 1-2-3," and
most popular programs, Turbo Lightning proofreads
as you write! If you misspell a word, Turbo Lightning
will beep at you instantly, and suggest a correction for
the word you just misspelled. Press one key, and the
misspelled word is immediately replaced by the
correct word. And if you're ever stuck for a word,
Turbo Lightning's thesaurus is there with instant
alternatives. Minimum memory: 256K.

Traveling Sidekick®

Lightning Word Wizard"
Technical Reference Manual For
Turbo Lightning!

Sidekick®

companies in the world-and we
got that way by making "Quality,
Speed, Power, & Price" essential
characteristics of every Borland
software program. Look for

Borland software-then look
no further.

It's the electronic organizer for this electronic age.
Neither you nor your secretary need to face 1987
with old-fashioned 1887 diaries. Traveling SideKick
has everything they have-and a lot more. (Unlike
dusty old diaries, Traveling SideKick doesn't "expire"
at the end of '87, because it's electronic and good
for '88, '89, '90 and on and on and on.) It's a professional binder, a software program, and a report
generator-a modern business tool that prints your
ever-changing appointments in daily/weekly/monthly/
yearly form. (If your schedule changes hourly
Traveling SideKick handles the changes instantly.)
Whether you use your own personal computer or
have someone's help with that, Traveling SideKick
is the smart new way to take your computer with
you-without taking your computer with you.
Minimum memory: 256K.

Turbo Prolog'"

Turbo GameWorks6

Our new Turbo Prolog has drawn rave reviewswhich we think are well deserved-because Turbo
Prolog brings 5th -generation language and supercomputer power to your IBM PC and compatibles.
Turbo Prolog is a high-speed compiler for the
artificial intelligence language, Prolog, which is
probably one of the most powerful programming
languages ever conceived. We made a worldwide
impact with Turbo Pascal, and you can expect the
same results and revolution from Turbo Prolog, the
natural language of Artificial Intelligence. Minimum

Turbo GameWorks is what you think it is: "Games"
and "Works." Games you can play right away (like
Chess, Bridge and Go-Moku), plus the Works-which
is how computer games work. All the secrets and
strategies of game theory are there for you to learn.
You can play the games "as is" or modify them any
which way you want. Source code is included to let
you do that. Minimum memory: 192K.

Turbo Tutor" 2.0

memory: 384K.
Turbo Pascal, the worldwide standard
in high-speed compilers, and Family.

Relief and Reflex Workshop'
No matter what business you're in, if you use
Lotus 1-2-3® or dBASE® you need Reflex and the
new Reflex Workshop to give you all the tools and
views to see what your numbers mean. The new
Reflex 1.1 with expanded memory support allows you
to manage huge databases of up to 8 megabytes of
RAM, 32,000 records, and 250 fields per record with
"Reflex Lightning Speed." The Reflex Workshop
gives you a wide range of analytical tools written
for specific applications like Finance/Accounting, Administration, Sales and Marketing, and Production and
Operations. You can use the tools "as is" or modify
them to suit your business needs. Minimum memory:
384K.

Turbo Database Toolbox"
A perfect complement to Turbo Pascal, because it
contains a complete library of Pascal procedures that
allows you to search and sort data and build powerful
database applications. It comes with source code for
a free sample database-right on disk. Minimum
memory: 128K.

Turbo Editor Toolbox
Recently released, we call our new Turbo Editor
Toolbox a "construction set to write your own word
processor." Source code is included, and we also
include MicroStar, a full-blown text editor with pull down menus and windowing. It interfaces directly with
Turbo Lightning to let you spell -check your MicroStar
files. Minimum memory: 192K.

SuperKey®

Turns 1000 Keystrokes Into 1!
If you use SideKick, you need SuperKey. They're

designed to work together-and work for you.
SuperKey's an amazing keyboard enhancer for your
IBM PC and compatibles. With easy -to -write macros,
you and SuperKey can turn 1000 keystrokes into 1.
Minimum memory: 128K.

An important addition to Turbo Lightning, Lightning
Word Wizard includes fascinating and challenging
word games like "Akerue" (try reading that backwards), "That's Rite," "CodeCracker," "CrossSolver,"
"MixUp," and "FixUp," to name some of them.
Lightning Word Wizard introduces you to the "nuts
and bolts" of Turbo Lightning technology, and gives
you more than 20 different calls to the Lightning
engine. Minimum memory: 256K

L

The new Turbo Tutor can take you from "What's
a computer?" through complex data structures,
assembly languages, trees, tips on writing long
programs in Turbo Pascal, and a high level of
expertise. Source code for everything is included.
New split screens allow you to put source text in the
bottom halt of the screen and run the examples in the
top half. There are quizzes that ask you, show you,
tell you, teach you. Minimum memory: 192K.

Turbo Graphix Toolbox*
Includes a library of graphics routines for Turbo
Pascal programs. Lets even beginning programmers
create high -resolution graphics with an IBM,"
Hercules,- or compatible graphics adapter. Our Turbo
Graphix Toolbox includes all the fools you'll ever
need for complex business graphics, easy windowing,
and storing screen images to memory. It comes
complete with source code, ready to compile.
Minimum memory: 192K.

II

Introducing Turbo Basic, the high-speed
BASIC you'd expect from Borland !
II MI MI IN MI El IN MEI III

urbo Basic is the BASIC
compiler you've been waiting for.

YES !

And it's so fast that you'll never
have to wait again.

II

With Turbo Basic your only speed is
« Full Speed Ahead "!
You probably already know us for both
Turbo Pascal® and Turbo Prolog'. Well,
we've done it again!

We created Turbo Basic, because
BASIC doesn't have to be slow.

In fact, building fast compilers is
a Borland specialty; both our
Turbo Pascal and our Turbo
Prolog outperform all their rivals
by factors, and with Turbo

Basic, we're proud to introduce
the first high-speed BASIC compiler
for the IBM® PC. If BASIC taught you how to walk, Turbo
Basic will teach you how to run!

created the

Turbo Basic ends the basic confusion

g Full recursion supported

It's fast, BASICA-compatible, and
because Turbo Basic is a Borland
product, the price is right, the quality is

there, and the power is at your fingertips.
You see, Turbo Basic's part of the fastgrowing Borland family of programming

languages - we call it the "Turbo

I have seen.

programs it creates execute
produced by
faster than those
other compilers
Ethan Winer, PC Plegeeine
Borland's Turbo

Basic has

8087 (math co -processor)
integration. Software emulation

if no 8087 present

Family". Hundreds of thousands of users
are already using Borland's languages, so

you can't go wrong. So join a whole new
generation of smart IBM PC users - get
your copy of Turbo Basic today. You get
an easy -to -read 300+page manual, two
discs, a free MicroCalc spreadsheet and
Nanostar editor, and an instant start in
the fast new world of Turbo Basic. All of
this for only 69.95... Order your copy of
Turbo Basic today!

version of

most powerful
Turbo Basic
BASIC ever...
than anything
compiles faster
What's more, the

Free spreadsheet and editor included,
complete with source code!
Yes, we've included Nanocalc, our sample
spreadsheet and Nanostar, our sample
editor, complete with source code, so that you
can get started right away with a "real
program". You can compile and run it "as
is, or modify it.

the Microsoft
support of
product, including
8087 math
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Turbo Basic

Turbo Basic is a complete
development environment; it
includes an amazingly fast
compiler, an interactive editor,
and a trace debugging system.
Because Turbo Basic is
compatible with BASICA, chances
are that you already know how
to use Turbo Basic.
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BUSINESS WISE PRICE WISE IT HAS TO BE SAGE

SAGE CHIT-CHAT
NOW YOU'RE
TALKING

Dept. 99, Sagesoft plc, NEI House, Regent Centre,
A single program turns your PC into a
communications terminal for electronic mail, Gosforth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE3 3DS
Tel: 091-284 7077 Telex: 53623 SAGESL G
telex, Prestel, transfer of data to other PC's
and even access to mainframe computers.
The award -winning Sage Chit -Chat

communications program is at home in the
small business or as part of a corporate
computer system and can be supplied with
modem and cable as a complete package.
A leading publisher of business
software, Sage has a complete range of
products for the IBM PC, Amstrad PC1512 and

other compatibles, including accounting
programs, spreadsheet, word processing and
data management systems - at value for
money prices.

BUSINESS WISE

SAGE
PC BUSINESS SOFTWARE
-. circle 102 on enquiry card

£99

CHIT-CHAT
E -Mail, Prestel, file transfer & terminal emulation

Prices shown do not include VAT

PLEASE SEND ME DETAILS OF COMMUNICATIONS AND OTHER
SOFTWARE PRODUC IS.

Name
Position
Address

Postcode

Tel

OR TELEPHONE THE SAGE SALES DESK ON: 091-284 7077
DEPT 99, SAGESOFT PLC, NEI HOUSE, REGENT CENTRE,
GOSFORTH, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE NE3 3DS
PC/57

FREE DEMONSTRATION
DISK AVAILABLE
For a free 51/4" demo disk of all Sage

programs, attach a letterhead or business
card to the coupon.
SAS
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INK -JET PRINTERS
New machines from Epson, Siemens and Diconix
show that this near -silent technology has taken a
step forward in quality

LINKING

MICROS TO
MAINFRAMES
After the stand-alone micro, the
corporate micro. We look at the
trend towards hooking up your
PC to the company mainframe,
why it is happening and what the
implications are. We explain how
gateways and comms protocols
fit into the picture, and take a
detailed look at terminal
emulation. Finally we
examine the software
implications
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Canon technology has set the industry standard for laser beam printers throughout the
world and the introduction of the compact new LBP-8 MarkII heralds a new generation of
technical excellence and sophistication. Lighter and smaller it might be, but its performance is
enough to make most of its established rivals look decidedly flat-footed. Even though they
charge more for the pleasure. And the LBP-8 Mark II is aptly named, because so many of its
features have been advanced twofold. Just look at the repertoire: Twice The Paper Capacity

Canon
LASER BEAM
PRINTER MARK II

- POST TODAY - - - - X- -

The LBP-8 Mark If paper cassette has a capacity of 200 sheets. So you waste less time
re -loading. ft can handle varying weights from 60 to 135 gsm, plus envelopes, and there are
face -up and face -down modes for easy collating. Twice The Fonts The LBP-8 Mark can mix
32 different fonts and 64 shading patterns on a single page. It has 8 resident fonts. But, if you
want to be more creative, there is an expanding library of slot -in cartridges which will soon
give you access to more than 100 type styles and point sizes. Twice The Memory The LBP-8
Mark II has a built-in memory of 5 12K for better graphics and font downloading. For full page
graphics the memory is expandable to 1.5 MB. Twice The Emulations The LBP-8 Mark II has

To: Canon (UK) Ltd., Text & Data Products,
Canon House, Manor Road, Wallington,
Surrey SM6 OAJ. Telephone: 01-773 3173.
Please beam me more information about the
Canon LBP-8 Mark II

the ability to emulate just about any of the most popular printer brands currently in service.
And that means it can use the software they use. Twice The Life The LBP-8 Mark l[will go on
running for 300,000 pages before it needs a major overhaul. And its unique maintenance -free
toner cartridge will print 4,000 pages before it has to be replaced. A simple 30 -sec job.

Address
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Postcode

Tel

NL/PC1

EDITOR IA L
EDITORIAL 01-661 3633 Telecom Gold 81:RPL002
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THE 64 -BIT QUESTION
incorporating a modified Windows approach as the standard
interface to several hundred kilobytes of code; it also offers
world of micros. When the eight -bit CP / M systems first came enhanced connectivity as a matter of course. But it still feels
out their 64K upper limit on RAM hardly seemed a restriction like a product which should have appeared two years ago.
We can thank IBM for the non-appearance of the full 80386
at all. Compared to the four -bit systems with their paltry kiloDOS. If Microsoft had launched it ahead of IBM's own 80386
byte or two of RAM this was surely a wealth of memory.
But no: along comes the 16 -bit generation of machines run- machine, companies like Compaq would be unstoppable;
ning under MS-DOS. An apparently extravagant 640K of even as things are, they look to be doing rather well with their
RAM was potentially available to software developers. Again, new supermicros. This success shows the wrong-headedness of
people were confident that this would prove ample for many, insisting that there is no need for an 80386 machine or corresmany years. But it was not long before complex programs were ponding DOS. The mere existence of the 80386 chip makes
beating against this barrier. Various tricks like expanded the previously long-awaited 80286 DOS irrelevant; it has been
memory boards appeared, but the solutions were makeshift leapfrogged by technology. And for the next year or so this
pattern is likely to continue. The question is not whether we
and unsatisfactory.
Now the industry's wide-eyed innocents are at it again. really need more advanced chips, but how we are going to use
With the advent of the 32 -bit chips like the 80386 and 68020 them.
There are already straws in the wind. As well as the 80386,
and their gigabytes of address space they are once more proclaiming that we are entering a land of milk and honey, with the 68020 is now starting to crop up in micros: its appearance
memory beyond the dreams of avarice. But in a few years' time in the Macintosh II signals that its time has come. Moreover,
we shall see the same pattern of growth in the size of applica- the 68030 is already here, and mock-ups are believed to exist
tions until they can barely squeeze their by then colossal bulk for a 68040. The same is presumably true of an 80486.
Another indication of the way things are going is the
into the maximum memory space.
This puritanical attitude to such a never-ending bounty is announcement that IBM is to take a hefty consignment of
largely a product of microcomputer history. In the good old Transputers worth many millions of pounds. Transputers are
days, so the tacit reasoning goes, with only 4K or 64K avail- currently the most advanced 32 -bit chips around, so it says
able, you were forced to program in the tightest and most much to see perhaps the most staid of all the manufacturers
efficient manner. Now, these old curmudgeons continue, the adopting them.
The microcomputer industry is founded on innovation, and
youth of today can squander almost limitless quantities of
RAM on their sloppy coding. Disgusted of Tunbridge Wells on a succession of new and previously unimaginable price knows that many of the modern world's worst excesses can be performance levels. The day it stops delivering more, faster
and smaller is the day it dies. It can only be a matter of time
laid at the door of this lack of discipline.
Programming has moved on since those heady early days of before the 64 -bit micros arrive - and before they, too, are
the Z-80 and 6502 chips, when miracles of compression were superseded.
regularly achieved in garages and on kitchen tables throughout the world. Today, writing a 500K program is an exercise in
The only thing you learn from history, they say, is that you

learn nothing from history. This is certainly true in the

project management. There is no room for inspired but
incomprehensible programming; instead, everything must be
organised, modular and legible. If this means that the code is
20 percent longer than it need be, so what? It will be easier to
fix any bugs and simpler to modify and update.
The same crypto-Luddites also question whether we will
ever need the raw processing power of 32 bits. They point out
that we have only just seen the first operating system which
exploits the full range of facilities offered by the 80286 chip, so
what hope is there for the 80386? What they fail to note is that
we have entered a hardware -driven period in computing to
follow a lengthy software -driven one.
As a result, advances in chip technology are continuing to
forge ahead at such a rate that the software world is getting left
behind. For example, everyone has been waiting for the new
80286 DOS from Microsoft. As expected MS OS/ 2, as we must
now call it, moves strongly in the direction of the Macintosh by
PUBLISHED by Reed Business Publishing Ltd, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2
5AS. Tel: 01-661 3500. Telex/grams 892084 REEDBP G. DISTRIBUTED by Quadrant Subscription
Services, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. SUBSCRIPTIONS: U.K. £19.50
per annum; overseas £36.00 per annum; selling price in Eire subject to currency exchange fluctuations
and VAT; airmail rates available on application to Subscriptions Manager, Quadrant Subscription
Services, Oakficld House, Perrymount Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DH. Tel: (0444) 459188.
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Hewlett-Packard's 32 -bit system could leapfrog 16 -bit microcomputers. Strictly speaking the 32 -bit computer would come within
the mini end of the computer market, but its price might well place
such a machine in direct competition with the larger micro systems.
A custom-built 32 -bit VLSI chip will be used in conjunction with five
similar custom chips. Hewlett-Packard is cagey about what products
might incorporate 32 -bit technology, but expects the first of a new

range of such products to appear later this year. The chip set
comprises memory controller, RAM, ROM, I/O processor, clock
generator, and a 32 -bit processor chip less than 0.25in. square
which contains 450,000 transistors.
The system has been designed from the ground up. There are no

off -the -shelf chips involved; every one has been designed to
complement the others. In turn they required a fast data bus. It has a
transfer rate of 36Mbyte per second. Hewlett-Packard has also had
to develop a special copper -core technology to provide dissipative
cooling for the system.
Volume 5 Issue 3

PRINTED in Great Britain for the proprietors Reed Business Publishing Ltd by Ben Johnson & Co. Ltd,
Dunstable. Typeset by Lithotype Design, London EC1. © Reed Business Publishing Ltd 1987. ISSN
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NEXT MONTH
HARDWARE
A special supermicro issue. We take a
look at the latest addition to the DEC

Without a Megabuffer your Printer can
slow down the rate your PC outputs to
the rate your Printer prints. Turning a 5
minute print file into half -an -hour.
Which means that the PC can be
out of action for long periods.
Merely outputting. With a
Megabuffer the PC outputs at
its top speed into the
Megabuffer memory, the PC
is then released for further
work, and the Printer prints at its own rate from the
Megabuffer memory.
Allows you to use your PC more

Can emulate special plotter handshake protocols
Compatible with most computers, printers and plotters: IBM &
compatibles, AMSTRAD, HR ACT, SHARP, EPSON, CALCOMP

and many more Can cut PC output time to one sixth or less.
Software -independent
Data Buffer and interface converter

Pause, 'repririliage. and

multiple copy facilities
Full range of memory sizes for
every application: 64K £160,

128K £216, 256K £278,
512K £388, 1MB £556.

Flexible Interfacing that
keeps them all talking
Eliminate miles of spaghetti and all those T and 'X' switches with
a simple Megaswitch which allows your PC to instantly connect to
a selection of printers and plotters.

MEGASWITCH AS - Serial Data Selector
Single unit multiplexer and demultiplexer 2K data buffer
RS -232 and RS -422 versions Can operate as RS-232/RS-422

converter Diagnostic output Megabuffer compatible
Multiplexer - Ideal for printer sharing. 4 inputs and 2 outputs.
Can automatically select any channel supplying data
Demultiplexer - Ideal for driving several different printers from a
PC. 2 inputs and 4 outputs
Software and manual
selection. Downloadable
code translation tables.
Hardware and XON/
XOFF handshakes

family, the Microvax 2000, that puts
minicomputer power on your desk. There
is also a plethora of 80386 machines. Do
they really offer significantly more
power?

SOFTWARE
Desk -top publishing continues to draw the
crowds, so we try out the most exciting
new packages. Also there is a look at
Carbon Copy, a program which lets you
use your PC from remote locations.

FEATURES
Xerox seems to have invented
everything: Wimps, desk -top publishing
- even local area networks. We look at
the history of this remarkable company.
Plus an in-depth analysis of the competing
page -description languages.

SPECIAL SECTION

IBM STRIKES BACK

IBM has just launched its second

generation of micros. We examine the
new products, the implications for the
business user, and the likely effect on
other manufacturers. Is this IBM's
comeback?

TOP 10

ON-LINE SERVICES
We survey the best hook-ups available
down the phone.

(RS -232) £189

c pc

INPUT
UP TO gis,

MEGASWITCH S -

RS232 Serial Selector
Connects any of 5 inputs to
either of 2 outputs
Universally compatible works with all baud rates
and handshake
arrangements
LED indication of data flow
Use it with a Megabuffer for
additional time saving £99

AP OUTPUT 42 PRINTERS MEGASWITCH
Parallel Data Selector

UP TO

alTo PLOTTERS

RINGDALE
PERIPHERALS
11 Decoy Road, Worthing,
West Sussex BN14 8ND

Telephone (0903) 213131
Telex 265871 REF JBC2021

Connects any of 4 inputs to
either/both of 2 outputs
Can automatically switch to
any channel supplying data
Ideal for laser printer sharing
Universally compatible works with all standard
centronics computer and
printer interfaces
Use it with a Megabuffer for
additional time saving £169

UK delivery £3/UNIT, cables from £15. VAT extra Dealer and Export Enquiries welcome

circle 104 on enquiry card
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Don't miss the June issue of

PRACTICAL
COMPUTING
On sale at W H Smith and all good newsagents after 20 May.
Contents may vary due to circumstances beyond our control and are subject
to change without notice.
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Fujitsu 2020

In our Feedback columns readers have the

HAVING read your review of the

experience and problems to the attention of

System 2020 in the February issue
of Practical Computing, I must
correct some inaccuracies.
First, you say that "its processor
can support up to eight users" .
The System 2020 can, in fact,
support up to 20 users which can
be connected either locally, or
remotely via a modem using an
RS -232 link.
Secondly, you say that an SSIO
port can be used to attach an
external hard disc or tape backup

interface. In truth, the external
hard -disc expansion sub -systems

and tape streamer backup subsystems are supported through an
SCSI interface.
Thirdly, you report that "the
fast SSIO can be configured to
support eight users. Thus with all
expansion ports used as SSIO
ports, up to 64 users can be

supported - although nobody
could then get much done." This
statement is totally inaccurate and
extremely misleading.
The expansion slots on the
System 2020 are used as follows.
The first three are for the 80286
processor, 1Mbyte of RAM and
SCSI interface respectively. One of
the other slots can be used either
for a two -user expansion interface
card or a network card. The final
two slots can either accommodate
two -user expansion cards or be
used as SSIO expansion ports. In

addition, there is an RGB monitor
interface, an RS -232C serial
interface and a parallel Centronics -

type printer interface.
If the System 2020 is fitted with
three RS -232 expansion cards up to
eight users are supported on the
single 80286 processor. However,
if the two SSIO ports are used, the
system will support 20 users. In
this case each SSIO card has its own
80186 processor, thereby ensuring

no performance degradation.
The third element of the System
2020's expansion capability is
provided by the network adaptor
card which replaces one two -user
interface. Via the network, up to
64 work stations can be connected,
and these can be a combination of
System 2020s and IBM PCs, XTs or
ATs. In networking mode the
maximum number of users per
System 2020 work station is 18.
The last inaccuracy in your
review relates to the specification
chart. The internal hard disc, and
all external expansion hard discs,
are of 86Mbyte capacity.
Finally, the Fujitsu 2020 has
been designed as a multi-user
system. We have, therefore, been
very deliberate in providing
sufficient microprocessor support
to ensure that good performance is

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1987

opportunity of bringing their computing Whose

interface?

others, as well as of seeking our advice or making

WITH reference to your article on

suggestions, which we are always happy to

user interfaces which appeared in
the March issue I would draw your
attention to a package called MBA
by Context Management Systems.
This uses the same menu system as
Lotus 1-2-3, but I'm sure Context
had it first. Therefore, "the next
breakthrough" did not come with
Lotus 1-2-3.

receive. Make sure you use Feedback - it is your
chance to keep in touch.

WRITE TO:
Feedback, Practical Computing, Quadrant House,
The

Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS

THE COPY
PROTECTION
RACKET
THE common statement on the wrapper of software packages which says
that by opening the packet you have accepted the terms of the licence
does not apply if the goods contained are not what you ordered.
Sometimes this can only be discovered by opening the packet. Provided
you have specified on the order that the software required must be
without copy protection you can send the discs back. You will not have
entered into the licensing agreement and will be fully protected under the
Sale of Goods Acts.
It seems to me that copy protection is nothing more than a racket.
Programs are sold that are quite incapable of doing what it is claimed they
will do. When the hapless purchaser discovers this, he is told that it would
have worked if he had not wrecked it by activating the copy protection.
Another copy may be supplied as a gesture of goodwill. If that doesn't
work either, the purchaser is conned into believing that it is his own fault,
and that because he is to blame, the supplier should not even be asked to
refund the cost of the program, let alone compensate the would-be user

for wasted time and effort.
Is it not high time that computer users agreed never to use copy protected software?
JOHN W PEPPITT,
Wembley,
Middlesex.

C F BEESLEY,

Cheadle,
Staffordshire.

Amstrad
Portfolio
THERE were some errors in the

Portfolio listing published in the
February issue of Practical
Computing which I would like to
Correct.

In line 370 the string should be
read as
"xazmpsly ncrtideyq"

In line 210 amend the window
setting to
FNwind$(4,4,23,86)

In line 400 make the following

amendment
.

.

.:IF pS(r,p)=""THEN GOSUB

900:GOTO 360
In line 500
loc$(24,15)

should be
FNloc$(24,15)

In line 670 alter
(o(r,c,p)

to
(a(r,O,p)

Line 960 should be altered to
rx= r:IF rlast(p)> 19 THEN

rcx=rc:r=r- rc+20:rc= 19:.
maintained as and when more
users are added.
ROGER HANDLEY,
Fujitsu Europe Ltd,
Langley,
Berkshire.

STEVE MALONE REPLIES: When
we were discussing the review
Roger Handley asked me not to do
"a standard PC review and take

the box apart" - I'm quoting
from memory. Although I had
some reservations I saw that the
2020 was not the kind of machine
designed to be dismantled by the
user and agreed not to tamper with
the innards.
The trouble with this approach,
as I now realise, is that you are

dependent on what people tell
you. When I went to Fujitsu I was
told about the "SSIO hard disc
interface" . I repeated this back to
the person concerned, as it struck
me as unusual, and it was
confirmed.
With regard to the capacity of
the hard disc, Practical Computing

gives the formatted capacity. The
figure of 76Mbyte was given to me
as the formatted capacity whereas
86Mbyte is the unformatted size.
I was given the impression that
all the expansion slots were
available for use by the SSIO cards
and remember discussing the
"motherboard processor" . At no
point did Fujitsu inform me that
the 80286 and 1Mbyte RAM were
on expansion cards, and without
Fujitsu's permission to look inside
I had no way of finding out.
In my notes I have written down
that the "SSIO boards can support
eight users" , so I must have been
told that too. From these two
points I came to the conclusion
that 64 users could be supported.
I knew about the 80186
processors on the SSIO cards and
perhaps I should have mentioned
them. It was not the I/O
bottleneck I was concerned with
but the bottleneck at the disc,
particularly with a system like Pick
where disc calls are likely to be
frequent.

.

.

Insert a new line 865
IF rlast(p)= 0 THEN 890

In line 910 amend the window
setting to
FNwind$(4+ rc,4,2,22)

and delete
IF q$ < >"q" THEN 400 ELSE

In line 1310 position
PS (0,P)

at
FNloc$(35,8+ p)

In line 1410 position at
FNloc$(35,8+ p)

and
FNloc$(35,8+ newp)

In line 1510 insert
tax =0.1:
A M TUCKER,

Dorchester
Dorset.

Zenith
A FEATURE in our March issue on the

top 10 IBM compatibles quoted a
phone number for Zenith Data
Systems which we have since discovered to be incorrect. Zenith's
correct phone number is (0494)
459266.
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The data

rotector

A SOFTWARELOCK ON YOUR MICRO)
Is 'personal' data on your micro secured in
accordance with the Data Protection Act?
Is sensitive data secure on your micro?
If the answerto either of these questions is
NO then you need CLAM from MICROFT
TECHNOLOGY. CLAM, as the name implies,

provides a software 'shell'aroundyourcomputerto
prevent unauthorised access to programs and data.
Once the simple task of setting up CLAM has been
AMEMINNINNIMINA
completed on anydisk, the data can only be
accessed through the userdefined menus. (The menu
IMMO
system offers all the facilities of MICROFT's popular
menu system MENUGEN.)
On starting the computer users are asked fora
password. Theythen see on theirmenus only those
options forwhich they have authority. lino valid
password is entered atthe third attempt no more tries
are allowed until the cornputerhas been switched off
and then on again.
CLAM worksby locking subdirectories. Users can only access those
subdirectories forwhich they have authority. Onlythe copy of CLAM thatlocked a
subdirectory can unlock it. Access is notpossible by loading an operating system
from anotherdisk.

MAIN FEATURES
1. All data held on a hard or floppy disk can be keptsecure from unauthorised access. 2. Security is
by default. Once CLAM has been setup the userdoes nothave to take any positive action to secure
data. 3. Access to all activities is via userde fined menus within CLAM. 4. Each user is given a user
name and password. These determine which menu options the userwill see. Each userneeds to
remember only one password. 5. Even those with access to the DOS prompt can be limited to some
(or no) subdirectories. 6. A complete audit trail of alluse of the system is kept.

CLAM is available for most micros with PC/MS DOS version 2.0 or later: These
include the IBM PC and all compatibles. CLAM costs £7 48 + VAT fora single user
licence. Site and corporate licences are available. Existing MENUGEN users may
upgrade to CLAM for £1 7 0 + VAT. CLAM may be purchased from MICROFT
TECHNOLOGY LTD. The Old Powerhouse, Kew Gardens Station, Kew, Surrey
TW9 3PS or from most dealers. To order or obtain further information telephone

01-948 8255.

CL
-17-31M
COMBINES THE FRIENDLIEST POSSIBLE 'FRONT END'
WITH COMPLETE SYSTEM SECURITY
circle 105 on enquiry card -

CLAM is a Trade Mark of Microft Technology Ltd and is a British product.
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Kaypro's
80386

family

IBM ANNOUNCES
PERSONAL SYSTEM/2

announce a batch of new products.

AT the beginning of April IBM
announced its new generation of
personal computers, the Personal

Among those launched were an

System /2. Innovations include use

80386 -based micro, an LED page
printer and a networking system.

of 3.5in. discs, a proprietary expansion bus and built-in main-

KAYRPO'S chairman Andrew Kay

flew into London last month to

Three models of the PC/ATcompatible Kaypro 386 have been

announced. The entry-level system, the model A, has a 16MHz
clock speed switchable to 6MHz
from the keyboard. It also has a

WS

HARDWARE

frame communications.

The four machines in the new
range use surface -mounted technology. They all have a serial port,
display adaptor, mouse port, and
parallel printer port built into the
motherboard.

the model 60, is a floor -standing
unit also based around the 80286.
The 041 has a 44Mbyte hard disc,
while the 071 has a 70Mbyte hard

disc. Both versions also have a
1.44Mbyte floppy -disc drive.
Machines will be available from
July, priced at £4,075 upwards.
IBM's long-awaited first 80386

256

machine is the model 80, which is
also a floor -standing unit. It comes

announced a new set of operating
systems. PC -DOS 3.3 is available
for the whole range of machines

in three versions, two of which

The IBM Personal System /2

correspond to the configuration in
which the model 60 is available.

1.2Mbyte floppy -disc drive. The
model A costs £3,699.

model 30 is based around the Intel
8086 CPU. It is available in twin floppy and hard -disc versions. The

The final version, the model 80
111, has a 115Mbyte hard -disc
drive. IBM has set up the model

The model E - the power -user

002 version has two 720K 3.5in.

111 to run the processor at an unusually fast 20MHz. The other two
models run at a more conventional
16MHz. Prices start at £4,916,

80387 maths co -processor and
512K of 32 -bit RAM fitted as stan-

dard. Mass storage is provided by a

system - has 1Mbyte of RAM drives; the 021 has one 3.5in.
included and a 40Mbyte hard disc.
It

is priced at £4,839. The final

model announced is the model N,
designed to act as a network server.
It is identical to the model E except
that there is a choice of 150Mbyte,
240Mbyte or 330Mbyte hard disc.

To coincide with the release of

floppy and a 30Mbyte hard disc.
The prices for the model 30 002
begin at £1,106, while the model
021 is priced at £1,559. Model 30
machines should be available from
late April onwards.

The model 50 is based around
the 80286 CPU. It has a 1.44Mbyte

the Kaypro 386 model N, the

3.5in. disc drive and a 20Mbyte

company has introduced a proprietary version of Novell Netware.

hard disc.It will be available from
July, priced at £2,847.

The page printer is based on a
new LED engine from NEC. It is
said to form the basis of Kaypro's

The third model in the range,

desk -top publishing (DTP) system
to be launched later this year. The
printer will appear in two versions.
The first will contain 128K of RAM

and will emulate the Diablo 630

cards.

the IBM EGA, the Incolour card
requires a multi -synchronous

new version of its colour card. The
Incolour Card is a colour version of

Ltd, Osnaburgh Studios, 46-48

the Graphics Card Plus which it

Osnaburgh Street, London NW1
3ND. Telephone: 01-387 5530.

launched last year.
Priced at £375, the card can support 16 colours from a 64 -colour
palette and a resolution of 720 by
348 pixels. The secret of the card,
like the Graphics Card Plus, is the

monitor.
Hercules says shipments will
start at the beginning of May. By
that time the company expects to
have drivers written for most popular programs. Further details from
First Software, Intec 1, Wade
Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire
RG24 ONE, telephone (0256)
463344; Softsel, Softsel House,
Syon Gate Way, Great West Road,
Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DD,
telephone 01-568 8866.

use of RAM Font. This is a technique whereby custom -designed
founts can be loaded into RAM on
the board and accessed as quickly

Net/One bridges the gap
facturers, has released a high-

ber of popular configurations,
including ISO and DEC Net.
The Data Link Bridge is claimed

speed bridge to connect Token

to be much faster than IBM PC

Ring and Ethernet net -works.

based bridges as it only transmits

The Token Ring to Ethernet
bridges, known as the Net/One

data addressed to the opposing

UNGERMANN-BASS, one of the

The cost of the Dasher One world's largest network manu-

Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1PD.
Telephone: 01-572 7455.
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System/2 model 80. For the 80286
and 80386 machines there is to be

a new operating system called
Operating System/2. It will allow
multi -tasking and will have a user
memory area of 16Mbyte. It will
also support existing applications
and will have windowing built in.

PC/RT, called Aix, will also be
available on the model 80, as will a
Worm disc option.

Hercules introduces
colour display card
as if they were stored in ROM. Like

£2,862. For further information
contact Data General, Hounslow
House, 724-734 London Road,

from PC /XT up to the Personal

OS/2 is not expected to be avail-

HERCULES COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY,

intelligent terminal has also fallen.
The price for the entry-level single floppy machine is £1,453 with the
10Mbyte hard -disc version costing

In conjunction with the hardware announcements IBM also

able to the public until early next
year. In the meantime a version of
Windows for ...the 80386, called
Windows 386, will be out in the
next few months.
A version of Unix used on the

well known for its monochrome
graphics card, has introduced a

reductions on its range of micros.
The entry-level PC/AT-compatible Dasher 286 now costs £2,187,
while the 20Mbyte hard -disc version is priced at £2,698.

from a

although machines are not ex-

printer will emulate the HewlettPackard Laserjet. Prices for the
LED printer start at £2,669.
Further details from Kaypro U.K.

DATA GENERAL has announced price

colours on -screen

palette of 262,144.

pected much before the autumn.
The proprietary IBM bus,
known as the Microchannel, has
32 -bit architecture with a 16 -bit
subset and runs at a 30MHz clock
speed. IBM is publishing its full
specification to allow third -party
manufacturers to build expansion

and IBM Proprinter. The DTP

DG drops
prices

IBM has also announced a new
graphics standard. The resolution
supports 640 by 480 pixels with
two colours. Alternatively it
supports 320 by 200 pixels with

Data Link Bridges, are available as
both local and remote devices. The

bridge has no built-in protocols
and can therefore support a num-

network.

Further information from
Ungermann-Bass Ltd, Belmont
Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6
6ND. Telephone: (0628) 71411.

Zygal's

five -way
laser
THE F-2010 is a new laser printer
from Zygal which has five different
collection trays. The machine,
which costs £4,965, has more than
60 resident founts, including
Prestige Elite and Helvetica.

The printer

is

fitted with a

Motorola 68000 processor and
1.5Mbyte of RAM. The input feed
is via two cassettes each of which
can hold up to 250 sheets. Paper
sizes can vary between Legal,
Letter, A4 and B5. Throughput is
claimed to be up to 10 pages per
minute.
Details from Zygal Dynamics,
Zygal House, Telford Road,
Bicester, Oxfordshire OX6 OXB.
[0]
Telephone: (0869) 253361.
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HP AND CANON BRING
LASERS UP TO DATE
HEWLETT-PACKARD and Canon have

both launched completely new
laser printers. This is a major
development because betwecn
them the two companies dominate
the low -end laser market.
HP's new machine is called the
Laserjet Series II. It costs £2,618
and is available now. Canon's

offering is the LPB-8 II, costing
£2,195, and becomes available in

4,000 pages rather than 3,000 for a
cost of about £90. This works out

at about 2.2 pence per page plus
the cost of the paper. The
machines should also require less
maintenance, and the claimed life
has gone up to five years.
Both machines have improved

paper handling, with 200 -sheet
input trays, a straight paper path

bably more widely supported than

the Canon standard as HP does
better in the U.S., where most
software packages are written.

HP has still to launch its full
page -description language, DDL,
which is intended as a rival to Postscript for DTP applications. However, it is now clear that DDL will

be implemented on an upgrade

The electronics controlling the

board that you plug into your PC,
which means it is likely to work
with any existing HP laser printer.
For the time being HP is retain-

LBP-SX made by Canon. The

engine are different on the two

ing its original Laserjet and Laserjet

engine is considerably smaller than

machines, and this is where
Cannon and HP differentiate their

Plus models in its product lineup,
but is reducing the price to £1,995
and £2,902 respectively.
For more details contact Hewlett-Packard, Enquiry Section,
Eskdale Road, Winnersh Triangle,
Wokingham, Berkshire RG11
5DZ, telephone (0734) 696622; or
Canon (U.K.), Canon House,
Manor Road, Wallington, Surrey
SM6 OAJ, telephone 01-773 3173.

April.
Both machines are based on the
same laser -printer engine, the

previous models, and makes both
machines about 30 percent lighter
at 501b. Both print at a resolution
of 300 dots to the inch and have a
maximum speed of eight pages a
minute, which is the same as previous HP and Canon machines.
However, cost per copy is lower,
with longer -lasting toner car-

tridges which now produce up to

so you can print on card, and facedown paper output so pages come
out stacked in the right sequence.

products. Canon offers 512K of
memory as standard, expandable
to 1.5Mbyte. HP's machine also
has 512K of memory as standard,
but you can increase it to
4 .5Mbyte .

HP's machine offers full compatibility with PCL, the HP laser
command language. This is pro-

HARDWARE
SHORTS
Torch Computers has
launched a multi-user version
of the Triple -X Unix engine. It
can support up to 16 users.
Ring (0223) 841000.
AST has combined its
Rampage and EGA cards on
a single board. The new card
is called Rampage/EGA and
comes with a range of
memory configurations Prices
start at £795.

Televerket, the national
telecomms company of
Sweden, has developed
Vocofax, a combined
computer printer, fax
machine, telex machine and
modem. Details on (01046
752) 639 62.

Toshiba has upgraded its
popular T-3100 portable.
Known as the T-3100/20, the
new version has a 20Mbyte
hard disc and costs £4,350.
Ring (0932) 785666.

Compaq
beats the
clock
FOLLOWING the

release

of the

12MHz Portable III which we

review this month on page 48,
Compaq has introduced a new
clock speed to the Deskpro 286.

The new machine is said to be
A new laser engine makes the HP Laserjet II (left) and Canon's LBP-8 II (right) more compact.

Future's new 80386 line
FUTURE COMPUTERS has launched a

practical considerations will limit

range of IBM-compatible work

this.

stations and file servers. The
machines are intended to complement Future's existing networking
and multi-user products.

The flagship models are the

Mass storage is provided by a
1.2Mbyte floppy -disc drive which

has also been configured to read
the 800K format of Future's earlier
FX-20 and FX-30 machines. The

Among the other products on
offer is an 80286 -based version of
the servers and a range of PC -compatible work stations. FX-16,
FX-21 and FX-31 work stations are
all fitted with 1Mbyte of RAM and

50 percent faster than previous
versions. To maximise the perfor-

mance, Compaq has fitted the
machine with extra -fast 100ns.
DRAM. The range consists of five
models. The 256K RAM model 1

costs £2,181, while at the other
end of the range the model T-70
has a 70Mbyte hard disc and a
40Mbyte tape backup drive and
costs £5,581. Further details from

Compaq Computer Limited,

FX- 50 -S60 - 386 and the two machines in the range also

the NEC V-30 chip running at
10MHz. They run under Con-

Ambassador House, Paradise

FX-50-S160-386, which go under
the collective name of the
Server -386 range. The computers
are based around the 80386 processor running at 16MHz.
Future has fitted the machines

have a 60Mbyte and 160Mbyte

current DOS 4.1. Further details

1SQ. Telephone: 01-940 8860.

capacity respectively.
They are supplied with Concurrent
DOS -386, although MS-DOS 3.2
is available as an option.

Ltd, 7 Imperial Way, Croydon,
Surrey CR0 4RR. Telephone:
01-680 6040.

with 2Mbyte of RAM on the

Wang high-speed modem

motherboard. This can be expanded to a total of 16Mbyte using the
PC- and AT -compatible slots. The
company says that further memory
expansion potential is available via

hard -disc

autodial, auto log -on and auto -

modems. The units cover both the
stand-alone and high-speed transmission markets.
The low -end machine is the

answer facilities. It costs £795. The

Quattro. The modem

Wang (U.K.), 1000 Great West

address the full 4Gbyte available

operates the V-21, V-22, V-23 and

under the 80386 chip, although

V-22bis protocols and supports

Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8
9HL. Telephone: 01-568 4444.

etically
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allow

the machine to

SB-2422

Surrey TW9

from Future Computers (Systems)

WANG (U.K.) Ltd has launched two

a 32 -bit connection bus on the
motherboard. This would theor-

Road, Richmond,

second modem is the SB-9629L
costing £995. It has an operation
speed of 9,600 baud. Details from
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WORLDWIDE PRICE LIST
PERSONAL
COMPUTER

compAa

IBM 6150 Micro
Computer System

EPSON
All poses excluding VAT and DELIVERY

APR. B

LONDON

BRIGHTON

SCOTLAND

Worldwide House, Quicks Road,
Wimbledon, London SW19 1EX
Telex: 8955888 Fax: 01-543 7812

Regent House, 2 North Road,
Brighton, Sussex BN1 1YA
Telex: 877649 Fax: 0273 671513

11-14 Maritime Street,
Edinburgh EH6 6SB
Telex: 728298 Fax: 031-554 2581

01 543 2211

Epson
750.00
1075.00
1750.00
2825.00

IBM PC-XTS 640kb 2x360kb DD
IBM PC-XTS 640kb 1x360kb DD
20mb HD
IBM PC-XT286 640kb lx1.2mb DD
20mb HD
IBM PC-ATX 512kb 1 al .2mb OD
30mb HD
IBM PC PC -XT Keyboard/Enhanced
IBM PC PC -AT Keyboard Enhanced

115/13o.00

Olivetti 0% Finance available Call for Details

Epson PC 256kb 2x360kb K/8
640kb 2x360 kb K/B
Epson PC
Epson PC 640kb 1x360 kb 20rnb HD + K/B
Epson AX 512kb 1x1.2 kb 20rnb HD + K/B
K/B
512kb no 2 kb 80mb HO
Epson AX

150.00
115.00

IBM Mono Display
IBM Colour Dislpay
IBM Enhanced Display
IBM Colour Display/Graphics Adaptor
IBM Mono Display/Printer Adaptor
IBM Enhanced Display Adaptor 256kb
IBM Async Comms Adaptor (RS232)

299.00
475.00
115.00
115.00
515.00

6500
L.,,Eod om.t El/ChB,

Olivetti MI5 720kb tx720kb Laptop
Olivetti M19 256kb 2x360kb0 K/B + Dos Mono/Colour
Olivetti M19 256kb 1x369kb 20mb HD Mono
Olivetti M24 640kb 1x360kb
Olivetti M24 640kb 2x360kb
Olivetti M24 640kb lx360kb + 20mb HD
Olivetti M24SP 640kb 1x360kb + 20mb HD
Olivetti M28 512kb 1 xl .2mb + 20mb HD
Olivetti M28 512kb 101.2mb + 40mb HD
Olivetti M28SP 1mb 1x1.2rnb + 70mb HD
Olivetti M24/M28 Mono Display Amber -Green -White
Olivetti M24/M28 Colour Display
Olivetti Keyboard Extended/IBM
Oliveni Enhanced Colour Adaptor

180.00

AST 3G EGA 256kb

220.00

Interquadram Quad EGA 256kb
Interquadram ProSync
Vega deluxe Enhanced EGA

28000

2915.00
169.00

39500
120.00
455.00

We
have

the
best
PRICES

449/619.00
559/72900
799/969.00
899/106900

Energraphics
VXN Execuvision

240
396

244

Gem Draw

440
270
357
430
390
99
390

Gem Graph
Gem Wordchart
Freelance

125
125

175

125
155

240
430
305

Desktop Publishing
Fleet Street Editor
Pagemaker
sc \ LASERplus
Ventura

Amstrad PC1512 (Budget)
Reflex

Wordstar 1512
Delta 4 1512
Domino 1512
Supercalc 3
Sage PC Write
Sage Deskset
Sage Retrieve (DB)
Sidekick

60
60
87
87

60
84

69
84
25

Word Processing
210
595
299
795

Gr2 phics
Aulosketch
Autocad 2 EX123
Autocad 2 Base
MS Chart
Domino

89
333

75
2150
300
184

365

DisplayWrite 4
350
333
Lotus Manuscript
1-2-3 Report Writer
99
Symphony Text Outliner 89
395
Multlmate Adv
295
Multlymate
355
Samna III
435
Samna Plus
270
Word Perfect
280
Word 3
Wordcraft 3
380

A3 6pen

1360.00

8pen

285000
379900
517000
93000

Al 8pen
AO 1pen
A3 8pen
A3 8pen
A2 8pen

Maths Co Pro 8087 5mhz/8mhz
Maths Co -Pro 80287 6mhz/8mhz

499.00

75000

655.00
3540.00

Summa Graphics Mouse
Microsoft Mouse (Serial or Bus)
Logitek Mouse

1 75/250 00

110.00
140.00
99.00

IBM Computable Turbo Upgrades
AST Flashpack 9 54mhz NEC V30
Orchid Tiny Turbo 80286 8mhz
Orchid 286e Turbo 80286 8mhz lmb
Memory

295 00
399.00

Orchid JET386 Tu bo 80386

795 00

Wordcraft Elite
Wordstar
Wordstar 4
Wordstar 2000R2
Wordstar 2000
Writing Assist.

600

Framework II
Open Access
Smart Suite v3.1
Symphony
Javelin
Lotus 123
Lotus HAL
Multiplan v2.0
Supercalc 4

205
265
285

IBM Compatible Memory Upgrades

Olivetti DV300
Olivetti DY800

Sage Chit -Chat Modem
Breakout Modems come
with Crosstalk XVt & Breakout
Breakout Ext or Int
V23 V21

39900
275 00

43000
42500

ss000
usacio
59500
320.00
85.00

35cp5
80cps
55cps

Qume 11/55

450.00

10mb to 20mb Hard Disk Exchange
360kb to 10mb Hard Disk Exchange
360kb to 20mb Hard Disk Exchange
360kb to 30mb Hard Disk Exchange
Fining on the above
Outright Sale on the Above
Bernoulli Box 20 +20mb
Large Capacity Hard Disks

59900
t 175.00
1275.00

Hard Disks

Tape Backup
89990

Christy External 20mb
Citer 5210 External 20rnb
Everex 20mb Internal
Everex 20mb External
Everex 60mb Internal
Everex 60mb External
Tallgrass TG40/60 External

&saw
630.00
725.00
899.00
925.00
1199.00

Ink Jet Printers
180/540cps
Epson 502500
110/220cps
Canon BJ-80
Hew. Packard Thinkjet 80col
.160cps
Hew.Packard Ouietjet 132col 40/192cps

1199.00

38800
399.00

55100

Terminals
Qume OVT101
Came OVT101+
Qume OVT103
Wyse WY 60

199 00

275 00

V23 V22 V21
599.00
Breakout Ext or Int
V23 V22 V22tals V21 79900
Breakout Eat or IM
Pronom 20 Internal Telex Card
699.00
Dowry Microtelex
79500

294.00

ASCII
ASCII
ANSI
ASCII

34000
50500
510.00

Daisywheel Printers
Brother HR20D
Brother HR25XL
Brother HR40
IBM Wheelprinter
IBM Quietwriter Mod 2 Graphics
Juki 6100

Network Systems Available
Please call for details

22cps
28cps
40cps
25cps
45cps
18cps

335.00
515.00

77500
79500
1075.00

26500

320 00
usacto
345.00
425.00
10.00

sopa
215500
Call

Printers Dot Matrix
Brother Ml 109
45/180cps
Brother M1409
45/180cps
Brother M1509
Brother M1709
50/240cps
40/160cps
Brother TwinWriter 5
Brother 2024L
e6/150cps
is/lakes
Epson LX86
32/200cps
Epson FX800
32/200cps
Epson FX1000
Epson EX800 opt Colour 50/300cps
Epson EX1000 opt Colour 50/300cps
60/180cps
Epson L0800
60/180cps
Epson L01000
Epson L02500 opt Colour 90/270cps
40/200cps
Honeywell 4/21
40/200cps
IBM Proprinter
40/200cps
IBM Proprinter XL
NEC P5XL
ari/264cps
77/216CPS
NEC P6
77/216cps
NEC P7
Oki Microline 84p
50/200cps
25/120cpS
Olivetti DM100
Panasonic KP 1080
20/100CpS
Panasonic KP 1091
29/120cpS
Panasonic KP 1092
33/180cps
Panasonic KP 1595
51/260cps

17500
29500
ueoca
445.00

97000
690.00
210.00
322.00
420.00

41500
559.00
469.00
625.00

78500
41500
36100
39500
915.00

41000
49000
629.00
199.00

18500
245.00
320 00
520.00

Scanners
AST Turbo Scan
Hewlett Packard ScanJet

1475 00
1395 00

Special Offers

79

345
290
388
357
380
247
110

20mb Amstrad

20mb Olivetti

1512 Base Unit

M24 Base Unit
Compat 20mb Hard Disk
1 x 360kb Floppy Disk
Monitor + Keyboard
640kb Memory + Dos 3.1
Serial + Parallel Ports
Clock

Compel 20mb Hard Disk
1 x 360kb Floppy Disk
Monitor + Keyboard
512kb Memory + Clock
Serial 4. Parallel
Dos + Gem + Mouse

20mb IBM XT/286 20mb IBM XTS FD
IBM XT/286 Base Unit
IBM 20mb Hard Disk
1 x 1.2mb Floppy Disk

Monitor + Adaptor
Enhanced Keyboard + Clock
640kb Memory + PC Dos 3.2
Serial + Parallel Ports

IBM XTS FD Base Unit
IBM 20mb Hard Disk
1 x 360kb Floppy Disk

Monitor + Adaptor
Enhanced Keyboard
640kb Memory + PC Dos 3.2
Serial + Parallel Port

169

225

Utilities & Games
Crosstalk 01
Flight Simulator
Gem Collection
Gem Desktop
Norton Util V4

77800

ssaso
939.00
1525.00

170

=11111=111

Sidekick (NCP)
MS Windows
Top View
Lotus Metro

120/14500

Mouses

Software
Data Base/Accounts

34900

Maths Co -Processors

Mono/Colour

Amstrad

370.00
390.00

8ppm 1899.00
Canon Laser LBP-8 Al S or P
8ppm 279900
Canon Laser LBP-8 A2 S or P
8ppm 1495.00
HevAett Packard LaserJet S
Hewlett Packard LaserJet Series II 8ppm 199900
Harden Packard LaserJet 500 S PEippm 3465.00
lOppm 2799.00
Kyocera F1010
Call
1Oppm
Kyocera F2010
6ppm 1645.00
Oki Laser Line 6
lOppm 230900
Qume Laser Ten
lOppm 2900.00
Plus
Qume Laser Ten

personal
computers

Amstrad PC 512kb 1460kb DD + K/B
Amstrad PC 512kb 2x360kb DD + K/B
10mb HD K/B
Amstrad PC 512kb 1x360kb DD
Amstrad PC 512kb 1x360kb DD + 20rnb HD K/B

22000

Laser Printers

of

Deskpro 286 & 386 Colour Systems Extra

285.00

A4 4pen
A3 4pen
A3 open

430.00
450.00

384kb Multifunction XT
Intel/EMS Compat Ram Adaptor Upgrade 1 5mb XT
AST SixPac Plus 384kb Multifunction XT
AST SixPac Premium 2mb EMS Multyfunction XT
AST Advantage 1.5mb Serial + Parallel AT
AST RAMvantage 3mb AT
AST Rampage! 2mb EMS XT
AST RampageAT 2mb EMS AT
Interquadram Quad Board 640kb XT
Clock Card with Batt Back up
Ser + Parallel XT

Modems & Telex

Hitachi 672
Hewlett Packard 7440
Hewlett Packard 7475
Hewlett Packard 7550A
Hewlett Packard 7570A
Houston DMP56E
Roland DXY 980A Plotter
Roland DXY 880A Plotter
Roland DPX 2000 Plotter

242500

Deskpro M3 640kb 1x360kb + 20rnb RS232 + Clock
Deskpro M4 640kb 1x360kb r 20mb + RS232 + Clock & Tape
Deskpro 8/12mhz 286 M1 256kb 1x1.2mb
20mb
Deskpro 8/12mhz 286 M20 640kb 1x1.2mb
Deskpro 8/12mhz 286 M40 640kb 1x1.2mb + 40mb
Deskpro 8/12mhz 286 M407 640kb 1x1.2mb + 40mb + Tape
Deskpro 8/12mhz 286 M7OT 640kb 1x1.2mb + 70mb + Tape
Deskpro 16mhz 386 M40 1mb 101.2mb 40mb
Deskpro 16mhz 386 M70 1mb 1x1.2rnb + 70mb
Deskpro 16mhz 386 M130 1mb 1x1.2mb 130mb

10000

Plotters
Epson HI BO

975.00
1065.00
1370.00
1495.00
1915.00

Call
for
the
best
prices
on
the
full
COMPAQ
range

1799.00
3175 00

Hercules Mono/Graphics Plus Adaptor
Hercules Colour/Graphics Adaptor
Hercules InColour/Graphics Adaptor
Orchid EGA 256kb s Printer Adp

999 00

COMPAQ

54900
102500
122500

Tatung EGA Monitor
ADI EGA Monitor
NEC Multi Sync Monitor EGA/Colour/Mono/PGA
IRMA Card 3270 Emulation Adaptor
IRMA Graphics Card 3270 Emulation Adaptor

IBM Compatible Monitors & Adaptors

825/955.00
112500

Portable 4.77mhz 256kb 1x360kb
Portable2 6/8mhz M2 256kb 2x360kb
Portable2 6/8mhz M4 640kb 1x360kb +20mb
Portable3 12mhz M1 640kb 1x1.2kb
Portable3 12mhz M20 640kb 1x1.2kb 20mb
40mb
Portable3 12mhz M40 640kb 1x1.2kb
Deskpro M1 128kb 1x360kb
Deskpro M2 256kb 2x360kb

Cardbox Plus
Datamaster
dBase II
dBase III plus
Clipper dB3 Comp
Delta 4 Prof
IBM Filing Assis
Multisoft A/Cs from
Pegasus A/Cs from
Sage Bookeeper
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant
Sage Fin. Cost
Paradox
IBM Teamwork from

031 554 4361

0273 609331

IBM

110

35
94

47
65
55
75
115
as

Mono £849 Mono £1575 Mono £2160 Mono £1499
Colour £1019 Colour £1795 Colour £ 2355 Colour £1694
30mb Hard Disk

Mono £1640
Colour £1860

New IBM's Please Call
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Solving the
equation
problem
MATH CAD from Mathsoft International is for users who want to be
able to enter and calculate mathematical formulae on -screen. It

allows you to type in formulae
straight from the keyboard.
A template is provided showing

the key combinations that
used.

are

For example, Alt -P will

display the Greek letter

it onscreen. Solutions are calculated

automatically and results may be
plotted as graphs on -screen. The
program will recalculate any
formula automatically if you make
any alterations to it.

Math CAD supports standard
mathematical notation and
symbols, including those signifying summation, product, integral,
derivative, subscripts, square
roots, powers and parentheses.
It runs on IBM PC, PC/ AT and

compatible micros with a minimum of 340K RAM. It supports
the IBM Graphics Printer, Pro printer, HP Laserjet or compatible
printers. For more details contact
Mathsoft International, 129 Beaufort Street, London SW3 6BF.
Telephone: (0827) 86239.

All change
LETRASET has signed an agreement

WS

SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE IS

SOFTWARE
SHORTS

ARRIVING FOR
NEW MACS

Caxton Computer

THE LAUNCH of the Macintosh SE
and Macintosh II has led to a flurry

grated business package for the

of activity in the software arena.

expected to be launched in the

Mac, code -named Galaxy. It

is

From Apple come a file server U.S. in the summer. In addition to
called Appleshare and the Laser share print-spooler.
Appleshare will allow up to 25
users to share information on an

graphics, word-processing, worksheet, forms and communications
modules, Galaxy will include its

Appletalk network. It requires a

will be able to transfer Lotus 1-2-3

dedicated Mac Plus, Mac SE or Mac

and Symphony files to and from

own command language. Users

II and at least one hard disc. A Galaxy. For details contact Lotus
minimum of 512K memory is Development U.K., Consort
necessary for each work station.
Appleshare file servers may also be
accessed by MS-DOS systems

connected to the Appletalk network by an Appletalk PC card.
Appleshare costs £595.
Lasershare, due out in May, will
provide print -spooling services to
Appletalk users. Apple also hopes

to provide a version of Unix later
this year, which together with an
Ethernet card will allow users to

House, Victoria Street, Windsor,
Berkshire SL4 1EX. Telephone:
(0753) 840281.

McMax from the Nantucket
Corporation is a dBase-compatible
database package for the Mac, Mac
Plus, Mac XL and Lisa micros. Due
out in April, McMax allows users

up to 2,000 fields per database,
2,000 memory variables and 2,000

based networks.
For more details on Appleshare
and Appletalk contact Apple

procedures per procedure file. It
costs £299. Contact Nantucket
Corporation, 2 Bluecoats Avenue,
Fore Street, Hertford SG14 1PB.
Telephone: (0992) 554621.
Ashton-Tate's own version of

Computer U.K., Eastman Way,

dBase for the Mac, dBase Mac, had

Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire

yet to appear at the time of going

integrate the Mac II into Unix -

HP2 7HQ. Telephone: (0442) to press. An Ashton-Tate spokes60244.

At Apple World in Los Angeles
Lotus previewed a modular inte-

woman said the delay was to
ensure that the package worked
with the new Mac machines.

to handle the distribution of the

Ready Set Go 3 DTP package

Systems

has reduced the price of its
Fantasy DTP program to
£49.95. Ring (093586) 2609.
Ashton-Tate has announced
an enhanced version of the
dBase III LAN Pack. Copy
protection has been
removed, and it supports up
to six users. Details on (0628)
33123.
Topcopy is a memory resident pop-up WP program
for the IBM PC and
compatibles. It costs £55 and
is available from I nnova
Software on (0453) 845153.

Tom Rettig's Library is an
add-on tool kit for Clipper
and dBase III Plus. The price
is £99. Ring Nantucket
Corporation on (0992)

554621 for more details.
dBXL is a dBase III Plus
clone from Wordtech. It costs
£129 and is available from
In -Touch Computer Solutions

on (0222) 882334.
Blyth Software has dropped
copy protection on single user and multi-user versions
of Omnis 3 Plus for the Mac.
Ring (0728) 3011.
Precision Software is
importing a range of Atari ST
utilities from the U.S.,
including a business -graphics
package, Chart Pak, at
£49.95, and an enhanced
version of Paint Pro, Paint
Pro Library I, at £24.95. Ring
01-330 7166.

worldwide. Previously Letraset was

the U.K. supplier of the

Integrated
WP for

competing Letrapage, but it has
now dropped this package.
Letraset says it has abandoned
Letrapage because it would not be
ready within the time scale Letraset
required.
Ready Set Go's previous distributor, Heyden and Son, says it has
had no battle with Letraset. In its
place Heyden is now supplying a
DTP package called Xpress from

Quark Inc. of Denver. It runs on
the Mac Plus and Mac SE micros
and allows Mac II users to display
documents in colour. When used
with the Laserwriter Xpress pro-

duces colour separations, and it
will print spot colour using the
Imagewriter II. It costs £695.

For details of Xpress contact

Heyden and Son, Spectrum
House, Hillview Gardens, London
NW4 2JQ. Telephone: 01-203
5171. Ready Set Go 3 costs £395
and is available from Letraset
U.K., 195-203 Waterloo Road,
London SE1 8XJ. Telephone:
01-928 7551.

14

1-2-3
AN INTEGRATED word processor for

Lotus 1-2-3 called 4Word has been
launched in the U.S. The program
was designed by Le Blond Software

of Indianapolis using the Lotus
1-2-3 add -in tool kit. It is claimed

that this will ensure that 4Word
shares resources with 1-2-3 and will

Ashton-Tate Rapid File
ASHTON-TATE'S Rapid File is a file

manager aimed at users who do
not want to develop specialised
applications.
Rapid File runs on the IBM PC,
PC/ AT and compatibles with
256K RAM and two 360K floppy disc drives, or one 360K floppy and
one hard disc. It has facilities
for

data management, creating

reports, writing form letters and
producing mailing labels. It uses
the same file format as dBase III

Plus, so users can transfer files
between the two packages. The
price is £275.
For more details contact Ashton-

Tate, 1 Bath Road, Maidenhead,
Berkshire SL6 4UH. Telephone:
(0628) 33123.

not interfere with pop -ups like
Sidekick and HAL.
4Word uses a 1-2-3 style menu
and cursor -movement keys. It
requires PC -DOS or MS-DOS 2.0
or later to run and will run on versions 2.0 and 2.1 of Lotus 1-2-3. It
costs $99.95.
For more details contact Turner Hall Publishing, 1021 Torre

Avenue, Cupertino, Ca. 95014,
U.S.A. Telephone:
code 408) 253-9607.

(U.S.

area
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ITS FOR YOO-HOO!
Put your PC in touch with the world by
using a VX modem from THORN EMI -

software packages now available.

technology you can trust from Britain's
leading modem manufacturer.
Designed specially for PC users, the

at 1200 bps; the VX 524 is V22 bis operating at 2400 bps. The VX 543 is a lower
speed model offering V21/23 suitable for
Viewdata and Prestel.

The VX 512 is a V22 modem operating

latest NA 512 and VX 524 models offer
Call THORN EMI Datatech about the
Hayegt compatibility and full V25 bis
Auto Dial/Auto Answer facilities enabling best model to meet your needs or ask

your PC to communicate with other com- your local dealer. At these recommended
retail prices: VX 512 £399, VX 524 £499,
puters (even in your absence) and use
many of the leading PC communications VX 543 £195, why settle for anything less!

THORN EMI datacomms -placing the world at your fingertips.

THORN EMI
Datatech

THORN EMI Datatech Ltd., Data Communications Division,
Spur Road, Feltham, Middlesex, TW14 OTD. England.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

Telephone: 01-890 1477. Telex: 23995.
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NEWS
PERSONAL COMPUTER
SALES KEEP CLIMBING
SALES of business micros in the
U.K. rose to 280,000 in 1986 to

bring the total installed base of

U.K. Business Micro Market
Unit sales through dealers, February 1987

Others (19.0%)

Systems. IBM is still in the lead,
with Olivetti second and Amstrad

IlkIBM (28.0%)

Olivetti (6.0%)

Romtec's figures are based on

Apricot (7.0%)

Hpple (6.0%)

Amstrad (24.0%)

[source

the micro market sold through
ended

December

tion had a net income of $30.1

gest share of personal -computer

ment Corporation announced net

market sales, with 26 percent.

income for 1986 up 27 percent
from $38.1 million in 1985 to
$48.3 million in 1986. The pub-

In fact, profits appear to be
healthy all round. Compaq

reflected in profits. The company

reported sales up 82 percent with a
net income of $44.5 million.
Software houses also report
record sales. Ashton-Tate Corpora-

million and a pre-tax profit of

Romtecl

1986.
Amstrad claims that by February of
this year the PC -1512 had the lar31

range in September; Romtec's
figures also fail to take into account
micros sold through retail outlets,
where Amstrad is particularly
strong.
Amstrad's success has also been

£71.3 million for the six months

Research Center in New York have
demonstrated a 20,000 -word PC based speech -recognition system.
Its vocabulary is claimed to include
speaker is likely to use in business.
The system uses two sub -systems

processor chip that has been developed by IBM.
A user will speak into a micro-

Compaq (5.0%)

single -user desk -top machines in

reported record sales of £272.5

IBM SCIENTISTS at the T J Watson

each containing a digital signal Tandon (5.0%)

third. The latest figures from Romtec place IBM first, Amstrad
second, Apricot third, and Olivetti
and Apple level pegging in fourth
place.

portables. Amstrad's rapid rise is
particularly impressive, considering it only launched its PC -1512

recognition

97 percent of all the words a

machines to over 650,000, according to Wharton Information

business micro dealers and exclude
multi-user micros and battery

Speech

Computer reported that the company's sales were up 24 percent
from 1985 giving it a net income of

$42.9 million. Atari Coproration

million in 1986, an increase of 81.3
percent from 1985. Lotus Develop-

lisher of the PFS products and Har-

vard Presentation Graphics, Software Publishing Corporation,
announced a net income of $1.2
million for the fiscal quarter end-

ing 31 December 1986 - just
double the figure for the same
quarter in the previous year.

phone with brief pauses between
words. To recognise continuous
speech will require more processing power than is available from
the PC -based system.
Speakers have to complete a preliminary 20 -minute session in

which the user reads a standard
document into the machine. The
system uses it to characterise and
remember the individual's way of
speaking. Punctuation is added
verbally, and a contextual ability
enables the system to differentiate
between like -sounding words.

For more information contact

IBM U.K., PO Box 41,

Baltic

House, Kingston Crescent, Ports-

mouth, Hampshire P06 3AU.
Telephone: (0705) 694941.

WordPerfect, MathPlan, SSIData

WordPerfect
WORD PROCESSING

SPREAD SHEET

T.

I

1 WbrdPerfect
1

korary

NEWS
Fuji floppy

SHORTS
Adobe

city of 1.6Mbyte, expandable to

Systems has signed
a contract with IBM giving
IBM licensing rights to the
Postscript page -description

2Mbyte. Fuji claims the discs can

language.

store the equivalent of over 625

Apricot Computers has set
up a division dedicated to
Apricot Xenix. It has also
announced a 45Mbyte
80386 -based Xenix machine,
the Xenix System 8, capable

FUJI's MF2HD 3.5in. double -sided
floppy discs have a memory capa-

pages of A4 text, and that this
represents an increase of about 60
percent over standard 3.5in. discs.
Each disc is guaranteed to
operate continuously on the same

of supporting up to eight
users. Ring 021-456 1234.
The first 77,000 entries to
be recorded on the Data

track for over 20 million passes
without deterioration. A box of 10
will cost around £78.

For details contact Fuji Photo

Protection Register can now
be viewed on microfiche in

Film (U.K.), Fuji Film House, 125
Finchley Road, London NW3 6JH.
Telephone: 01-586 5900.

171 public libraries

First

Computer
OLIVETTI'S customer -support group
is

taking over First Computer's

maintenance contracts. Olivetti
says the move is part of the com-

pany's continued push into the
third -party maintenance business.
For details contact Olivetti,
Olivetti House, PO Box 89, 86-88

Observer daily service
available on Prestel
BRITISH TELECOM Prestel is offering

an on-line daily news service in
conjunction with the Observer
newspaper. A roundup of news
will appear every morning, and

Upper Richmond Road, London
SW15 2UR. Telephone: 01-785

will be followed by headline news

6666.

comment on selected items.

stories throughout the day with

Prestel

users will be able to

access the service on page number
3456 or through the on-line magazine Focus. There will be no frame
charges. For details contact Prestel, Telephone House, Temple
Avenue, London EC4Y OHL.
Telephone: 01-822 1056.

throughout the U.K. Details
on (0625) 535777.
Ashton-Tate has announced
plans to offer £2 million
worth of shares of its
common stock to the public.
Ring (0628) 33123.
Telecom Gold has dropped
the minimum billing charge of
£10 per mailbox per month
for Telecom Gold club
accounts. Details on 01-403
6777.
A Simple Concept will re ink old Amstrad PCW ribbons
for £2 per ribbon. Contact
(0222) 35820.

... You may confer.
WordPerfect Library
brings new meaning to the
subject of software integ ration by linking three of
today's most advanced
software packages WordPerfect, MathPlan and
SSIData.

Programs are immediately
accessed from the Shell menu
by a single key stroke as are
the 6 powerful utilities which
provide a full function
Calculator, Calendar,
Notebook, File Manager,
Macro and Program Editor.
The movement of text,
figures, graphs and records
WordPerfect

is simplicity itself within
WordPerfect Library, which
provides an impressive
degree of flexibility, in
operation and is simplified by
the use of function keys and
a colour coded template
dispensing with the need for
complex control codes. Create
your own menu structure,
from which you can run DOS
commands and batch files.
To improve your
knowledge and to find out
details of how you too can join
the WordPerfect Library,
telephone or write to
Sentinel Software.

SENTINEL
SOFTWAR E
Wellington House, New Zealand Avenue,
Walton on Thames, Surrey KT12 1PY.
Telephone: (0932) 231164
Telex: 916005. FERGUS G.

Mathplan
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The new IBM Pe
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new range has the future built in.

hatitisi

But just as important, the Personal

11,04 .01-1121

System/2 builds on past success.
It is compatible with the existing
IBM PC range, and most current
PC DOS software.

Mode130-002

It may come as a surprise that
IBM is launching a new generation
of personal computers that are not

when we launched the original IBM
Personal Computer back in 1981.
The eight new Personal System/2

Introducing the new family:
designed for today and tomorrow.

The Personal System/2

is a

family of fast workers.

But there is a good reason. The
IBM Personal System/2" models are

models are loaded with features
that will help shape the future of
personal computing. They also bring

much more than personal com-

about dramatic improvements in

Micro Channel" Architecture. It
features a radical new bus design

puters. In fact they're based on many

operating speeds, memory capacity,
and flexibility.

called PCs.

of the successful concepts used in
our mainframe computers.

The IBM Personal System/2
breaks new ground by using technology that was simply not available

They have been designed to
take advantage of continuing technological advances as they are
introduced by IBM. That's why our

The secret lies with IBM's new

which can handle more instructions
and information than most of today's
fastest personal computers.
To take advantage of the powerful potential of the Personal System/2's

Micro Channel Architecture, IBM

rsonal System/2.
ith the future built in.
has designed IBM Operating
System/27 It will allow you to

address above 640Kb, opening the
way to a new range of advanced and
multi -tasking applications.

All of the Personal System/2

models use the sturdy 15 inch
diskette format for which we have
developed a range of tools to ease
the transition from, and help you
co -exist with, the 5.25 inch diskette
media.

The range can meet all your
storage and memory needs, with
RAM from 640Kb to 20Mb and
Micro Channel Architecture:
designed for multi -tasking.

Today it is essential that computer

users can communicate with each
other. With the new Personal System/2

no product is an island.

Completely new hardware and
software allow you to connect up

applications.

the three Colour Displays offer a
choice of 256 colours from a total
palette of 262,144 different hues.

you have 262,144 choices.

The resolution of our character
matrix has been improved by nearly

realism more akin to photographs
Store volumes of data:
without sacrificing desk space.

products we may announce in the

future, and sideways to outside

A great deal of thought has been

information sources.
These are true personal systems

put into the internal design of the

Application Architecture.

choose from 64 shades of grey, while

30%, making text sharp and clear,
while graphics take on a clarity and

the IBM PC family, forward to

The Personal System/2 introduces the first step in a long range
plan to provide consistency across
the IBM product range: Systems

improved graphic capabilities. The
Monochrome Display allows you to

able cartridges bring you "Write
Once Read Many" technology for
file backup, archiving and special

to less sophisticated personal computers, back to previous models of

just suitable as stand alone boxes for
the single user.

to benefit from the Personal System/2's

storage from twin 720Kb drives to
an enormous 230Mb capacity. We
are also introducing a new 200Mb
optical disk drive. Its interchange-

to more powerful IBM systems, down

that are multi -connectable, multipurpose, multi -tasking tools; not

for high function colour graphics.
Four new analogue displays have
been specially designed to allow you

new Personal System/2.

Very large scale integration of
internal circuitry and surface mount-

ed technology results in improved
performance, lower power consumption and increased reliability.

than traditional computer generated
images.
The best place to learn about the

future is from the people who have
helped you in the past. Your IBM
Authorised Dealer can tell you more
about the IBM Personal System/2.
They'll explain how it can help make
your business more efficient today,
and what it can do for you tomorrow.

All models have a compact new
design and take up much less desk
space.

Furthermore, through the use of

For more details and a list of IBM Authorised
Dealers contact Wendy Castle at the National
Enquiry Centre, IBM United Kingdom Limited,
414 Chiswick High Road, London W4 STF, or
telephone 01-995 7700 during working hours.

for the way that data appears on any

surface mounted technology, we
have been able to build in 6 input/

IBM screen, and a universal set of

output functions allowing you more

operating commands, the new architecture will allow you to feel at home

room for expansion. These are a

Type of Business

keyboard port, a bidirectional par-

Company Address

with your computer regardless of

allel port, a fast serial port for printers

which type of IBM system you are

and other devices, a port for a

using.

mouse or other pointers and support

By providing a consistent look

Name
Position

Company

Postcode

=== =

Phone (work)
LPCO 5
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Manuscript. How to proco
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You may be content with your present word

business and technical professionals.

processor. And it's easy to understand why.
Even the clumsiest word processor is light years
beyond the electric typewriter, the accepted standard

Very often documents require the
mixing of text and graphics on the same
page, for example, graphics from Lotus

only a decade ago. However, just the term word processing conjures up a rather modest expectation. The

1-2-3, Symphony and Freelance Plus. With

ability to process words.
But, the mere processing of words is hardly the
challenge today. When you're creating a 20 -page report,
an 80 -page proposal, a 200 -page specification, or just
a 2 -page letter, you often have to work with graphics, equations,
tables and more.

and charts, as well as diagrams and

Manuscript you can import spreadsheets
scanned images.

Another feature that goes beyond
conventional word processing is Manuscript's integrated Outliner. When you reduce the document to a
series of headlines, you're able to navigate more easily than wading

That's simply too much to ask of a product designed to through the entire piece. You can move a page, or even an entire
process words. But, that's exactly what you can expect from Lotus
Manuscript, it provides a complete document creation system for

chapter with just a few keystrokes.
Because Manuscript understands the structure of your docu-

documents, not just words.
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ment, you can globally format an entire document or format by
individual sections. Imagine changing all headlines from 14 point

compatibles. Its familiar 1-2-3 interface makes it easy to use.

plain text to 16 point bold, by a simple menu selection.
Manuscript's Document Compare feature highlights changes
between revisions for fool proof proof-reading.

coupon together with £15 and we'll send you a presentation disk,
trial software, and a 100 -page tutorial manual.
It won't just impress you. It'll convince you.

And our Manuscript evaluation kit makes it easy to try. Send us the

Also, Manuscript automatically sizes and generates maths To: Lotus Development (UK) Ltd., Consort House, Victoria Street, Windsor,
equations as well as upper and lower case Greek symbols, Berks. SL4 1EX. Tel: (0734) 342875.
diacritical marks and brackets.

With our powerful Print Formatter you have complete
control over the look of your document, from position and size
of graphics, to fonts and point sizes and more.
As for the quality of output, Manuscript takes full advantage
of today's printing technology, from dot-matrix to laser including
PostScript printers.

Manuscript is designed to work on most IBM PC's and

1 enclose £15* for my Manuscript evaluation kit.

0

Please send me more information on Manuscript. El
Name

Company
Address

Postcode
*Refundable after purchase.

ilLotus
MAN/PCG/2

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL SOFTWARE
COMPANY IN THE WORLD.
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COMPUMART
WATFORD (0923) 55633

-IBM

COMPAIIMono

Colour

PC XT (SDD):(640k RAM 2 x 360k Disk)
PC XT (SFD):(640k RAM 360k +20Mb Disk)
PC XT (286):(640k RAM 1.2Mb +

£1521.00
£1856.00

£1720.00
£2055.00

20Mb Disk)
PC AT X:(512k RAM 1.2Mb + 30Mb Disk)

£2358.00
£3250.00

£2727.00
£3310.00

All prices include Keyboard, Monitor & DOS

8087 Chip £195.00 80287 Chip £295.00 AT 360k Disk £145.00

-TOSHIBA

Portables
Portable I:(256k RAM 2 x 360k Disks)
Portable I Plus:(360k Disk + 10Mb H/Disk

Portable II Model 2:(256k RAM 2 x 360k Disk)
Portable II Model 4:(640k RAM 360k Disk +
20Mb H/Disk)

Portable 286 Model 3:(640k RAM 1.2Mb + 20Mb
H/Disk + 10Mb Tape)
H/Disk)
H/Disk)

80286 Co -pro, Clock Cal)

£2772.00

TOSHIBA T1100 PLUS
640k, 2 x 720k Disks, DOS 3.2 and inclusive of

£1395.00

A/C Adapter -Charger and Carrying Case:

Deskpro Model 2:(256k RAM 2 x 360k Disks)
Deskpro Model 3:(640k RAM 360k + 20Mb Disk)

£1307.00
£1797.00

Deskpro 286 20:(640k RAM 1.2Mb + 20Mb Disk)
Deskpro 286 40:(640k RAM 1.2Mb + 40Mb Disk)
Deskpro 286 701:(640k RAM 1.2Mb + 70Mb Disk +

£2367.00
£2718.00

40Mb Tape Backup)

40Mb Tape Backup)
Colour

Mono

M 15 Portable
M24:(640k RAM 360k + 20Mb Disk)
M24SP:(640k RAM 360k + 20Mb Disk)
M28:(512k RAM 1.2Mb + 20Mb
Disk Bs. Con)
M28:(512k RAM 1.2Mb + 40Mb
Disk Bs. Con)

£1101.00
£1683.00
£1826.00

£1897.00
£2040.00

£2266.00

£2493.00

£2730.00

£2958.00

-PRINTERS

£4245.00
£4706.00
£5186.00

All prices include Keyboard, Dual -Mode Monitor & DOS

CM/Ma PORTABLE III
640k, 286 Processor, 1.2Mb Floppy, 20Mb H/Disk:
640k, 286 Processor, 1.2Mb Floppy, 40Mb H/Disk:

£2825.00
£3137.00

All prices include DOS

All prices include Keyboard, Monitor & DOS

-SOFTWARE

Epson FX800:(240cps, 35cps NLQ, 80col)
£434.00
Epson FX1000:(240cps, 35cps NLQ, 132co1) £443.00
Epson LQ1000:(1 80cps, 60cps NLQ, 132co1) £671.00
NEC P660:(180cps, 72cps NLQ, 80col)
£415.00
NEC P760:(180cps, 72cps NLQ, 136col)
£490.00
NEC P560XL:(264cps, 88cps LQ, 136col)
£885.00
Toshiba P351
£856.00
NEC Spinwriter 8850:(55cps)
£899.00
IBM Quietwriter Model 1
£858.00
IBM Quietwriter Model 2
£1075.00
HP Laserjet (8ppm)
£1596.00
HP Laserjet Plus (8ppm + graphics)
£2800.00
HP 7475A:(A3)

£3137.00

Deskpros

Deskpro 38640:(1 Mb RAM 1.2Mb + 40Mb Disk)
Deskpro 386 70:(640k RAM 1.2Mb + 70Mb Disk +

-Olivetti

Plotters HP 7440A:(A4)

£2825.00

All prices include DOS

£1122.00

Letter
Quality

£3147.00

Portable III Model 40 (640k RAM, 1.2Mb + 40Mb

Lap Top Computers

Matrix

£2275.00

Portable III Model 20 (640k RAM, 1.2Mb + 20Mb

T1 100:(256k RAM, 31/2" 720k Disk, 80088 Co -pro,
DOS 2.1)
13100:(640k RAM, 31/2" Disk + 10Mb H/Disk, 8MHz

Dot

£1397.00
£1817.00
£1680.00

£776.00
£1366.00

Multimate Advantage £346.00
Wordstar Professional £290.00

Dbase III Plus
Smart

Displaywrite III
Lotus 1-2-3
SuperCalc IV

Symphony
Paradox
Microsoft Mouse

£322.00
£247.00
£230.00

£399.00
£486.00
£355.00
£430.00
£140.00

Other Printers, Multifunction Cards
& Software available.

EX -RENTAL EQUIPMENT

All prices include cable

Please telephone Steven on (0923) 53933 ext. 257 for
information and prices on current stock.

-SPECIAL OFFERS
Taxan mono monitor 12"
Princeton mono monitor 12"
Princeton colour monitor 12"
Princeton EGA monitor 12"

£135.00
£161.00
£352.00
£395.00

Paradise AutoSwitch EGA
Hercules Mono Plus graphic card

Mountain Hardcard 20Mb
AST SixPac 384k

£279.00
£199.00
£620.00
£418.00

AST Rampage 512k for AT
QUAD EGA (short)
DC 600A Tape (Box of 10)

£428.00
£229.00
£26.00

Please ring for an immediate response and the latest prices
Prices exclude VAT & Delivery

ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

All prices are subject to C.W.O.

S OF T WA R

BY MIKE LEWIS

TURBO TRICKS
PASCAL CAN BE A CUMBERSOME LANGUAGE TO USE BUT TURBO PASCAL PROVIDES MANY WAYS OF
MAKING IT MORE STRAIGHTFORWARD.

D egular readers of this column will know

IV that I am a Turbo Pascal fan. But my

enthusiasm for this compiler owes nothing
to the Pascal language itself. It is Turbo
Pascal's superior development environment,
its fast in -memory compilation and its portability between eight -bit and 16 -bit systems

that has won Borland so many loyal
followers.
But Pascal can still be a very cumbersome

HEX DUMP ROUTINE
program HexDumpDemo;
(A skeleton program to show how the hex dump routine is used, to
demonstrate absolute variables; requires Turbo Pascal (any version)
const

MaxField=6000;
(
size in bytes of largest structure that can be dumped
type
string2= string[2];
DataType=reco.rd

Count: integer;
Name: stringC167;
Amount: real;

language to use. Its syntax is inconsistent
and fussy, its rigid type checking often gets
in the way of the programmer, and it lacks a
standard method of handling essentials like
strings and random files. Fortunately, Turbo
Pascal provides many ways of making the
language more palatable and it is worth
studying the manual carefully because there
are lots of Turbo tricks to be learnt.
A typical example is Pascal's poor
handling of dynamic memory. Suppose your
program has to do some sort of processing on
a text file. You would like to read all or part
of the file into a RAM buffer and to be able
to work on it there. But you do not know in

advance how big the file is or how much
memory will be free. In C, the program
would simply grab whatever RAM is available, read in the file, then access individual
characters by manipulating a pointer.
In Pascal things are not so easy. The pro-

AnyVar: DataType;

16 -bit

systems this is a 32 -bit value expressed as a
segment and offset. So if P is the pointer
Mem[Seg(Pl:Ofs(1)11

contains the first character of the buffer. In
eight -bit versions, you would write
Mem[Ord(Pl]
Admittedly, all this is something of a

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1987

)

digits: array(0..15] of char ='0123456769ABCDEF';
hex:=digits(number shr 41 +.
digits(number and SF];

high -order digit
low -order digit

(
(

end;

procedure HexDump (var AreaToDump; Size:integer);
(Outputs the specified area in hex, sixteen bytes per line; Size is the
number of bytes in the area. AreatToDump can be any data type, subject
to the maximum size indicated by MaxField)
var

Area: array[1..MaxField1 of byte absolute AreaToDump;
j:
integer;
begin
writeln;

for j:=1 to Size do
begin

(j and $F)=0 then
writeln;

C
C
(

output byte in hex, followed by space
if byte count is a multiple of 16 )
go to next line )

)

end;
end;

begin (main program)
., statements that assign values to AnyVar can go here ..

(

HexDump(AnyVar, SizeOf(AnyVar));

given number of bytes, which can be

pointer returned by Getmem. In

( this is the variable to be dumped

begin

if

would be able to get at the individual characters of the file but you would still have the
problem of not knowing in advance how big
to make the array.
One solution is to use Mem, which is one
of Turbo's built-in arrays. It is an array of
bytes which maps to the entire RAM of the
computer. You can locate your buffer within
this space by looking at the contents of the

)

const

write (hex(Area[j1),"1;

If it is a pointer to a character array you

)

function hex(number:byte):string2;
(returns the number as two hex digits)

memory of a specific data type, which means
that you have to know at compile time how
much you will need. If you want an array of
however many bytes there is space for, you

decided at run time, to a pointer of any type.

this is the type of the variable to
( be dumped; any record, array, etc.
( would be suitable for this
(

end;
var

grammer is limited to allocating dynamic

have to grab the RAM in small chunks and
make them into a linked list.
However, Turbo Pascal supports the
Getmem procedure. It allows you to allot a

)

(

..

)

( output the variable in hex

further statements can go here ..

)

)

end.

kludge. However, it is worth getting to
know the Mem array if you like working with
the bare bones of your machine. On the IBM

on the IBM PC show the current settings of
Turbo's text and background colours. But
be cautious about using such information:

PC, for example, you can examine the

there is no guarantee that it will apply to

various keyboard toggles like Caps Lock and
Num Lock by looking at
Mem[0:$147]

future versions of the compiler.

In CP / M-80 the IObyte can be found at

Pascal's strict type checking can be
another headache, especially where the
matching of parameters is concerned. The

You can also use Mem with addresses

compiler will stamp on any attempt to pass a
parameter to a sub -program if it is not of the

relative to individual segments of the 16 -bit
processor's RAM, thanks to Turbo's built-in
segment pointers. For example, the contents
of

type that the sub -program is expecting to
receive. Of course, this is usually a good
thing since it can keep some hard -to -trace
bugs out of the program.

Mem[3].

Mem [DSeg:$8]

(continued on next page)
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But there are times when a little more
flexibility would be nice. For instance, it is

often desirable to write general-purpose
routines that can operate on any type of
data. A good example would be a procedure
that gives a hexadecimal display of the exact

contents of any variable. This could be a
valuable debugging aid in much the same
way as the Write statement, except that it
would work with arrays and records as well as
with simple variables.
In standard Pascal this would be

impossible. But Turbo comes to the rescue
with its absolute variables. Any variable can
be declared as absolute, meaning that it will
reside at a specific address in memory. This

-7)

.....7)

.

.g.,

WORK SHCIP

ables. The listing on the previous page
shows how to take advantage of this to
implement the hex dump routine.
The absolute variable in the example is
defined as an array of bytes, this being the
most convenient structure for the hex
routine. Since the compiler needs to know
the size of this array, you have to impose
some arbitrary limit on the size of the variable. You might as well set this limit fairly
high since it does not cause any additional
space to be allocated.
An important point about untyped parameters is that they must be passed by
reference rather than by value; that is, they
must be Var parameters. Otherwise the subprogram would not know the address of the

can be an actual physical address, or it can be
the address of any other variable. So
defining
A absolute B

data item - and the mapping of the

means that A and B will both reside at the
same location and will therefore contain the
same data.
There is nothing stopping A from being a
variable declared within a sub -program,

ameters are passed, the sub -program
receives a copy of the entire variable on the
stack and this is discarded when the routine
exists. With reference parameters, only the
address is passed. This is necessary for pro-

while B is a parameter that the sub -program
receives. Also, if B happens to be untyped,
Pascal's type checking is neatly sidestepped.
Untyped parameters are normally only used
in operations where the type is immaterial,
such as Move and Fillchar. But they can also

cesses that have to alter the data for the

be used in the definition of absolute vari-

absolute variable would not work.
Var parameters are also important where

efficiency is concerned. When value par-

benefit of the caller.
It is clearly more economical to use Var
parameters even if the called routine does
not change their contents. With large arrays
and records, many hundreds of bytes might
have to be copied, compared to just two or

four bytes - depending on the processor for copying addresses. The time and space
costs involved can be excessive and many
programmers make a point of always calling
by reference for all non -simple data types.

Compiler directives are another area to
watch. During program development it is

usually a good idea to switch on the R
directive, which does run-time checks of
array subscripts, because untrapped subscript errors could otherwise cause the
program to go crazy. The same applies to the
K directive, which checks for stack overflow.
However, there is surprisingly little to gain

from switching these directives off when
testing is finished.

In a series of experiments I found that
keeping R and K passive increased running
times by only one percent to three percent.
There was also only a very small increase in
the size of the Com files. This is at odds with
the Turbo manual's advice to switch the directives off for live running.
The U directive is a different story. It
causes the program to make constant checks
of the keyboard in case the user wishes to
interrupt execution by pressing Control -C.
Programs compiled with this directive take

from 80 percent to 150 percent longer to
run. Using the C directive is a better bet,
because the checks are then only carried out
when there is console I / 0, and the effect on
total running time is usually small.

Think
Multiuse%

for Office

Efficiencw
If you have a queue of people waiting to use the office P.C..

then what you need is a multiuser system.
For about the same price as a high performance personal
computer you can have a machine that will handle up to four
users simultaneously. giving them the ability to run four
separate programmes or a database from four different
stations. This solution will help increase productivity and
reduce user frustration.

If you have more than four users then we can still solve your
problems. We have systems that will solve most multiuser
applications.

For more information phone or write to Phil Copestick at:

=whom

rlr MINIMINII

COMDUIEP SYSIEMS

Sirton Computer Systems Limited
7 Greenlea Park, Prince George's Road,
London, SW19 2PT.
Tel: 01-640 6931

All items are backed by our technical support and our ability to assemble systems or units to customers'
specific requirements. We also operate a full PC software advisory service with emphasis on special
turnkey projects.

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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NETWORKS ARE
A NIGHTMARE !
Networking is complicated,
expensive and difficult to
understand and
implement!
This has been the traditional view
but now there's EASYNET, the
reliable and inexpensive network
that keeps computers in touch.
EASYNET is different from other,
more expensive systems because ft
works by enhancing the operating
system of the PC's you're already
using - C/PM, MS DOS or PC DOS.
There's no central file server or
expensive cable. Installation is as
simple as plugging in a phone.
With EASYNET, the people in your
office can share modems, printers,
hard disks and other resources to
get the information they need
quickly and efficiently.

EASYNET for
£350.00
per station.
Supports C/PM, PC DOS, MS
DOS

Shared Resources(Printers, Disk
Drives, Modems)
NO Dedicated File or Printer
Servers

MicroSight
LOW COST IMAGE CAPTURE

MICROSIGHT I
The popular low cost image capture system for IBM

PC/XT/AT and compatibles capable of capturing

up to 512 x 512 resolution images at 255 grey
includes camera, Microeye
levels. MicroSight
I

Scanner Card and software.

A camera stand is included to allow images of a
variety of sizes to be captured

£595 - VAT

MICROEYE SCANNER
Image capture card for use with your own camera/

video system, provided with software for image
capture, disk storage and printing. The microeye
scanner has a resolution of up to 512 x 512 pixels
at 255 grey levels.
Suitable for IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles

£295

VAT

Versions of MicroSight and Microeye available for
RM NIMBUS, Apricot, BBC Model B, HP 9816 and
Victor 9000/Sirius

Flexible print Queue and
Spooling
High SpeedCommunications
(1.5Mb.p.s.)

Efficient Bus Topology and Low
Cost Twisted Pair Cable
Up to 200 Stations Per Network

User, Group and Global security
access
Interstation Messaging

Very easy to Install and Use

MICROSIGHT RT

EASYNET STARTER KITS ARE

A real time image capture system for use with IBM

£695 (+VAT)

PC/XT/AT with capture of 512 x 512 resolution
images at frame rate. Complete with camera and

This includes:
Software, 2 x Plug in Cards, Cabling
kit & Documentation

£1,490

software

VAT

MicroScale image processing and measurement
software available with MicroSight products.

EAS YN ET

For Further details contact: -

The Low Cost, High performance LAN Solution
Send for further information to:

The image analysis people

LOGOTRON
Dales Brewery, Gwydir Street, Cambridge C131 21.

.
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(0223) 323656

Digithurst Ltd.
Church Lane, Royston, Herts SG8 9LG
Tel (0763) 42955 Telex 818451 DHURST G
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DAMSON COMPUTING

HOTEL

COMPUTERS, PRINTERS, PLOTTERS, PERIPHERALS,
SOFTWARE PACKAGES AND SUPPLIES
**We challenge you to beat these prices with written quotes**

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

New unbeatable prices on Sanyo 16 bit Business Computers
FOR AMSTRAD AND EPSON (01-803 7074 AND 01-807 7577

extension 42). Most competitive prices in the UK.

COMPUTERS
Kaypro, Olivetti, Bondwell,

We supply

Sanyo,

Amstrad, BBC, Epson and Atari. Please inquire about
our best prices and excellent service on the PC range

Special Offer: Free PC Del after 7pm in North and
Central London areas.
Amstrad CPC6128, Green/col ....... ........... ...... f245/£335
Amstrad 8512 W/Prssr + Prntr + Scrn...... ........ .......£472

Amstrad PCW8256 Upgrade...........................£164
Sanyo MBC 555.2 2X800K DRVS,

WS+ CS+ DS+ MM + RpStar + Philips Mon DOS2.11
£649

£725
Sanyo MBC 885(IBM Compatible)............ ........
Sanyo MBC 555 2X160 +WS, CS, Infos.
£225
£79
Sanyo DM4112 12" Mono Monitor............. .....
DAMSON SANYO SUPPLIER, ASK SANYO RANGE

Bondwell enchant PC compatibility...
VOA
BW34 640K RAM + 5 expansion slots, 4 unoccupied
In GAS machine + MS DOS 2.11 12" green screen +
IBM keyboard + Centr UF
All above for only. ..

.£599

Bondwell true portable 3.5" 720K drive, 2nd drive
port, IBM compatible RGB + B&W rechargeable
battery ext AC/DC
BBC (Master) 1286
Cumana disk drives SP offers ...... ........... .........
Atari 520STM
Atari 520 STM + Mouse
Atari 1040STFM -F Mouse + M Mon

£745
£389
EPOA

U08
£320
£569

NEW OFFER - SINCLAIR FROM ALAN SUGAR
AMIGA SYSTEM PLEASE ASK NOV SP OFFERS

PRINTERS
DOT MATRIX (Special offers)
Brother M1109 FIT PIS (New) NU).
Brother M1509 FIT PIS 136c NLO...
Epson FX800
Epson FX1000
Epson LX86 120cps NLQ.

75-250 BEDROOMS
1184
1383
1310

_1410
E199

£449

Epson L0800.

Juki 5510, 180cps, NLQ, Colour optnl............... _1250
£279
Canon A50 (NLQ)....
Canon Al Laser Printer + cable.
.£1865
Canon Printer/Computer
Citizen 120D IBM/Epson F/T NLO...........................£158
Panasonic 1081
£169
MP165, 165cps (Various modes).......... .........
DAISYWH EEL (Special offers)
Juki 6100 Bid (Limited period)
£249
Juki 2200 Typewriter/Printer
£216
Sanyo Memory Upgrade to 256k
145
Sanyo disk drive upgrade 2 x 800KB
f245

Amstrad PC now available. Please call for price.
Sage/IBM compatible s/w 15% discount.
Amstrad PC1512, DD, MM..
Amstrad PC, 20Mb, SD, CM

£530
.....E1010

20MB HARD DISK UPGRADE FOR £325
30MB FOR £395
SAGE SOFTWARE 20% DISCOUNT
FOR OTHER SOFTWARE P.O.A.
MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY
WS4000 V21, V23, (V22)

f130

(MAIL ORDER) 6 Rays Road, Edmonton,
London, N18 2NX. (Callers by appointment).
Easy to remember address, P.O. Box 100, London, N18 UK.
Phone 01-803 7074 and 01-807 7577 ext 42.
Telex: 8950511 ONEONE G, Telex Box No. 14514001.

SUSS BOX
The DUPLEX SUSS BOX and
DUPLEX SUSS ADAPTOR have
been designed to enable the less
skilled computer user to have a

better understanding of the correct
working connection between a
computer and a peripheral such as a
printer This is achieved by using the
commonly used signals (wires) of the
RS232C serial data cable specification, a
matrix block and special connector pins
By inserting the connector pins into the SUSS
BOX 's matrix block at the axis of two incoming
signals the user can quickly establish a hrm
connection The signals are routed into the SUSS BOX by two 25 way D type connectors. I x
female x male The SUSS BOX also provides a
lamp for each signal to show its condition when
connected in line in High or Low
I

Front Office. Bank Office. Bar. Restaurant.
Housekeeping. General Management. All
Accounts and Payroll. Includes new High

Specification Systems. Hardware.
Software.

Installation.

Training and

Systems Support.
NO CATCH. NO HIDDEN EXTRAS.

Please add £6 + VAT per heavy item for parcel post (UK) delivery. £9 for next
day delivery and £2 + VAT per item for ribbon and disk boxes. We advise,
supply, install, maintain complete systems tailor made to customers
specifications. All prices exclude VAT, are rounded to the nearest pound and
are subject to change without notice.
Export, quantity and Official orders welcome.
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COMPLETELY FREE?
(UK? EUROPE)

Principals only
confidence to:

please

write

in

full

The Managing Director
Mill Computers
18 Cardiff Road
Luton. Beds LU1 1PP. UK.
Telex: 946240
(Must Quote Ref: 19011700)
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The'Classic'

Menu Generator.
Iiminate all user contact
User Ltd. Selection Menu
with operating system
commands. Use MENUGEN
1
ASPECT
2 Wordstar
from Microft Technology to
3
Lotus 123
create menus to access all
4
Disk formatting menu
5
Exit to operating system
your regularly used programs.
MENUGEN is a utility
Please type in selection number'
which will create menus for
any activity. A menu selection
will run a program, call another menu, return to a
previous menu, run a basic program, execute operating
system commands, or exit to the operating system.
FACILITIES INCLUDE
UP TO 20 MENU OPTIONS PER MENU SCREEN
UP TO 15 LEVELS OF NESTED MENU
ANY NUMBER OF LINES OF HEADINGS AND FOOTNOTES
USE OF COLOUR FULLY USER DEFINABLE
'ARE YOU SURE?' MESSAGE OPTION AFTER ANY SELECTION
PROMPTING FOR UP TO 16 PARAMETERS AFTER ANY SELECTION
OPTIONAL PASSWORD PROTECTION ON MENU SELECTIONS
OPTIONAL LOGGING OF ALL SELECTIONS TAKEN

Systems Ztd

Radford Business Centre, Radford Way,
Billericay, Essex.

Tel: 02774 57911
All prices are based on cash -with -order terms
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MENUGEN is available formostCP/M, MS DOS
orPC DOS micros including IBM PC/XT/ATand
compatibles, Sirius, Apricot, HP150, DEC Rainbow,
and manyZ80 machines. MENUGEN costs £48 + VAT
(£55.20) fora single userlicence, or£120 + VAT (£138)
fora network licence, and is available from Microft
Technology Limited, The Old Powerhouse, Kew Gardens
Station, Kew, SurreylW93PS. To order, or for further
information, telephone 01-9488255.

MENUGEN
MENUGEN is a Trade Mork of Micro ft Technology Ltd and is o British product,
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BY JACK SCHOFIELD

SOURCES FOR YOUR SOURCES
IF YOU WANT TO FIND WHICH DATABASES HOLD THE INFORMATION YOU ARE LOOKING FOR YOU WILL
HAVE TO GO BACK TO GOOD OLD PAPER AND PRINT.
databases are valued as a quick
and easy way of finding out detailed
information at any hour of the day or night.
Unfortunately this only applies as long as
you know which database to call to get the
information you need. In many areas this is
far from obvious. And if you have to spend
three days finding out which database to
call, then arranging for an ID, you might as
On-line

well get the information by some other
means.
But help is at hand. There are two sources
of information on databases readily
available: Brit -line and Online Business

£120 per hour, and ICC Viewdata at £60 per
hour.
The databases listed cover an astonishingly wide range: from the Food Additive

Suppliers and Traders (FAST), to Rhine
barge and tank -wagon prices from Petroleum Argus; from the carbon -13 nuclear
magnetic reasonance spectral search system

to the Incunable short -title catalogue of
books printed with movable type before
1501.

One of the many new sections in the latest

edition is of Community Information. This
includes such delights as Basil from Basildon

both have been going for over a year they can

District Council, Brainfax from Braintree
District Council, Kent Viewdata and the

now - in this overnight industry - be con-

Hackney Bulletin. There are only eight

sidered established.
Brit -line is a 376 -page A4 -size printed
directory of British databases, which aims to

pages on this type of material but the

Information. Both are reliable, and since

publish updated versions twice a year.
Volume 2 No. 1, 1987 has just come out,
under the sponsorship of ICL. The directory
opens with some general features on the online business, comms, Alanet and Janet, and
a piece from me comparing Prestel and the
French Teletel system. Pages 23 to 349 are

the meat of the book that describes particular databases. Pages 351-76 contain a very
thorough three -column index.

The main database guide is divided into
34 sub -sections covering such topics as Agriculture, Chemistry, Education, Finance,
Grants, Health and Safety, Law and Politics,
the Media, Travel and Tourism; and Veterinary Science. There are three further sections
on services where a database of information

is not the key offering. They are financial
and insurance services, special on-line services such as ICL' s Tradanet, and electronic mail services, including Telecom Gold.

Each database entry contains most if not
all the following items of information: the

owner / producer; the type, whether it

is

development is important for two reasons.
First, we all want local councils to put more
information on-line - not just welfare and
council services, but town planning, rates,
grants and other useful stuff. And second,
we also want plenty of real people to become
ordinary, everyday on-line data consumers,

and how to use it effectively. Screen dumps
may be provided as illustrations. OLBI also
keeps you up to date with the news.
The most recent issue to hand - February

1987 - includes test drives of both Guardian Business Information - which has no
connection with the Guardian newspaper and Infocheck. The news items include the
addition of Super Marketing magazine to
Magic, Data -Star opening its first U.S.
office, Kompass Online training seminars,

and the inclusion of the full text of the
Financial Times in the Dialog database.

Test drives last year included all three
marketing databases Harvest, Maid and
Magic, both Mars and Prompt on Data -Star,

items monitoring the progress of CD-ROM.
Naturally there is a tendency for OLBI to

The index includes a nine -page list of
addresses, with the frequent inclusion of
contact numbers for telephone, telex, facsimile, Telecom Gold and - wonder of

concentrate on local databases - which in

wonders - the occasional PSS NUA, as well
as the usual postal address. The fact that one
company involved with cable and satellite
information cannot do better than a PO Box

fills me with horror; I'd be ashamed of

this context means the European ones,
rather than the American ones which tend to
be well-known already. Brit -line obviously
concentrates on British -produced databases,
though of course a large proportion of them
are hosted by U.S. suppliers such as Dialog.

Brit -line also has over 30 entries for databases hosted by Data -Star, which is owned

myself if I couldn't quote at least one data
address in a catalogue like Brit -line. Let's
hope the companies that have not managed
to quote a telex or Telecom Gold number

by Radio Suisse in Switzerland.
Brit -line is a reference work which ought

get their acts together before the next

perhaps the only thing that would stop any
individual from buying it is the price of £30
per copy or £55 per year. OLBI is, by contrast, more suited for full-time researchers
and information scientists. For this level of
database user the background information
and practical tips that come up in the test
drives make it worth the price of £89 a year
plus £5 post and packaging.

edition.

important in a fast -changing field where ser-

database.

vices come and go all the time. Brit -line's
Hannah Khayyat confirms that an on-line
version is in progress, and it may be made
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usually the editor, Dr Frank Ryan - tries
out a database, describes what it contains

are not intrinsically of much importance yet,
but their appearance is an encouraging sign.

ing; notes; and a sample record from the

available from Data Star at 156 Swiss francs
per hour, Dialog at $96 per hour, Hotline at

is the so-called "test drive". A user -

McCarthy Online, Kompass Online and
BT's Hotline. There were also numerous

The only extra thing I would like from
Brit -line is an on-line version to provide

several entries, with the name of the host,
annual fee, charge per connect hour, other
costs and times available for each. The ICC
Directory of Companies, for example, is

on fewer databases, and its basic format is a
monthly issue of hole -punched pages to fit
in the blue four -ring binder which you get to
start with.
The most useful part of the monthly OLBI

thus removing the slightly weirdo image
from the rest of us. Community databases

bibliographic, numeric or referral; the subject; a brief description of content; the host;
file size; file update interval; period
covered; printed version; whether the information is available on other storage media
such as CD-ROM; documentation and train-

The section on the host may contain

them. There is more detailed information

casual users with a source of database information. For regular users who have actually
bought the book, the on-line version could

provide updates and alterations, which are

available via Telecom Gold.

On-line Business Information (OLBI)
from Headland Press is a rather different
type of product to Brit -line. It evaluates
databases rather than simply cataloguing

to be part of every public or company
research library. Anyone can use it, and

Brit -line Directory of British Databases is
published by Educational Data Information
Ltd (Publishing), 23 High Street, Lingfield,
Surrey RH7 6AA. Telecom Gold 76:SJJ161.
Telephone: (0293) 773675. Online Business
Information is published by Headland

Press, Freepost 22, London EC1A 7QT.
Telephone: (0429) 231902.
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A N IMPORTANT MESSAGE FOR COMPUTER USERS I N THE NORTH

THINKING OF BUYING A COMPUTER?
With prices more competitive
than ever now's the time to buy

a computer for your business.
But the choice can be mind boggling.
That's why you shouldn't miss

the new computer event on
doorstep. Computer
North, at Manchester's G-Mex
your

Centre will give you a truly

representative picture of
what's available, from PC's to
Desk -Top Publishing, Compare & test-drive systems from
over 70 exhibitors and benefit
from free 1/2 hour user briefings.
WHO SHOULD VISIT?

Computer North's for firstbuyers. experienced
users and DP professionals.
So before you make your final
time

judgement, remember, there
is

a

way

to

reduce

the

headaches. For free tickets
and a Buyer's Guide, complete
the coupon or ring
0792 792 792

-kijj=41/ IN
NORTH
27TH -29TH MAY 1987

G-MEX CENTRE
MANCHESTER

To COMPUTER NORTH,
CAHNERS EXHIBITIONS, 54 CHAPEL ST.,
MANCHESTER, M3 7AA
Please send me
free tickets with my

`BUSINESSMAN'S GUIDE TO
BUYING A COMPUTER'

NAME
POSITION
ORGANISATION
ADDRESS
POSTCODE
TELEPHONE

0 I AM INTERESTED IN EXHIBITING

SORRY. NO-ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED
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P -CH A T

BY RAY COLES

FILLING IN TIME
WHILE THE REST OF US ARE CATCHING UP WITH THE LATEST GENERATION OF CPU AND MEMORY
CHIPS THE DESIGNERS ARE BUSY CONJURING UP DEVICES WHICH DO SOME BORING OLD JOBS IN
EXCITING NEW WAYS.
With 1Mbit dynamic memory chips
and 32 -bit microprocessors now
established as everyday devices, chip
designers have been puzzling over what to
turn their attention to next. They are facing
up to the fact that it will be several years at
least before equipment designers have fully
exploited today's huge memories and
greedy processors. In consequence they are

binations can be produced very easily and
economically in relatively small quantities.

The designers at Zilog, who of course
developed the Z-80 in the first place, have a
job -creation scheme of their own, although

they do appear to have a lot to learn from
Toshiba about acronyms and buzzwords.
Zilog is bringing new technology to bear on

chips found on a conventional AT circuit
board. They include two 8237 DMA
controllers, two 8259 interrupt controllers,
an 8254 timer counter, a 146818 real-time
clock, a 74LS612 memory mapper and a
handful of glue -logic devices.
Implemented in CMOS and housed in an
84 -pin package, the IPC consumes 1/ 10th

its old Z-80 and Z-8000 designs by intro-

the power, operates 60 percent faster and

busy seeking new applications for their

ducing new CMOS versions of those chips. It

awesome technology which do not involve

is also developing a pair of support chips

provides a more flexible set of programming
and configuration options than the separate
Intel peripherals it replaces. Since 1985
Chips and Technologies has also had avail-

4Mbit RAMs or 64 -bit processors.
One way for chip designers to ensure con-

which integrate most of the glue logic

breathe new life into the venerable old Z-80
processor. There is still a lot of mileage in the

required in eight -bit and 16 -bit systems.
The Z -84C80 is intended as a companion
to the Z-80. It could replace 70 to 100 discrete glue -logic parts by integrating a clock
oscillator, watchdog timer, Z-8500 bus
interface, wait -state generator, a dynamic RAM controller for 64K and 256K memory
devices, and a variety of other goodies. All
this is packed on to a single CMOS chip in a
68 -lead package. The Z-8020 does a similar

Z-80 if you have the right acronym. And

job for Z-8000 designs, but operates with

with its aptly named Poach two -chip set.

even if you are not impressed by acronyms, I
bet you go weak at the knees for buzzwords.
The Toshiba designers have come up with a

multiplexed address and data lines and
caters for

Not only does the Zymos chip set do everything that the six -chip Chips set does, it also

tinuing employment is to design a new
acronym and then persuade the world that it

can't live without it. ASSP or application
specific standard part rolls nicely off the
tongue, and will do for a start.

One of the first ASSPs has just been
launched by Toshiba. It is intended to

splendid one: super integration.
The first super -integrated ASSP is coded
TMPZ-84C011AF - a work of art in itself,
you'll agree. It combines on a single CMOS

chip an 8MHz Z-80 processor, a clock generator controller, a counter timer, five
eight -bit I/O ports, and a dynamic RAM
refresh controller, all housed in a 100 -pin
flat pack. Now that the acronym has been
designed, further parts will follow thick
and fast. They include the TMPZ84C013AT communications orientated
super Z-80, and the TMPZ-84C015AT
serial /parallel interface ensemble.

larger

dynamic -RAM

arrays.

Unlike the Toshiba ASSPs, the Zilog chips
are full -custom parts which have kept more
designers employed for longer, so perhaps
acronyms aren't everything.
With silicon foundries offering ever larger

CMOS gate arrays which can be turned
into application -specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) by means of a final layer of metal
interconnection, there is also plenty of scope
for small bands of itinerant CPU designers

to form their own company to produce
exciting new ASIC peripherals.
One such device, the 82C206 integrated
peripheral controller (IPC) has been
designed by Chips and Technologies Incorp-

The level of integration is not terribly
impressive perhaps, but the beauty of the

orated. It can do wonderful things for all

Toshiba ASSP approach lies in the ease with

a single chip the functions of seven VLSI

IBM PC/ AT clone builders as it combines on

which yet more versions can be turned out
powerful than a Z-80 but also needs to keep
system cost and size to a minimum.
The Toshiba Super Integration approach
is unusual in that it relies on the use of the
existing die designs already available for the
Z-80 and its peripheral chips, such as PIOs

sumption, and running at 10MHz rather
than 8MHz.
That's not bad, but Zymos can do better

has the ultimate accolade of an unintelligible and unexplained acronym. Yet
another small design company, Faraday
Electronics Inc., has a two -chip set for a do-

it-yourself AT. In this case the functions
have been packaged differently, and some
seldom -used features of the standard AT
have been left out.
For the best in chip -designer youth opportunity schemes, however, you have to

go after 32 -bit processors like the Intel
80386. Intel itself has announced several
new peripherals recently, including the
82380 integrated system peripheral (ISP)
which includes eight DMA channels, interrupt controller, timers, memory -refresh
logic, wait -state
system.

generators and a reset

Our old friends from Chips and Tech-

compatible chip complement from 200
devices down to less than 40.
With computer -aided engineering work
stations for ASIC design and simulation now

available which are themselves based on
AT/286 and AT/386 machines, the design

and SIOs. The final die includes the die
layouts of the individual devices, plus an
area of random logic for the "glue" and a

of circuits like these could become a cottage

This
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array, the 82C206 and the CS -8220 chip set
can be used to build an AT clone with onethird the chips and one-third the power con-

nologies Inc. are in there too, with the
seven -chip CS -8230 set. It replaces just
about everything except the CPU and the
memory, cutting a full 80386 -based AT -

when required, to suit the whim of any
system builder who needs nothing more

interconnecting bus arrangement.
approach does not provide the ultimate in
chip density but it does mean that new corn-

able a five -chip set which provides all the
glue logic for an AT design. Used in conjunction with an 80286 CPU and a memory

The Zymos Poach two -chip set.

industry. Higher levels of integration also
mean lower prices for finished systems and
that has to be good for us all.
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UNHOLY ALLIANCE
EUROPEAN REGULATIONS WILL SHORTLY GIVE CHIP DESIGNS THE SAME PROTECTION THEY ALREADY
RECEIVE IN AMERICA AND JAPAN - BUT NOT BEFORE THOSE TWO COUNTRIES HAVE ENTERED INTO
A TRADING PACT DESIGNED TO SECURE THEIR POSITIONS.

There is growing cause for concern that
I European computer manufacturers will
soon lose what little control they have left
over the supply and price of chips. If this

should happen the blame may fairly be
attributed to the European Communities'
notorious inability to reach agreement. For

while Europe has been thinking - and
bickering - about harmonising its member
states' laws and policies in order to create a
common market in semiconductor products,

the U.S. and Japan have begun to present

the united trading front that European
industry so badly needs.
As yet the U.S.-Japan alliance is fragile.
Probably the greatest threat to its continued

existence is hostility from U.S. chip manufacturers. They fear that the Japanese are
unfairly exploiting the trade pact on which
the alliance is based, and this has resulted in

unprecedented moves, in a traditionally
fragmented industry, towards co-operation
in research, development and marketing.
That the alliance should have come into

Relying on copyright is haphazard to say
the least. Proof of copyright infringement
depends upon the ability of a non -expert,

sales in Japan had fallen since the agreement

using only the naked eye, to relate the
design of the chip's layout to the top-

immediately responded with a directive to
Japanese manufacturers to cut memory chip
production.
But there are reasons closer to home for

ography of the three-dimensional chip. At
the time MITI's proposals were being
enacted, a bill was under discussion in the
U.S. Senate to extend copyright to chips. In

response to the Japanese moves, a rival
Semiconductor Chip Protection Bill was
rushed through the House of Representatives and was enacted in 1984. Both
in the U.S. and in Japan, chips are thus protected by specially tailor-made laws.

It has taken three years for Europe to
follow suit. A recently published EC directive granting express legal rights in respect
of semiconductors must be implemented in

member states, including the U.K., by
November. In the meantime, the superior
legal framework in place in both the U.S.
and Japan is one frequently cited reason for
the industry's concentration in those
countries. It is, for example, among the

was signed, and that Japanese chips were
being sold at below face value in Asia, MITI

which the agreement may still falter. Last
year Intel successfully sued NEC Electronics
Inc., a U.S. subsidiary of the Japanese firm
NEC, over the copyright in its chips' micro-

code. NEC is now producing these chips
under licence from Intel. The facts from
which the case arose took place before the
Semiconductor Act came into force, and the
provisions of that legislation were thus not at

issue. Nevertheless, the case has given the
U.S. industry pause for thought.
The Semiconductor Act gives to the owner

of the mask work - that is, the topographical design - exclusive rights to repro-

duce, import or distribute a chip in which
the mask work is embodied. But reverse

political sophistication of MITI, the Japanese Ministry of International Trade and
Industry. MITI's real achievement in promoting Japanese high-tech industries has

suggested reasons for the withdrawal of

engineering a chip design is not an infringement of the owner's rights, provided it is for
the purpose of teaching, analysing or

Inmos from the U.K.

evaluating the concepts or techniques it

been its ability not only to plan a long-term
strategy but also to implement it by means

existence at all is a tribute to the tenacity and

of an interlocking and carefully designed
package of measures.
One of MITI's early - albeit unsuccessful

- attempts was to create a special legal
environment for computer software. MITI
argued that software was generically
different from the literary works traditionally protected by copyright and should
be protected instead by a tailor-made or sui
generis program rights law. This led to a
clash with the Japanese Ministry of Culture
from which MITI emerged the loser. Computer software is now covered by copyright
law in Japan in much the same way as in the
West.
A more immediate effect of the Japanese
software wrangle was that it paved the way
for MITI's subsequent proposal to introduce
a sui generis law to protect semiconductors.

MITI's success in this instance has meant
that Japanese law expressly protects chips
first marketed in Japan, providing an
obvious incentive to any chip manufacturer

to operate from Japan. At the same time
Japan's trade competitors have offered chip
manufacturers copyright protection only. In
most countries this remains the case.
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The two major competitors are now

embodies. The report of the Committee on

engaged in an uneasy truce which is viewed

the Judiciary that accompanied and ex-

within the British computer industry as

plained the Semiconductor Bill to Congresss

potentially the most significant technology
cartel ever. The U.S. Japan chip agreement
was signed last year and was due to be fully
implemented on 1 April. It commits Japan
to preventing its chips being dumped in the
U.S. and other markets, and to opening up
the Japanese market to U.S. competitors.
Sematech, the newly created organisation
that is promoting the interests of the U.S.
semiconductor industry, is ambivalent in its
attitude to the deal. Two alternative forecasts are available: that the U.S. semi-

made it clear that the intention was to

conductor industry will become the next
victim of the economic onslaught from
Japan, or that it will be the first survivor.

not prepared to leave the
outcome to chance, or to the unguided
efforts of government. It has mounted a
Sematech is

encourage competitors to improve on
existing chips but to prohibit slavish
imitation.
In practice the two concepts are often in-

distinguishable. The possibility remains of
Japanese companies reverse engineering the

products of U.S. licensors, and then producing cheaper and better clones with which

to beat U.S. manufacturers in their home

market. This may prove to be the most
potent threat to the U.S. Japan alliance.
Certainly the Intel case indicates that Japanese companies may be ready and willing
to exploit what the U.S. industry increasingly views as a loophole in the Semiconductor law.

determined lobby to persuade Congress of
its fear that the U.S. industry may be unfairly exploited through the pact. Its

The EC, meanwhile, fears for its own
economic well-being and is attacking the
U.S.-Japan agreement as a violation of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

argument that the U.S. depends on this

(Gatt). Both the U.S. and Japan predictably

technology for military superiority has

refused an EC demand at the most recent
Gatt meeting for the creation of a disputes
panel to determine the issue. Without U.S.

already won it the support of the Defense
Department.
MITI, on the other hand, seems deter-

mined to make the deal work. When
Sematech complained that its members'

and Japanese co-operation there is very little
that Europe can do other than hope that the
pact dies a natural and speedy death. [la
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that you've chosen a printer that is f ast, reliable, easy to use

en

and what P more, get's the fob done tirst time.

Take the 5 series tot example. A collection of 9 -pm
matrix printers designed for today's business user. From the

Countless users
haye made the right

decision shy not join them?

120 cpsSG-15 to the 200cps SR models, all provide excellent

value for money, Indeed, measured against the competilion, you could be getting as much as 25% more for your

THE"

money.

in
All brat printers give exceptional print clarity, even
draft
drat mode. The 5 series has one of the dearest
printing has
fonts available and its near letter quality
and users
been widely acclaimed by reviewers

%LEO(

Star

Craven Howe,

40 Uthtideoad.
t Ong.

ondo+W,

PRINCrERS FOR BUSINESS

Telepho+le, maw,ISSS

alike.

compatible,

Of course, the S series is fully IBM
in any modern
ensuring that it will work happily
either serial or

oiSlar

r

business environment, using

-----------------------Plow +end rm.

1,

I would likotobe Aat I 11, rnalor,,Oht

detallsoo the Sim -ram ni pow,
1

parallel versions.

1,

are for single
Whether your paper requirements
copies, the
sheets -or continuous with additional

standard. The SR
range has a tractor teed as
single sheer
models even come with an automatic
easy re load.
feed to make your letterheads really
years in the
The Star pedigree is inherited from many

manufacture of precision machine

Company

9/211%.
Or ,ustat RefindaonV12,42 1U%

parts and along

He's made the right decision...
So can you.
It's not easy choosing a printer.

Every function you'd normally use is on a
single touch panel on the front of the printer. The

So many to choose from, so many different

ND -15 and NR -15 let you forget the days of fiddling
with little dip switches.

features.

But more and more companies are discovering
that after looking at the Star printer range there is no
doubt as to the right choice.

Add to that the fact tractor and single sheet
feed are fitted as standard and you'll see you're
looking at a pair of star performers.

Take the ND -15 and the NR -15 for example.

All Star printers are supported through a

Both are IBM compatible, offering propor-

nationwide dealer network backed -up by the finest
distributors, so you're never on your own.

tional, elite, pica, expanded, super and subscripts
in NLQ.

Discover the Star printer range today.

Which means they're ideal for word process-

Fill in the coupon or just 'phone Belinda on

ing as well as spreadsheets and listings.

01-840 1829 for more information.

With 180 CPS in draft mode and 45 CPS in near
letter quality mode for the ND -15 and 240 CPS in draft
mode and 60 CPS in near

It'll be one decision you certainly won't regret.

letter quality mode for the
NR -15 you won't be kept
waiting for your copies.

I would like to be sure4'm making the right decision. Please send me
details on the Star range of printers.
Name

Star Micronics U.K. Ltd.
Craven House,
40 Uxbridge Road,
Ealing, London W5 2BS.
Telephone: 01-8401800.

Company
Address

PRINTERS FOR BUSINESS

A division of Star Micronics Co., Ltd., Japan.

I

Postcode

II

Or just call Belinda on 01-840 1829.

I-

Telephone

DPC/5a
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ASK PC
ro I have bought a
Philips P -2010C

portable CP /M computer
at a good discounted price,
complete with bundled
software. I use it in
conjunction with my
portable NEC PC -8201A
to give me a very flexible
word-processing system.
But I have one very
irritating problem when
transferring text from the
NEC to WordStar on the
Philips. Using the TIT
communications program
on the Philips and Telcom
on the NEC, files appear
on the Philips screen with
each paragraph as one long
line when presented using
WordStar. Reformatting
with "B turns the text into
a proper WordStar file,
except that the flag
character on the
paragraph's last line is a
dash character, indicating
that the marked line will
be overprinted by the next
one. I can eradicate these
spurious characters by
placing the cursor at the
end of the paragraph,
deleting a character with
AG, and pressing Return to
get a hard Carriage
Return, but it is a chore,
particularly with a big file.
I feel that I must be
missing an obvious
method. Transferring
WordStar files from the
Philips to the NEC gives
gibberish, as does using
the Type command from
the operating system. I
realise that WordStar files
are not ASCII. Can you
recommend any programs
that I can use to convert
my files from WordStar
format to ASCII format
and vice versa?
J D H ANDERSON

At the end of a line
there is usually a
Carriage Return character
and a Linefeed character.
WordStar puts in the end -

A

of -line characters for you

automatically, but instead
of the hard Carriage
Return that you type at
the end of a paragraph it
puts in a soft Carriage
Return. The difference
between the two is that
the eighth or top bit is set
in the soft Carriage
Return, but not in the
hard one. When you add
or delete text or change
the margins of your page,
WordStar moves the soft
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word has its eighth bit set.
This produces Greek and
other unusual characters
when you list such a file
I use a Sanyo MBC-555 recently upgraded with the extra memory and doublesided\;...1 disc drives. I run MS-DOS version 2.11 and also BIOS Plus -2. I have found with the Type command.
If you simply want to
the Sanyo to be an excellent machine, but it does suffer from not being IBM
remove any eighth bits
compatible, and several programs for the IBM will not work.
that have been set in a
I wish to acquire a program written by a Texan doctor who sells the programs for a
WordStar file, thus
medical -research organisation. The program is available for the IBM PC and I wonder
converting the characters
if you would hazard a guess as to whether it will run on my Sanyo with its MS-DOS
into the ASCII set, then
2.11 or possibly be converted to do so.
A G BECKETT the method used depends
on whether you are using a
CP/ M or an MS-DOS
Your letter raises the interesting questions of how IBM compatible the Sanyo
MBC-555 is, and how and why the incompatibilities occur. Any normal program machine. Under CP /M,
use the Pip command to
that is written in Basic should run on either an IBM or a Sanyo, since they use the
same Microsoft Basic interpreter Basica, and all calls for input and output are handled copy the file, using the Z
option to ignore any
by BIOS. The same applies to compiled Basic programs.
eighth bits that have been
With machine -code programs, there can be problems. First of all, updating the
set. Thus the command:
screen or accessing the discs may be slow if you use the standard recommended calls
PIP NEWFILENAME=
through BIOS. Some programmers make their programs run faster by writing
OLDFILENAME[Z]
information direct to the screen memory rather than going through BIOS.
will copy the old file name
This is fine, provided that the screen memory always resides at the same memory
location in all makes of computer, and with all the different types of video boards for into the new file name,
stripping high bits.
monochrome, Hercules, EGA and so on. Some have 16K of video RAM, others have
If you use a 16 -bit
256K. Plainly they are not all the same, and it is to overcome this sort of problem that
version of WordStar 3.4 or
input and output calls should be routed through BIOS.
later, Micropro provides a
There is one further problem: machine -code programs may be written so that
program called WSConvt
they will run on a genuine IBM but not on one of the clones. The reason for this is
that will convert a file
that some of the BIOS functions are stored in the IBM BIOS ROM chip, and the
program merely has to call the appropriate location in the BIOS chip for the action to from WordStar format to
ASCII, and several other
occur. IBM has copyrighted its BIOS chip and has taken legal action against
possibilities. If you have
manufacturers who copied it. Thus the clones have a different BIOS chip fitted.
an earlier 16 -bit version of
Machine -code programs written for clones using MS-DOS do not call the BIOS
WordStar you will not
ROM directly. Instead, all the functions that BIOS can perform are numbered. To
execute a particular function, the programmer loads the number of the function into a have the WSConvt
program but there are
register in the CPU and uses an interrupt to make it do what is in the register. This
suitable programs in the
jumps to a part of memory where the code to perform the function is stored. On an
IBM this will be in the BIOS ROM, but on a clone the code may be in RAM. Because IBM PC Users Group
of this, a program that will run under MS-DOS on a clone will also work on an IBM. library. For example, Disc
25 has a machine -code
Programs for the IBM can be written to be MS-DOS compatible, but it is possible
to write a program for an IBM that will not run on a clone. Similar problems will arise program called UNWS
that converts WordStar
if the program directly accesses the discs, ports or screen. It would be almost
files to ASCII, and Disc 26
impossible to alter such an IBM -specific program to run on another machine without
the original source code and comments from the programmer who wrote it in the first has a Basic program called
WSDos.Bas that converts
place.
WordStar files to ASCII,
and vice versa. The IBM
PC User Group is at PO
you are using a daisywheel Box 830, London SE1
be lost on transferring to
Carriage Returns to new
the second computer. The printer with micro -spacing 2BQ; telephone, 01-232
points in the text as
2277.
Pal
the last letter of every
problem is simply that
appropriate for the new
WordStar files contain
line breaks; hard Carriage
some non -ASCII characters
Returns remain in the
- that is, those with the
positions that you keyed
In "Ask PC"
top bit set.
them in.
John and Timothy Lee
The remedy to your
If the transfer program
answer questions on any area o
problem is to use
you use to move a
serious microcomputing. If you have
WordStar to print the file
WordStar file from one
a nagging problem, write to us, marking
computer to another strips you wish to transfer, but
"ASK PC" clearly on the top left-hand
and ignores characters with instead of sending it to the
corner of the envelope. Letters should
printer send it to a disc
the eighth bit set, then
contain one question only. We cannot
when the file arrives at the file. The file produced in
guarantee a personal reply, but to be
considered your letter must include your
this way has hard Carriage
second computer a whole
name and address, together with a
Returns at the end of every
paragraph will appear as
stamped addressed envelope. Answers
line and it contains no
one very long line, since
to the most representative questions
characters with the eighth
the soft Carriage Returns
of general interest will be
bit set. If this file is sent to
at the end of a line have
published in these pages.
the second computer it
been lost; only the hard
will arrive in exactly the
Carriage Returns at the
same layout as you had in
end of a paragraph are
the print file.
retained.
The 16 -bit versions of
In much the same way,
WordStar have numerous
bold, underlined and
other reasons for setting
other print enhancements
high bits. For example, if
use the top bit, and will

SANYO COMPATIBILITY
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Our new 24 needle printer.
There's nothing to touch it.

Our new MT330 is the printer every busy office has always wanted. It's a highspeed, high -quality word-processing printer, that can perform marvellously in
data processing mode as well.
The secret of the MT330's capability? Its tri-mode 24 -needle technology.
This gives you letter -quality printing for word processing, NLQ for draft print-out
and top quality data processing too.

The MT330's other good points? It's designed for high workload and high
throughput (8,000 pages per month). It has
built-in quick -tear, simple automatic paper loading and sheet -feeding. It runs at 300 cps data
processing, 150 cps NLQ and 75 cps letter quality
speed. And it's very quiet (less than 53 d Ra). It is
IBM PC compatible, and prints graphics too.
Nothing can touch it for quality office printing.

You'd like to know more? Ring us right now
on (0734) 788711.

MANNESMANN

TALLY

MANNESMANN TALLY LIMITED, MOLLY MILLARS LANE, WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE RG11 2QT TELEPHONE (0734) 788711
IBM PC is a registered trademark of International Business Machines
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3000
Ten inch carriage.

The Amstrad DMP

speed of 105

Draft quality
characters per second.
(NLQ) speed
Near letter quality
per second.
of 26 characters
with IBM and Epson.
Compatible loading of paper.
Easy front
feed.
Friction or Tractor
All for the remarkably
low price of

£169
PLUS VAT

AVAILABLE AT: CPS- DIXONS FIRST SOFTWARE LASKYS JOHN LEWIS MBS MICRO PERIPHERALS NORBAIN NORTHAMBER OFFICE INTERNATIONAL P&P RYMANS SANDHUR

E PRINTERS.
131.E PRICES.
0

The Amstrad DMP 4000
Fifteen inch carriage.
Draft quality speed of 200 characters per
speed of 50
second. Near letter quality (NLQ)
with
IBM and
characters per second. Compatible
for
the
Epson. Friction or Tractor feed. All
of
remarkably low price

(Please send me further information on the DMP 3000
I
I

Name
Company
Address

and DMP 4000 gs

Telephone

AMSTRAD PRINTERS
STEC WILDINGS AND GOOD INDEPENDENT COMPUTER STORES

Amstrad plc., PO Box 462, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EF. Telephone: (0277) 230222.
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AMIGA 2000
17DCOMMODORE BRIDGES THE

This hybrid combines the
outstanding sound and
graphics potential of the

original Amiga with IBM
compatibility.
Although Commodore had a head
start in the field of business micros
with the now legendary Pet range,
in recent years it has been unable to maintain its grip on this most lucrative sector of

lower half

is

where the optional IBM-

compatible 5.25in. disc drive is located.

The rear panel offers a similar array of
ports to those found on the Amiga 1000,
including stereo phono for audio, external
disc drive, monitor, and serial and parallel

GAP

Amiga memory can be expanded to
9Mbyte by adding cards. There are two types

of board: the 2Mbyte, also available with
512K or 1Mbyte of RAM; and the 8Mbyte
board, also available with just 6Mbyte of
RAM. The IBM memory expansion is not

interfaces. The last two conform to IBM PC

quite as efficient on space because the

standards, so it should be possible to use

bridge board can only be expanded to 512K.
If you want to expand up to the current DOS
limit of 640K you have to fit the extra 128K
on an expansion card.

standard peripherals on the Amiga 2000.
The internal layout has changed, though

the basic components remain largely the

the microcomputer market. Its image has
been dragged down by its highly visible
involvement in home computers, and the

powerful custom chips called Agnes, Paula
and Denise, which handle screen, I/O and

The review machine was fitted with the
IBM bridge board, an Amiga 3.5in. floppy
drive, a 5.25in. floppy and a 20Mbyte hard
disc. With this configuration there is still

sound facilities. The chip is coupled to

room for a further Amiga 3.5in. floppy.

unexceptional Commodore PC -10 range of
IBM compatibles has done little to restore
confidence.
But it has not been all bad news. Things
started to look up last year when Commodore started to ship the Amiga 1000, a truly
revolutionary and innovative personal
computer. Judged on specification alone it

1Mbyte of RAM -which can be expanded to
9Mbyte by plug-in memory expansion cards.
You convert the Amiga 2000 to an IBM

Commodore will supply a 40Mbyte hard disc version and an optional tape streamer,

same. The Motorola 68000 chip running at

7.14MHz is supported by the three very

AMIGA 2000
PC

opposition. It features the powerful
Motorola 68000 processor and one of the
most advanced graphics and sound systems
ever seen on a micro.
But there is more to a successful personal

computer than just mind-blowing hardware. Without a comprehensive range of
robust and easy -to -use business software the

chances of success are small. Commodore

KEYBOARD

VERDICT

should be wiping the floor with nearly
all the IBM PC- and PC/AT-compatible
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Performance

II

Ease of use

Documentation

Value for money
ii Great for users hooked on the as yet
unexploited potential of the Amiga but
who occasionally need to run functional
software.

even shifted the emphasis of the Amiga
1000 away from general-purpose software -

where the IBM standard now dominates -

compatible by fitting a plug-in board. It

to vertical markets, in the hope of encouraging software houses to develop specialised
applications that could make full use of the
Amiga's advanced hardware. Although this
ploy boosted sales, it made little impact on
the IBM-compatible market.

contains an Intel

HYBRID
Commodore has responded with the
Amiga 2000, which to all intents and purposes is an Amiga 1000 combined with a
built-in IBM compatible. The new system
unit is considerably larger than the old one,
most of the increase going into extra height
to allow a conventional expansion bus to be

included. The top half of the front panel
houses the Amiga floppy -disc drive; the
standard machine is fitted with one 3.5in.
unit but there is room for a second. The

8088

so it is clear that the Amiga 2000 is aimed at
the serious end of the business market.

processor running at

4.77MHz, a floppy -disc controller, a PC
BIOS ROM, the interface electronics neces-

sary to communicate with the Amiga and
256K of non -parity -checking RAM which

can be expanded to 512K by plugging in
256Kbit chips. To complete the IBMcompatible specification there is a blank
socket for the Intel 8087 arithmetic co-

The Amiga 1000/ Sidecar combination
had distinct limitations when it came to IBM

compatibility. Most of them arose because
the Amiga keyboard did not conform to the
IBM layout. Commodore has now made further concessions to the IBM camp by giving

the Amiga 2000 a keyboard that should
prove adequate for both sides of the
machine's complex personality. All the
original Amiga 1000 features are there,
including the two special Amiga keys, but a
closer look reveals dual engraving on many
keys - one for the Amiga environment and
one for the IBM.
The 2000's keyboard is more akin to the
PC/ AT layout and has dedicated cursor keys
but only one LED indicator on the Caps Lock

key. However, on the review machine for
some reason this often worked in reverse.
The keyboard is well made, with a good
action and a three -position tilt facility.
The Amiga is primarily intended for use
with the Commodore 1081 colour monitor.

Connections are more what you would
expect to find in the world of video rather

processor. The board is based on the Sidecar
IBM-compatible option offered on the original Amiga 1000, which has been modified
to plug into an expansion bus.

than micros, and include a Scart plug on one
end and a 25 -pin D -type plug on the other,

Expansion potential, one of the weak

many serious users may find this unacceptable for prolonged periods of use. Unfor-

areas of the original 1000, has been turned
into one of the 2000's strengths. There are
five Amiga -compatible slots and four IBMcompatible slots, two of them eight -bit and
two 16 -bit PC/ AT ones.

with flying phono audio leads. The 1081
monitor is only medium resolution, and
tunately, you cannot just use another unit
from an alternate supplier as you might with
an ordinary IBM compatible because of the
specialist nature of the Amiga. Commodore
(continued on page 39)
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SPECIFICATION
CPU: Motorola 68000 running at
7.14MHz
RAM: 1Mbyte expandable to 9Mbyte
ROM: 256K Amiga Plus, IBM PC BIOS
by Phoenix Corporation
Mass storage: 3.5in. 880K floppy -disc
drive; optional 5.25in. IBM, floppy -disc
drive, and 20Mbyte or 40Mbyte hard disc

Display: Commodore 1081 medium resolution colour
Keyboard: Amiga IBM PC/AT hybrid
with 94 keys

Size: 440mm. (17.5in.) x 400mm.
(15.75in.) x 159mm. (6.25in.)
Weight: system unit 12.7kg. (281b.)

Software in price: Amigados, Amiga
Basic, Amiga Desktop

Hardware expansion: IBM PC
bridge board, hard discs, floppy discs
Price: £1,095; monitor costs £300 extra;
IBM PC bridge board £299; price of
5.25in. disc and hard disc not available

Manufacturer: Commodore, West
Germany

U.K. distributor: Commodore
Business Machines (U.K.), Commodore
House, The Switchback, Gardner Road,
Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 7XA.
Telephone: (0628) 770088.

NEW
To meet your demands fora 3.5" Floppy Disk that

The

gives: High Density, High Resolution and High
Reliability at Low Cost, Fuji have developed a

brand new 35" Double Sided MF2HD Floppy Disk
with ideas above its station!

With 2.0 MB of storage - the equivalent of

Ultimate

630 A4 pages - you will find it well able to cope
with even the largest tasks.

And you will find it more reliable because of
Fuji's exclusive DAT coating and DRR binder
system. DAT stands for Dual and Accurate Thin

Storage

Film Coating' which gives extraordinarily high
coercivity of the super -fine Beridox magnetic

DRR on the other hand (as if you hadn't
guessed!) stands for Fuji's 'Durable, Runnable and
Reliable' binder system which gives the new disk
that extra high durability to withstand 20 million
read/write operations.

As if DAT and DRR weren't difficult enough to

comprehend - but 20 million passes per track'
Whatever will Fuji think of next? Don't worry, there
FUJI FILM MICRO FLOPPY DISK

401

are many more exciting developments to come.

And don't forget Fuji offers a full range of

Floppy Disks in the following formats.- 8", 5.25"
and 3.5" diskettes.

leo

eve-,
6elestger.24.111
Carlip.0

For full details of Fuji's range of professional

Floppy Disk products please contact

...Fuji's NEW 3.5" High Density floppy Disk.
FUJI PHOTO FILM (UK) LTD
Floppy Disk Division
125 Finchley Road, London NW3 6JH
Telephone: 01-586 5900
- circle 123 on enquiry card -

REVIEW
(continued from page 37)

offers a high -resolution screen, but it

minutes 10 seconds. But once into PC

bility can be used to its full extent. But

applications, the Amiga ran at the rate of an
ordinary IBM PC.
The 4.77MHz Intel 8088 processor is now
almost unacceptably slow. Commodore
must have seen this problem coming, so why
it did not develop an 8086- or 80286 -based
bridge board is a mystery. The Amiga IBM

despite an improvement in the availability

PC display is a bit on the coarse side and

the same degree of choice as the IBM-

appears to be closest to the CGA standard; it
is OK for colour graphics but too grainy for
long-term use on text applications.

compatible owner.

is

considerably more expensive.

The Amiga 2000 uses two operating
systems. The 68000 CPU runs multi -tasking
Amigados 1.2, enabling users to run several

applications at one time. The easy -to -use
windowing environment makes the most of
this feature by allowing background applications to be monitored in small frames inside
the foreground activity.
The other operating system is MS-DOS -

in this case the now outdated version 2.1.
MS-DOS on the Amiga looks the same as
MS-DOS on any IBM compatible with the
difference that it is effectively booted up
from within Amigados. This means that
IBM PC applications can be run alongside
Amiga applications and - in theory at least
- data can be transferred from one environment to the other using cut and paste tech-

COMPATIBILITY
Processor benchmarks are almost identical
to those of the IBM PC. Unfortunately it was
not possible to test disc performance as the

niques.
Even though the review machine was fitted with a hard disc it was still necessary to

boot it up from the Kickstart floppy. This
takes you to the traditional Amiga WorkIBM PC activities. There are two IBM PC

icons, one called PC Mono the other PC
the mono window and, when loaded, convert to colour if required by calling in the PC
Colour icon. One snag is the time it takes to
get into an IBM application from switching

on the machine: loading dBase III took 3

The Amiga is bundled with a few desktop aids and Amiga Basic, which is similar to

Microsoft Basic but is extended to support
the powerful graphics and sound facilities.
The review machine was accompanied by
two brief manuals covering an introduction
to the system and a description of

Amigados. Presentation was rather dull,

may not be as compatible as a dedicated IBM
clone because of the highly complex way in
which PC applications work within an alien
multi -tasking environment. A similar setup

documentation.

as robust or compatible as machines running
software under their native operating
systems.
The Amiga side of the 2000 works more or
less like the original Amiga. The advanced

Colour.
All IBM applications are initially run from

games and demos that are intended to exhibit its superb graphics and sound. There are
now many more business applications, but
Amiga owners do not have anywhere near

floppy drive on the much travelled review
machine was not working. This also precluded the running of any IBM compatibility tests, but early reports from the U.S.
are encouraging in this respect. However, it

developed by Digital Research with Concurrent DOS runs PC applications under its
PC Mode emulator, and it has never proved

bench, where you can select either Amiga or

of applications software the Amiga still
seems to have more than its fair share of

with black -and -white

printing making

otherwise useful screen shots difficult to
read. Production models will be shipped
with a more comprehensive set of

CONCLUSIONS
The Amiga 2000 is one of the most powerful
personal computers currently available and
on this basis alone it must be regarded as
something of a bargain.
It offers impressive expansion potential in
both Amiga and IBM-compatible areas.
The price will ensure that nobody is likely to

buy the Amiga on the strength of its IBM
compatibility alone. The success of the
machine is likely to be dependent on the more

Workbench environment makes it easy to

widespread availability of Amiga business

use, and the windowed multi -tasking capa-

software.

Eliminate manual switching with

AUTOSWITCH
The automatic choice

Will operate with all BAUD rates and DATA
standards WITHOUT being configured via
internal links or switches.
Can be used in AUTO or MANUAL modes.
Use with up to 4 PC's sharing 1 Laserjet,
telebox or draft printer.

£120

EAS 410 Serial Autoswitch

£1 60

EXP 410 will also supportxon/xoff

Manual included

A603 Autoswitch to printer cable
suits most items

£12.50

Prices + VAT carriage paid

Trade enquiries welcome
Ex stock for immediate delivery

ati

PSION XCI-IANGE
Xchange is a suite of programs including Database, Spreadsheet, Wordprocessor and
Business Graphics. Multitasking allows you to run upto 8 applications simultaneously,
data sharing allows you to transfer data from one application to another.

ARCHIVE DATABASE

QUILL WORDPROCESSOR

Multifile relational database. Only memory
restricts the number of files in use at one time.
Variable length records with a maximum of
255 characters per field, 255 fields per record,
65535 records per file. Command language
allows the user to define procedures using a
powerful editor. Flexible multifile
indices provide fast access and a
form designer for screen and
printer input and output.

Text and page formatting, underlining, bold,
italic, superscript, subscript, justification, tabs,
line spacing, page size, page headers, footers
and numbering. On screen editing, fast page
access, cut and paste, block copy, block move,
insert/ overwrite modes, search and find,
search and replace, key define and mail
merge. Document size only restricted
by disk capacity, background
printing allows the user to print
documents while working on
others.

ABACUS
SPREADSHEET

EASEL BUSINESS
GRAPHICS
3D Business graphics including
bar, line and pie charts, no limit to
the number of values or numbers or sets
of figures. Automatic rescaling, user define
colours, text annotation of graphs at any pixel

point. Intelligent evaluation of data formulae or
manipulation of existing data. Images stored
in internal format; monitor resolution is the
only limit on final image quality. Accepts data
from spreadsheet, database, etc.

Expansive spreadsheet with 999
rows, 255 columns, virtual memory
system buffers to disk only when full,
facilitating very large spreadsheets. Efficiency
memory used only for full cells, each cell only
uses 14 bytes. Variable width cells, block copy,
block move, insert/ delete columns and rows,
merge and consolidation of data from different
spreadsheets. Accurate to 15 significant
figures, full range of mathematical, scientific,
date, average, ASCII and DIF conversion.

PC FOUR 79.35 INC VAT
Xchange is available from Transform Ltd, to run on the following IBM PC/XT/AT and IBM
compatibles, APRICOT PC, F SERIES, XEN, ICL DRS20, DRS300, OPD, LOGICA KENNET,
MERLIN 4000, VICTOR SIRIUS, TORCH GRADUATE and BT TONTO. We offer onsite
training and DATABASE applications to suit your requirements. Network upgrades

enables Xchange to run on upto 10 workstations. Evaluation packs available for
E10.00p. For further details contact Transform.
145 EDINBURGH AVENUE, SLOUGH. SL1 4UA
Telex 846086 CABLIN-G
Fax (0753) 691037

©1987

TeI:(0753)691661 ID
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AIL

VISA

24 West Oak, Beckenham, Kent BR3 2EZ 01-658 6350
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FREE SOFTWARE?
SPECIAL SELECTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
Well, almost free. We don't charge for the
public domain and user -supported software
but there is a small service charge from £6
per disk to cover promotion costs, selection,
testing, copying, etc. We have disks for MSDOS, and CP/M. Mail and telephone order
only.
Out of thousands of programmes we
have collected we bring you a SELECTION OF

THE BEST that have been carefully tested

and documented. They'll run on a wide
variety of computers that will accept 5% "
disks.
MS-DOS programmes are aimed at the
IBM-PC and close compatibles. Documentation is included on the disks where required

- often it is very extensive.

MS-DOS
Disk No.
GAMES
M1020 + : MORE GREAT TRIVIA - Two
disks with categories for science and nature,

entertainment, sports and recreation, and
general. £18.
M1021 + : EAMON ADVENTURES - A two
disk sophisticated adventure with a menu
driven facility to design your own games.
Requires Basic. £18.
M1022: SUPER COMPILED GAMES (2)
Good arcade -type games, including Kong,
Striker, Spacevade, Life2 and Frog,
M1023: GREAT BASIC GAMES More than
a dozen, including Wizard, Xwing, Combot,
Mars, Racecar, CIA.
M1024: PHRASE CRAZE - An entertaining
quiz -type game. Asks you part of a phrase
and requires you to complete it.
M1025: AMULET OF YENDOR - Adventure with graphics. 20 levels of play against
many monsters and powerful magic.
M1026: 5 TEXT ADVENTURE GAMES - of
different types, including a murder mystery,
horror, pirate, etc.
M1027: SUPER HANGMAN - Highly
acclaimed. Large vocabulary and includes
quotations, riddles and music.
M1028: SUPER COMPILED GAMES 131 Another excellent selection. Includes Flight mare, Solitare, Jumpjoe and more.

M1030: PROVOCATIVE PICTURES 111 -A
collection of naughty pin-ups.
M1031: WILLY THE WORM A high quality

game which allows you to build your own
game board.

M1036: MAHJONG An

outstanding

Australian programme of the Chinese card
game with good graphics.

UTILITIES

M2024: CODE BREAKER for those with an
interest in deciphering codes/ciphers.
M2025+: DOS EXTENSIONS - A two disk
set of enhancements for Dos. £18.

M2026: CALTECH UTILITIES - A special
collection with printer commands, pop-up
tables, graphics characters, bad sector fix,
hex file editor, directory utilities, ansi.sys &

M6010: PROCOMM ver.2.3. A many featured Modem Comms programme that is
receiving wide critical acclaim overseas.
M6011: COMMUNICATION UTILITIES Supplementary tools useful for Qmodem Procomm, Kermit and PCTalk.

grey, file sorter, text reader, line counter,
read squeezed library files, create files from

memory, digital clock display, dos syntax
reference, cursor speed-up, create secret
directories, etc. £18.
M2028: ENHANCED CONSOLE DRIVER
Many time saving and convenience features
by controlling keyboard and screen.

WORD PROCESSING AND
PRINTING
M3013: PRINT QUALITY ENHANCER Use a

standard dot matrix printer for high quality
printing and formatting.
M3014: SIDEWRITER prints output
sideways to fit wide reports onto a page.
M3015: SUPER KEY -DEFINERS Create
macros that can insert blocks of text with a
single keystroke. Two top programmes.
M3016 + : WORDSTAR UTILITIES Utilities
that expand the power of Wordstar and make
it easier for you to use, £18. Two disks. Well

worthwhile.
M3017: PRINTING PREVIEW See what
you'll be getting before you print.
M3018: DIAGRAM AND TEXT EDITOR Combine text with diagrams.

GRAPHICS
M4009 + : GRAPHICS FOR LOTUS/SYMPHONY Two disks with special display
features to improve the presentation of 123/
Symphony datagraphs, slide shows. £18.
M4011: GRAPHICS -ICON
CREATOR
Especially suits creation of symbols and logotype characters.
M4012: TALK ILLUSTRATOR An easy -to use programme providing bold lettering and
other features for slide presentation.
M4013: PAINT -TYPE GRAPHICS Uses slabs

of colour, shading etc, for its effects. Requires coloured monitor.

LANGUAGES
(For tutorials, see Education Section)
M84: PROLOG NEW VERSION 1.8 is now

for programming with animation/sprites.
M5018: BASIC AIDS 13) Has special pro-

creating bat files and modifying them.

COMMUNICATION

clock, disk wipe, display colour as shades of

M2017: DVORAK KEYBOARD - The

MENT More features and control when

be accessed by Multimate, merged with

ITIES 3 disks with dozens of time -saving
routines, teaching examples and aids. £24.
M5029: BASIC SUBROUTINES LIBRARY.

available.

M5017: SPRITES AND ANIMATION FOR

M2022: DOS MANAGEMENT - An effi-

M5028 + : ASSEMBLER ROUTINES/UTIL-

UTILITIES A two disk collection of many
powerful tools - such as fast format, alarm

best menu generating programmes we could
find. Run programmes from YOUR menus.

cient environment for managing your operating system, with help screens.
M2023: BATCH LANGUAGE ENHANCE-

M8016: MAIL MANAGER FOR MULTIMATE

M108: QMODEM 2.2 latest update is now

M2016: MENU SYSTEMS - Some of the

M2021: UNIX COMMAND SHELL - Control
your programmes with commands similar to
these available in Unix.

M5026: MACRO -ASSEMBLER - Many
have been waiting for this. A fine choice.

echo replacement.
M2027 + EXECEPTIONAL FILE & DOS

available.

DVORAK layout offers greater efficiency in
place of the standard keyboard.
M2018: MEMORY PROMPT A memory resident utility that prompts you with the correct syntax for DOS commands, BASIC A,
Turbo Pascal, Debug and Edlin.
M2019: EXTENDED DOS UTILITIES Substitute utilities with more features.
M2020: PC -TOOLS Utilities to browse,
darken, dump, compare, merge, page, print,
delete, format text, with C source.

(0344) 86 3020

TURBO PASCAL Source code and instruction

grammes to remove numbers from your Basic

programmes and to restore them.
M5019: TURBO TOOLS Numerous small
Turbo Pascal programmes that illustrated the
book "Complete Turbo Pascal".
M5021: SCREEN GENERATOR A new aid
for designing screens in Basic.
M5022: WINDOWS FOR BASIC AND 'C' A collection of functions that give windowing capability to your programmes.
M5023: CROSS ASSEMBLER - Xasm lets
you use your computer to develop programmes for other computers, especially the 280.

M5024: TOOLS FOR TURBO PASCAL convert and manipulate dates, display, edit
and validate data entry fields.
M5025: TURBO PASCAL DEBUGGER - An
Interactive debugger with pop-up help, formatters etc. Invaluable.

BUSINESS/CALCULATION
M122: SPREADSHEET - Up -graded version
(21 of Freecalc. Suitable for home and
business. Needs enhanced graphics such as

Hercules, or colour monitor.

M126: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS A very
good Multiple Correlation programme (compiled) has been added to the disk. Many other
tests and analyses included.
M128 + : INTEGRATED PACKAGE A fast
and sophisticated integrated spreadsheet/
word processor/data base/graphics. 3 disks

Menu -driven label producer. Lists created can

forms, etc.

EDUCATION
M9007: SECONDARY MATHEMATICS A
collection of Basic programmes that instruct
in equations, areas, logarithms, determinants, etc.
M9008 + : 'C' TUTOR - Comprehensive
and easily followed course in the 'C' programming language. 2 disks. £18.
M9009 + : PASCAL TUTOR - A two disk
set that suits both the novice and experienced programmer, with references to Generic
and Turbo Pascal. £18.
M9010: INTRODUCTION TO BASIC PRO-

GRAMMING with Games - a well written
tutorial on Basic, plus illustrative games.
M9011: TEACHER'S GRADEBOOK - Keep-

ing track of test marks and providing comparisons and reports.
M9012: ANSWER CHECKER Compares
words, sentences, terms, questions,
answers.
M9013: STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING
TUTORIAL & AID Design and document
structure of programmes. Especially suits
Turbo Pascal.

for £24.
M7019: RETAIL POINT OF SALE Control of
stock/debtors/invoicing.
M7020 + : STATISTICAL TOOLS Utilities to
determine sample sizes and confidence intervals, perform randomisation tests, generate
randomisation plans, calculate distributions,

and more! Two disks £18.
M7021 +: LOTUS UTILITIES/WORKSHEETS Print formulae, install EGA, prepare

text for input into worksheets, set up 640K
virtual memory, install on hard disk, etc. 2
disks £18.
M7022 + : INCOME AND EXPENSE
TRACKER which records input of operations
and has a reporting system. 2 disks £1 8.
M7023 + : SINGLE ENTRY ACCOUNTING -

general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts payable, inventory, payroll and
depreciation. Two disk set £18.
M7024: PAYROLL SYSTEM Comprehensive,

menu -driven system

for small to

medium-sized companies.
M7025 + : LOTUS
UTILITIES/WORKSHEETS - Front end for easier access and

worksheets - cheques, loans, mailing list,
time control, printer utilities, finances, etc.
Two disks £18.
M7026 + : SYMPHONY TIPS AND WORK-

SHEETS - tips on using word processor,
importing multiplan data, using sidekick;
applications for banking, insurance and
medical; also 5 year business plans; disk
labels, and lots more. 6 disks for £42.
M7028: MANAGING MONEY - Assists in
making your capital grow. Extensive control
of personal finances.

GENERAL
M9501: DIETERS FRIEND Provides details

of 27 nutrients in different foods, etc. and
compares with standards. Needs Basic.
M9502: SPORTING ADMINISTRATION helps those running sporting events to keep

track of scores/results, match opponents,
print reports, etc.
M9503 + : BIBLICAL QUOTES - A two disk
set of 14800 cross-references to 7956

verses of the new Testament. £18.

SHAREWARE REQUIRED
FOR INTERNATIONAL
DISTRIBUTION
We have extensive local and overseas
marketing facilities and require quality software for distribution.
This is your chance to break into the INTER-

NATIONAL market at no cost to you. Submissions

should

be sent to

our Chief

Executive at the address below.

CP/M
Call or write for free catalogue.

PUBLIC DOMAIN NEWSLETTER
For news, reviews, views and how to use
public domain software subscribe to our bimonthly newsletter and keep informed on the
free programmes that help your computer to
serve you. Only £12 per annum. Includes up-

dates to catalogue.

ORDERS:

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
M143 + : FAMILY TREE New version -4 -

of Genealogy on Display is now available.
Two disks £18. Charts family relationships.
M8012: LABEL PRINTING Print labels for all
sorts of uses, as well as control mailing lists.
M8013: FREE FILE A menu -driven, easy to
use relational data base that allows 100 fields
and up to 2 billion records. Does calculations

and comparisons. Powerful enough for
advanced use. Easy enough for beginners.

M8014: INSTANT RECALL Memory -

When ordering individual disks, the first disk
costs £10, the second £8, then £6 for each

additional disk. Price of special sets is as
indicated in listing. Add £2 postage plus 15%

VAT. Orders must be prepaid.
PAYMENT BY MAIL TO:
SELTEC COMPUTER PRODUCTS LTD,
"Farley Hall", Wokingham Road, Bracknell,
Berkshire RG12 5EU

TELEPHONE ORDERS: (0344) 86 3020
Pay by Mastercard or Visa.
Emergency No: (03441 56029

resident database to record and access infor-

MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDER ONLY.

mation without leaving programmes.
M8015: INVENTORY/STOCK CONTROL A

We cannot guarantee the suitability of public

menu -driven system for keeping inventories.

domain/user-supported software for users'
needs or equipment.

PC PROGRAMMES FOR ONLY £2!
From the thousands of programmes

we have collected from public domain and user -supported software
we bring you a special selection of
the best utilities available - special
purpose programmes that you may
choose in any combination that you
wish.
Choose any number for only £2

each (service charge), with

a

minimum of six programmes, and
we transfer them on to one (or more)

of our disks for you.

We include source coding
where possible. The programmes are
documented, where required. Disks

are formatted for MS-DOS 2. or

greater. 360 k. Programmes are intended for the IBM-PC or close compatibles.

U107. PRINT CONTROLLER. Gives

extensive control of printer settings
- bold, italics, compressed, etc. Epson compatible.
U108. NOT PRINT. Redirects computer output to the screen.
U109. DARKEN. Overstrikes a text
file to obtain darker print.
U110. MERGE. Merge sorted files
into one sorted file.
U 111 . TEXT FORMATTER. Pro-

cesses text files for printing with

special features imbedded in output

- bold, italics, etc.

U112. SEARCH/REPLACE. Search
for and replace characters.
U113. CUT & PASTE. Allows move-

ment of parts of documents between files.
U113. NOTEPAD. Ready at hand
notepad. Memory resident.

U114. TEXT INDEX. Indexing for
text files. Mark words for listing.
EFFICIENCY WITH FILES

AND COMMANDS
Ul. DIRECTORY
CONTROL.
Returns you to a previous directory
whose name it saves.
U2. RAMDISK. Very good ramdisk
creator - like a memory -resident
disk drive.
U3. WINDOW TOOLS. Mini Sidekick
with memory -resident editor, timer,
ASCII reference.
U4. FAST DISK. Speeds up activity

U115. WORDSTAR INDEX. Indexing system for Wordstar.
U116. UNDERLINE STRIPPER. Strip

underline from Wordstar files.
U117. KEYBOARD DEFINER. Keyboard redefiner for Wordstar.
U118. WORDSTAR COLOUR. Adds

colour to Wordstar.
U119. WORDSTAR NUMBERS. Add
and remove numbers to paragraphs

in Wordstar files.

and processing of many pro-

U120. WORDSTAR CHARACTERS.
Character look -up programme.

U5. FILE MANAGER. Excellent

U121. EXECUTABLE PATCHES.
Standalone Wordstar patches.

general purpose file manager that
copies, deletes, views, etc. Many

U122. WORDSTAR GREEK. Obtain

features.
U6. DIRECTORY LISTER. Creates
directory lists for comments. Saves
to disk.
U7. DIRECTORY PATHS. Lets programmes write to other directories.
U8. KEYBOARD
DEFINER.

documents.

grammes.

Redefines keyboard to suit own

needs.

U9. SPACE. Shows the amount of
free space on disk in thermometer
style.

U10. SUPERIOR
DIRECTORY
Shows disk directory with file attributes which are active. Also sorts by
name, date, size, extension. Accurate for hard disk.
U11. BACKED UP. Indicates which
hard disk files have not beer.
backed -up.

U12. NEW FILES. Lists files that you
created today.
U13. SPEEDKEY. Increase speed of
cursor.

Greek characters

in

Wordstar

U123. PROGRAMME
EDITOR.
Editor for programmers, with multiple windows.
U124. TEXT EDITOR. Editor with
major commands, without frills.
U125. LAST LINES. Types the last
specified number of lines in a file.
U126. FAST LISTING. Fast listing of
files by extension.
U127. SQUEEZE LIST. Lists squeezed library files.
U128. COUNT. Counts characters,

words, lines, pages in a textfile.

U129. PRINTER PATCHES. Extensive collection of printer patches for
wordstar.

U101. PRINTER SWAP. Swaps line
printer assignments for easier
printing.
U102. WORDSTAR CONVERTER.

Superior converter of wordstar to
ASCII and reverse from document
file.
U103. DISK COVER DIRECTORY.

Prints directory in size suitable for
pasting on disk jacket.
U104. COMMAND EDITOR. Very

good editor of operating system
commands.

U105. BANNER. Prints wide banners on your printer.
U106. LISTER. Prints documentation, adding page numbers.

Needs Basic.
U304. TREE DIRECTORY. Displays

a tree directory of files, including
sub -directories.
U305. TRACK READER. Reads sec-

files in subdirectories. Small tightly

ligent file comparison programme
which detects differences between

U306. BROWSE. Examine files with

files.

U308. DIRECTORY READER. Read a

U701. CALENDAR. Display of any
month or year.

4 way scrolling.
U307. DUMP. Gives an ASCII/HEX
display of any file.
directory from or to a certain point.
U309. KEYBOARD BUFFER. Keyboard buffer of 160 characters.
U310. SYSTEM SHELL. Operating

system shell that interfaces with
Crosstalk, 1-2-3, and Multimate.
EQUIPMENT HANDLING

U401. DRIVE CLEANER. Runs the
drive for head cleaning disk.
U402. CORELOOK. Gives memory
content in HEX and ASCII.
U403. SCREEN SAVE. Blanks
screen if not used for several minutes. Saves screen wear.
U404. DISKPARK. Positions the
hard disk head key for safety when
travelling or moving computer.
U405. COLOUR CONVERTER. Displays colours as shades of grey.

tories.
U204. CHARACTER SEARCH Sear-

ches disk for character or string.
U205. FILE FINDER. Locates and
lists files, allows deletion of un-

wanted files. Act from within programme.
0206. NEW GREP. Matches file pat-

terns. Has 'C' source.

FILE MOVING
U501. SWEEP. Famous file -handler.

Reads, mass copies, deletes, etc.
U502. REDIRECTS output to a disk
file.

U503. NIMBLE DISK. Helps you
move more easily around a hard disk.
U504. SECTOR RETURN. Recovers

deleted first sectors.
U505. SELECTIVE COPYING. Copy
programme using menu system.
U506. SELECTIVE DELETION. Programme delete using menu system.
U507. ENHANCED COPYING. Copy
several unrelated programmes with
the same command.

U508. NEW MOVE. Rename and
move programme to another directory without copying.
U509. TOTAL ERASURE. Totally
erases disk, including format.
diskcopy with extra features. Copies

whole disk. Sidesteps and signals
faulty sectors.
FILE ORGANISATION AND
CHECKING.

U601. ARCHIVER. Superior file
compressor and library creator.

U602. FILE CORRUPTION. Fast
checker for detecting corrupted files.
U603. DISK SQUEEZE/UNSQUEEZE
Squeezes and unsqueezes all files on
a disk.

U604. PROTECT/UNPROTECT.

FILE READING/DISPLAY
U301. TEXT READER. Excellent text

Scrolls, reads one page at time, goes

U606. SQUEEZE/UNSQUEEZE.
Compresses files to save space.

to end, beginning, etc.

U302. READ SQUEEZE.

Read
squeezed files without physically unsqueezing.

U702. NEW DATE. Changes date of

file entry in disk directory.
U703. BYTE CONVERTER. Converts

all bytes to 2 byte (7 bit) for serial
transfer.
U704. COMPILING AID. Simplifies,
automates compiling and linking.
0705. ALARM. Sets time for alarm
to sound.
U706. NEW TIME. Sets system time
and clock.
U707. DOS HELP. Assistance with
dos commands displayed on screen.
U708. GET TIME. Simplifies getting
time and date.

U709. CLOCK. Shows time on
screen while you work.
U710. CALCULATOR. Memory resident for convenient access.
FILE ALTERATION/RECOVERY/
REPAIR

Avoids accidental erasure of important files..
U605. SECRET FILES. Make, go to,
or remove a secret directory.

display utility with many features.

SPECIAL FEATURES

U801. FILE RECOVERY. Retrieves a

coded.

U203. FILE SEARCH. Memory -

U608. LIBRARY DISPLAY. Displays
the directory of a library. Related to
above programme.
U609. NEW NAME. Changes
volume name of a disk.
U610. FILE COMPARISON. Intel-

tors and tracks in hex and ASCII.

U510. NEW DISKCOPY. Good
FILE LOCATING
U201. SMALL FILE FINDER. Locates

resident. Locates files in subdirecFILE PRINTING/EDITING

U303. READ BACKUPS. Read
backup disks of your hard disk.

Also uncompresses.
U607. LIBRARY CREATOR. Com-

bines files into libraries. Adds to,
deletes, extracts files.

programme you have just erased.
U802. DEBUG TIPS. Tips on using
debugging programme effectively.
U803. DISK PATCHER. Reads and
patches disk contents. Altering files,

repairing corruptions, allowing
unerase and creating files from
memory.

U804. LOCK/UNLOCK. Protects
files from unauthorised access with
simple encrypting technique.
ORDERS:
The service charge for each programme is
£2. There is a minimum charge of £12 (six

programmes) plus £2 for postage and

packaging. Add 15% VAT to total.
ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID.

PAYMENT BY MAIL TO:
SELTEC COMPUTER PRODUCTS LTD
Farley Hall, Wokingham Rd, Bracknell,
Berkshire RG12 5EU. U.K.
TELEPHONE ORDERS:

Pay by Mastercard or Visa.
(03441 86 3020, (03441 56029.
We cannot guarantee the suitability of programmes for users needs or equipment.
CIRCLE NUMBERS BELOW AND SEND TO

US WITH PAYMENT AND YOUR NAME
AND ADDRESS. OR TELEPHONE US WITH

THE PARTICULARS. SEE ABOVE.
1
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THREE INK -JETS
THE SOUND OF SILENCE
By Ian Stobie

There is renewed interest in
ink -jet technology for fast,
quiet printing, with new units
coming from Epson, Siemens

and Diconix among others.
Ink-jet printers work along very similar
lines to conventional matrix printers.
Both types build up characters from a
pattern of dots, but instead of banging a set
of needles through a ribbon the ink -jet fires

ink directly on to the paper from a row of
nozzles. As no impact is involved ink -jets are

quiet, and this is their one big advantage.
There seems to be a major resurgence of

gets on the paper to reduce the chance of
smearing, but it must not dry in the head

the ink hitting the paper probably really is

itself or it will clog the nozzles.
Epson seems to have got the inking about

tracting - something like someone sharpening a knife with a steel. Letter -quality
mode is much quieter than draft.
Paper feed on the SQ-2500 is excellent.
The standard machine comes with friction
feed only; tractor feed is an option, along
with a cut -sheet bin feeder. But the paper

right. We found the SQ-2500 gave very
good results on our normal listing paper,
and quite acceptable results on our letterhead, which is printed on Conqueror paper.
Conqueror is a rough -surfaced, textured
paper and so it is difficult for ink -jets to cope

with. Character outlines were slightly more
jagged on this surface, but the results were
still perfectly acceptable.
On normal listing paper we thought draft
mode looked a bit thin, but the typeface is
still attractive. In letter -quality mode you
get a choice of five founts: Courier, Prestige,

interest among printer manufacturers in
ink -jet technology. Here we look at three of
the latest offerings, which differ a great deal
in both physical size and price.

Epson's SQ-2500 is the biggest, and at
£1,345 the most expensive. Its 24 -nozzle
print head provides good print quality, and
the SQ-2500 is intended primarily for word
processing and other high -quality work. A
16.5in. wide carriage is standard, making it
suitable for spreadsheets as well.
Siemens is offering two new machines.
We looked at the PT -88S, which costs £735
and is the 80 -column version with a 10in.
carriage. The PT -89S costs £100, for which
you get a wider carriage more suitable for
spreadsheet work. Both models have nine -

nozzle print heads so they are best for
applications where top quality is not of
prime importance.
The Diconix 150 is very much the smallest

of the machines we looked at, measuring

EPSON SQ-2500

Performance
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Ease of use

Documentation

Value for money

guide is very accurate, so we found that even
with long documents of 20 pages or more we

had no trouble using continuous fanfold
paper. You probably only need a tractor if
you are going to print really long documents
or batch jobs, or use software which rewinds

the paper. Of course, with any ink -jet you
cannot use multi -part stationery or carbon
paper as it is a non -impact technology.
Epson claims a very high speed for the
SQ-2500: 450 characters per second (cps) in
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near silent, the print -head noise is quite dis-

M

O Fast, with excellent print quality on a
wide range of different papers, but not

all that quiet.

draft mode and 150cps in letter quality.
Corresponding figures for the Siemens
printer are 200cps draft and 67cps quality,
while Diconix claims 150cps draft and 50cps
quality.
The Diconix figures should be downrated
by 20 percent straight away for a fair comparison as it normally prints at 12 characters
per inch, not 10. But even after this adjust-

ment has been made it is unwise to take
these figures very seriously. Manufacturers'
quoted speed figures always seem to over-

state the throughput you could expect in a
real printing job by a factor of two at least.

Roman, Sans Serif and Script. You set them

up using buttons on the front of the

To check the claims we therefore devised
our own test, printing out a series of realistic
documents and timing the machines with a

machine in conjunction with the SQ-2500's
20 -character liquid crystal display.

stop watch. The results are summarised in
the charts on page 44. All three ink -jets did

llin. by 6.5in. by 2in. That makes it smaller

The Epson's ink comes in a large rec-

quite well, with the Epson SQ-2500 the

than the manuals for most IBM software

tangular cartridge which fits into the side of

fastest, the Siemens PT -88S a fairly close

packages.

It will run off rechargeable
batteries as well as the mains and it weighs
just 3.51b., so it is a truly portable machine.

the machine. Fitting and replacement are
very easy and only take a few seconds.
Smearing can be a problem with ink -jets,

second and the portable Diconix 150 trailing
behind, as expected.

It costs £399 and has a 12 -nozzle print head.
Historically the big problem with ink -jet
printers has been paper. Most machines have
been unable to give consistent results on all
the different types of paper encountered in a

especially if you are using a program which

NEARLY UP WITH LASERS

winds the paper back to overprint, but we
had no such difficulties with the SQ-2500.
However, we found the SQ-2500's noise
level disappointing. It was definitely the
loudest of the three ink -jets we looked at
and also louder than any laser printer we
have used. We found we could take phone

Figures expressed in characters per second
are rather meaningless to most people, so we

normal office. You could only get the best
output quality on special ink -jet paper. This
has prevented ink -jet technology gaining
wide acceptance. Both Epson and Siemens
claim to

have overcome the problem;

Diconix still recommends ink -jet paper for
best results.

calls with the printer going alongside, but it
was still irritating.
Instead of the high-pitched bandsaw

noise of the typical matrix printer, the

The key to coping with different paper

SQ-2500 gives you two distinct noises: a

types is the ink. Both Siemens and Epson are
using reformulated inks for their new
printers. Ink -jet ink must dry rapidly once it

mechanism, and then a periodic whine as

42

guttural stuttering of the paper advance
the print head shoots back and forth. While

have given the results in pages per minute.
In draft mode the Epson manages over five
pages per minute when printing our set of
test letters, the Siemens over four. Even in
letter -quality mode the Epson manages 3.5.
This is pretty good even compared to laser
printers, which rarely get anywhere near the
eight or 10 pages a minute typically claimed
for them.
On our test letters the printers were able
to skip over blank lines to save time, something a laser printer cannot do. Printing our
test spreadsheets took the machines longer,

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1987

REVIEW

as the pages are fuller. The listings test is
intended to give a guide to performance at
printing things involving a high proportion

of short lines - single -column mailing
labels, Basic programs and the like. Speed

Left to right: The Diconix 150, Siemens
PT -88S and Epson SQ-2500.

and spreadsheet printing.
Print quality on the Siemens PT -88S is
not as good as on the Epson machine as it
only has a nine -nozzle head. It also offers
just one fount in its top-quality mode rather
than a choice of several. But we still found
the results fairly good and in step with its
lower price. The PT -88S is a development of

an earlier Siemens printer, the PT -88. The
main difference is its reformulated ink,
which is contained in a cartridge that fits
into the print -head assembly. Installation is

chargeable Nicad cells. With the machine
you get a mains adaptor, but you need to
buy the batteries yourself. With the
batteries fitted the 150 makes a very

SIEMENS PT -88S

comes out somewhere between the letter

VERDICT
so

effective printer for use alongside a portable

0

<,-,

machine. The whole thing weighs under

00
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41b. with the batteries in place.

c,

This small size does have a penalty
though. While the 150 will print quite

Performance
Ease of use

Documentation

Cleverly concealed inside the platen is a
battery compartment which will hold five re-

III

happily on A4 cut -sheet paper or standard
1 lin. fanfold paper, the print area is only a
fraction over 7in. wide. This is not enough

El

Value for money

Quick, quiet and not too expensive.
The one we wanted to keep, though print
quality is not top -class.
11

to allow you to print a full 80 characters at 10

pitch; in fact we were unable to get the
machine to print at all at 10 characters per
inch. The 150 prints at 12 characters per inch

instead, which is quite acceptable but ob-

fairly easy.

SPECIAL PAPER
While the PT -88S did give usable results
on our normal paper stock, it was very much

PC VERDICT

better on ink -jet paper. We would not
hesitate to use the Siemens with normal
listing paper for internal use, but it would
be worth switching to a more absorbent ink -

Performance
Ease of use

the ink dried very quickly.

Value for money

about the
PT -88S was the noise level: it really is very
us

much quieter than a conventional matrix

machine, and the extra drop in noise is

Documentation

compatibility with normal software the
4c,

0

teak,

0
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°
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jet paper for correspondence or graphics
work. With all the types of paper we tried

What most impressed

viously gives a smaller character size.
Graphics also come out compressed. For

DICONIX 150

.-
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El

E A neat, compact and quiet unit ideal
for portable use, though fussy about
paper.

CONCLUSIONS

enough to take it down to a level where it
does not intrude at all. The machine's small
details are well worked out too. The paper
tears off neatly just above the perforation,

for example, saving you a wasted sheet.
Paper handling is very good: you get a
tractor feed as standard along with friction
feed. The paper advance is both accurate
and fast, which is one reason why, despite a
big difference in claimed cps figures, the

Siemens got quite

close to

the Epson

SQ-2500 in our practical speed tests.

head is used on HP's Thinkjet printer. It has
12 nozzles and the ink reservoir is built-in.
When the ink runs out you throw the head
away; a new one costs about O.

Although it boasts more jets than the
Siemens machine the end result does not
look as good. Particularly on rough paper
like our Conqueror letter head the image
tends to break up. It is definitely worth
using the right paper, and Diconix can also

Unlike the other two manufacturers,

supply special overhead -transparency film

Diconix does not claim that its machine can

with which we were able to get a very accept-

cope with ordinary office paper. Nonetheless it will work at a push on normal

able chart.
In construction the machine is very neat.
The whole thing is about the size of a dictionary and fits easily in a briefcase. Both

listing or copier paper. Diconix has its own
ink -jet technology and uses it on its larger
machines, but the Diconix 150 uses a print
head made by Hewlett-Packard. The same

Diconix uses just its top nine nozzles when
printing graphics. But since they are spaced
more closely than on a standard nine -pin
matrix printer the image is compressed vertically. To preserve the right aspect ratio the
Diconix's built-in software then reduces it
horizontally. The end result is that images
come out three-quarters size. However, on
the right paper the quality is good: the three
charts reproduced here were all produced on
the Diconix.

friction and pin feed are standard, and
printing is pretty quiet.

Ink -jet technology has clearly come a long
way, though it still has its limitations.
E lf the noise of a conventional matrix printer
really gets on your nerves these ink -jets are
well worth a look.
IlEpson's SQ-2500 gives quality output and is
very fast. Although the quality is not up to laser
standards the speed almost is, and since this is
a wide -carriage machine it is better than a
laser when it comes to printing spreadsheets.
Its weak point is noise.
E Siemens' machine is genuinely quiet. Output
quality is not as good as with the Epson offering, but the machine is cheaper. You also
need special paper to get the very best results.
The Diconix product is a fine piece of engineering, but it makes sense only if you need

either portability or silence. For the same
money you could get a conventional matrix
printer which would give better results and
print on a broader range of paper.
(continued on next page)
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PREVIEW
SPECIFICATIONS
EPSON SQ-2500
Print head: 24 nozzles
Print width: 136 characters at

standard; takes single -sheet and

10cpi

tractor £80, dual -bin cut -sheet
feeder £335

Cartridge life: claimed six
million draft characters or three
million at LQ; replacement costs
£25

Print quality: characters are
formed on a 29 -by -23 matrix in
letter -quality mode, 15 -by -23 in
draft mode; maximum graphics
resolution is 180 by 360 dots per

Epson SQ-2500
Speed in pages per minute with Practical Computing test data

fanfold up to 16in. wide; optional

3.4
Letters
,

Interfaces: Centronics parallel
and RS -232C serial with six -pin
DIN -type socket; options include
IEEE -488, Apple II and current

r

Spreadsheets

loop

i

LQ

Dimensions: 618mm.(24.3in.)
x 380mm.(l5in.) x 135mm.

Founts: Courier, Prestige,

(5.3in.); weight 11.2kg.(24.71b.)

Roman, Sans Serif, Script and

Draft; optional fount modules

Price: £1,345
Manufacturer: made in Japan

include OCR -B

by Seiko Epson Corporation

Claimed speed: 150cps in

U.K. supplier: Epson U.K.,

quality mode, 450cps in draft
mode at 10cpi
Noise: claimed less than

Dorland House, 388 High Road,
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6UH.
Telephone: 01-902 8892

50d B(A)

Available: now

Paper handling: friction feed

10cpi; £835 PT -89S is wide -

carriage model, printing 136
characters at 10cpi

Cartridge life: claimed five

options include RS -232C and IBM
coaxial

Compatibility: plug-in

'/-0.0

costs £10

Print quality: characters are

(5.5in.); weighs 7.5kg.(171b.)

formed on a nine -by -18 matrix in
quality mode, nine -by -nine in
draft mode; maximum graphics
resolution is 144 by 144 dots per

Price: £735

inch

Founts: NLQ and Draft
Claimed speed: 67cps in
quality mode, 200cps in draft
mode at 10cpi
Noise: claimed 45dB(A)

Manufacturer: made in West
Germany by Siemens AG

3.40
2.0

1.0

111 duality mode

I

40

3.0

7-

J

t

50

6 0

70

8

Draft mode

r

Epson SQ 2500
Siemens PT -88S
Speed in pages per minute with Practical Computing test data

IFEI
Letters

/ ff7./iq

modules for IBM PC, Epson FX or
mainframe ECMA protocols

Dimensions: 410mm.(16.1in.)
x 310mm.(12.2in.) x 140mm.

million characters, replacement

/,/

Listings

SIEMENS PT -88S

Interfaces: Centronics parallel;

45.10

/

,gim/

Compatibility: Epson FX and

inch

Print head: nine nozzles
Print width: 80 characters at

/

0.60

Spreadsheets

W170
1.30
Listings

2 90 0

U.K. supplier: Siemens, St.
Catherine's House, 2 Hanworth
Road, Feltham, Middlesex TW13
5BA. Telephone: (0932) 785691

Available: now

0 0

30

20

1.0

40

II alai ity node

50

60

7.0

8 0

Draft node

cniem,,
3

Paper handling: tractor and
friction feed standard, taking
single -sheet, fanfold and roll
paper; sheet feeder £170

Siemens PT -88S

DICONIX 150
Print head: 12 nozzles
Print width: 7.1in., giving 85
characters at 12 cpi

Cartridge life: claimed 500
pages, replacement costs £9

Print quality: characters are

inch

.....1.-4

size Nicad rechargeable
batteries, with a claimed life of
150 pages; supplied with mains
adaptor/charger

0.50

Spreadsheets

(2.0in.); weight 1.7kg.(3.751b.)

ME"
'

Portability: will take five C -

Founts: Vintage NLQ, Script
and Draft
Claimed speed: 50cps in
quality mode, 150cps in draft
mode, both at 12cpi
Noise: claimed better than

for Diconix Inc. of Dayton Ohio

50dB(A)

U.K. supplier: Norbain

a sheet; best results on ink -jet

Letters

and Epson FX

Dimensions: 265mm.(10.8in.)
X 159mm.(6.5in.) x 48mm.

friction feed standard; takes
single sheet and fanfold up to
9.5in. wide and special
transparency film which costs 40p

44

Interfaces: Centronics parallel

in pages per minute with Practical Computing test data

Compatibility: IBM Proprinter

formed on a 13 -by -18 matrix in
quality mode, 13 -by -nine in draft
mode; maximum graphics
resolution is 160 by 96 dots per

Paper handling: pin feed and

Diconix 150

paper costing £12 per 1,000
continuous paper or £41 per
1,000 art sheets

Price: £399
Manufacturer: made in Japan
Micros, Norbain House, Boulton
Road, Reading, Berkshire RG2
OLT. Telephone: (0734) 868855

Available:

now

.n
Listings

0.0

40

30

20

1.0

f

III Quality mode

.
1

it

..t..,0;,

50

60

70

8

Draft mode

1 c7,

Diconix 150
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Need a Laser printer with
HP LaserJet P1

The Centronics PP -8 Laser Printer now provides

even greater value for money with the addition of
full HI° LaserJet Plus code compatibility.
With a massive 1.5 Mb on -board memory as
standard, this superb 8 page per minute laser
provides a full page of BIT -MAP graphics; and gives
the user an added dimension by being able to download pre -designed fonts from their own floppy disks.
Even greater news for users in that all these extra
features still don't alter the fact that the PP -8 still has
one of the lowest costs per copy of current lasers-

an amazing 1.7p per page.
411M 00

IMP

0
00 .

0400014400 IND
00
0 0011110 0 0

IMO

OM

00400
0000
4400 411M10

00 0

Computer Products Limited
Head Office and Midlands Region,
Enfield Hall, Enfield Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1QA
Telephone: 021-454 2288
Northern Region
850 Birchwood Boulevard, Birchwood,
Warrington, Cheshire WA3 9QZ
Telephone: 0925-821776
Southern Region
Giltspur House, 6 Giltspur Street,
London EC1A 9DE
Telephone: 01-248 1711

emulation?

Extremely versatile and simple to use, the
Centronics laser gives 300 d.p.i. print quality and
provides full system functionality with a choice of
serial or parallel interface, and a wide range of
font styles.
And because the PP -8 laser is supplied by

Mekom, the UK's leading laser printer distributor
you can be sure of unparalleled service and support
-with full field engineering and training available.
So if you're in the market for a quality printer
give Mekom a call to discuss the Centronics
PP-8-at £2295 it's priced less!!

Please complete and return to: Mekom Computer Products Limited,
Enfield Hall, Enfield Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1QA.
Please send me details of the Centronics PP -8 Laser Printerfl

Please call me to arrange my personal demonstration of the
Centronics PP -8 Laser Printer E

Name
Position

Company
Address

Telephone

Printer currently used

Details of registered names mentioned above are available on request, Mekom reserve the right to change prices without prior notification.

FROM CLIVE SINCLAIR...THE NO -COMPROMISE

Z88 COMPUTER
IT MEASURES LESS THAN AN A4 PAD.
IT WEIGHS LESS THAN 21b.
sos,to
0. to to
IT COSTS JUST
000,0

-NE
A-

vsurMpV,.

f199;v91
RAM expandable to 3 Mbytes...

CI Word-processing and spreadsheet built in, plus time- and
data -management systems...

Revolutionary supertwist LCD display..
D Completely self-contained - yet talks and listens to your IBM...

-

There has never been a computer like the Z88.
It's an extraordinarily powerful
machine which offers word-processing,
spreadsheet, and a set of time- and
data -management tools in a single, highly
portable package.
At £199.95+VAT, the Z88 is supplied with
32K resident RAM. Extra 32K costs under £20
- extra 128K under £50!
And heavy users will be able to expand
the RAM to an astonishing 3 Mbytes, using
plug-in RAM cartridges.
For printing text or data, the Z88
connects directly to most popular RS232 compatible printers, while for permanent
storage the Z88 employs removable solid-state
EPROM cartridges - no tape to break, no
delicate disc to damage.
Though the Z88 is a powerful, full facility, self-contained computer, it also acts as
an extension of an office micro, connecting
directly to allow exchange of text or data.
For every personal computer user, the
Z88 offers a comprehensive specification in a
package of unparalleled portability.

software and
rstorage cartridges.

LITHE FACILITIES OF THE Z88
RAM Resident 32K, around 15K available
(enough for around 2,000 words). Extra RAM
available in 32K or 128K cartridges, up to three
of which can be plugged into the Z88 to give a
total of 416K (enough for a 200 -page novel).
1 Mbyte cartridges available shortly. A built-in
capacitor or the mains adapter preserves data
in RAM while batteries are changed.

Permanent storage Where other machines
rely on cassette recorders or disc drives, the
Z88 uses solid-state EPROM - Erasable
Programmable Read -Only Memory cartridges, with very rapid electronic access
and absolute reliability. Up to three EPROM
cartridges can be plugged in: 32K and 128K
cartridges and ultra -violet eraser are available
now. 1 Mbyte cartridges available shortly.

RS232 -compatible port offers:
Printing RS232 cable connects the Z88 to
popular printers. Cables can also be made up
for virtually any RS232 -compatible printer.
Text- and data -interchange Resident software
formats data for IBM-compatible micros with
51/4" or / disc -drives. If your micro can run
such popular programs as Wordstar, Lotus
1-2-3 or WordPerfect, you can exchange text
and data between it and the Z88. Cable and
software available now.
Modem allows text- and data -transmission by
telephone.

Power supply Optional mains adapter, or 4
AA batteries. (CMOS technology allows about
20 hours active computing - or about a year of
life for RAM if machine is switched off).
Dimensions 111/"x 81/." x

7/8";

weight: under 2 lb.

Full QVVER7Y keyboard offers :silent; moving short travel keys. Foldaway foot raises the Z88121/2° for

comfortable viewing and typing.

EIADVANCED INTEGRATED
SOFTWARE PACKAGE
The operating system of the Z88 is unique
to Cambridge Computer Ltd, supporting as
its main in-built software an advanced
software package, adapted by Protechnic
Ltd for the Z88.
The Z88 automatically preserves data
in RAM when switched off.

The software is a set of spreadsheet
and word processing applications, with a

sophisticated help function, designed from
the first as an integrated package which
allows text to be run within a spreadsheet,
or a spreadsheet to be run within text.
Word-processing facilities include
multi -column layout, global search and
replace, and embedded calculations, as well
as all the normal word-processing activities.
The display shows such commands as bold,
italics, underlining, and page breaks.
Spreadsheet includes text -handling and
sorting.
Other built-in software includes
database selection; calculator; free -form
diary, calendar, real-time clock and alarm.
An outstanding feature of the Z88 is
its ability to switch between tasks within an
application, and between applications,
without the need to save, exit the package,
or restart on return.
While computing a spreadsheet, for
example, it is easy to switch directly to the
diary, and then go straight back to the
spreadsheet - which immediately carries on
from the point it had reached.

El STATE-OF-THE-ART SUPERTWIST LCD DISPLAY
Supertwist technology represents the state of the art in liquid crystal display. Its massive
increase in contrast ratio and viewing angle give a dark blue on grey display that
surpasses CRT screens.
547
might even prove actively dangerous. and we.
unwise. To understand our Position. It me,
!

at the costs in the following err.--

ir
ONS

Site Purchase
Site PreP

2
1. 'Topic bar'- seven general menu options, each supported by fu nction menus.
2. Work area displays 8 lines by afidl 80 characters.
3. Unique screen map shows complete page layout, updated automatically as work goes on.
4. Section displays machine status (e.g. batten, strength, )

El Z88 COMPUTER AND
ACCESSORIES PRICES
Z88 COMPUTER

229.95

MAINS ADAPTER

9.95
9.95

RS232 PRINTER CABLE

t

SOFTWARE/CABLE FOR IBM

14.95

99.95

1

MODEM
32K RAM CARTRIDGE
128K RAM CARTRIDGE
32K EPROM CARTRIDGE
128K EPROM CARTRIDGE
U/V ERASER FOR EPROM

HOT PROPERTY...HOT NEWS...

19.95

49.95
12.95

49.95
29.95

HOT-LINE!

All prices include VAT 0 15%

To place an order,

- circle 128 on enquiry card -

CAMBRIDGE
COMPUTER.
-J

Unit 4, Chesterton Mill, French's Road, Cambridge, CB4 3NP.
Cambridge (0223) 323143.

IBM TM of International Business Machines.
Wordstar TM of MicroPro. Lotus TM of Lotus Development.
lthrdPerfect TM of WordPerfect.

or for more information on the Z88,
phone

Cambridge (0223) 323143 - today!

REVI EW

IBM PORTABLES
MOVING ON A STEP

By Steve Malone

time for this review. MS-DOS 3.2 was

New machines from
Compaq, Sharp, Olivetti and
Goupil exploit the latest
technology to provide useful
gains in functionality and
compactness.

becomes barely readable, as the highlighting almost matches the text tones. The

provided with the review machine but is not
included in the system price; it will set you
back an extra £60.
The M-15 is considerably smaller than the
M-22 but it has a full -depth screen, pivoted
at the bottom, which swings down over the
keyboard when the machine is folded up for

Several factors have coincided to bring
portable computers to the fore in the

past year. The first was the U.S.
launch of the IBM Convertible. While the

machine has not exactly been raking in
money for Big Blue, it did confer respect-

ability on the lap portable and its 3.5in.
drives. It also gave other manufacturers a
standard which they could emulate and
improve on.
Just as vital, the technology has improved

too. Reduced chip sets have meant that
more punch can be packed into a smaller
area. And the development of back -lit
super -twist LCD screens means you no
longer have to eat your weight in carrots to
be able to decipher the display.
The final factor has been Toshiba's range
of portables. They are the first lap portables

contrast control is of little use here, only mit-

igating rather than curing the problem; we
found ourselves wishing for a brightness

carrying. This is in contrast to the M-22,

control to bring the text out. It is not the sort
of display you would want to look at for any
length of time.
The M-15 is fitted with twin 3.5in. drives

where the screen lifted up halfway along the

as

body. The advantage of the new arrangement is that you get a much bigger screen
for your money, which more accurately

machine. They are normally protected by a
cover that you flip down when you want to
insert a disc. Next to the covers is a release
button which pops the disc out of the drive.
The drives themselves have a tendency to
creak while running, but this seems to be a
standard feature with 3.5in. units.
The full -travel keyboard has a nice

emulates the kind of display you would see
attached to a desk -top machine.
In the carrying position the screen is held
by two clips on either side of the machine.

o

1:D

..\k,
T-s

Performance

4.,

c:.

0
0°

at a comfortable distance from the display
rather than having to sit hunched up over it.
While Olivetti is not the first company to
adopt this idea, it is one we feel ought to
catch on with lap -portable manufacturers,

6<%"

k,-\-

10

Ease of use

Documentation

640mm. cable. The cable allows you to work

,....

04`

ct

III
In

IN

111

II

to have gained a reasonable share of the
market and, more importantly, to have

Value for money

made respectable amounts of money. Taken
together these events have convinced
wavering manufacturers that there really is

III Light and functional, but marred by a

particularly as these machines are now
beginning to be adopted for desk -top use.

KEYBOARD LAYOUT

poor display.

Olivetti has managed to space the keys
out pretty well, and there are no problems
hitting the right key. As on many other lap

money in the lap -portable market, and
many have taken the plunge.

Olivetti was one of those who saw an
opening even before the launch of the Con-

vertible. The company demonstrated

of the

the main unit, to which it is linked by a

VERDICT
k-

side

sculpted feel to it, although we thought it
tended to rattle a bit. It is detachable from

OLIVETTI M-15
Pc

standard, one on each

portables, the numeric keypad has been sacrificed for compactness and the number keys
are doubled up on the right-hand side of the

They were rather stiff on the review model,
but presumably they loosen with use. Lifting

its

the lid reveals the screen and keyboard.

QWERTY area. They are selected by a

M-22 early last year, several months before
the Convertible saw the light of day. Alas,
for reasons which are still obscure, Olivetti
decided against the M-22 and withdrew it
before launch.
Undeterred, the company has returned to

Fitted inside the lid to the right of the screen
is a speaker, and power and battery LEDs.
The controls for contrast, volume and
speaker on / off are on the far right.
The LCD screen itself measures just over

special Edit/ Shift key positioned towards

10in. diagonally and has about the same
height -to -depth ratio as a normal CRT
display. The LCD provides a full 80- by
25 -character screen, compatible with the
IBM Colour Graphics Adaptor, resolving to

numeric function.
The power -input ports are round the back
of the M-15. Two such ports are provided,
connecting to the external transformer. One
supplies direct d.c. power while the other is

a pixel definition of 640 by 200.
The LCD is not one of the new back -lit
super -twist displays. Its green background

used to recharge the machine's batteries.
Below the power points are the peripheral
interface ports. From the left they are: a

colour resembles that of a stagnant pond,

Centronics parallel printer port, an interface
for an external 5.25in. floppy -disc drive, a

the fray with the M-15. This machine is
based around the 80088 processor running
at 4.77MHz. It is equipped with 512K
RAM, which matches the Convertible and
some of the older lap portables but looks a
bit miserly compared to the 640K offered by

comparable Toshiba and Zenith machines.
There is currently no provision for ex-

panding the memory to 640K or for installing an 8087 co -processor.

The M-15 has no handle but instead
comes with its own shoulder bag. Inside,
you get the computer, a combined mains
transformer and battery charger, and leads.
Systems shipped to dealers will also have
manuals included but they were not ready in

the bottom left-hand corner of the keyboard. On the M-15 the numeric keys also
turn into cursor keys when Scroll Lock is on;

with Num Lock on they return to their

but the dark -blue foreground is reasonably
easy to read in direct background lighting.

25 -way serial port and a bus interface.

However, under strong ambient light the
characters become more difficult to read.
The tones also leave something to be
desired.
When displaying a program like Sidekick,
which highlights the text, the display

Olivetti claims to have no plans to do any-

thing with the bus but hopes that third party manufacturers will step into the
breach.
.

As far as compatability is concerned, all
the usual test programs performed as
(continued on page 51)
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IIREVIEW
COMPAQ PORTABLE III

OLIVETTI M-15

Left to right: The Compaq, Sharp, Olivetti
and Goupil packed up for transportation.

GOUPIL CLUB
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FOR ALL IBM PC COMPATIBLES INCLUDING THE AMSTRAD PC1512 HD
TM

TAS Plus Database from only £99
TAS Modifiable Accounting was written in
TAS Plus, the high speed, 4th generation
database and application developer. It
combines the power of a relational
database with a runtime compiler that
produces lightning fast code and
outperforms any database we know of.
Just look at what you get:

Relational Database
Screen Painter
Program Generator
Report Generator
Database Browser
Source Code Editor
4th Generation Language
Runtime Compiler
Three versions are available. TAS Plus
which costs £99. TAS Plus Developer's
Version at £199 (this is the one that is
included in the price of Modifiable
Accounting) and TAS Plus Multi -User
Developer's Version at £349 for NETBIOS
compatible networks.
A version with a different specification is
also available for Concurrent CP/M at £349.

Modifiable Accounting £499
Nominal Ledger
3 years totals by month. Budgetting by
month. Multiple departments/profit centres.
Up to 10 Rates of VAT. Post to previous
periods and reclose. Financial statement
writer. Up to 5 bank accounts. Detailed
history files.

Purchase Ledger
Easy to enter invoices. Recall last nominal
distribution. Pay invoices automatically or
by hand. On-line account enquiry. Full
supplier history and ageing reports. Real
time updates.

Sales Ledger
Invoicing and sales analysis. Easy
adjustment of current ledger entries.
Statements, aged debt reports, bad debt
letters, daybooks etc. Define individual
customer history.

Advanced Accounting £799
In addition to Modifiable Accounting you get
three more modules:

Stock Control
Wholesale distribution -type. Regular and
non -stock items. Average and last cost.
Multiple selling prices. Easy stock
adjustments. Month and year to date sales
and cost. Post to individual nominal
accounts. Full reporting.

Purchase Order Processing
Provides for regular and non -stock items.
Automatic last cost check. Easy
adjustments. Allows for part delivery,
over/under shipment.

Sales Order Processing
No limit sales order entry with invoicing and
backorders. Full salesman support. Unique
price matrix "remembers" specials per
individual customer. Picking slips. Easy
adjustments and much much more.

CORPORATION
circle 129 on enquiry card -

TAS-Modifiable Accounting
This comprehensive and fully
integrated accounting system consists of
Nominal, Sales and Purchase Ledger. No
big news you would say. Well, what's unique
about it is that it is written in TAS. The high
speed multiuser database and application
developer that's taking the world by storm.
But there is more... Besides the database
you also get the source code (that's the
original database code the accounting
modules were written in) and all other
information and tools, including an
excellent tutorial and reference manual.
This allows you or your supplier to add
modules or make changes to existing
modules that will become your 100%
solution.

Flexible
If you don't like a report you can change
it. If you want to combine two reports into
one you can change it. If you want a
different customer account format you can
change it. Never will you have to hear "we
can't do that because we do not have the
source code".

Expandable
With TAS Accounts you do not have to
stand still. Once you have used the
accounting system for a few months you
may find that you require extra facilities or
reports or functions that are specific to your
business. Since you get both the database
and the source code of the modules
included in the package, you can add your
own, or have them added for you by one of a
growing band of dealers that use TAS
accounts as a back -end for their own
vertical market software.

Secure
You no longer have to be dependent on
the support of a single supplier or on the
originator of the accounting package. We
know of many computer users that would
like to change suppliers if only they could.
Or worse, many suppliers have disappeared
over the years. Because you have
everything you could possibly need to
modify and maintain your accounting
system it is a secure supplier independent
solution.

Cost Effective
For what others charge for a single
module you get both the database/
application developer and the three
integrated accounting modules consisting
of Sales Ledger with Invoicing. Purchase
Ledger and Nominal Ledger with Report
Writer. TAS modifiable accounts offers
everything needed by most businesses. It is
fully menu driven and designed to be used
by everyday business people.

Multi -User
The accounting modules have been
written to operate in a multi-user
environment. So you can upgrade anytime
to multi-user TAS and your Modifiable
Accounting is all set up and ready to go with
full file and record locking.

111-113 Wandsworth High Street
London SW18 4HY
Telephone: 01-874 6511. Telex: 21768

What the Press say about the
TAS Plus Database:
"Combination of good, basic menu driven
facilities with powerful programming tools
make it excellent value for money, especially for
novices wanting to learn, and developers
wanting economical runtimes systems".
(Personal Computer World)
"On a value for money basis, this must be one
of the most attractive databases on the
market". (Accountancy Magazine)
"TAS manages to pack plenty of power into its
small price. It performed well in our tests and
you can quickly write dense and efficient code
for custom applications". (PC Magazine)
"There is no doubting that TAS is a very
capable product-it handles serious -sized
applications and does so with speed."
(What Micro Magazine)

System Requirements
TAS Modifiable and Advanced Accounting
runs on any IBM XT, AT and true compatible
with a hard disk and at least 384KB RAM.
A version for Concurrent CP/M is also available
with a different specification.

Money Back Guarantee
The package you receive contains a sealed
and an unsealed set of floppy disks that is fully
operational but can only save a limited number
of records. This allows you to evaluate the
complete working system at your leisure.
Provided the sealed set remains unopened and
all goods are in a good condition and returned
to us within 30 days, we will refund your
purchase price less handling and a 10%
re -stocking charge.

Act Now!
Order Your Copy Today or send or phone
for more information to find out how TAS can be
your 100% accounting solution.

rTAS

Please send me the following items:
More information:
TAS Plus @ £99:
TAS Plus Developer @ £199:
TAS Plus Modifiable Accounts @ £499:

TAS Plus Advanced Accounting @ £799:
Add handling & shipping (a, £6:
Add 15% VAT
I enclose a total of:
Payment

Cheque
Card Number:
Card Expiry Date:
Card Name:
Card Address:

Access

Visa

Postcode:
Daytime Tel. No.:

Signature:
A VAT Invoice will be included in the parcel. Enclose a
company letterhead if Invoice name and address need
to be different from card name and address.
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PREVIEW
(continued from page 49)

expected. Lotus 1-2-3, Microsoft Word and
Sidekick all worked reasonably well,
although when Sidekick was running on top
of Lotus the pop-up program could not be
invoked if the Scroll Lock key was on; once
the key was switched off, Sidekick worked
perfectly. A drawing package called Auto -

sketch came out in reverse video, which
made it pretty well unusable. It also failed to
respond to the dedicated cursor keys,
though it did recognise the QWERTY
numeric keys with Scroll Lock on. This is a

they spring up from the body of the main
system unit to let you to insert a disc. The
Club differs from the Zenith machine in
that the drives are mounted sideways with

parallel printer, an external 5.25in. drive,

the drive on the right-hand side, pre-

with Sidekick. The program seemed to run,
although in the case of the calculator utility
it was hard to be sure as the figures window
was so obscured by the bad display that it
was impossible to tell if any numbers were
actually appearing.

sumably to economise on space. While this

may be OK for the majority of the population, left-handed people might find it
annoying. When we ran the Bagshaw
Benchmarks for the drives they came in at

learn to live with it.
Turning to the speed trials, the Bagshaw

650 seconds, which is about average for this
type of machine.
SMT was unable to supply a copy of MSDOS 3.2 with the machine, so we resorted to
using Olivetti's version. But for some reason
the Olivetti MS-DOS 3.2 would not run on

Benchmarks came home at

the Club, and for the remainder of the

bit of a nuisance, but you could probably
Disc

827

seconds. This is not particuarly zippy, but is
about twice as fast as the Zenith Z-181. The

Basic Benchmarks also came in at 15.4
seconds, which is faster than the IBM PC.

The Norton SI rating was 1.0 - an exact

review we ran the machine using a Sony
version of MS-DOS 2.11.
The screen used by the Club is similar to
the green LCD display of the Olivetti M-15.
The first time we used the machine we ran it

match to the IBM PC.

The Goupil Club bears a marked similarity to the Olivetti M-15, as it too is a
twin -drive Convertible compatible with a
fold -down screen covering the keyboard.
The most significant difference is the price:
the M-15 costs just under £1,300, while the
Goupil is a hefty £1,895.
The machine comes with its own carrying
case and also has a built-in handle that folds
away at the rear of the machine. The Club
looks sturdily built and is unusual in having
a metal casing behind the screen. From the
outside it looks almost identical to the
Kaypro 2000, because both machines have a

GOUPIL CLUB
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MAINS SUPPLY
The Goupil's battery charger plugs into a
small jack socket at the back of the machine.
The mains plug on the transformer is of the
two -pin variety found on electric shavers so

you will need an adaptor to plug it into a
British mains socket.

The Club automatically turns itself on
when you lift the lid, and off again as the lid

is closed. Once the screen has been lifted
back into position it locks there until you
press a Lid Release button at the bottom of
the screen. As on the M-15, the keyboard

can be removed from the system unit,
allowing you to sit back at a comfortable
distance from the screen. Once again the
cable plugs into a telephone jack socket.
The keys themselves are nicely spaced,

with plenty of room to spare. The 10
function keys run along the top of the keyboard, with the cursor -control keys in the
bottom right-hand corner, doubled up with
Home and Page keys. A blue button to the

left of the cursor cluster selects the Page
keys. The numeric keypad is once again
doubled up with characters on the
QWERTY pad. The numbers themselves are
marked in bright orange and stand out easily
from the letters.

Behind the keyboard are the twin 3.5in.
floppy -disc drives. As on the Zenith -181

Lotus 1-2-3 fared a little better; at least
you could see what figures you were
entering. But trouble occurred when we
tried to construct a pie graph from the data,
as the final result looked more like a sliced
potato. The version of Lotus 1-2-3 we were
using was set up to run on a IBM Convertible
or compatible. SMT claims that the Club is
compatible with the Convertible's graphics,

but though we tried reinstalling 1-2-3 in
CGA and Hercules modes, we were unable
to improve matters significantly.
Running the Basic Benchmarks produced
an average timing of 14.6 seconds, which
may not be wonderful but is still better than
many lap portables in its class. The Norton
SI rating for the Club came out at 1.7.
While true portables like the M-15 and
the Goupil Club have only recently become
a practical proposition, mains -powered
lished concept. It was Compaq that gave this

In

MI

type of machine its first big push with the
original Compaq Portable. But of late this
company's machines have been looking a bit

Likely to be overshadowed by the
Olivetti M-1 5.

CI

casing, keyboard and disc drives sourced
from Citizen. Goupil's U.K. distributor,
SMT International, assures us that the
motherboards are completely different.

To test compatibility we tackled some
applications on the machine, beginning

transportable machines are a more estab-

MI

1111

and composite and RGB video sockets.

old fashioned, and the range has been in
danger of becoming displaced by trendier
models like the Toshiba T-3100.

The Compaq Portable III continues the
best

traditions of the Compaq range,

from the transformer supplied by SMT. The

including rugged construction, advanced

screen looked diabolical: the basic green
background had bluish patches and
flickered constantly. During scrolling, the

technology and optimised components. The
most obvious innovation is the gas -plasma

aftershadow of the characters remained for

the verge of dipping my word processor in

licensed from Panasonic.
Instead of the hulking suitcase -sized box
that housed the previous Compaq Portable

poison, when I turned the machine on
under battery power. This made a great

models the Portable III fits into a neat

package about the size and shape of a

improvement to the display, and the problems with flicker and blue patches mostly
disappeared. Although not perfect by any
means, it put the Club's display at least on a

medium-sized ghetto blaster. The machine

par with the M -15's.
To adjust the contrast you press the blue
key together with fl and f2. A variation on

KEYBOARD PULLED ACROSS

this theme is used to check the battery

unit to cover the screen; it is actually the

supply: pressing the blue key with flO will
produce four beeps for full, three beeps for
three-quarters full and so on.
The Club uses the 80088 processor for its

same as the one used on the Portable II, with

almost a second before fading away. I was on

CPU, and comes with 640K of main
memory. Goupil has also fitted an additional 128K of RAM between addresses
D000 and F000hex that you can install as a
RAM disc via the Config.Sys file.

Because the machine has a handle at the
back the normal array of interfaces are not
present. Rather, there is a single 44 -pin

universal port on the left-hand side into
which you plug an interface unit that is
supplied as standard with the machine. It
contains interfaces for serial transmissions,

screen, as used in the T-3100, which is

is neatly balanced, and though it weighs
around 201b. it is a great deal easier to carry
than its predecessors.

The keyboard clips on to the front of the

10 function keys across the top and a separate numeric keypad. It is connected to the
base of the Portable III via a coiled cable just
over one foot long. One curious and
annoying feature of the cable is that it runs
from the right-hand side of the system box
to the left-hand side of the keyboard. As a

result it tends to pull the keyboard to the
right, and the maximum distance from the
screen is shortened considerably.
You raise the screen from its carrying position to the work position by releasing two

clips on the top. Two spring -loaded metal

clips then lift it to a suitable height. The

viewing angle can also be adjusted. A
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

as far as we are aware, a first for any trans-

control at the bottom right-hand side of the
screen adjusts its brightness; in practice we

portable micro. The company says that it

found it very legible and comfortable to

had to perform a complete redesign in order
to run the 80286 at that speed while main-

taining hardware compatibility. The pro-

floppy -disc drive produced a rating of 7.7 hardly more than a standard 8MHz AT. But
if you copy the SI program to the hard disc

and run it from there you get a rating of

unit are three LEDs to denote power and

linked by special interface circuitry to the
expansion buses, which run at the normal

11.7. The difference is the result of a speed
trap that Compaq has incorporated into the
machine so that it is pulled down to 8MHz
automatically when the floppy -disc drive is

disc -drive activity. They are unobtrusive to

8MHz.

accessed. This ensures that the machine

the point that it took us a while to realise
III with 5.25in. 1.2Mbyte floppy -disc drives.

There is not enough room inside the case
for expansion cards. If you need to expand
the system you have to buy Compaq's plugin expansion unit, which costs #'150. It plugs

remains fully compatible with existing software which uses timing loops for their copy protection mechanisms.
As on earlier Compaq machines, you can

The way the machine is designed, there

into the back of the machine to provide

control the clock speed with a variation of

would not be a great deal of point in fitting
3.5in. drives as the weight saving would be
minimal and size reduction non-existent.

space for two full 16 -bit cards.

the Mode command. The speed can be set to

work with in all lighting conditions when set
to full brightness.
In the top right-hand corner of the system

they were there. Flying in the fact of current

trends, Compaq has equipped its Portable

cessor and RAM chips running at 12MHz are

To fit the box you position it over the
expansion bus and slide in a pair of clips at

Compaq has so far announced three
models in the Portable III range. The model

is the entry-level version that maintains
AT software compatibility with its one

COMPAQ PORTABLE III

1

1.2Mbyte floppy -disc drive but has no hard

disc. At the top end, the model 40 is fitted
with a 40Mbyte hard disc.
The machine we received for the review
was the model 20, fitted with a 20Mbyte
hard disc. Continuing the Compaq tradition
of high-performance fixed discs, the hard
disc ran the Bagshaw Disc benchmarks in an
impressive 43.1 seconds. It is also the

quietest Winchester disc unit we have encountered: even if you strain to listen you
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Toshiba challenge head-on. It is clearly not

designed for use on the move, but as a
machine to be carried to the car and driven
from home to work, say, it should provide
the T-3100 with a worthy opponent.
Like Compaq, Sharp Electronics has been
in the portable -computer business for some
time. It entered the market with the well received 7000 series, which we reviewed in
our December 1985 issue. Sharp has now

cannot hear it running against the background of normal office noise. The floppy disc timing was a creditable 25 seconds.
At the back of the machine the usual coll-

ection of interfaces is to be found. They
include an RGB socket for connection to an
external monitor, a parallel printer port and

SHARP PC -7100

IN, VERDICT
0

a serial interface. Above the peripheral
interfaces is a port marked Expansion, which
allows an add-on box to be fitted, providing
two 16 -bit expansion slots. Also on the back
is the power -supply input. The Portable III,
like the Toshiba T-3100, runs entirely from
the mains.
Getting inside the machine is much easier

than with many portables; you undo six
screws and the back cover comes away. The
single circuit board inside is something of an
achievement. Compaq has managed to cram

an AT motherboard - without expansion
slots - floppy- and hard -disc controllers,
and peripheral control circuitry on to a
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CI An economically priced and

serviceable XT -compatible

transportable.

the top on to the Portable III's casing. You

board not much bigger than an ordinary AT

then locate a pair of hooks attached to a sliding ledge at the bottom of the box into holes
in the main casing. This action also slides the

card. This has been achieved by using

box's connector on to the expansion bus.

surface -mount technology to cut down the
amount of space required by each chip.
Compaq has also made extensive use of
the application -specific integrated circuits
(ASIC) technology mentioned by Ray Coles
on page 29 of this issue. The ASIC chips are

Once it has been fitted the box can be left in

divided into several cells, each of which
performs a specific function. The cells are
made application specific by the way in
which the flip-flops connecting them are
burned into the circuitry. The six ASIC chips
fitted to the Portable III cover major
functions such as disc control.

The Portable

III is

based around the

place without seriously compromising the
machine's portability.
Getting inside the expansion box proved
something of a struggle. The clips are of the

system used on the PC -7000. The keyboard
slots over the screen so that the whole system
can be carried in a unit not much larger than
a small portable stereo -cassette player. Like
the Compaq Portable III, the PC -7100 has a
handle on top for carrying.
The cable connecting the keyboard to the
system unit fits into telephone -type sockets.
They are both on the right-hand side of the
keyboard and system unit, so the PC -7100's
keyboard does not get dragged across your

desk in the way that the Compaq's does.
When the system is not in use you unplug
both ends of the cable and store it behind a
flap underneath the screen.

FUNCTION KEYS
The keyboard layout is identical to that of
the Portable III, with 10 function keys in two
groups of five across the top and a combined

cursor cluster and numeric keypad to the

With a 12MHz clock speed you would

clusion of a back -lit super -twist LCD screen,
of the type popularised by the Zenith Z-181.
Like the Zenith machine, the Sharp
PC -7100 provides a full 80- by 25 -character
text display and a 640- by 200 -pixel graphics

expect the machine to be fast, and it is. The

Basic Benchmarks romped home at an
average time of 2.8 seconds, less than a
second behind the 32 -bit 16MHz Deskpro
386.

not the first time the chip has been run at

The Norton Utilities Sysinfo test proved
particularly interesting. Running it from the

52

PC -7000A and PC -7100 models.
The PC -7100 machine, which we look at

push -down, slide -out variety and they took
some persuading. Inserting cards was a tight
squeeze, but once secured they worked without problem.

80286 processor running at 12MHz. This is

that speed, but it is a first for Compaq and,

updated the range with the release of the
here, is based around the same fold -away

Mi

Ease of use

application: pressing the Ctrl, Alt and Backslash keys together also toggles between the
two speeds.
Lotus 1-2-3, Sidekick, Microsoft's Flight
Simulator, Autosketch and Microsoft Word
all ran on the Compaq III without any errors
being detected.
The Compaq Portable III is obviously an

attempt by the company to meet the

Still leading the pack.

El

8MHz or 12MHz or to Auto mode. A nice
touch is that you don't have to use the Mode
command if you are already in an

right-hand side.

One of the major enhancements that
Sharp has made to the PC -7100 is the in-

resolution. The computer's video circuitry
emulates IBM's Colour Graphics Adaptor
(CGA).
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SPECIFICATIONS
the U.S. by the Compaq
Computer Corporation

OLIVETTI M-15

U.K. distributor: Compaq

CPU: 80088 runnirig at
4.77MHz

Computer Limited, Ambassador
House, Paradise Road,
Richmond, Surrey TW9 1SQ.
Telephone: 01-940 8860

RAM: 512K
Display: LCD screen, providing
80 by 25 characters and 640 by

Available: now

200 pixels

Keyboard: 78 -key detachable,
including 10 function keys

SHARP PC -n00

Weight: 5.7kg. (12.51b.)
Mass storage: twin 3.5in.

CPU: 80086 running at
7.37MHz; socket for 8087 maths

720K floppy -disc drives

Interfaces: parallel printer

co -processor

interface, serial port, RGB
monitor socket

RAM: 320K expandable to 740K

Mass storage: one 5.25in.

Software in price: MS-DOS

360K floppy -disc drive and one
10Mbyte hard disc

3.2

Price: £1,295
Manufacturer: made in Japan
for Olivetti

U.K. distributor: British
Olivetti Limited, PO Box 89,
86/88 Upper Richmond Road,
London SW15 2UR. Telephone:
01-785 6666

Available: now
GOUPIL CLUB

Interfaces: serial port for

6Mbyte

Keyboard: full-size 84 -key

modem, interface -unit port;
interface unit has parallel printer
interface and serial port

detachable, including 10 function
keys and separate numeric

Price: £1,895

Display: dual -mode plasma
display; 80 by 25 characters or
640 by 400 pixels in Compaq
mode and 640 by 200 in CGA

Software in price: MS-DOS

mode

3.2 and GWBasic

Keyboard: 84 -key detachable,

Manufacturer: made in

including 10 function keys and a
separate numeric keypad

Display: back -lit super -twist
LCD screen, 80 by 25 characters
and 640 by 200 pixels

France by SMT-Goupil

U.K. distributor: SMT

CPU: 80088 processor running
at 4.77MHz; socket for 8087

International, Cambridge House,
180 Upper Richmond Road,
London SW15 2SH. Telephone:
01-785 2411

maths co -processor

Available: now

RAM: 786K
Display: LCD screen, providing
80 by 25 characters and 640 by
200 pixels

COMPAQ PORTABLE III

Weight: 9kg. (20Ib.)
Mass storage: 1.2Mbyte

keypad

Weight: 9kg. (201b.)

Interfaces: parallel printer
interface, serial port, RGB
monitor socket

floppy -disc drive; model 20 and
model 40 have 20Mbyte and
40Mbyte hard discs

Price: £1,995

Interfaces: parallel printer

Manufacturer: made in Japan

interface, serial port, RGB socket;
optional £150 two -card
expansion unit

by Sharp Corporation

Software in price: MS-DOS
2.11

U.K. supplier: Sharp

Keyboard: 77 -key detachable,

CPU: 80286 running at 12MHz,
switchable to 8MHz; socket for

with 10 function keys

80287 maths co -processor

Software in price: none

Electronics (U.K.), Sharp House,
Thorp Road, Newton Heath,
Manchester M10 9BE. Telephone:
061-205 2333

Weight: 6.5kg. (14.31b.)

RAM: 640K, expandable to

Manufacturer: assembled in

Available: now

Price: model 1 £3,250, model
20 £3,950, model 40 £4,395

The display itself is quite good enough to

not quite as silent as the Compaq unit it

be used for long periods of work, but
because it has had to be fitted into the

sounds comfortingly efficient.
The PC -7100 is fitted with all the usual
peripheral ports, including a parallel printer
port, a serial interface and an RGB monitor
socket. Like the Compaq, the machine has
no provision for battery operation; it has an
internal power -supply unit connected to a
standard mains input socket.
The compact dimensions of the machine
do not provide enough space for expansion
cards. For those who require additional facil-

existing PC -7000 box the characters are not
as tall as they should be. This is acceptable

for working with text but it becomes noticeable when you are working with graphics.
For example, a pie chart created with Lotus
1-2-3 ends up looking more like an egg than
a pie. It is not a major defect, but if you want
to create diagrams to be dumped to a printer
you will have to compensate accordingly.
To the right of the display is a set of LEDs
that indicate hard- and floppy -disc activity,

screen standby and power. Underneath is a
contrast control which adjusts the appearance of the screen across the full range, from
blackout to blizzard. Set underneath is a tilt
button which sets the angle of the screen to
five, 10 or 15 degrees from the vertical. To

restore the display to its carrying position
you simply push it down at the bottom.
On the right-hand side of the computer is

a 360K 5.25in. floppy drive. As on the
Compaq Portable III, you insert the disc
with the label facing you, and press a button

to close the drive. I did not really like the

disc -drive mechanism on either of the
machines. I was never quite sure whether the
drive was engaged properly, and frequently
got drive errors on -screen.
Luckily the floppy -disc drive is not used

ities - say for networking - Sharp can
supply an optional expansion box con-

The Basic Benchmarks came home at 11
seconds - a perfectly respectable figure for
a modern machine.
We encountered no problems with software compatibility running the usual Microsoft Flight Simulator, Lotus 1-2-3 and Sidekick. At first sight, Sidekick looked as if it
would crash, as only a fraction of a window
would appear on the screen. However, the
rest of the window followed and from then
on the program worked as normal. Invoking

Sidekick on top of a 1-2-3 graph made a

taining three eight -bit slots.
The machine is built around an 80086-2
processor running at 7.37MHz; it is software
switchable to 4.77MHz if your applications
require it. The machine also has a socket for
an optional 8087-2 maths co -processor. The

terrible mess, but this is a common failing.
Pressing Escape and returning to the spreadsheet put everything back in its place.

machine is fitted with 320K of RAM as

and twin 3.5in. disc drives adopts what is

standard, expandable to 704K with Sharp's

own 128K RAM kits. This is something
Sharp ought to see to. Even IBM is fitting
512K to the Convertible and a competitor
really cannot be seen to be left behind as
programs are getting bigger all the time.
As the PC -7100 is an XT compatible, the

machine is supplied with MS-DOS 2.11,
with GWBasic as an option. The BIOS is
Sharp's own version. The generally slow per-

very often as the PC -7100 has a 10Mbyte

formance of CMOS chips is mitigated to
some degree by having a full 16 -bit pro-

hard disc fitted. While the Sharp hard disc is

cessor. The Bagshaw Benchmarks came out

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1987

at a respectable 865 seconds for the floppy disc drive and 200 seconds for the hard disc.

CONCLUSIONS
The Olivetti M-15 with its fold -up LCD screen

becoming a classic design for a lap portable.
At a shade under £1,300 it is also just about
the cheapest.
In direct comparison, the Goupil Club does
not look good. It has an almost identical specification, but its £1,800 price tag is a distinct
liability.
By adding a back -lit super -twist screen and a
10Mbyte disc drive to its existing transportable, Sharp has kept a neat design abreast of
its competitors.

As always, Compaq has set the pace for
others to follow: its Portable Ill is a worthy
opponent to the Toshiba T-3100.
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CANON IX -12
LEARNING TO READ
By Steve Malone

For a computer it is an
enormously complex task to
recognise even quite a limited
range of text styles. Canon's
latest device takes the process
one step on.

keys. If you wish to read in a document, it is
simply a matter of inserting it face down into
the scanner's input tray and pressing Enter.

The software asks you to give a file name.
The sheet is fed automatically through the
scanner and the text appears on the screen.
The scanning process is very different
from the earlier matrix -mapping systems. A
row of 2,592 photo -diodes detects whether

The history of optical character readers
(OCRs) has not been a glorious one.

the area above them is black or white, just as

Previous products have either been
extremely expensive - way beyond the

resolution of the scanning process is 300 dots
per inch (dpi) although this is switchable to
200dpi.

reach of the average office - or have
required patience and a detailed knowledge
of founts and pitch sizes.
Even then, they often did not work very
well. Much of the problem has been due to

the way many low -end OCRs recognise
characters. The technique they use is known
as matrix matching. The OCR reads in a bit
image of the character and superimposes it
on a template that it holds in memory until

in a standard photocopier. The default

The bit stream generated by the photo diode array is transferred to the computer,
where the Readright software has the task of

VERDICT
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it finds a match. The big drawback to this
system is that it is not at all flexible. A slight

change in the fount or in the size of the
letter will throw the template out. It also
means that large amounts of memory are
used to store the template characters.
The Canon IX -12 scanner claims to be
much more efficient at reading characters,
and it is being sold at a price which a typical

office may be able to justify, especially if
people routinely have to retype large
amounts of typewritten text. The complete
system consists of the scanner itself, an interface card and the software. It costs £1,500.
The scanner measures 340mm. by
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El A good attempt at a large problem
- and a boon for two -fingered copy

the documents which are to be read in can be

adjusted to accept sheets up to 300mm.
wide. The IX -12 will only scan separate
sheets; it cannot be used to read from bound
volumes. It is connected to the computer via

a full-length eight -bit expansion board,
which is largely populated by RAM chips to
buffer the incoming data.
Neither the scanner itself nor the board is
particularly intelligent. It is the software
provided, called Readright, which does
almost all the decoding and character recognition. There are two parts to the software as

supplied on its single 5.25in. floppy disc.
One is a small Com file which loads the
drivers into the system; the other is the OCR
Readright program itself.
Running the program displays a menu of
options which you choose using the function

54

software with character -recognition
capability

Hardware required: IBM PC, PC/AT
or compatible with one full-length eight bit expansion slot and at least 384K RAM,
running MS-DOS 2.11 or above;
CGA/EGA graphics card required for
image scanning

Resolution: 300dpi, switchable to
200dpi
Character sizes: can read between 6
point and 12 point, and between 10 pitch
and 15 pitch

Price: £1,500
Manufacturer: Canon (U.K.) Ltd,

IX -12 therefore has problems reading type-

set material, and even computer printout
which features proportional spacing may
cause unacceptable difficulties.
The further a fount varies from the norm,
tilt harder it becomes for Readright to decipher. For example, we used an Epson
EX -800 in NLQ mode to print out the same

paragraph of text twice - once in roman

examining the black pattern of the character

and once in italic. When we ran them both
through the IX -12 there were many more
errors in the scan from the italic than from
the roman.
Canon says that it considers more than
five errors per page to be unacceptable. We

as it is formed. Any image surrounded by

tried the IX -12 on about a dozen press hand-

typists.

turning it into characters. It does this by

290mm. by 90mm. - about the size of a white is assumed by the software to be a
smallish dot-matrix printer, which is pretty
much what it looks like. The paper feed for

Description: image -input device and

Canon House, Manor Road, Wallington,
Surrey SM6 OAJ. Telephone: 01-773
3173
Available: now

CANON IX -12
PI

SPECIFICATION

complete character.

The Readright software attempts to
identify the character using a process known
as topological mapping. This involves
recognising the lines and arcs that make up a
character and analysing their relationship to
each other. In effect it does the same kind of
deconstruction performed by Postscript and
other page -description languages. After the
analysis Readright decides which letter has
been read and displays it on the screen.
By using the topological mapping
method the software avoids any need to
specify the fount or the size of the character.

Using its set of rules, Readright is able to
read a large number of founts in a wide
range of sizes. However, there are serious
limitations. One of the major dislikes of the

program is proportional spacing, as it sets
the pitch or size of the characters early on in

the analysis and works from there. The

outs we had in the office. It made a decent
stab at the majority of them, though in most
cases the error rate was up around Canon's
limit. Only a small minority of documents
were completely unrecognisable, and they
tended to be ones with graphics on them or
with very small print.
Canon suggests a number of fine-tuning
options to improve performance. For
example, you can alter the Print Darkness
setting to accommodate particularly faint
typefaces or dark papers. This option
showed improvement in some cases,
although for some reason the Light or Dark
options sometimes hung up the computer.
In general the IX -12 performed better with

originals than with photocopies, and it
could not cope with dark photocopies at all.
It also failed to decipher draft -quality print
where the dots do not overlap.
Readright will save the text it has scanned
either as a standard ASCII file or in Word -
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PREVIEW
OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION SYSTEM
CANON 1Y -12/1X-8

Version 1.16

Text file to write: Pootle.doc
ESC Exit to DOS

[11.00]

A Word Processor

[ASCII FILE

L Print Darkness

[STANDARD]

11 Screen Output

[

A Automatic Feed

[

If Text Output

(COMBINED FILE ]

10 Resolution

[MO]

Paper Length

'.

ON]

]

ON]

ii Utilities Menu

1 Frame Menu

You choose options from the main menu using the function keys.

The Canon IX -12 is roughly the size of a small printer.

dollars. Topological systems that cost about the same as ReadRight are
"trainable" systems and are barely usable.)
1.1

Advantages

1

the same as ReadRight

are @"trainab

barely usable. )

ReadRight represents the state
* It recognises a wide variety

Advantages

1.1
* Fonts can be mixed on a page

the state -of -t
ReadRight represents
character recognition:

* You needn't tell the system
* Documents that it scans can
printer, near -letter -quality

,q).

It recognises
* The program can read photoco
* It can read a range of point

Star or Word Perfect format. One of the pro-

blems with the software is that when it
reaches the end of a line of the original text
it puts in a Carriage Return before moving

01.11,1.

Even reading its own press release
(above) the system made mistakes (inset).
Below: The Frame menu allows you to
specify the area to be scanned.

on to the next line. When you load the
resulting file into your word processor each

FRAME NEIU

line has a Carriage Return at the end, and
you will have to remove them if you do any
editing.
Whenever the scanner encounters an area
of white space, it loses track of where it is
and simply makes a guess at the number of
lines that have passed. You may therefore

Frame

l

SET!

Upper Left
Fl Set Wer Left comer

x

F2 Cancel Frame

o

a 01.75 in
01.50 in

F3 Mm Set hoe
Lower Right

07.25 in
09,50 in
ESC Return to Bain Menu

find that there is a mixture of single- and
double -line spacings throughout the text.
Another drawback to the system is that it

image scanning. Using the same 300dpi
resolution as it does for text, it simply scans

the image and dumps it into a file. This
could make it a useful adjunct for desk -top
publishing applications. Canon says that it is
working on drivers that will allow the scanned images to be dumped directly to a number of printers.

CONCLUSIONS
The Canon IX -12 scanner and Readright
software use a radically different method of
character recognition from earlier low-cost
systems.

The system is able to read characters from a
To define upper left corner, use arrow keys, Hit Fl when done.

cannot cope with graphics. In particular,
vertical lines tend to throw it out com-

problem - in some circumstances at least -

pletely. In a way this is a result of the soft-

Canon has included a Frame menu that

ware being too clever for its own good.

allows you to narrow the boundaries which

Because it has been designed to cope with
different sized characters it will attempt to

will be scanned. With luck you should be

interpret a long vertical line down the side of
a page. When it fails, having decided that it
cannot work out the pitch, it gives up on the

able to exclude lines or other graphics which
might interfere with the text analysis.
Though the IX -12 is likely to be of most
interest as a character -recognition system it

rest of the document too. To get round this

can also perform the much easier task of
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a wide variety of

sizes.

wide range of founts of different sizes.
NI It is by no means perfect, but has a reasonable stab at most documents it is offered, as
long as they are typewritten or computer printed in a good NLQ face.
II Some features of the software could do with
improvement, particularly its practice of
inserting Carriage Returns at the end of each
line of the original.

While most documents will require some
cleaning up, the system will be a useful tool in
offices where a lot of retyping is done.
[0]
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Whatever the make of
your computer,
a Fujitsu printer

will
power it up.

Just plug in and begin.
Fujitsu printers are hardware and software compatible with
almost every single computer system on the market today.
Which means that when you buy a Fujitsu printer, all you

need do is plug it into your computer, and then plug it into the
wall. And off you go. Nothing could be simpler.
It's not so simple with some other makes of printer. So be
careful when you shop.
Fujitsu printers are not only plug -compatible with any
computer you might find, they're also the highest quality and
most reliable printers you can buy.
That's because they're made by Fujitsu, which is the largest
and most respected computer maker in Japan.
To learn more about the surprising quality, reliability - and
variety - of Fujitsu printers, please send in the coupon below. Or

write to: Fujitsu Europe Ltd., Royal Trust House, 54 Jermyn St., London
SW1Y 6NQ, England.

Japan's No. 1 computer maker FUJITSU
r

1

DL2400

DX2200

DX2100

SP320

DPL24

I'd like to know more about Fujitsu printers.
Please send information on the following:
0 SP830
(Daisy wheel)
SP320
(Daisy wheel)
0 DPL24
(24 pin dot-matrix)
DPL24C
(24 pin dot-matrix, colour)
(24 pin dot-matrix)
CI DL2400
DL2400C
(24 pin dot-matrix, colour)
CI

L

DX2100
DX2200

(9 pin dot-matrix, 80 col.)
(9 pin dot-matrix, 136 col.)

Name -

Title:
Company -

Address.
City:

Country -

Phone:

Fax

Fujitsu Europe Ltd. Royal Trust House, 54 Jermyn St., London SW1Y 6NQ, England. Phone: (44-1) 408-0043

- circle
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ESOFTWARE REVIEW

LOTUS MANUSCRIPT
TRYING TO DO TOO MUCH?
By Carol Hammond

Document processors are all the rage. Lotus's contribution
provides a wide range of formatting features but you need a big
investment in equipment and effort to make the most of them.

Manuscript must be capable of doing a

At the top of the editing screen there is a
status line which lists the document name,
the attributes of the current text, the current
cursor position and a mode indicator. Below

number of things over and above the usual

the Status line lies the text area. Pressing flO

word-processing functions like cut and paste
or search and replace. Indeed it does have all

replaces the Status line with a list of menu
commands. In standard Lotus fashion, the
first line lists the commands, and you can

Lotus describes Manuscript as a word
and document processor for technical
professionals. The implication is that

the facilities you can now expect from a
document processor: there is a spelling
checker, you can mix text and graphics, you

move the highlight to the one you want
using the left and right arrow keys. The

can format text in columns, incorporate
footnotes and an index, and produce long

second line displays a brief description of the
highlighted command. You select the high-

documents. You can cross-reference entries,

appearance of your document on -screen.

lighted command by pressing Enter. You
can also select any command simply by
keying its first letter. Pressing fl will pro-

You can compare a revised document to the

vide useful on -screen help.

do a word count and preview the final
original, with any revisions highlighted.
And in line with Manuscript's technical
pretensions you can print multi -line equa-

tions which include Greek and mathematical characters.

Manuscript certainly does attempt to do
an awful lot, as the two weighty manuals
accompanying it testify. As a result, getting
to grips with the package is no easy task. Yet
it is unlikely that every Manuscript user will
regularly want to use all the program's facilities. More important than its sheer versatility
is how well it does what it sets out to do, and
some of Manuscript's features turn out to be
less useful than you might at first expect.
Manuscript is a big program. It comes on

LOTUS MANUSCRIPT

KVERDICT
4:
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Documentation

Value for money

.

7

...4

space you need. To run the program you
have to have at least 512K of RAM, and
640K is advised.
When you begiln a Manuscript session you

are met by the Document Manager panel,
which lists 10 options. Here you choose
whether you want to edit a document, print
out an existing document or import a file,
for example. Some of the options found in
the Document Manager can be accessed
while you are editing a document. You use

U.K. supplier: Lotus Development
M

0

Probably worth a look if you produce
long, highly structured technical
documents.

A Manuscript document is made up of
one or more of five elements: text, block,
column, section and level. One of Manuscript's useful features is that you can automatically change any chosen section of text
from capitals to lower case or vice versa.
There is also a Proper option which capitalises only the initial letters of the words in
the chosen section of text.
Manuscript allows you to divide text into
blocks to which you can assign particular
founts, tabs, margins and so on. A block is
indicated on -screen by a horizontal line; it
could be a paragraph or a row of a table, for

instance. Settings and commands can be
made to apply to all blocks or only to selected blocks in a document. You can cut and
paste whole blocks or smaller sections of text
using the function keys.
A column is defined as a vertical portion
of a block, and is indicated on -screen by a
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U.K., Consort House, Victoria Street,
Windsor, Berkshire SL4 1EX. Telephone:
(0753) 840281
Available: now

MI

option you want, or press a key which corres-

tinue.

Corporation of Cambridge,
Massachusetts

the Up and Down keys to highlight the
ponds to its first letter; since two options
begin with P and two with C the second
method is not as convenient as it might
otherwise be. You then press Ins to con-

Price: £395
Publisher: Lotus Development

v

eight floppy discs which together contain
about 2Mbyte of code. This means that for
most purposes a hard disc is really a necessity, though by dropping some of the printer
drivers you can reduce the amount of disc

Hardware required: IBM PC, PC/AT
or compatible with 512K memory; 640K
and hard disc recommended; graphics
card required to support document
preview facility

e_,,,

Performance
Ease of use

includes spelling checker, outlining facility
and facility for generating mathematical
equations and symbols

Copy protection: none
....

<,.,
--

SPECIFICATION
Description: word processor suitable
for documents up to 800 pages long;

vertical line of dots. You can edit in columns
just as you would in blocks. As you type text

into a column Manuscript wraps it within
the column width. However, each column is
considered as a separate entity; text does not
snake into adjacent columns as it might on a
desk -top publishing (DTP) package. Using

the function keys, you can add to or split
existing columns to form a table.

The proliferation of lines and dots that
define blocks and columns make the screen
look very cluttered, and I found the effect

rather confusing. What is missing

is a

WYSIWYG facility that would allow you to

switch off the rules underneath blocks and
instead see the vertical rules marking off the
columns of a table that at present you only

get when you add borders at a later stage.
Admittedly, Manuscript has a Preview
Document option that makes some attempt
at doing this, but here the depiction of the
document is so poor that it is not really
worth the bother. In its miniaturised
representation of the document you can see

where some clumps of text lie - like an
address at the top left of a page - but it is
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orma
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The idea behind sections is that you can
reorganise text in a long document easily. If

I

mill 0

you move or delete a particular section or

appropria e improvemens,

sub -section, other sections and sub -sections

+groundwater analysis and monitoring of groundwater leve1.4

are automatically renumbered and reformatted if necessary. You can also use the
headline blocks to give you an outline of

4Continuous monitoring of both settleMent rates and groundwater.4

your document.

Documents consisting of sections with
headlines and levels are what Manuscript

These are our primary concerns, but you may determine other areas requiring
your attention.4

calls structured documents. They are created

in Structured Edit mode. Documents that
Here is the information the
city has about the settleMent
rates. Unfortunately there
are no records of the amount
and type of fill dumped at
the site.4

Depthl

Layerl

8-131

11

do not incorporate sections but consist
merely of text, blocks and columns are
created in Unstructured Edit mode. You

\picture cns123gr.pic\s4

choose the mode you want to work in from
the Edit option on the command menu.

Choosing Window from the command

Site Al

Site 84

Site Cl

Site D4

0.2981

0.3294

0.2761

0.2364

menu allows you to work on two documents
at a time. You can make more or less of the
foremost window visible by moving it up or
down the page, using the cursor keys; you
cannot move a window sideways, or contract
or expand it. You can move the cursor posi-

tion between windows by choosing the
Switch option, though a quicker way is to
key Ctrl -W.

This Control -key combination is one of
Manuscript's accelerators - key combinations that reduce the number of keystrokes it
takes to execute certain commands. You can

1\picture cns127gr.pic\s
Here is the information the
city has about the settlement
rates. Unfortunately there
are no records of the aarxvit

use Ctrl -S to save a file, for example. The
accelerators are a handy time saver as far as
they go, but Manuscript does not extend this

facility further to provide user -definable

and type of fill dumv.xxl at
the site.

4

macros.

Manuscript's ability to incorporate equations and special symbols into a document is

F

Depth

Laver

Site6

Site H

I

quite versatile, but it is not particularly

Si*

straightfoward. You insert equations using a
Backslash command. There are two kinds of
Backslash commands. One type substitutes
one text string for another - say the date or

10 -1,1r --S7
Site A

ft

Site S

12:2 13-18 ft

Site C

1:Sg 15-23 ft

Site D

the author's name. The other kind will

112123-2. ft

modify the appearance of the document by
inserting a page break, for example.
The Manuscript manual 'advises you to
write down the equation you want to use on
a piece of paper before you start entering
anything into your document. This is
because you have to think of the relevant
keywords to describe parts of the equation,
including the Greek and mathematical
characters. It would be easier if you could

ii

11-18

_ce A

Site B

Site C

Site D

0.329
0.227

0.276

0.236

0.183

0.157

0.079
0.026

f
:

1

18-27

0.298

i8

0.197

18-23

0.123

0.189

0.104

23-28

0.064

0.078

0.055

me know if you need any other information about the Central City'
.,te before our meeting on March 7.
impossible to distinguish a word or sentence, let alone a rule.
The alternative is to print out your docu-

tion into sub -sections the first sub -section
will be a level 2 section, labelled 1.1 - say,

Software Reviews. And if that section

is

ment in draft mode. But here there is the

divided into sub -section the first sub -section

disadvantage that you will not be able to see
all the items you have incorporated, graphics

will be a level 3 section labelled 1.1.1. -

being one example. It also means that you
have to have access to a printer, and waste
time and paper printing out.
A group of related blocks is known as a
section, and is indicated by a double horizontal line. Every section has a level. For
example the first section will be level 1, and
a number will appear at the beginning of the
section in front of the headline block - say,
Practical Computing. If you divide that sec-

say, Lotus Manuscript.
Each sub -section is divided from the pre-

vious one by a double horizontal line, and
every time a new level is created the indent
before the section is increased, giving you a
stepping pattern down the page. The advantage of having sections is that you can apply
a common format to all sections that are at a
particular level so that, for example, all level
2 sections appear in bold and all level 3 sections appear in italics.

access the alternate character set directly
from the keyboard, perhaps with the assistance of an on -screen keyboard template.
As it is, entering formulae is a tedious and
fiddly business. You enter
\ equation "formula" \
where the formula inside the double quotes
consists of the symbols you want to enter,
along with the size of the equation, if you

wish. Manuscript will automatically size
equations to fit the amount of space on the
page, but you can also specify size by giving
the overall width and height or the scale at
which you wish the equation to appear relative to its default size.
The fact that Manuscript is not
WYSIWYG again proves awkward. If you
have entered a long equation that may trail
down the page you do not really get any idea
(continued on next page)
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ex:ri "A rho=rhlr?

what it might look like. Printing in draft
mode is useless, since only the Backslash

eqn "

command will appear. Equally, selecting the
Preview Document option will not give you

h"

over ::s., +

1+x j

,.per

\tr.:.71r1

1.1.

f.

+ 2 i civg.r '2(x)"

rr-fr'r-

( 1:trntriE,

th

11 q ttrr r-

"\

much idea of what a particular part of the
document will look like relative to other ele-

ments on the page.
You can, however, use Preview's ability to
zoom in on an equation. You place a magni-

Verbose command sequences (above)
are needed to create equations.

Ap=p6h

fying rectangle over the area you want to
look at, and it will then appear in a box to
thc right of the previewed page, or on a full
screen if it is a graphic element like a chart or

equation.
Backslash commands are likely to be used
frequently in Manuscript and I found them
frustrating. For example, to insert a horizontal line you use the
\line\
command together with instructions as to its

1+x+K+ 1 + 2
200
200

get to it. A mouse might have made life
x11

----J

m

(A

11

easier, and it seems strange that Manuscript
does not support one.

a2)

length, width and position. Although you
can get considerable precision it seems

import and export DCA files as well as to

cussed not to allow you to see such a line on-

Thinktank . The program does not wrap text

screen when the package has the ability to
display so many other lines to divide blocks,
sections and so on. Presumably things would

around graphic images as a DTP package
might.
Manuscript comes with two large man-

have looked even more littered and con-

uals. One is mainly for beginners and

fused.
You use the Backslash commands

contains several sections to help you when

\pic\
Or

picture

to incorporate graphic information such as
1-2-3 and Symphony Pic files, sizing them as

you wish. Manuscript provides utilities to

explanation is as clear as it could be. I frequently had to do a fair amount of jumping
about between sections to clarify particular
points. Perhaps this is because the package
contains so many complicated features.
Having to remember which keys do what
in various circumstances can also be quite a
task. Perhaps this too is because Manuscript
offers so much, making it difficult to keep
track of exactly what is on offer and how to

import files from 1-2-3, Symphony and

using Manuscript for the first time. The
information it provides is reasonably helpful, though you can get bogged down in the
minutiae it contains. The second manual details the various features of Manuscript.
Although the layout is good and the manuals are generally well illustrated, not every

'WV

CONCLUSIONS
Manuscript is a sophisticated word-processing tool with powerful formatting abilities. It is

particularly useful for setting up documents
with columns of text and tables.
The program sets out to do a lot of different
things, and its attempt to be all things to all
people is not entirely successful. More attention to making sure every feature provided
met people's expectations would make the
product easier to use and of more benefit.
III Manuscript's failure to show on the editing
screen what your printed document will look
like is a particular disadvantage when it comes
to equations and the like, making the entry of
formulae a tortuous process.

MICRO -RENT

MICRO -RENT DO MORE!
TANDON

£30

PER WEEK*

-1#177.1

urrwim

a

AgasomassfiwArg

H -P

IBM PC AT

Micro -Rent do more than offer you the best
rental deals on microcomputers. They rent
printers, hard -disk systems, monitors -even some
software! They offer impartial advice on the best
machines for your purposes, and provide training
for both beginners and specialists, to help you
make the most of your micro.
Micro -Rent - the complete rental service saves you time and money, and solves your
problems fast.
Buying? Ex -rental machines often

available at reduced prices.
*Prices quoted arc based on 3 -month rental, excluding VAT.

LASERJET

£58

£77

PER WEEK *

11111111111111111
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111/11Itt

PER WEEK*

NMI

MICRO -RENT
St. Marks Studios, Chillingworth Road, London, N7

APPLE APRICOT IBM PC & XT OLIVETTI
MACINTOSH TANDON SIRIUS COMPAQ
LASER PRINTERS DESK -TOP PUBLISHING
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Tupii IT 001. 5:,.; j7MIDI out
(5 pin DIN) 31.25K baud
MIDI in
(5 pin DIN) 31.25K baud
audio out 1.OV DC peak to peak, 10K ohm

512Kbytes RAM (520ST-M. FM)
1020Kbytes RAM (1040ST-Fl
192Kbytes ROM
128Kbytes external plug-in ROM option

.

audio in
10V DC peak to peak, 10K ohm
RGB monitor
1.0V DC, 75 ohm
mono monitor
1.0V DC, 75 ohm

mono horizontal scan rate
mono vertical scan rate

Motorola 68000 Central Processing
Unit (CPU) with a clock speed of 8MHz
16 -bit external data bus
32 -bit internal data bus
24 -bit address bus
.8032 -bit data 8 address registers
7 levels of interrupts

35.7KHz
712KHz
5V DC (active low) 3.3K ohm
modem/serial
RS232C, 50 to 19,200 baud
floppy disk .......
,,,,,,,,,
250 Kbits/s
hard disk
11.3 Mbits/s
mouse
standard Atari connector
joystick
standard Atari connector
cartridge port
..............
128K capacity
RF output (5205T -FM)
for TV use
.

.

sync

56 instructions

14 addressing modes
5 data types
DMA (Direct Memory Access)
real time clock as standard

OPERATING SYSTEM

TOS with GEM environment in ROM
hierarchical file structure with

sub -directories and path names
user interface via GEM, with self
explanatory command functions
multiple windows r icons
window resding, re -positioning and erasing
drop down menus (selected by mouse)
GEM virtual device interface

full bit -mapped display
palette of 512 colours
Using Atari Monitors (on 520 8 1040):
640,400 high resolution - monochrome
6400200 medium resolution - 4 colours
.3200200 low resolution - 16 colours
80 column text display (40 col low res)
Using Domestic Tv (on 520):
6400200 medium resolution - 4 colours
3200200 low resolution - 16 colours
40 columns 0 25 line text display

COMMUNICATIONS

RS -232C aerial modem port
8 -bit parallel printer port

high precision
2 button control

MIDI port (also for networking use)

VT52 terminal emulation

free with 520ST-FM/1040ST-F
non slip ball motion sensor
removable ball for easy cleaning

3 programmable sound channels
frequency programmable 30Hz - 125KI-ez
programmable volume
wave 8 dynamic envelope shaping
programmable attack. decay, sustain, release
Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI)
MIDI allows connection of synthesisers etc.

vra)4Ro

standard OWERTY typewriter format
95 full stroke keys
10 function keys
18 key numeric keypad r cursor keys
variable auto -repeat 8 key click response
keyboard processor reduces CPU overhead

GEM desktop r TOS operating system
ST BASIC interpreter/language system

WIFFOlumixt

ONLY FROM SILICA

Finally, there's a personal computer that not only solves problems like other computers, but also solves
the one problem that other computers have created. Affordability. Silica Shop are pleased to present the
ST range of personal/business computers from Atari. The ST was designed utilizing the most recent
breakthroughs in semiconductor technology, producing a personal computer that performs tasks with
fewer parts. Which means it costs less to make. And less to buy. The latest ST computers now include
built in power supplies and built in disk drives. The TOS operating system and GEM window environment
are now on ROM chips which are already installed in the ST keyboard. This enables automatic instant
booting when you switch on. Silica Shop are pleased to offer the complete Atari ST range Our mail order
department is situated in Sidcup and we have 4 retail outlets at Sidcup, Orpington, Lion House
(Tottenham Court Rd) and Selfridges (Oxford Street) We have eight years experience of Atari products,
longer than any other UK company, and are well established as the UK's No.1 Atari specialist_ With a
group turnover of over C.5 million and in excess of 70 staff, we provide unbeatable service and support. We
provide several facilities which you will find invaluable during your Atari computing lite and most of these
facilities are available ONLY FROM SILICA. We suggest that you read through what we have to offer,
before you decide where to purchase your Atari ST.

FREE STARTER KIT - Only From Silica

When you purchase any Atari ST keyboard, you wilt not only receive the best value for money computer
on the market, but you will also receive the following from Atari Corporation as pan of the package
BASIC Language Disk ' BASIC Manual
ST Owners Manual TOS/GEM on ROM
If you buy your ST from Silica Shop, you will also receive:
NEOchrome - colour graphics program
'Ist Word - Word Processor
In addition, we at Silica would like to see you get off toe flying start with your new computer. so we have
put together a special ST STARTER KIT worth over £100, which we are giving away FREE OF CHARGE
with every ST computer purchased at our normal retail prices. This kit is available ONLY FROM SILICA
and is aimed at providing users with a valuable introduction to the world of computing. We are continually
upgrading the ST Starter Kit, which contains public domain and other licensed software, as well as books,
magazines and accessories all relevant to ST computing. Return the coupon below for full details.

/ICING - Only From Silica

At Silica Shop, we have a dedicated service department of five full time Atari trained technical staff. This
team is totally dedicated to servicing Atari computer products. Their accumulated knowledge, skill and
experience makes them second to none in their field. You can be sure that any work carried out by them
is of the highest standard. A standard of servicing which we believe you will find ONLY FROM SILICA. In

addition to providing full servicing facilities for Alan ST computers (both in and out of warranty), our
team is also able to offer memory and modulator upgrades to ST computers

1114b RAM UPGRADE: Our upgrade on the standard Atari 520ST-M or 520ST-FM keyboard will
increase the memory from 512K to a massive 1024K. It has a full 1 year warranty and is available from
Silica at an additional retail price of only £86.96 DVAT - £100).

Tv MODULATOR UPGRADE: Silica can upgrade the 1040ST-F to include a TV modulator so
that you can then use it with your TV set. This is an internal upgrade and does not involve any untidy
external boxes. A cable to connect your ST to any domestic TV is included in the price of the upgrade
which is only 249 (inc VAT). The upgrade is also available for early 520ST computers at the same price.

520ST-114 r X040STThe affordability of Atari computers is reflected in the price of the
520ST-M keyboard, which is a mere £259 (Inc VAT). This version of
the ST comes with 512K RAM, as well as a modulator and lead for
direct connection to any domestic TV. The price does not include a
mouse. In addition, when you buy your 520ST-M from Silica, you
will also receive the FREE Silica 'ST Starter Kit'. During 1987, many
software houses will be producing games software on ROM cartridges, which will plug directly into the cartridge slot on the 520STkeyboard, giving instant loading without the expense of purchasing

a disk drive. With the enormous power of the ST. you can expect
some excellent titles to be produced, making this the ultimate games
machine! II your requirement is fora terminal, then the 520ST-M can
fulfill this role too. Leads are available to connect the ST to a variety
of monitors, and with the imminent introduction of terminal software
on ROM cartridge, the ST provides a low price terminal for business
use.

If you wish to take advantage of the massive range of disk

software available for the ST range, you will need to purchase a disk
drive. Atari have two floppy disk drives available, a'4 Mbyte model
£149 and a 1Mbyte model £199. Full details of these drives, as well
as the Atari 20Mbyte hard disk are available on request. If required
ate later date, the mouse may be purchased separately.

We aim to keep stocks of all Atari related products and our warehouse carries a stock of En million. We
import many software titles direct from the USA and you will find that we have new releases in advance of
many of our competitors. Unlike dealers who may only stock selected titles, we have the full range. In
addition, we carry a complete line of all books which have been written about the Atari ST. A range as
wide as ours is something you will find is available ONLY FROM SILICA.

AFTER SALES SUPP1

Rest assured that when you buy your ST from Silica Shop, you will be fully supported. Our free mailings
give news of releases and developments. This will help to keep you fully up to date with what's happening
in the Atari market. And in addition, our sales staff are at the end of a telephone line to service all of your

Atari requirements. If you purchase an ST Iron Silica and would like any programming or technical

advice, we have a full time technical support team to help you get the best from your computer. Because
we have both the staff and the systems specifically dedicated to providing after sales service on Atari ST
computers, we are confident that our users enjoy an exceptionally high level of support. This can he
received ONLY FROM SILICA_

SUES - Only From Silica

At Silica Shop, we recognise that serious users require an in-depth information service, which is why we
mall free newsletters and price lists to our ST owners. These are up to 48 pages long and are crammed
with technical details as well as special offers and product descriptions. If you have already purchased an
ST and would like to have your name added to our mailing list, please complete the coupon & return it to
us. The information service is available ONLY FROM SILICA.

c'ERY - From Silic

FRE-

Moat orders are processed through our computer within 24 hours of receiving them. Most hardware
orders are sent by the overnight METRO courier service FREE OF CHARGE to customers within the UK.
This method helps to ensure minimum delay and maximum protection-

-;/Ilea

We hope that the combination of our low prices, FREE UK delivery service, FREE Starter Kit and FREE
after sales support, will be enough to make you buy your Atari equipment from Silica Shop, If however,
there is something you wish to purchase, .d you find one of our competitors offering it at a lower price.

then please contact our sales department, providing us with our competitor's name, address and
telephone number. If our competitor has the goods in stock, we will normally match the offer (on a 'same
product - same price' basis) and still provide you with our normal free delivery. We realise that we are not
the only company who will match a competitors price. However, if you come to us fora price match, you

will also be entitled to our after sales service, including free newsletters and technical support. This
makes our price match promise rather special, something you will receive ONLY FROM SILICA. We don't
want you to go anywhere else for your Atari products. So shop at Silica, the UK's Not Atari Specialist.

rSIDCUP (& Mail Order)

applications such as large databases or spreadsheets. Like the
520ST-FM, the 1040ST-F has a mains transformer built into the
console to give a compact and stylish unit with only one mains lead.
The 1040ST-F is also supplied from Silica Shop with a free software
package and 'ST STARTER KIT'. In the USA, the 1040ST-F has been
sold with a TV modulator like the 520ST-FM. However. for the UK
market, Atari are manufacturing the 1040ST-F solely with business
use in mind and it does not currently include an RF modulator, this
means that you cannot use it with a domestic TV (Silica Shop do
offer a modulator upgrade for only £49). The 1040ST-F keyboard

coats only £599 (inc VAT) and, unless a modulator

E259
520ST-FIN',

upgrade is fifted, will require an Atari or third party monitor. Them
are three Atari monitors available and the prices for the 1040 with
these monitors are as follows:
10408T -F Keyboard Without Monitor
1040ST-F Keyboard High res mono monitor

unit, with only one mains lead.

built into the keyboard a !A megabyte disk drive for information

of disk based software which is available for the ST. This new
computer comes with all the correct cables and connections you will
need to plug it straight into any standard domestic television set.
You do not therefore have to purchase an Atari monitor. If you do
require a monitor however, these are available with the 520ST in the
following money saving packages:

520ST-FM Keyboard Without Monitor
520ST-FM Keyboard + High res mono monitor
520ST-FM Keyboard + Low res colour monitor
5205T -FM Keyboard + Med res colour monitor

- £399 (inc VAT)
- £499 (inc VAT)
- £599 (inc VAT)
- £899 (inc VAT)

ATARI

Because the 520ST-FM has its own power transformer built into the
keyboard, there are no messy external adaptors to clutter up your
desk space. You are left with only one mains lead, serving both the
disk drive and the computer. You couldn't ask fora more stylish and
compact unit.

E399
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Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials

Surname:

IAddress:

Lion House (1st floor), 227 Tottenham Court Rd, London, W1

LONDON
L

Selfridges (1st floor), Oxford Street, London, WIA lAB

I

PLEASE SEND ME FREE LITERATURE ON THE ATARI ST

01-309 1111'

01-580 4839
01-629 1234 ext 3677

IIN

To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept PC 0587, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

LONDON

- £5119 (inc VAT)

- £899 (inc VAT)
1040ST-F Keyboard + Low res col monitor
- £799 (inc VAT)
1040ST-F Keyboard + Med res col monitor
(inc VAT)
The 1040ST-F comes with a mouse controller and includes 1Mbyte
of RAM. It has a 1Mbyte double sided disk drive and mains transformer, both built into the keyboard to give a compact and stylish

The 520ST-FM with 512K RAM and free mouse, represents a further
breakthrough by Atari Corporation in the world of high power, low
cost personal computing. This model is the latest addition to the ST
family. and is not only powerful, but compact. It is priced at only
£399 (inc VAT) a level which brings it within the reach of a whole
new generation of computer enthusiasts. When purchased from us.
it comes with the FREE Silica 'ST Starter Kit' see paragraph on the
left. To make the 520ST-FM ready for use straight away, Atari have
storage and retrieval, allowing you easy access to the massive range

THE FULL ST(

For the businessman and the mom serious home user, Atari have
their most powerful model, the 1040ST-F with 1028K RAM. This low
cost powerhouse can be introduced into a business environment as
a stand-alone system, or can support a mainframe computer as a
terminal. The 1040ST-F not only features twice as much memory as
the 520ST-FM, but also includes a more powerful built-in disk drive.
The drive featured on the 1040ST-F is a one megabyte double sided
model. The extra memory facility of the 1040ST-F makes it ideal for

Pink:ode
aDo you alroOdY Own ouloPuier
If.o Moll one do you own?
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WORDS & FIGURES
SPREADSHEET WITH WP
By Glyn Moody

Undeterred by Lotus's legal threats to other publishers,
another cheap, augmented 1-2-3 compatible program has
hit the market.
The recent action brought by Lotus
against Paperback Software and
Mosaic has highlighted the uncertain
position of software clones. Despite this,
with 1-2-3 established as what is surely an

unassailable standard in the spreadsheet
market, several firms are still willing to risk a

confrontation with Lotus for the sake of a
slice of this exceedingly rich cake.
One of the latest is Words & Figures from
Lifetree Software. As its name indicates, it

offers the combined functions of a spreadsheet and a word processor. This continues
the tradition of VP -Planner and The Twin,
the two programs at the centre of Lotus's
present action. In addition to spreadsheet
facilities, the former offers a powerful

database and the latter much extended
graphics. Another Lotus clone, Farsight,
offers additional word processing. To a
certain extent this trend is a reflection
both of the stinginess of the Lotus product

and of how programming techniques -

corner, not the right, and cells can be 75
rather than 72 columns wide. The spreadsheet can have up to 9,999 rows and uses a
sparse -matrix approach which makes economical use of memory by ignoring empty
cells. Expanded memory is supported as is

in a spreadsheet. The command found in
the latest release of 1-2-3 which transposes
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away with the need for program overlays.
After installation and before use you must
stamp your working copy with your name

and company address. Schemes like this
one, designed to discourage piracy, can be
tiresome when they require you to enter all
this data every time you use the program.
Happily Words & Figures confirms the disc's
origins by displaying the information on the
opening screen, which is fair enough.

At the top of this screen there is a short
Lotus -style menu which allows you to choose
between the spreadsheet and word-

processing parts of the programs. Choosing
the spreadsheet brings up the familiar 1-2-3
layout. There are a few differences of form

and more of features. For example, the
status information is in the top left-hand
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SPECIFICATION
Description: spreadsheet compatible
Hardware required: IBM PC, PC/AT
or compatible with at least 256K RAM

Copy protection: none
Price: £99
Publisher: Lifetree Software (Europe),

Available: now
1.

functionality and the smaller version will fit

in only 256K. The larger program needs
more memory but works faster by doing

0

Lowndes House, The Bury, Church
Street, Chesham, Buckinghamshire HP5
1HH. Telephone: (0494) 772422

Performance

O 1-2-3 compatible power with the
bonus of a useful integrated word
processor.

the

..,

4.,

vided you simply opt for hard- or floppy -disc

program. There is no difference in the

_

with Lotus 1-2-3 release 1A, with built-in
integrated word processor

WORDS & FIGURES

Documentation

versions supplied,

lif

,......

search out circular references or other kinds
of more subtle errors which may be lurking

installation is relatively straightforward.
Using a separate installation program pro-

based systems. You then use one of two

luros

trasts with the rather cruder approach of
1-2-3. There are also a number of extra
commands. The Audit command, invoked
from the Worksheet menu, allows you to

- have progressed since 1-2-3 was first
The program is not copy protected and

r

`r,ds

the 80287 maths co -processor.
One nice touch is the use of pop-up boxes
for information such as the list of files available for retrieval and graph names. This con-

admittedly building on the work of others
launched. Words & Figures costs £99, which
is in tune with the other 1-2-3 work-alikes.

01
f.,

rows and columns is also available in Words
& Figures.

Such additions to the command menus
pose a problem as far as true compatibility is
concerned. Words & Figures offers the same
macro facilities as 1-2-3 and is designed to

accept pre-existing macros. The trouble
arises when such macros make assumptions

about the layout of the command menus.
For example, the 1-2-3 macro commands
{left} and {right}, used to move among the
menu options, may not work unless altered
to take the new options into account. The
changes needed will not be great, but they
do highlight once more the clonet's
dilemma: if you add features over and above

Figures seems to be fully compatible with
1-2-3 release 1A. It imported and graphed
spreadsheets without difficulty. As with
Lotus, there is a separate program for
producing hard -copy versions of graphs.
One of the extra commands in Words &
Figures lets you switch to the word processor.

Both spreadsheet and word processor can
operate simultaneously; you simply switch
between the two and can even display both
at once using split screens.
Adding a full text -manipulating facility
to a spreadsheet is sensible. Once they have
become familiar with 1-2-3, many managers

tend to use it for everything, word processing included. Words & Figures capitalises on the Lotus interface and carries
it over effectively to the word-processing
environment. Thus there is the same
command menu called up by the Slash key,

you may lose full com-

with many of the commands the same as
those on Lotus. The sub -menus are often
radically different but there should still be

patibility.
Apart from this potential snag, Words &

enough uniformity to ease the move across
from figures to words.

those on

1-2-3
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MENU

ABC

Worksheet Range
Copy
Enter Word Processor

Move

File

Print

Graph

Data

am

Quit

Enter name of .WKS file to retrieve:
B

2

2

Sales

3

District

4

Model

Sales

3

Product

4

District

A

1

5

A

B

2

6

B

3

8

D

9

E

27358694
29564738
24726351
23793748
24729114

E

9

E

10

F

296398

F

10

F

11

C

G

11

G

12

H

27319478
29405264

12

H

13

I

19

J

5
6

B
C
D

C

C

D

13

14

J

15

8

16

L

17

M

27719432
28395789

15

274846272885

18
19

Model

Product

27358694
29564738
24726351
23793748
24729114
26968398
27319470
29735264
29403856
2839578927719432

16

L

29828895

17

M

27484627

18

Bar Graph

Figures

Lintom Figures

28

Bar Graph

19

Figures

IIMEM Figures

20

Both the spreadsheet (above) and the word processor (below)
have a Lotus -like look to them. You can flip from one to the
other without losing data or text.
Page: 1
Line: 4
Delete
Copy Move
File Print
Spreadsheet
Quit
Locate, Replace, Format, Window, Justify, Erase, Settin
Default

WORKING. WAF

Pr91 Insert

,

Above: The Retrieve option picks out files of a suitable format.
Below: A spreadsheet pasted into a WP document remains
active in both windows, along with a limited set of commands.
Page: 1
Line: 5
Copy
Move Graph
Data
Global, Insert, Delete, Column -Width, Erase, Window, Status, Audit
MENU

ir= Range

This is a text window, simultaneously open with a spreadsheet.
Information can be transferred across,
2353

2343

3253

3253

4632

4634

111111

Words& Figures

The above figures refer actively to the spreadsheet below
This shows the basic similarities between the text -processing side of Words &
Figures, and the Lotus menu structure..
B

A

C

D

F --G

Example
Mar

Feb

Jan

2
3

Sales

2353

2343

3253

4

Costs

3253

4632

4634

5
6
7

9i

Beneath the command area there is a ruler

where the cursor, tab and page widths are
indicated. These settings are altered from a

pop-up menu invoked from the Global
command. Headers and footers are also con-

trolled from here. Two headers or footers
can be used; if you wish they can be spread
across the page, centred in segments defined
using vertical strokes. Current page number

and current date can be inserted using
and # respectively.
As well as Lotus -type menus there are

some other borrowings from established
programs. Some of the standard WordStar
cursor codes are also used by Words &
Figures. For example, Control -F will move
you forward a word at a time; alternatively
you can use the Control key in combination
with the right cursor key as in PFS Write and
Professional Write. There are all the usual
block moves, and search and replace facilities. In operation, the word processor seems
fast, particularly when it comes to automatic
reformatting as text is inserted.
Perhaps the strongest feature of the word
processor is that you can turn any part of it
into a spreadsheet. Using the
/Insert Spreadsheet
command a range of rows from the current

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1987

For most
people, however, it is likely to be
spreadsheet can be placed in the
current
the 1 -2 -3 compatibility which is more
document. Particularly impressive is the fact
crucial. If you decide that you want a Lotus
that this region now acts as a spreadsheet:
most of the spreadsheet commands are look -alike the main basis for choosing comes
down to what additional functions you
active there, and all the features of row and
want. VP -Planner scores with its database,
column addition are present. The spread-

sheet region of a text document is indicated
by a change in the cursor.
Several spreadsheet regions can be created
in a document. They can then be enlarged or
reduced, although it is the window rather

than the spreadsheet which changes. To
alter the underlying spreadsheet structure
you must flip over to the current spreadsheet. This is done using either the Spreadsheet command from the main menu or by

using Alt -f10, which is also used to flip

back. The current spreadsheet and the
document can be displayed simultaneously
by opening each in a different window.

is probably not every day that you
would want to include spreadsheet -like
It

structures in a letter, but when you do it is

often awkward - if not impossible - on
many word processors. For anyone who reg-

ularly includes small tables, the approach
adopted by Words & Figures must make it a
strong contender as a simple, low-cost word
processor.

Twin with graphics. Words & Figures lives
up to its name and offers about the best text processing facilities among the clones.
Perhaps the only cloud on the horizon is the
uncertain legal position of 1-2-3 work-alikes
in general. Until that is resolved, buying a
software clone might be seen as something

of a risk; alternatively, you might want to
seize the opportunity before it disappears.

CONCLUSIONS
MWords & Figures is a Lotus 1-2-3 clone with
very strong word-processing facilities.

EThe ability to switch between the two
functions and to embed a live spreadsheet
within a text document is potentially very
useful.

IIThe future of software clones

is still

in

question, which could pose long-term problems of support if the product is taken off the
market.

MAlthough the documentation is not up to
Lotus's current high standards, it is more than
adequate.
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Born

Leader.
With daisy wheel heritage and
second generation laser technology the Qume Laser TEN
sets a new standard in clarity.
When Laser TEN first saw the
light of day last year it had a formidable
family reputation to live up to: Qume's
world supremacy in letter quality printing.
In fact, it is this heritage which has
given Laser TEN the edge over
competition in the office. All founts are
modelled on daisy wheel type faces, subtly
refined to adapt them to laser technology.
The clean impression created by the
characters is highlighted by the brightness on
the page: no fine deposits of toner over the paper
which so often makes a laser printed page look as
though it has been photocopied.
As a result, there are only two ways whereby readers of a
letter printed by Laser TEN can distinguish it from typewritten

material - with a magnifying glass or by touch.
Laser TEN fits in with your office
computer system as simply as a daisy wheel

printer, too: and it will continue to be
compatible even if you change your
system. You just need to plug in the
appropriate interface.
The type founts are plug-in
modules, too. And all the replaceable
elements - toner, developer and drum
- are easily recharged by the operator.
All of which makes our quiet, ten -page a -minute model very comfortable to live with.
So if you want state of the art laser performance with daisy
wheel distinctiveness, there's only one machine which has the
breeding. Laser TEN from Qume.

Qume Quality. Leadership is just a part of it.
Marketing and Sales Qume U.K. Park Way, Newbury, Berkshire RG13 lEE Telephone: (0635) 31400 Telex: 846321 Telefax: (0635) 32852
Service and Training Centre Bridgewater Close, Reading, Berkshire RG3 1JT Telephone: (0734) 584646 Telex: 849706

INSOFTWARE REVIEW

FOXBASE PLUS
FASTER, CHEAPER dBASE CLONE
By Mike Lewis

Not all systems will be capable
of running this database
package, but for those that
can it has some considerable
advantages over the AshtonTate original.
If Lotus 1-2-3 holds the title of the world's
most imitated software package, Ashton-

Tate's dBase family must be running a
close second. In fact the dBase language, as
distinct from any particular implementation

of it, is virtually in the public domain and
has become a fair target for anyone who feels

they can write a better interpreter or compiler for it.
One company that has done just that is
Fox Software. Its Foxbase Plus must be one
of the few dBase look-alikes that is causing
Ashton-Tate real anxiety. Foxbase Plus has
one overriding advantage, and that is speed.

SPECIFICATION

one. There were 90 PRG files and procedures, with some 13,000 lines of code, using

5Mbyte of data, running on a Novell network with up to 11 simultaneous users. It

Other products - notably the true compilers like Quicksilver and Clipper - will

Description: database -management

also run dBase programs much faster than

Plus

would be a tough test for any database

Hardware required: IBM PC, PC/AT

package.

or compatible with at least 375K of free
RAM; more RAM and a hard disc

The result was a very creditable performance for Foxbase. Converting the system

dBase itself. But Foxbase is the only one that
does so without sacrificing the convenience

of the dot prompt. You get the speed of a
compiled program with the flexibility of an
interpreter.
Foxbase achieves its speed by compiling
programs on the fly. There are two options.

You can work entirely with PRG files,
exactly as in dBase except that the source
code is pseudo -compiled each time it is
loaded. This makes program development
easier and gives fast execution, but going
from one PRG file or procedure to another is
very slow.

-

system; pseudo -compiler for dBase III

recommended

Copy protection: none
Price: £395 for single -user version;
£895 for multi-user version, regardless
of number of users
Publisher: Fox Software of Perryburg,
Ohio

U.K. distributor: In Touch, Fairfield
House, Brynhyfryd, Caerphilly, Mid Glamorgan CF8 2QQ. Telephone:
(0222) 882334

Available: now

a file is read in.

Of course, the ordinary user at the dot
prompt need not be concerned with any of
this. Interactive commands can be entered
in just the same way as in dBase; in fact,
there is no visible difference between the

only six minutes was needed for the actual

compilation. Most of the remaining time
was taken up with reindexing the databases.

Foxbase indexes are not compatible with
those of dBase so a once -only conversion was

necessary. If you forget to do this, the software will reindex the files automatically the
first time it uses them.
Reindexing had a pleasant side effect. The
Foxbase indexes needed only 700K, compared to 2 Mbyte for the dBase versions. Also

The alternative is to use the free-standing

compiler which creates pseudo -compiled
programs on disc with the extension .Fox.
They can then be run in the same way as
PRG files, either from the dot prompt or
from within other programs. They give the
same speed-up as for the other option but
without the delay for compilation each time

from dBase III Plus took two hours, of which

To

balance these omissions, Fox has

the compiled programs were about half the

added a few language features not found in

size of the original source. This gave an

the original, the most important being
arrays and multiple relations. The constraints are less restrictive too: you are

immediate saving in disc space of nearly 27
percent.

allowed 48 files open at a time.instead of 16,

RUNS MUCH FASTER

for example. But on the whole the authors
have resisted the temptation of adding lots

But the most impressive results were in
the timings. A complex search that took 20
minutes under dBase III Plus now ran in
three minutes. The time needed to display a

of extras that could make the product
incompatible with other implementations.
So how well does Foxbase perform in prac-

tice? Running standard benchmarks for

particular report was reduced from well over
a minute to just 13 seconds. And retrieving a
record from a database of 8,000 items was so
fast that we could not time it.

features which Foxbase does not support are
the Assistant, views, queries, catalogues, the

dBase is a hazardous task: someone is bound
to say that they are not typical of his or her
real dBase application. But with the help of
a City -based firm of investment consultants

screen printer and certain import/export

we decided to try out Foxbase on a live

advertising, which claims a six -to -one
improvement over dBase III Plus. The only

formats.

system. The application was a demanding

operation that did not run noticeably faster

two packages. The only dBase

III Plus

These results were in line with Fox's

(continued on next page)
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the help screens and the wording of error

(continued from previous page)

messages.

was the creation of index files. We also ran a
comparison against a version of the applica-

Foxbase has several further advantages
over dBase III Plus. First, there is the
manual. Although a little skimpy in certain
areas, it is for the most part clearly written
and easy to navigate. It will not help you to
learn dBase from scratch - one of the many
third -party paperbacks would be better for

tion produced by Wordtech's optimising
compiler, Quicksilver. Even here Foxbase
had a slight edge, although the results were
not so conclusive.

But against these gains there was one
serious loss: memory. The Foxbase manual
says that the software needs a minimum of
375K of RAM. "Minimum" is the operative

word here, as to get the best performance
you need nearer 500K. Even at this level you

this - but as a reference source it is very
FOXBASE PLUS

might have to make compromises on the
number of memory variables, the size of the
history stack and so on.
Foxbase is not very intelligent in the way it
allocates memory. It is up to the user to set

up a Config file to specify the amounts to
reserve for various purposes. The manual
does not give much guidance on this. We
needed a lot of trial and error to come up

with the best figures for the company's
512K work stations. And the users' joy at
having a speeded -up system was diminished
when they realised that they could no longer
run both Superkey and Sidekick at the same
time as the main system.
There were also some difficulties with language compatibility, though they were very

minor. The only real problem was in using
date fields in an index. In dBase, when you

good.
The second advantage is price. The single -
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user version of Foxbase costs around £200
less than dBase III Plus, with much bigger
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savings for the network version. Finally there

is portability. Fox has released versions for
MS-DOS, Unix, Xenix and AOS /VS. This
now provides a clear upgrade path for dBase

users who have their sights set on bigger
machines.

Value for money

CONCLUSIONS

worth considering, either as a
replacement for dBase III Plus or as a
powerful database package in its own

over dBase III Plus that there seems to be little
point in buying the original. Foxbase is faster,

HI Well

right.

retrieving records. Foxbase is a lot fussier, as

it crashes if you use a different date format
for indexing and retrieval.

But apart from this one problem our

index a file on a date field you have to set the

13,000 lines of dBase III Plus source code ran

date format to ANSI to get the correct

correctly without change. Aside from the

sequence. Once that has been done you can
use a normal format, such as British, when

very short list of unsupported commands the
only other differences were in the layout of

Foxbase Plus has so many advantages
cheaper and more portable.
If you already have a large dBase application, converting to Foxbase should speed it up
enormously.

Since Foxbase is not a true compiler you
still get the convenience of the dot prompt,
though the purely interactive user will not
enjoy the same speed advantages as the person who works with pre -written programs.
II It is not worth trying to run Foxbase on a
machine with less than 512K; 640K would be
better.

WHY CHOOSE AMGRADE? HERE'S WHY!
AMSTRAD 1512 PC

R.R.P.

OURS

SINGLE DRIVE - MONO MONITOR

£449

£426.55

DOUBLE DRIVE COLOUR MONITOR
HARD DRIVE 10 MONO MONITOR
HARD DRIVE 20 COLOUR MONITOR

£729

£692.55

£779

£959.05

£1069

£1015.55

OTHER PRICES AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION
PRINTERS

R.R.P.

OURS

STAR NL10 - No 1/F

£239

£227.05

NEC P6 180CPS 80 COL
NEC P7 180CPS 132 COL

£549

£521.55

£649

£616.55

EPSON LX -86 120CPS
EPSON FX-800

£275

£261.25

£430

£408.50

EPSON FX-1000

£550

£522.50

ADD ON'S + UPGRADES
128k CHIP KIT + 8087-2
ORCHID TINY TURBO 286

R.R.P.

OURS

£244

£231.80

£549

£521.55

ORCHID JET 386
INTEL INBOARD 386

£999

£949.05

£2230

£2118.50

NEW RELEASE
SYSTEMATIC XT COMPATIBLE
*8088 CPU RUNNING AT 4.77 MHZ TO 8MHZ
*640K bytes STANDARD R.A.M.
*8087 MATHS CO -PROCESSOR SLOT AVAILABLE*ONE
RS -232-C SLOT

*ONE PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
*20MB HARD DISK
*5.25" 360K BYTE FLOPPY DISK
*4 FREE EXPANSION SLOTS
*HERCULES COMPATIBLE GRAPHICS CARD
* 12 MONTH WARRANTY ON PARTS & LABOUR
PROVIDED.

ALL THIS FOR £1295.00

Apply directly to:

AMGRADE LTD
58/60 EDWARD ROAD
NEW BARNET
HERTS EN4 8AZ
Tel: 01-441 9792

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

PRICES QUOTED DO NOT
INCLUDE VAT OR CARRIAGE
CASH WITH ORDER

AMGRADE IS PART OF THE
SYSTEMATIC UPGRADE GROUP
OF COMPANIES
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ALL PRODUCTS SHOWN ARE A
REPRESENTATION OF A LARGER
STOCK
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HERE'S WHAT DIALUP CAN DO FOR YOU!
SMALL BUSINESSES

Telex Electronic Mail Company Searches Information
Search and Scan Newspapers
HOME USERS

Order Goods Games Free Software Chat Line Instant News
WHY DIALUP? It is specifically designed to be easy to use
- perfect if you have little or no knowledge of comms! With

WHAT DO YOU NEED? A MICRO - currently
DIALUP is available for the Amstrad PC1512 and the
PCW, IBM PC/AT/XT or compatible, BBC Model B/B+

DIALUP you can access services like Prestel, Telecom
Gold, Microlink and Micronet. You can also copy software,
send and receive a message, file or telex using simple or
sophisticated error checking protocols. DIALUP also has
support for BT's Multistream EPAD service - less line noise
and cheaper costs.

/Master/Compact, RM Nimbus/480Z/380Z A
MODEM - most Hayes compatible or manual dial
modems A TELEPHONE LINE - your existing line will
possibly do very nicely, and of course DIALUP
Communications Software!

DIALUP PERSONAL costs just £89.95 (inc. VAT) + £2.95 p&p (Total £92.90). That includes an extremely

comprehensive user manual and cable you need to connect your micro to the modem. DIALUP is also
available in special pack with the WS4000 Modem at a special price of £259.95 (inc. VAT) + £5.50 p&p
(£265.45).
PLEASE SEND ME.

DIALUP for a .... Micro

DIALUP & WS4000 for a .... Micro

E More information on DIALUP PERSONAL CI COMMERCIAL EDUCATIONAL
NAME
ADDRESS

DIALUP

POST CODE

PERSONAL

to 021-643 7688.

COMMUNICATIONS
SOFTWARE

TEL

I enclose cheque for

made payable to PMS Communications Ltd, alternatively telephone your ACCESS order

Please send to PMS Communications Ltd,
Norfolk House, Smallbrook Queensway, Birmingham B5 4LJ. Tel 021-643 7688. ONLY

O

A

S89.95 + P&P

Kill 0 IBEINE

111111171
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INTRODUCING THE NEW

GPR2000 DAISYWHEEL PRINTER
AMAZING
VANE"'

The ideal letter quality printer
for reports and general
correspondence.
Manufactured in Japan.
Complements all modern PC's
18cps printing speed * Variable line spacing
THE
VERY
LATEST DESIGN

WITH UP TO
THE MINUTE
STYLING

10,

Front

PY+VAT + P8 P

OF

SIMILAR
MODELS

*

FREE

Et

15

pitch * 96 char daisywheel

panel controls * Low noise 58dBA

Bi-directional logic seeking print system
Supports Wordstar commands * Tractors
& S/Feeder option

Internationally available ribbons and
daisywheels guarantee low running costs.

f1ONLY

12

Interface - parallel standard * RS232 option
Qume compatible
* Paper -max 13" wide

The GPR - 2000
accepts Qume
fabric or film
ribbon cassettes

TELEPHONE

MI ORDERS

0242 573573 24
HR

IDATAPLUS (Sales) Ltd.
PO Box 122, CHELTENHAM,

* Detailed user manual Efi mains lead

Wide choice of
Qume compatible daisywheels

* Interface cable to your computer
* £10 voucher for VOLKSWRITER
de Luxe word processor

NO QUIBBLE-FULL MONEY
REFUND IF NOT DELIGHTED

d

DATA
DATAPLUS (Sales) Ltd.
PO Box 122, CHELTENHAM, 01_51 8QL

1

GPR 2000
supply
Daisywheel printers at £228.85 each incl. VAT.
plus £8.50 courier delivery and insurance.
Please

1 0 ffr 12 pitch daisywheels

* Spare ribbon cassette * Dust cover

GL51 8QL

i°

[11 Access

cheque

E Visa

Expiry date
Name
Address
Post Code

Daytime Tel No
Reg in England 2080289

circle 136 on enquiry card
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

LOTUS METRO
POWER POP-UP
By Steve Malone

Power users will find most of
their needs satisfied by this
comprehensive set of desk
accessories.
For some years one of the standard com-

binations for general office use has
been the odd couple: Lotus 1-2-3 and

prise to find that Metro does not support

the Metro repertoire; Lotus is said to be

Lotus's own Enhanced Memory Specification. The company says that it is looking
into this question, but no definite date for
an upgrade is available.
Metro is clearly not aimed at the entrylevel Amstrad owner. In fact, it is hard to
escape the conclusion that it is not aimed at
the current generation of MS-DOS users at
all; instead it seems to be intended for AT -

actively considering a toolbox for third -party
programmers. It also means that Lotus could

Sidekick. Sidekick is particularly suitable as

type machines running DOS 5.0 and

an adjunct to 1-2-3 as it contains useful

beyond. If it is any consolation for those

functions such as a calculator and import/
export routines.
The marriage has not always been a happy
one. It is not by chance that both these pro-

grams are used by Practical Computing as
tests of IBM compatibility. The way in which

both programs attempt to write directly to

with restricted memory space, Metro has a
function which allows you in effect to unload it from memory.
When the program is installed you set the
amount of memory it can use, whether or

not it is to drive a colour screen and the
amount of memory to be earmarked for

video RAM has caused all kinds of grief. But

despite such difficulties, users have remained loyal to Sidekick, even forcing Lotus

to change the code of 1-2-3's version 2 to
accommodate clashes between them.
Viewed as a piece of business software,
Sidekick is an unlikely success, coming as it
does from the programming rather than the

general-purpose end of the market. When
Lotus was looking around for new products
to develop, the idea of a more business orientated version of Sidekick must have
been appealing.
The result is Metro. It is not the first popup program to appear under the Lotus flag,

LOTUS METRO

PC VERDICT
P
Performance

III

A.

0

N,4

k,
(.91

(t,c'

M

Ease of use

directly. Spotlight is being discontinued,

options. While this arrangement is useful in
widening the scope of the individual acces-

sories, the program did have one feature
which we found particularly irksome. To
close the utility window you have to scroll
along to the Quit option and select it. We
would have preferred to press the Escape
key, as used in other pop-up programs.

Utilities like the Calculator, Notepad,
Appointment Book/Calendar and Phone
Book can do more or less everything their
Sidekick equivalents can do. There is also a

Special Characters Utility - the Metro

D The pop-up program for over-

example, the calculator uses shifted function
keys as registers for financial transactions.

achievers.

macros. You can also choose whether or not
to suppress the snow - that is, the breaking
pop-up positions of the windows can also be
altered and the Kaleidoscope utility lets you
select the colours of the windows. You can

68

and some call a subsidiary set of menu

beyond those provided by Sidekick. For

While Metro is a pop-up program in the

120K be set aside for normal operations, and
this is the default setting. If you want to run
macros you need to reserve at least 130K,
and the program can happily occupy half a
megabyte. Considering the amount of
memory the program uses it comes as a sur-

selections are specific to a particular utility,

Value for money

up of the screen image - that sometimes
occurs when the program is invoked. The

cation, it is not memory resident. Even the
smallest utilities fetch overlays from disc
before they appear on -screen. This is fine if
you have a hard disc and just about bearable
with twin floppies, but impossible with a
single floppy drive.
The other thing you quickly notice about
Metro is the prodigious quantity of memory
it occupies. The bare minimum for the program is 80K, and even that is not enough to
run many of the utilities. Lotus recommends

ing a third key. When Metro is invoked it
also configures some of the function keys.
The fl key provides on -screen help, while
f10 invokes a menu at the top of the accessory window. However, most of the menu

equivalent of Sidekick's ASCII table. Many
of the utilities also have extended functions

although copies will continue to be available
while stocks last.

sense that it appears on top of an appli-

upgrades later.
Individual utilities are selected by holding
down the Shift/Alt combination and press-

In

Documentation

as the company acquired Spotlight from
Software Arts some time ago. But Metro is
the first Lotus product written by the company's own programmers to tackle Sidekick

sell a cheap cut -down version of Metro
while allowing users the option of buying

configure Metro for the kind of keyboard
you are using: PC, Enhanced PC and AT lay-

outs are supported. Utilities like the calculator display a partial view of the keyboard, and the format naturally needs to
match the physical layout of your system.

Once the program is running it can be

One of the most useful accessories for
people with a number of programs or worksheets on the go is the ability to move data
between them. Under Metro this is done by
the Clipboard: you can dump data into the

Clipboard either by the screenful, just as
text, or by marking a block on -screen.
One interesting feature of the Clipboard
is that it allows you to format the data once it
has been captured. For example, if you have
dumped a column of numbers into the Clipboard from your 1-2-3 spreadsheet you may
wish to transfer them to another worksheet.
Data from the Clipboard is transferred into
another application as though it were being

entered at the command line. Thus the
column of figures from one spreadsheet
would normally end up in a single cell of the

invoked by pressing Shift and Alt together.

receiving spreadsheet. Formatting the data

This seems like a good choice as you can
press the hot -key combination with one
finger. The opening menu that greets you
shows the utilities that are available. The

with the Spreadsheet option that is built
into the Clipboard adds a Carriage Return

selection is not actually fixed but is built up
from the utilities that are available on
power -up. This is a clever move as it allows
Lotus or third parties to add extra utilities to

and a down arrow after each figure so that
the data will be entered into the worksheet

as a column. A similar procedure can be
used with text for entry into word processors;

in this case each word will have a space
entered after it.
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Above: The Calculator utility's display mimics the layout of the
function keys and numeric keypad of your system.
Below: Clipboard allows text and data to be transferred between
packages. Formatting options are part of the Clipboard.
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Above: The Watch utility includes alarm and timing functions.
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dhe Editor does not automatically save a file when you put it away. If
you select the Quit command to put away the Editor while a document is
active, Metro asks if you want to save the document first so that you
can retrieve it later.4
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with the File Save or File Write
a. file name, which cannot exceed
a three -character file name
save a file in a specific drive or

pathname, Metro saves the file in
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SPECIFICATION
Description: suite of pop-up desk
utilities

Hardware requirements: IBM
PC, PC/AT or compatible with two
floppy -disc drives; requires a minimum
of 80K RAM but 320K is recommended

Copy protection: none
Price: £69

Publisher: Lotus Development,
Consort House, Victoria Street, Windsor,

block operations, wordwrap and text loca-

Berkshire SL4 1 EX. Telephone: (0753)
840291

thinking they have got a proper word proces-

Available: now
One useful feature of Metro, which was
overlooked by Sidekick's programmers but
has been picked up by other pop-up suites,
is the facility that lets you enter DOS com-

mands from within an application. It is
available in the Filer utility, which allows
you to change and examine directories, format discs, and rename and print files.
Curiously, while Metro has a Sidekick -

type Notepad, it also has a text editor.
Called Editor, it contains many of the
features you would normally associate with a
full word-processing package, including

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1987

tion. Perhaps to discourage people from

sor - and thus not buy Manuscript Editor does not support partial file retrieval
from disc. If a file is too big to fit in memory
it asks you if you will accept a truncated version. If you do accept it, beware! Resaving
the file under its original name will wipe out
the text which Editor did not retrieve.

One of the winning features of Lotus
1-2-3 has been its ability to create macros.
The same facility has sensibly been incorpor-

ated into Metro. From the Macro window
you can create a file, assign a unique key
combination to it and then enter a sequence
of keystrokes. Once the file has been run,
hitting the appropriate hot -key combination will execute the keystrokes.

CONCLUSIONS
Metro is a Sidekick -type pop-up program for
the business power user. The size and architec-

ture of the program means that it is really only
suitable for power computers too.

Many pop-up accessories not present in
Sidekick have been included in Metro, making

it one of the most comprehensive systems
around.
E The way Metro loads accessories from disc
indicates that there are a lot more utilities to
come, both from Lotus and from third -party
programmers. This gives Metro the room to

expand in the future which other programs
currently lack.
Metro may not immediately sweep Sidekick
out of office micros around the world, but it is

sure to provide a difficult challenge to the
Borland product.
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ChooseWalters
and you're in business

£455

£555
WALTERS TURBO

WALTERS PC/XT

PC/XTWITH HIGH

RESOLUTION GRAPHICS

Standard model. Price includes:-

Turbo model. Price includes:CPU 8088/clock speed 4.77 MHz/8 MHz

CPU 8088/clock speed 4.77 MHz
8 -slot motherboard
256k memory expandable to 640k on

360k floppy disk drive
floppy disk controller

8 -slot motherboard
256k memory expandable to 640k
360k floppy disk drive
floppy disk controller

keyboard
mono monitor
mono card

high resolution mono and parallel printer

board

keyboard
mono monitor
card

Spec as above with 20 mbytes Winchester
L875
Spec as above with 30 mbytes Winchester

Spec as above with 20 mbytes Winchester
E975

Spec as above with 30 mbytes Winchester

E1235

E1335

Spec as above with 40 mbytes Winchester
L I 675

Spec as above with 40 mbytes Winchester

Spec as above with 80 mbytes Winchester
L1855

L 1 775

Spec as above with 80 mbytes Winchester
E1955

U50

PORTABLE

Spec as above with I 0 mbytes Winchester

CPU 8088/clock speed 4.77/8 MHz
7 -slot motherboard

L934

360k floppy disk drive
floppy disk controller

keyboard
9" integral mono monitor
high resolution mono and parallel
printer card

Spec as above with 20 mbytes Winchester

L1070
Walters' machines have a I2 -month warranty.
An optional 2 -year maintenance contract is
available for 12% of the system cost.
Walters Inter nationalis licensed to sell MSDOS. It is available, together with GW-Basic,
for £60 plus VAT.

WALTERS

If you're in business and looking for an XT compatible, you'll
want a machine that is not only very competitively priced,
but also highly IBM compatible.

INTERNATIONAL
IS AN IBMim
PATENT LICENSEE

You'll be looking for something with the potential to
expand and the ability to accommodate a wide range of addons. Perhaps you'll also be searching for a machine that will

I would like to find out more about PC compatibles from Walters
International

fit into a PC network.

Name

And you'll want to buy from a reliable, well -established
company that knows the marketplace.

Company

Then you really should be looking at the Walters
International PC/XT range. Walters was one of the first
manufacturers to sell low-cost IBM clones and is now a
market leader.

coupon and you could be in business.

PC/XT

Portable. Price includes:-

256k memory

Ring Walters for further information today or send off the

WALTERS

Job Title
Address
Please send to:

d
u

Walters International Ltd., Matrix House, Cressex Industrial Estate,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP 12 3RD.
Tel: (0494) 32751-9. Telex: 838882 MATRIX G. Fax: (0494) 33757

All prices quoted are exclusive of VAT and correct at time of going to press. IBM is the registered trademark of International Business Machines.

PC/5/7j
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TORNADO NOTES
CATCH THE FLEETING THOUGHT
By Ian Stobie

This unusual utility exploits the
fact that a pop-up program is
always at hand, making it an
ideal medium for instant note

display on -screen at a time unless you override it. Typing 3, for instance, displays just

the topmost three notes. Left to itself, the
screen usually look a bit crowded, but you
soon get used to it.
There is no doubt that it takes a while to

taking.

get used to Tornado Notes commands. Most

Ishould come straight out and say that
Tornado Notes is one of my favourite
programs. I have it loaded most of the

commands are accessed by keying single
letters, corresponding to the first letter of
the commands in the current menu. The
disadvantage with this system is that some of

time my machine is on. Tornado Notes is a
pop-up, memory -resident note -taking

the commands have had to be rather

utility - really a simple but novel kind of
database or word processor. It is small

first letter. For example, on the topmost
menu you delete things by using the T or
Throw command, which you have to

enough to have running on your system all
the time and this greatly increases its usefulness. It was developed by Micro Logic
Corporation, a small American software

obscure, just so that they can have a unique

confirm with a Y.

The help key, fl, provides context sensitive information. The help text is fairly

but at

this means that the

house, and is available in the U.K. from

terse,

Ideal Software for £60.

program does not take up too much room.

The basic concept of the program

least

keyword. You can then transfer the text contained in the note to a word processor, database or spreadsheet.

Description: memory -resident note
program

Hardware required: IBM PC, PC/AT

is

simply a pile of notes from which you can
extract the one that interests you by typing a

SPECIFICATION

TORNADO NOTES

or compatible running MS-DOS 2.0 or
higher, with at least 128K of memory and
one floppy disc

KVERDICT

Copy protection: none
Price: £60

q0

"4

"C"'
k.,

Publisher: Micro Logic Corporation of

Tornado Notes fits in just over 70K,
which includes 20K for the resident note

Performance

file. I like to have one large file resident in

Hackensack, NJ
U.K. supplier: Ideal Software, Tolworth

Ease of use

Tower, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 7EL.
Telephone: 01-390 6722

memory all the time, so I allocate more space
for the note file; you can have up to 54K. On

x-

00

Documentation

El

a 640K system, even with a 40K note file I
can have Tornado Notes running alongside

Value for money

MI

all but the most heavyweight graphics or

the same lines as it does. Most likely to

desk -top

publishing program with no

difficulty. If you do find yourself short of
memory you can separate your notes into
several smaller files, which you load from
disc as required.

BROWSING
You invoke Tornado Notes by hitting
Alt -J. Your existing notes appear on the
screen as you left them, with the one you
were working on last shown on top of the
rest. To create a new note you just type N
and start typing. Alternatively you can
browse through the existing notes in the
pile, using the cursor keys to flip down
through them one by one.
The End key takes you to the bottom of
the pile and Home gets you back to the top.
The current note is always highlighted,
either by being brighter than the other notes
on a monochrome system, or by being a contrasting colour. You can override the default
colour scheme if you do not like it. To edit
the current note you simply type E.
The program decides how many notes to

Available: now

II Wonderful pop-up if you think along
appeal to WP and database users.

Tornado Notes follows WordStar conventions in its use of the basic editing keys.
Editing is confined to the basic commands;
block operations are possible within a note
but there are no sophistications like find and
replace.

Notes can be of any size within the
memory you have available. To make a note

appear wider you hit Escape, then use the
cursor. Other commands are provided for
duplicating and joining notes.
Get is a key Tornado Notes command that

provides a very fast search of the pile of
notes. To use it you just type G from the
main command level then start typing the

which matches your search criteria. As you
continue typing, the number reduces until
one of three things happens. You might end
up with just one note, in which case Tornado
Notes immediately displays it on -screen as
the current note. Or you might finish typing
your string and still have several blobs
visible, in which case the program displays
them all and you can browse through them
or edit in the normal way. If you type a letter

which produces a string with no match
Tornado Notes beeps and redisplays the last
matching character you typed. You can then

continue or abandon the search. Tornado
Notes also supports wild -card searches.
The program is very fast: I find it is quick
enough to make a very effective system for

holding telephone notes. When someone
calls, hitting Alt -J gets me into Tornado

string you wish to search for. The string can
be anywhere in the target note; it does not
have to be in any special key field.
As you type the string Tornado Notes dis-

Notes from my foreground application, and
then I type G to invoke the Get command
followed by the first few letters of a contact
name for company. This usually produces
two or three notes on -screen corresponding

plays a row of blobs on -screen in front of

to recent dealings, all within the first few

you, each blob corresponding to a note

seconds of the call.
(continued on next page)
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Another extremely useful Tornado Notes
function is the Grab command. It is located

on a menu called, rather unhelpfully, the
Other menu, so you type OG to invoke it. It
copies the contents of the screen currently
displayed by your foreground application,

be it spreadsheet word processor or whatever, and puts it into a new note.
Complementary to Get is the Put
command, which lets you transfer a Tornado

Note into your main application. You are
not limited to transferring one screen; you
can transfer the entire note, however long.
Put does this by emulating keyboard input,
so it will work with any well-behaved MSDOS application. Text goes in at the current
cursor position.
Taken together the Grab and Put

commands are exceptionally useful. Any

Tornado Notes can look confusing at first as
it simply displays a pile of notes on the
screen. Notes can be virtually any shape or
size. As well as text typed in at the keyboard
a note can be generated by grabbing a
complete screenful of information from
your foreground application. Tornado
Notes also lets you create up to 26 form
templates (right) which you can then fill up
with variable information to make a new
note.

base program. This is because it does things
the right way round. Most databases require

you to think about the format of your data
before you start using it. You can waste a lot

of time loading up the right file or tabbing
through redundant information to get to the
items in the record you are interested in, and
then have data rejected as invalid when you
try to type it in. By contrast the information

Tornado Notes does have limitations and
there is one known bug. If you want to free
the space Tornado Notes occupies it is best
to reboot the system. Tornado Notes has its

own Unload command, but using it can
later create havoc with some combinations of
software. In practice rebooting is not much
of a hardship, as it is not often that you want

to unload.

Tornado Notes' Documentation is not
very good. It takes the form of a 94 -page
booklet which is square in shape and about
the size of a floppy disc. It has no index and
has obviously been prepared with Tornado
Notes. While this shows commendable confidence in the product, the end result
confirms one's worst fears for the habits of

thought Tornado Notes encourages. It is
basically disorganised: all the information
you want is there somewhere but it is not at
all clear under what heading you are likely to
find it.

sudden thought not immediately relevant to
the work you are doing can go into Tornado
Notes, to be Put into the relevant document
later on. Grab is useful for pulling in screens

in a set of Tornado Notes is often dis-

full of data from spreadsheets, which can

useful.

then be edited and Put into word -processed
reports as tables. Tornado Notes thus pro-

Tornado Notes does allow you to make
use of more structured information if you

limitation is the absence of a Sort command.

vides a rough-and-ready though effective
way for the IBM user to get some of the

want to, with the Form command. First you
create a special template note. This is a note
like any other but you have to put a keyword
preceded with a # sign in the top left-hand
corner.You can have up to 26 different form
templates, each with a keyword starting with
a different letter of the alphabet. The rest of
the template note can contain a mixture of
fixed information in any format and gaps for
variable data, which you enclose between
angle brackets.

notes into order, even if this was just on the
basis of the characters at the top left of each

benefits of integration available on the
Macintosh.

ADDRESS BOOK
Get and Put work together as a convenient way of handling addresses. If you
make each address a short note you can then
Get the relevant note whenever you need it

by typing in a fragment of the name or
address, and then Put it immediately into

organised and with no discernible format
because it has been entered quickly and
spontaneousy. This is precisely why it is

When you want to enter data into the
forms you select the appropriate template

NOT FOR SORTING
Perhaps the program's most irritating
It would be very useful to be able to sort

note. You could easily arrange to have a
name, a sequence number or a keyword in
this position. But the best you can do is sort
manually, which is difficult. You only have
the two commands, Important and Bury, to
help you. Important moves a note to the top

of the pile, Bury to the bottom, and using
them to try to get notes into some desired
order is a tedious business.

Tornado Notes is no match for a con-

In addition to the Put command, there
are two other ways of getting data from
Tornado Notes into other programs. You
can use the Export command, which will

field. Each record entered this way just
normal way.

ventional database in this respect. But it is
excellent as a note program or as a thought
organiser. It is probably best used in conjunction with a word processor, where you
can assemble your random thoughts into a
disciplined form.

write a note as an ACSII file with the name

Tornado Notes also makes a good substitute for a thought organiser or outliner
program. Outliners tend to assume you

CONCLUSIONS

know what you are doing before you begin.
Where Tornado Notes scores is in capturing
your thoughts whenever they occur,
assuming you always have it resident. You

starting with the archetypal Sidekick.
11Tornado Notes scores by concentrating on
the note -taking function, allowing you large

your word-processing document or database
record at the current cursor position.

of your choice. Tornado Notes holds the
whole of the note file in a form which is
basically ASCII, so you can just load the
whole note file straight into most word processors. Various blocks of numbers used by

the program are scattered throughout the
file but you can easily delete them if you
need to.
For simple note -taking Tornado Notes is
probably a better option than a proper data -
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and type in the data, tabbing from field to
becomes a normal Tornado note, and it can

be edited, Put and searched for in the

can then select the notes relevant to any
particular project later on, rewrite or discard

them, or just transfer them to a word
processor.

Where are many pop-up programs on the
market which have note -taking capability,

notes and providing good exporting and
importing functions. It is also fast.
IA very useful pop-up if it fits your style of
working.
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A Minstrel 4 eight -user package
£15,465 complete
INCLUDING
LASER PRINTER

We've built a proven reputation as leading
Specialists in multi-user networking. Each Minstrel
computer provides performance and flexibility for 2 to
16 users operating their own individual processors.
From 2 to 4080 Simultaneous users (up to 16 per machine)
From 0 to 4080 printers (up to 16 per machine)
Up to 147,900,000,000 characters of on-line storage
(580Mb per machine)
Network in up to 254 IBM PCs of any description.

Currently, we're offering an eight user Minstrel

system with integral tape back up, a laser printer and a
Minstrel office automation Softpack. All for £15,465
excluding VAT. 14 5Mb formatted capacity Winchester Disk
Drive is £3,72 5 extra. Each additional 2 users are £2190
complete.
Additional high performance software for
accounting, point of sale, hospital administration,
databases and many other applications are also available.
For further information simply call us or send the
coupon below.

pPlease send me full details on Minstrel multi -processor systems.

HM Systems plc
HM Systems plc,
220 The Vale, London NW11 8HZ.
Telephone: 01-209 0911.
Telex: 266828 -HMS G

Name
I

Title

Company

Address

Phone
PC 5

[ - circle 138 on enquiry card -

I

MICRONIX BREAKS THE
PRICE/PERFORMANCE BARRIER
-

PC MARVEL

TURBO MASTER
'AT' COMPATIBLE TURBO
TURBO MASTER
WITH FAST 30MB (40mS) HARD DISK

THE BEST OF `XT' AND `AT'
IN ONE COMPACT SYSTEM
PC MARVEL TWIN 1.2MB FLOPPY £799

ONLY 11,799

PC MARVEL 1.2MB FLOPPY,
20MB HARD DISK

WITH

£1,099

20MB HD

40MB (40mS)

£1499

£1,399

80286-8 6/8MHz SWITCHABLE (8MHz, 0 WAITSTATE BENCHMARKED
9.2 PER NORTON - EQUIVALENT TO 10MHz
512K RAM (EXPANDABLE TO
HI-RES MONOGRAPHICS CARD IN HI-RES
1MB ON BOARD)

BIOS

MONOCHROME MONITOR 'AT' TYPE KEYBOARD 1.2MB HIGH
DENSITY FLOPPY

SERIAL & PARALLEL PORTS 111 FAST 30MB HARD

8 SLOTS
REAL
DISK (40mS ACCESS TIME) LEGAL LICENSED BIOS
TIME CLOCK/BATTERY LICENSED MS DOS 3.2 & GWBASIC RELEASE 3.2
AVAILABLE (£50)

IMAtcteNtivitiakunrfrorewsSUNRMIXLMIMMINIOOKIM
NEW HIGHER PRICES

AMSTRAD PC

APPLY FROM 1/1/87

OUTSTANDING MICRONIX OFFER
FREE RAM UPGRADE TO 640K ON OUR NEC
40MB SYSTEM. WE ALSO OFFER YOU FAST
(40mS ACCESS TIME) 40MB HARD DISK OPTION
Amstrad PC 1512 single floppy, free RAM upgrade to
640K and fast (40mS) 40MB hard disk, (non Amstrad) mono . . . £1,199
Our 40MB hard disk upgrade is fully guaranteed for
one year

8 SLOTS LEGAL LICENSED
8088-2 8MHz/4.77MHz SWITCHABLE
CLOCK/CALENDAR & BATTERY ON BOARD 640K RAM

(EXPANDABLE TO 1MB ON BOARD - 640K RAM FOR DOS AND 384K
RAMDISK) 2 x 1.2MB HIGH DENSITY 'AT' TYPE DRIVES (XT FLOPPY IS
HI-RES
ONLY 360K!) OR 1 x 1.2MB FLOPPY AND 20MB HARD DISK
MONO GRAPHICS CARD WITH PRINTER PORT SERIAL RS232 PORT
COMPACT SIZE: 390 x 362 x 153mm
HI-RES MONO MONITOR
AT TYPE KEYBOARD 360K DISKETTES CAN BE READ AND WRITTEN
ONTO IN 1.2MB DRIVE AND FILES CAN BE COPIED BETWEEN 1.2MB &
360K DISKETTES AND VICE VERSA (EVEN IBM 'AT' CAN'T MANAGE
LICENSED MS DOS 3.2 AND GWBASIC RELEASE 3.2
THAT!)

AVAILABLE (OW

mwormagausummatimamt
PC2
TURBO
XT COMPATIBLE

20MB £999
40MB (40mS)

£1,299
11111.11.111111111111011111111111111111

Micronix 40MB hard disk upgrade kit is also
separately available for £699
We can install for a charge of £25

,,..,,,,

RAM upgrade to 640K £50
£4491£619
£5591£729
PC 1512 HD20 mono/colour non Amstrad_£8991£1069
PC 1512 SD mono/colour
PC 1512 DD mono/colour

FREE PRINTER
CABLE IF YOU
PURCHASE 40MB AMSTRAD
& PRINTER TOGETHER

PRINTER VP1814 IDEAL FOR AMSTRAD £265
EPSON IBM COMPATIBLE

180 CPS DRAFT 36 CPS NLO

WAYILMS10.23412WiTNEVIIMIlkifiPACZYCIVAISC1114154UMNIZS,

micronix
computers
Ltd

1 Grangeway,
Kilburn,
London NW6 2BW

Tel: 01-625 0295/6/7/8/9 (5 lines)
Telex: 295173 MICROX G

NEC V20 8/4.77MHz SWITCHABLE
8 SLOTS 1024K RAM (640K FOR
DOS, 384K RAM DISK)
CLOCK/CALENDAR BATTERY
SERIAL PORT
HI-RES MONOGRAPHICS CARD AND PRINTER PORT
HI-RES MONO
MONITOR
'AT' TYPE KEYBOARD
LEGAL BIOS
1
360K FLOPPY
in 20MB HARD DISK
LICENSED MS DOS 3.2 AND GWBASIC RELEASE 3.2

AVAILABLE (ro)

410t9YEACtivinZIEWYNIKAAI

Ordering Information:
Prices are exclusive of Carriage & VAT. Please add 15% to
Total Cost. Carriage: Systems & Subsystems £20, Drives

& Keyboards £8, Boards £5, RAM Chips £1. Monitor/

KILBURN TUBE

KILBURN HIGH ROAD
PI ZA
HUT

Printer £15.
*Visit our brand new Showroom - off-street parking, nearest tube Kilburn
(Jubilee Line) OPEN MON-FRI; 9.30am-5.30pm.
CLOSED FOR LUNCH 1-2pm. CLOSED SATURDAY.

- circle 139 on enquiry card -

mimcrx
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coputers Ltd

THE BEST DEAL ON PORTABLES, PRINTERS

PERIPHERALS FOR IBM PC/XT,AT'AND COMPATIBLES mactateswaavamireseono
FriXT COMPATIBLE

I

20MB HARD CARD f450

PARADISE ENHANCED GRAPHICS ADAPTOR (EGA)

QUALITY NEC HARD DISK - IDEAL FOR PCIXT, AMSTRAD AND

WITH AUTO SWITCH FOR MODE SELECTION - SHORT SLOT

SUPER TURBO
MOTHERBOARD
WITHIN( RAM £199
WITH 256K RAM £249
WITH 640% RAM £299
WITH 1MB RAM £349

COMPATIBLE WITH IBM EGA, IBM COLOUR GRAPHIC ADAPTOR
IBM MONOCHROME ADAPTOR AND HERCULES CARD
COMPATIBLE WITH PLANTRONICS COLOUR PLUS CARD

OTHER COMPATIBLES

f225

SUPPORTS MONOCHROME AND COLOUR MODES
640 350 MONO. 720 348 MONO. 640 350 COLOUR 640

80286 SPEEDCARD FOR PC/XT f450
FAST 8MHz 8028618088
8088 MODE SWITCHABLE
8088 REMAINS IN SYSTEM FOR FULL COMPATIBILITY

200 COLOUR

8KB CACHE MEMORY
SOFTWARE CAN RUN UP TO SEVEN TIMES FASTER

256K RAM ON BOARD AS STANDARD -

":101%4PICIIIICRIEWNZIPAGE11.1164212400144:MalirliACI

MOTHERBOARD FEATURES NEC V20 SUPERCHIP
SUPPLIED WITH LEGAL BIOS LICENSED BY FALCON TECHNOLOGY. USA
SWITCHABLE 8 OR 5 MHz (NEC V201 - SUPER FAST AND FULLY
COMPATIBLE WITH 13088
HIGH QUALITY JAPANESE PCB
OPTIONAL RAM DISK AND CP:M80 EMULATION SOFTWARE

rin

MONOCHROME
GRAPHICS CARD £99
FULLY COMPATIBLE
WITH IBM MONOCHROME
ADAPTOR 8
HERCULES GRAPHICS

6/8/10 MHz

t

Ai. MAR 4111111..4

THE BEST BUY PRINTER

VP 1814 £265

LOTUS/SYMPHONY COMPATIBLE
TEXT MODE 80 25
GRAPHICS MODE 720 348
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT

COMPARE SPECS AND PRICE
OF THIS PRINTER BEFORE
YOU BUY ANOTHER MAKE. IDEAL FOR AMSTRAD, IBM
COMPATIBLES, BBC OR ANY OTHER PRINTER

UNIVERSAL

SWITCHABLE
HIGH SPEED MINI

MEMORY

EPSONABM COMPATIBLE - SWITCH SELECTABLE
180 CPS DRAFT/36 CPS NED (DIFFERENT FONTS AVAILABLE)
BI DIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING
PROPORTIONAL SPACING
ADJUSTABLE TRACTOR AND FRICTION FEED

CARD:cnino

AT MOTHERBOARD

£599
6/8/10 MHz SWITCHABLE (HARDWARE 8 SOFTWARE)
LEGAL PHOENIX BIOS
80286 CPU WITH HEAT SINK FOR GREATER RELIABILITY
4 LAYER PCB
SAME SIZE AS XT MOTHER BOARD
WORKS WITH XT PSU
SUPPLIED WITH 512K RAM (EXPANDABLE TO 1MB)
8 SLOTS

WITH BK RAM £49
WITH 384% RAM £99
WITH 512K RAM £109

54432112KLMAEWORVINWINV

UP TO 640K (YES 640K)) RAM ON BOARD
USE 646 AND/OR 256K CHIPS
USE 3 BANKS OF 256K CHIPS FOR TOTAL 640K RAM

PANASONIC

PORTABLES- WITH
PLASMA DISPLAY

RAM CHIPS:

HARD DISK UPGRADES PC/XT, AT &
COMPATIBLES (INTERNAL)

MODEL JB33U1 TWIN FLOPPY
256K HIRES 12 PLASMA SCREEN

64% (9 CHIPS) 15ONS £15

256K (9 CHIPS)15ONS £30/f 40 (12oNs)

20MB - PC/XT £399

£1,499
ABOVE WITH ONE FLOPPY
HO, WEIGHT 11KG,

2.

40MB -(40MS ACCESS TIME) PC/XT £699
20MB - AT (WITHOUT CONTROLLER) £299

2 MB EMS CARD: FOR PC/XT f499

32MB - AT (40MS ACCESS TIME) WITHOUT CONTROLLER

£550

INCLUDES SHORT SLOT HD CONTROLLER IEXCEPT FOR AT)
WITH JUMPER SELECT FOR 15 DIFFERENT TYPES OF HO SPLIT DRIVE
IE. G 40MB HO CAN BE LOGICALLY SPLIT INTO 2 20MB HD) AND CABLES

FAST 20MB CASSETTE BACKUP
PC/XT, AT & COMPATIBLES

£950
Now ONLY L. 599
LIMITED OFFER
WHY USE SLOW CARTRIDGE BACKUP, CASSETTE NEEDS NO TIME
WASTING SERVOWRITING OR FORMATTING. BACKS UP 20MB IN 4
MINUTES, INTELLIGENT MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE - ONE KEY
COMMANDS. FILE -BY -FILE BACKUP,RESTORE. IMAGE BACKUP/RESTORE.
FILE DIRECTORY AND DIAGNOSTICS. SUPPLIED WITH CONTROLLER.
CABLE. SOFTWARE AND MANUAL

PERFECT FOR
THE 640% MOTHERBOARD

MULTIFUNCTION
CARD: MF640
WITH 0% RAM £99
WITH 384K RAM £149
COMPARE SPECS
PRICES
BEFORE BUYING
OTHER CARDS

UP TO 640K RAM USING 646 AND/OR 256K CHIPS
CLOCK/CALENDAR BATTERY
1 RS232 SERIAL PORT 2ND SERIAL PORT OPTION (£16)
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
GAMES PORT - CABLE SUPPLIED
SOFTWARE SUPPLIED. CLOCK UTILITIES, RAMDISK.
PRINTSPOOLER
BOTH SERIAL 8 PARALLEL CONNECTORS ON THE SAME BRACKET
EXTERNAL SERIAL CABLE (089 TO DB25) SUPPLIED

COLOUR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

SHORT SLOT : CT 7030 FLICKER FREE £99
FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH IBM COLOUR CARD
2 VIDEO INTERFACES RUB COLOUR AND COMPOSITE
MONOCHROME
COLOUR GRAPHICS MODE 320 200
MONOGRAPHICS MODE 640 200

FOR PC/XT £89

FOR AT £175

IBM STYLE COMPUTER CASE
FOR PC/XT MOTHERBOARD:
SWITCH CUTOUT ON SLOE FOR PC UT STYLE PSU CUT OUT FOR 8 SLOTS

STEEL CASE. HINGED LID £69

WITH OK RAM £199

FOR MINI AT MOTHERBOARD: £99

FULLY COMPATIBLE
WITH IBM AT
AND COMPATIBLES

stWIZVLIZAWilaigiotrAtteS115E,
PRINTERS OUTSTANDING VALUE

ADD £30 PER 256K RAM

PANASONIC

UP TO 3MB RAM ON BOARD- 1 5MB ON MAIN BOARD AND FURTHER
1 5MB ON PIGGYBACK BOARD
MEMORY STARTING ADDRESS CONFIGURABLE AT 2560 512K OR
ABOVE 1MB
1 RS232 PORT - 2ND PORT OPTION
GAMES PORT
PARALLEL PORT

KXP 1080 PRINTER

ONLY f1 59
NO

SERIAL -PARALLEL CARD FOR AT :

WITH 1 SERIAL/ 2 SERIAL PORT
232 PORT

FLOPPY/HARD DISK CONTROLL R FOR AT

£89/119
£149
£299

UnratariunIM0e7W1aieY

COLUMN 100 CPS/20 CPS MO
HARDWARE MO SWITCH

PANASONIC KXP 1080:
EPSON COMPATIBLE 80 COLUMN

SPECIAL OFFER £159
IBM EPSON COMPATIBLE. BO COLUMN 180 CPS/33 CPS NLO £350

PANASONIC KXP 1592:
IBM/EPSON COMPATIBLE 136 COLUMN 180 CPS/38 CPS NLO f450

IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARDS - AT TYPE
SWITCHABLE

PANASONIC KXP 1595:
IBM/EPSON COMPATIBLE. 136 COLUMN. 240 CPS/51 CPS NLO DUAL VF £599

IBM PRINTER

SEPARATE CURSOR PAD
FULLY PCB XT 8 AT COMPATIBLE - SWITCH SELECTABL E
LEO STATUS INDICATORS FOR CAPS 8 NUMBER COCK

CABLE

£17

100 KEY

216116/1MMINWESMta§

(POSTAGE £31
DB25 TO CENTRONICS SHIELDED CABLE -3 METRE

MONITORS
IBM COMPATIBLE
- COMPOSITE MONOCHROME - CONNECTS TO COLOUR GRAPHICS CARD £99

IBM COMPATIBLE
TTL

00 CPS/20 CPS NLO

PANASONIC KXP 1092:

FOR PC OR AT £99
CLOCK/CALENDAR BATTERY
1 RS232 SERIAL PORT: 2ND SERIAL PORT OPTION )C16)
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
GAMES PORT - CABLE SUPPLIED
SOFTWARE SUPPLIED CLOCK UTILITIES

150W

al a 220W

SIKIMeraciRKOMIWA144C4441.1254)-VIVIARite3

3MB MULTIFUNCTION
CARD: MF3000

DIO 200 XT

(SHORT SLOT) f79

£49

IBM C/AT COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS

MULTI SERIAL CARD WITH 4

MULTI I/O CARD:

°

'1

PC/XT PARALLEL PRINTER CARD - £29

PERFECT FOR
THE 640% MOTHERBOARD
2 DRIVE FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER - CABLE SUPPLIED
1
R5232 SERIAL PORT 8 OPTIONAL 2ND SERIAL PORT 1E16)
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
GAMES PORT
CLOCK/CALENOAR BATTERY
SOFTWARE SUPPLIED CLOCK UTILITIES

POWER SUPPLY

PC/XT ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL CARD
WITH 1 RS232 PORT
£39
FLOPPY DISK DRIVE ADAPTOR

i

-013=

EVISUPPMefflanitatiatiga

-THIS CARD CAN GIVE YOUR PC1XT/AT BOTH EXPANDED MEMORY (LOTUS/
INTEL/MICROSOFT EXPANDED MEMORY SPECIFICATION) AND THE EXTENDED
MEMORY CAPABILITIES UP TO 2MB RAM
- MEMORY CAN BE ALLOCATED AS CONVENTIONAL. EXPANDED OR EXTENDE
MEMORY

MULTI I/O FLOPPY
(SHORT SLOT) £99

20MB

£1,999

FULLY POPULATED WITH 2MB RAM

IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS
CARD: MIO 100

r! nrinpi

FLOPPY
DISK

onassepirmasesmftwasociacromp
1/2 HEIGHT WANT 360K (PC/XT)
£99

DRIVES 360K FOR IBM AT - IVORY FASCIA- £160

CONNECTS TO MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD £129

IBM COMPATIBLE:14 MITSUBISHI COLOUR MONITOR £249
£399
350
ENHANCED COLOUR DISPLAY 640

1 2 MB FOR AT (360K DISKETTE CAN
BE READ AND WRITTEN ON)

£199

PROMMIZIEJZ549,116F6XMilitrnbereatiMeMOSWWW.A4t6E0AMMWMITTWX101.7.41P0MISIARIA
VISA, ACCESS WELCOME

VISA

Ordering Information:
Prices are exclusive of Carriage & VAT Please add 15°. to Total
Cost Carriage Systems 8. Subsystems £20. Drives &
Keyboards H. Boards £5. RAM Chips El Monitor/Printer £15.

BUM TUBE

"Visit Our brand new Showroom - off-street parkInct nearest tube Kilburn
(Jubilee Line)

OPEN MON-FRI: 9 30am-5.30pm.
CLOSED FOR LUNCH 1-2pm.
CLOSED SATURDAY

micronix
computers
Ltd

KILBURN HIGH ROAD

1 Grangeway,
Kilburn.
London NW6 2BW
Tel: 01-625 0295/6/7/8/9
)

Telex: 295173
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he problems addressed by X/ Open are

as old as computing. Traditionally
.V'

manufacturers have developed specifications and protocols for new equipment

I IF

and systems in isolation from their competitors. Naturally enough, the designers

tif

wish to maximise the performance of their

product and can hardly be expected to
consult with their rivals when deciding on its
key features.

The result is that no one's equipment is
compatible with anyone else's, unless the

!!':

specific intention has been to create a clone.
But as clones are an exact copy of the original
they effectively freeze the technology to the

,
'/S

I

prototype design and so hinder progress.

/1,

Normally, when you buy kit from one
manufacturer you are effectively locked in to

-

that system and its upgrade path. If
someone else comes along later with some-

thing better, you cannot use it without
dumping all of your previous investment in
both hardware and software.
The X/ Open group is an assembly of 11
computer manufacturers who have come together to agree on a standard which would
allow applications written for one machine
to run on another. End -users would then be
able to mix hardware from a variety of man-

iN
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;
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ufacturers, and to port software from one

'VI

glo

ref

machine to another. The initiative is a Euro-

pean one, but some American companies

s

are also involved. The group at present
consists of AT&T, Bull, DEC, Ericsson,
Hewlett-Packard, ICL, Nixdorf, Olivetti,
Philips, Siemens and Unisys.
Earlier this year the European Commun-

ities' Commission hosted a conference to
publicise X/ Open and provide a progress

-.l c
want%

lbw
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report on its development. It is not difficult
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to see why the EC feels the need to bang

-

heads together. The Commission wishes to

invest in information technology for its
centres throughout Europe. The trouble is
that most of the larger member countries
have their own flagship computer man-

""'

ASMIllidinommool

ufacturers: ICL in the U.K., Bull in France,

Olivetti in Italy and so on. When governments discuss which system to adopt, each
will

insist on using those from its own

company, while the EC Commission has to
make sure all the equipment works together
without crippling translation costs.
The cornerstone of X/ Open is the
adoption by all the participating companies
of a standard operating system called Posix.
It was developed in the U.S. by the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and
is in fact the IEEE version of AT&T's System

V Interface Definition (SVID) Unix. At the
conference Geoff Morris, the Chairman of

X/ Open, was asked what the difference
between System V Unix and Posix was. He
replied that "System V is a proprietary
AT&T product while Posix is a public domain definition from the IEEE."
Morris went on to explain that Unix was
chosen by the X / Open committee as it is

Can the Common Market succeed where others have failed?

Steve Malone looks at an ambitious attempt to establish a
standard which will allow software to run on any
manufacturer's machine.
Unix was chosen as the only system everyone
could agree on.
Nevertheless, the X/ Open group believes

Posix will provide a common interface to

"the de facto industry standard". Yet

application software so that any application
written to the SVID standard will run on any

according to X/ Open's own figures, of the
7.4 million computers U.S. vendors expect

machine which supports Posix. The diff-

to ship worldwide in 1987, only three

the application, allowing software to be

percent will have Unix installed. Presumably

ported from one system to the next.

76

erences in the hardware will be masked from

Shifting the burden of standardisation on
to the software leaves hardware man-

ufacturers free to carry on pretty much as
before. The only thing they must not do is
develop proprietary closed -architecture
systems, which end -users are increasingly
reluctant to buy anyway. All the hardware
vendor has to do is write the drivers for Posix
for its machine.

This bright picture leaves a number of

PRACTICAL COMPUTING May 1987

If a feature becomes
universal we will take
account of it. In the
meantime we've adopted a
subset of the operating
system which is enough to
write an

recommends that everyone conforms to
them. While it strives for standardisation it
cannot dictate to manufacturers but simply
endorses a de facto standard when it arises.

Large areas, such as graphics and linked
networks, still remain to be defined. Details
of the X/ Open software interface have been
published in a five-volume set known as the

X/Open Portability Guide, which gives
details of the System V specification, source
code transfer, programming languages and
data management.
The group says that a wide range of Unix

software already complies with X/ Open,
and that more will be made compatible this
year. It will be difficult to assess precisely
how many such packages there are, before a
validation suite becomes available later this
year. At present the only way of testing com-

patibility is to run the program across the
range of machines operating the X / Open
standard.
So where does X/ Open go from here? The

group has set itself five objectives for the
immediate future. First, it aims to get the
standards accepted around the world. To
this end it is co-operating with other inter-

national standards bodies like the ISO,
ANSI and IEEE to achieve compatibility.
The group is also entering into discussions
with some Japanese companies with a view
to including their products within X/ Open.
I

the source code - for example a C file can be cross compiled on a range of
machines, X/ Open has had to define the
features and library routines which are

The second objective is to keep the standard
open by ensuring that everyone keeps to the
interface it has defined.
At the same time, the third objective is to
persuade software houses to write portable
packages. This will only happen if the hardware is available. The fourth objective is for

acceptable under the standard. In the case of
C, X / Open is to adopt the ANSI standard

X / Open products. The final objective is to

questions unanswered. To begin with, can

It is source code, not object code, which is

X / Open be made to stick? Can vendors who

ported from each machine. To ensure that

have spent the last 30 or 40 years at each

other's throats stick to the rules? What
happens if they don't? Finally, is a company

like DEC likely to abandon VMS, the
operating system used across its entire range
of products?
In answer to the last question, Jim

Despathy of DEC replied: "What people
don't understand is that it doesn't have to
be Unix. X/ Open is an interface with a
number of hooks for the application to latch

on to. It is not impossible to build these
hooks into VMS". Fine words, but will it
happen?
At the conference the X/ Open grouping
gave a demonstration of the kind of result it

currently undergoing final validation in
America. But many versions of C, like
System V Unix itself, have a host of additions to the basic system. Many of these
extras are so widespread as to be almost
standard features, while others are hardly
used at all.
When asked to comment on the problem
Mike Lambert, X / Open's Technical Group

Chairman, said: "We recognise this as a

every member of the group to launch
generate a common understanding of the

standards by explaining them to users,
dealers and software houses and pointing
out the benefits of X / Open.
As yet IBM is not a member of X / Open,
and its absence casts doubt on the credibility
of the project. Of course, IBM could choose

to abide by X/ Open standards, but at the
same time it is hard to imagine X/ Open
making much headway in the face of out-

hopes to see. A copy of an Access 20/20
spreadsheet was compiled on a range of

problem. If a feature becomes universal we

right IBM opposition. With IBM in the

will take account of it. In the meantime

machines, including an ICL Clam, an AT&T

we've adopted a safe subset of the operating
system, which is enough for a software house
to write applications."

ranks the group could actually set standards
and expect them to stick. Perhaps X/ Open
should forget its five objectives and replace
it with one: get IBM into the fold.

3B2/400 and a DEC Microvax II. The
resulting executable file ran on all the
machines simultaneously. To allow data to

X/ Open does not see itself as a body

be physically ported, a standard 5.25in.
floppy and 0.5in. tape format has been

which sets standards. Rather, it takes a pragmatic approach and adopts de facto
standards such as RS -232 and MS-DOS, and

agreed on.
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The X / Open Portability Guide is published
by Elsevier Science Publishers, Amsterdam.
It is priced at $125.
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8 MHz
512KB RAM

6 free option slots
30 Mb

Decisions,

640KB RAM

7 free option slots

20-80 Mb in 4 models

decisions.
When it comes to choosing a fast and powerful IBM AT compatible
computer we at Epson see no contest.
Because when you compare our new PC AX computer with our opposite
number at IBM, you'll see that ours is superior on a number of very important
counts.
But that's only half the story - because the PC AX matches the IBM AT
on all other points, too.
All, in fact, except one. Ours works out a lot less expensive.
In other words, we think you'll agree that the new Epson PC AX wins
hands down. And you don't need a computer to work that out.
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USER SUPPORT
CAROL HAMMOND REPORTS ON THE TELEPHONE -SUPPORT SERVICES YOU MAY BE
ABLE TO CALL ON IF YOU ARE HAVING TROUBLE WITH YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM.
When you are having problems with a new

ther attention, or just catch up on administration

system or unfamiliar software package
you usually need help fast. What could
be better then, than to be able to ring up an expert
who will provide you with the information you need?

tasks. Some hotlines are open on Saturday mornings.
Out of hours the hotline number may be connected to
an answering machine on which you can leave a request to be rung back.
Hotlines normally aim to answer a customer's query
immediately. If that is not possible they are usually
willing to ring back on the same day. Lotus claims to

It is quick, cheap - for the user, at least - and re-

c??

quires the minimum of effort.
From the point of view of the software house or
hardware manufacturer things look a !rule different.
Telephone support can be a complex and expensive
business, yet the availability of backup services can be
a crucial issue in someone's mind when deciding what
software and hardware to buy. This is all the more so as
the micro market becomes more standardised and the

competition fiercer: a hotline number to ring with
their queries is something users are beginning to
expect.

-, ______

Apple and Borland are two companies that provide
telephone support direct to end -users, though you are
still encouraged to turn to dealers first for your infor-

mation. Other firms provide support only for their
dealers, who will in turn handle any end -user queries.
Some manufacturers will make a hotline available free
of charge to end -users, while others only provide it as
part of a warranty or maintenance agreement. There

are also independent companies which will sell you
support for a particular package or machine.
When you are told that a hotline will be available it
is worth asking a few questions to find out exactly how

hot it will be. You will want to know when the lines
are open, how many lines there are, who you will be
speaking to when you ring up, and how quickly they
will be able to solve your problem. You also need to
know how much, if anything, it is going to cost. It is
also worth knowing when your hotline's busiest time
is; if your query is not urgent it is better to ring during
a slack period as you will probably find it quickest to

get through then. Companies often list commonly
asked questions and answers on a bulletin board that
you can access direct; if you have a modem, find out if
such a service is available.
Most hotlines are open during office hours on weekdays, though some close for lunch. A few open up late
and close early so that the staff who operate them can
do other work, tackle complex queries that need fur -

answer 95 percent of queries within a day. When a
tricky problem arises companies based abroad - say,
in the States - will often have access via electronic
mail to their head office which they can use to get a
quick answer.
SUPPORT FOR LONG-TERM PROJECTS

Hotlines are not just for straightforward problems
and novice users. Support staff are often willing to
provide tips for solving more esoteric problems. If you

are working on an extended project, or trying to do
something with a product over an extended period, a
company may well assign you to an individual member of staff who you might then be able to call direct.
Apple expects its dealers to carry out the majority of
technical support for users. Its technical -support service runs a bulletin board for dealers which they can
use to get the answers to questions rather than ringing

up. Failing that, users can contact Apple direct; its
customer relations department will answer both letters
and telephone queries.
IBM has a technical enquiry centre for PCs which

users can ring, even though dealers are normally
expected to provide support. Dial -IBM provides an
electronic -mail link for users of IBM's Managed Network Service to IBM's central support groups and local
IBM contacts. It also offers a product -support section

which carries commonly asked questions and their
answers. Users have to bear the cost of interfacing with
the IBM network but the Dial -IBM service is free.

DEC's Customer Support Centre in Basingstoke is

open 24 hours a day all year round. DEC does not
charge callers, though obviously those who do not
have a service contract go to the end of the queue.
During the night only those users with urgent needs
will be attended to. The service is open to dealers and

end -users alike. When necessary, your call will be
passed on to senior engineers who have access to hard copy files and a database of known problems and their

JUST

A
PHONE CALL
AWAY
80

solutions. Some large DEC systems are fitted with a
remote diagnosis facility: the machine is hooked up to
the phone system to enable an engineer at the other
end to pinpoint the fault.
DEC has a maximum of 12 people answering calls
during peak hours. Callers are asked to give the serial
number of their system to identify themselves. A traffic -light system is used to control the flow of calls: a
green light means no calls are holding, amber means

customers have been waiting 10 seconds and red
means callers have been waiting 20 seconds. A monitor lists how many people are waiting in a queue at any
time. DEC's sophisticated service is obviously aimed
primarily at mainframe and minicomputer users, typically those with service contracts.
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USER SUPPORT
Other operations, even much smaller ones, work on
broadly similar lines. Ashton-Tate asks users for the

for support from novice users who are finally able to
afford their own kit. Amstrad has its own free hotline

serial number of products too. This is done for a

service that answers queries which range from the

variety of reasons, not least from a desire by the com-

rating of the fuses you should use to the way you have

pany to police the use of its products. Where illicit

to load a certain package. Unfortunately, Amstrad's
customer -services line is open to purchasers of
Amstrad goods of any kind and handles about 1,000
calls a day; you may well have to wait a while to get
through.
The trend towards low-cost machines has had a
far-reaching effect on dealers too. Their margin has
been cut so much they are no longer able to provide
software support for free. Computers are now being
sold from a different kind of outlet - the chainstore

copies of a program have been made the serial number

can be used to trace the source of the original misdemeanour. It also helps the company in other ways to
keep a record of a history of the product; it is then in a
position to know, for example, when the same faults

keep occurring or if the item is part of a defective
batch.

Companies also use hotlines as an encouragement
to users to register the software or machine that they
have bought, even if the companies do not insist that

you give a registration number when you ring. By

bookshop, electrical -goods supplier or chemist -

returning the registration card you explicitly consent

which specialises in retailing rather than in computers.
This has placed a greater burden on manufacturers in

to the licence agreement, whereas the mere act of
using a program leaves the position in some doubt.
Having your registration number on file also helps

providing even the most basic user support, and has
caused some to start charging for their hotlines. It has
also led to the rise of the third -party support specia-

companies keep track of users so that they can contact
you with news of the latest version of their product or
send you newsletters containing tips, answers to common problems, and so on.
Companies are particularly keen to get hotline users
to register because in many cases bugs or other difficulties that have come to light in an early version of a

lists.

during office hours and to offer a variety of different
kinds of support which users will pay for. Large corporations will obviously have different needs from a single

It turns out that surprisingly few users return their

telephone technical -support service for a wide range of

registration forms. A spokesman for Microsoft said it
was lucky if 30 percent of its users registered; Lotus
estimates that around 25 percent register, even though
users who have lost their original registration card can
still do so.

software. For £29.95 you can buy a year's access to
Interlex's On-line hotline. You can nominate to have

RESPONDING TO USER DEMANDS

about a certain feature in a product may also indicate
to a company that there is a bug in the software or that

a manual needs to be rewritten to explain the point
more clearly. Repeated requests to do something a
package cannot manage might prompt its authors to
try to develop the application to meet users' demands.
Thus hotlines provide a useful channel for feedback

to manufacturers and give them the opportunity to
chivvy users into registering their purchases. They are

undoubtedly cheaper than sending out a technician
every time to repair a machine or help someone use a
package.

Nevertheless, as a Microsoft spokesman pointed
out, hotlines remain one of the most costly parts of a
company's operations. A large proportion of a company's technical expertise may well be bound up in
answering queries rather than developing applications, for example. A hotline will typically be staffed
by a few people who will filter calls through to experts;

the greater the number of products, the larger the
number of people that will be required and the wider
their expertise.
The advent of low-cost machines like the Amstrads
has brought in its wake a new and increasing demand
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and the PC software it markets. It aims to operate

latest version you save yourself the inconvenience of a
call, and the company is saved the cost of answering it.

Many companies log calls to help them improve
their services and their products. Commonly asked
questions and answers may be kept on file or incorporated in an expert system. A large number of calls

0

Olivetti is setting up its own hotline to support PCs

user, and in some cases corporations may choose to
have Olivetti staff service their own internal hotlines,
thus freeing their own people for other tasks.
An independent company called Interlex offers a

program are fixed in a later release. If you have the

2

sub -#150 Amstrad -type software supported, or it can
be for a particular package like dBase II or Supercalc.

Interlex's managing director, Mike Lane, claims
that third -party support services have advantages for

both users and suppliers: users benefit because the
service is independent, and the phone really does get
answered. Apricot has recently handed over to Interlex
responsibility for its hotline support of the F series and

Xen micros. Lane sees the trend continuing, and
claims that it will become increasingly economical for

software houses, maintenance companies and hardware manufacturers to farm out telephone support.
It seems that hotlines are here to stay. Users want
them, and computer companies need to keep their
customers happy. How long the service will remain a
free one is less certain. When the companies' goodwill
runs out and their profits feel the pinch users will start
paying a realistic price for the expert information that
is provided on call.

HOT NUMBERS
Amstrad: (0277) 230222, 9am to 5pm
Ashton-Tate: (0628) 38044, 9am to 5.30pm
Borland: 01-258 3797, 9am to 6pm
DEC: (0256) 57122 daily 24 -hour service
Interlex: 01-943 4366 9am to 7pm; also 9am to
1pm on Saturdays

IBM: 01-578 5199, 9am to 5.30pm
Lotus: (0753) 840441, 9am to 5.30pm
Microsoft: (0734) 500741, 10am to noon and
2pm to 4pm
All services operate on weekdays only except where
otherwise stated.
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PRESTEL AND ELECTRONIC MAIL
ON AMSTRAD PC1512 FOR £79.95
If you want Viewdata, VT100 and more there is
only one choice under £80

0
Developed for British Telecom under contract and
exclusively provided to customers of their Hotline service,
CONTACT Version 3 is now available for the Amstrad
PC1512. Just compare the features provided with those of
other products and see why the biggest companies are
choosing CONTACT. It's not just on features that CONTACT
scores - more important is it's ease of use;
Type "CONTACT PRESTEL"
and leave the software to do the rest.
Want to read your unread mail on Telecom Gold?
Type "CONTACT GOLD"
and leave the software to do the rest.
At the merest squeak of a mouse you can;

Get context sensitive help
Contact a different service, load, edit, or save a profile
Choose a display format; TTY, VT52, VT100 or Prestel

Send a file from disk
Capture a file, frame or telesoftware to disk
Turn a printer on or off, and print Viewdata frames
Set the Baud rates, Data bits, and Local echo
Select one of a range of modems

T A

T

Technical spec.: CONTACT uses the mouse and pull
down menus to provide an easy to use interface. It runs
under GEM or on its own to give VT52, VT100 and TTY
emulation. Full colour Prestel is supported including double
height, and full graphics. Prestel frames can be saved to
disk in FIF format or dumped to the printer on or off line. The
VT100 emulation supports graphics, numeric keypad and
keys PF1 to PF4. Auto Logon and mail collection are
simplified with an easy to use script language. CONTACT
includes scripts for Prestel, Telecom Gold, One -to -One,
TINS, Mercury Link, Source, Compuserve, and Compulink.
Amongst the modems supported are Dacom, Tandata,
Pace, Hayes, Master, Miracle, and Racal-Milgo. Baud rates
up to 9600 and split speed protocols, the number of data
bits and parity are all easily configured. Stop bit selection
and flow control are automatic. A well written manual
contains comprehensive technical information for those who
need special configurations.

Our vigorous product development programme
will ensure that CONTACT users always stay ahead.

r

And there is a telephone support service on 01- 881 3659
As soon as you are up and running you can mailbox us on;
Prestel 011110102
Telecom Gold 87:C00041
Source (USA) ST2311
Twics (Tokyo) JOHNC

Normal retail price £84.95

A SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER - £5.00 OFF
Just send your cheque for £79.95,
along with the special offer coupon to:

Send me CONTACT for Amstrad PC1512
I enclose a cheque tor £79.95 or charge my Access account

Card number

Expiry Date

CI

X -ON SOFTWARE

X -ON Software Ltd,
65 Victoria Road,
London N22 4XA

Name
Address
Tel.

a Signed
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COMPANY PROFILE
My first visit to Epson's U.K. headquarters in Wembley was in
1982. I found it depressing. I was

the business. According to Romtec, Epson
was taking about 4.5 percent of the U.K.
IBM-compatible market in February. This

having an early look at the HX-20, a light-

makes it the best -performing Japanese company by a long way.
Epson also has a flourishing components
division, which is particularly strong in large
LCD displays. The company continues to be

weight eight -bit portable computer that
went on to win itself a big niche in specialist
and OEM markets. It was a nice machine but
it seemed too perfect. It was the first time I

had seen a computer that was engineered
like a real product. It appeared to mark the
beginning of the end of the exciting days of
computing.
In fact things have not turned out the way
I feared. Innovation and change have continued to characterise the computer scene; it
is still a long way from being a mature and
boring commodity market. And Epson has
gone from strength to strength, propelled in
large part by its willingness to adapt to local
user needs.
Epson is the dominant force in the world
matrix -printer market. In the U.K. it

electric shavers, spectacle lenses and
industrial gems. It even makes a portable TV
with a colour LCD screen.
Epson started as a spin-off from the Seiko
watch business. Seiko needed a quick printer
as

as part of a timing system it was providing

successful with its portable computers and
hand-held terminals, which it sells mainly
into specialised markets.
Epson U.K. Ltd. is the British subsidiary

for the 1964 Tokyo Olympics. For some
reason Japanese companies like using
English -language names and the printer
Seiko developed was called the EP -101,
"EP" standing for electronic printer. The

of Seiko Epson Corporation. It has an

first commercial variant of this was called the

annual turnover of k60 million, while Seiko
Epson worldwide has a turnover of around
$1.6 billion. Seiko Epson is itself part of the
Seiko Group, which includes the company
that makes Seiko watches. In its native Japan

Epson - the son of EP - and this later
became the brand name for the whole
range.

The key to Epson's success in Western
computer markets compared to other
Japanese companies is partly a consequence
of its early start. Epson launched the MX -80

dot-matrix printer into the U.S. in 1979,
and it rapidly became the top seller. Until
then the market had been dominated by
Centronics, the company which gave its

accounts for nearly half the dot-matrix
printers sold through dealers, according to
market research company Romtec, and
according to IDC about 30 percent of those
sold direct. Its Esc -P command language is
supported by more software packages than
any other standard.

name to the standard parallel interface still
used on most PCs. The MX -80 gave Epson a

Matrix printers are still at the heart of
Epson's business, but it has other strings to
its bow. The Epson range now includes the
full gamut of printer technology appropriate
to the PC market, from low-cost daisywheels
to up-market ink -jets and lasers.
Desk -top computers are a growing part of

Epson makes a range of other products such

The PC AX. In Britain Epson is ahead of

reputation for reliability, and enabled it to
build up strong distribution channels in the
U.S. and other Western computer markets.
This gave Epson a head start over other Far
Eastern rivals when it came to introducing
portable and desk -top computers.
But there is another reason behind
Epson's success. It maintains bigger operations in the U.S. and the U.K. than other

other Japanese micro builders.

(continued on next poge)
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OF TH SON
In this first article in an
occasional series profiling
major suppliers in the computer

industry, Ian Stobie takes a
look at Epson - the
company that could claim
to be the IBM of the
printer world.

Epson established its reputation
with quality dot-matrix printers.
The FX-1000 (above) and FX-800
(top right) are the latest in line.
The forthcoming GQ-3500 laser
(right) represents a new departure
for the company.
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COMPANY PROFILE
(continued from previous page)

Japanese PC or printer companies, and they
are now much more than simple sales operations. As well as undertaking marketing they
help design and specify products for both
local and worldwide needs.
This is of key importance in the computer
market, where product definitions are still a
long way from being stable. Ask any compu-

U.K. Printer Market
Unit sales through dealers, 4th Quarter 1986

Others (30.2%)

ter user to list four or five improvements

Epson (44.9%)

they would like to see on their machines and

they will probably come up with sensible
suggestions immediately. This would not be
the case with a more mature product like a
suitcase or a lawnmower - or even a car. In
the PC market the best production engineers
in the world can still be beaten by innovators
who respond to user demand.
As a result, the specification of Epson pro-

ducts varies from country to country. For
example, Epson's early 16 -bit micro, the
QX-16, was launched in the U.S. with a
front end called Valdocs which did not make

Apple (3.3%)
Oki (4.2%)
HP (4.7%)
Brother (4.9%)

IBM (7.8%)

Source: Romtec

Above: Epson dominates the printer
market in Britain.
Below: Ichiro Hattori, World President of
Seiko Epson.

I put this point to Jenny Lynn -Jones, who
is product manager for ink -jets and one of
three women employed in medium -level
management roles in Epson U.K. She did
not seem very impressed with this argument,
as she said she had not noticed U.K.-owned
companies doing much better.

it over to the U.K. Instead we got Taxi, a
Windows -like interface that was developed
here. In the U.S. Epson's AT clone, called
the Equity III, was launched with a slower
hard disc than the equivalent machine here,
the PC AX.

The boss of Seiko Epson, the worldwide
parent of Epson U.K., is Ichiro Hattori. He

is a grandson of the original founder of
Seiko, Kintaro Hattori, who started out as
an importer of foreign clocks and watches

Epson maintains a U.K. research and
development centre at Milton Keynes, its

into Japan in the 1880s. Many of the leading

only full-blown R&D centre outside Japan,
where it employs 25 people. The company
has also recently opened a manufacturing
facility at Telford. It is scheduled to start

Japanese companies are still family firms;
Casio is another notable example.
Hattori was in Britain recently to
announce the opening of the Telford plant.
He has a degree in law from the prestigious
Tokyo University, and read Economics at

production in June, producing FX series
dot-matrix printers. This is hardly the latest
technology, but the Telford site covers 55
acres so expansion into other products seems

Zurich and Yale. The EC is currently

likely. The printer lines are expected to

considering action over alleged printer

employ 250 people.
So what is it like to work for a Japanese

dumping, and Hattori was at pains to point

out that the Telford operation was not a

company with a strong U.K. presence?

dodge to avoid such measures.

to one ex-IBMer in Epson
management the corporate culture is

According

surprisingly similar to IBM's. The main differences are in the way decisions are taken

and in the general attitude to people.
Decisions are taken fast. If a decision is
important everyone involved in it will be
assembled so that the matter can be resolved

there and then.
In this country meetings have a bad name
as a way of taking effective action, but there
are crucial differences in the Epson approach

ground. In public Sakisaka comes over as
rather diffident, though he was one of the
judges of the 1985 Miss World contest in the
days when Epson used to sponsor such high profile events. The company as now moved

on to more up-market pursuits - the European golf Grand Prix, for example.
Japanese companies have the reputation
of treating their staff well. Don Pinchbeck,
Epson U.K.'s general manager, describes

many British companies as punishment

Top man in the U.K. is Masakazu Sakisaka, chairman and managing director of

Epson U.K. He is an engineer by back-
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While the company is beginning to stress
price as a feature in some of its products, this
is not happening with basic items like matrix

- witness the recent replacement of the

doing away with many of the outward

FX-85 with the upgraded FX-800.
But Epson is stressing price on its high end products like the GQ-3500 laser printer
which will be launched in May. This is its
first laser printer and Epson intends to price

One aspect where Japanese companies
appear old-fashioned is in the absence of
women in management posts. In Japan
women are seldom present at business
meetings in roles other than hostess -style

judgement affecting a whole range of issues.

years.

is valued. Among other things this means

people are as likely to attend these key meetings as financial managers.

side is that you are less likely to be able to
find one individual who can give you a snap

printer. According to Hattori, Epson has a
long-term plan to move 30 percent of its
total printer production overseas, and it has
been considering the Telford move for five

bing. The Japanese approach is to make sure
you realise that your individual contribution

orientated: they expect you to provide your

The advantage of this approach is that a

around; if anything, there has usually been a
small premium attached to buying an Epson

printers, which are what concerns the EC.
The Epson strategy in this sector is to
continually upgrade performance to prevent
its printers becoming commodity products

to consensus management. For a start, the
meetings are ad hoc and focus on solving a
problem. The participants are chosen
because they have something to contribute
to the solution - meetings are not stuffed
full of people whose only speciality is in
attending meetings. By the same token they
are not class conscious, and shop-floor

final decision is arrived at rapidly. The down

These pleas ring true. Epson has never
attempted to be the cheapest supplier

best performance after a thorough drub-

hierarchical trappings such as executive
dining rooms.

secretaries and translators. This may come to
be an important divergence between

Western and Japanese business cultures as
women slowly make their way up the corporate ladder here.

it competitively - well under £2,000 we
hear - to make it volume market leader.
The company also appears to have a new
portable up its sleeve - this time a 16 -bit
IBM-compatible machine. The signs are that
it too will have a very competitive price, and
it may give the MS-DOS lap -portable
market the kick it needs.
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LI AUTOCAD

AL ATARI
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Company

Roland
from £499

PC1512 from £449 inc. FREE 640K Upgrade I
Etr-i-Faarti PCX & PCA BUSINESS SYSTEM -SUPPLIED WITH FREE WORDPROCESSOR & PRINTER

BASIC AUTOCAD SYSTEM

£1799

Opus System 4 (20Mb, IMB RAM) 720 x 348 resolution mono parallel & serial
ports, Basic Autocad, Summamouse. Hitachi A3 plotter

ADVANCED AUTOCAD SYSTEM

dr.

Tandon PCA20 (20M13, 1MB RAM) 720 x 348 resolution on 14" screen. 1 parallel & 2 serial
ports Autocad plus ADE 2 & 3. Cherry A3 digitiser, Roland DPX2000 A2 plotter and stand

N.

We can tailor Autocad systems to your requirements due to our extremely wide range of support peripherals (see below) Installation and training. Please call for details.

VIKING ULTRA HIGH REVOLUTION 19" DISPLAY
ALLOY MULTI-USER Turn your XT/AT into a Novell Compatible multi-user system from £1 199 per station

£559

ALATARI 1040 ST Mono
HARD DISK & MEMORY UPGRADES

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

IBM & Compatibles 20MB
£399
IBM & Compatibles 20MB Hardcard
£425
Sanyo Memory upgrade to 256K + RAM disk + 25% extra
disk capacity
£65
Amstrad PC 1512 upgrade to 640k
£29

APRICOT ADD ONS
512k Memory Board
20Mb Hard Disk Upgrade
Hi Res Mono Monitor for Portable

£115
£695
£109

PRINTER PROMOTIONS
£169
£189
£215

PANASONIC 1081
MP 165
STAR NL10
EPSON FX800/1000
M. TALLY MT85/86
EPSON EX800/1000
NEC P6/P7
EPSON LQ800/1000
QUME 55 + 2BIN S/F

£319/£399
£299/£399
£399/£539
£409/£499
£459/£619
£799

SHEETFEEDERS

Please Call

ACCOUSTIC HOODS

Please Call

PRINTER BUFFERS
Serial/parallel in/out 8K-2MB from £75

* New * All Purpose X -buffer - Please call
All sizes available
11" x 91/2" 60gm

12 x 91/4" 60gm
A4 Clean Edge - 70g m

- 85gm
11" x 14,/2" 60gm

£9.75
£11.69
£15.95
£9.30
£13.50

(2000 sheets)
(2000 sheets)
(2000 sheets)'
(1000 sheets)
(2000 sheets)*

Delivery £2.65 (fixed) + £1 per box.
Extra £1 ser order for items marked

LABELS 89mm x 36mm from £3.95/1000.
/0mm x 36mm from £2.95/1000
Please call for other sizes.

JUKI 6100 single strike
SHINWA/M.TALLY MT80
KAGA/CANON
QUME MS4
APPLE IMAGEWRITER

PRINTWHEELS from

VP Planner
VP Info
Perfect Writer 2

£695
£195
£65
£65
£99
£349
£225
£265
£55
£69
£259
£299
£169
£79
£79
£79
£249

Lotus Eater
Lotus Clone

Wordcraft 3.0 (IBM)
Wordstar 2000
Word Perfect
Turbo Pascal (8087+ BCD)
Turbo Reflex
CADpower
Turbocad
CADD inc. mouse
Autosketch
Ability -Integrated Package
Moneypower
Sage Financial Controller

PLOTTERS - DIGITISERS etc.
Hitachi 672 A3
Roland 880A A3
Roland 885 A3 SPECIAL OFFER
Houston DMP42 Al
Roland DPX2000 A2
Graphtec GP9001 AO
Summasketch 12" x 12" digitiser
Cherry A3 digitiser
Summamouse with IBM support software
Summamouse with GEM + Write & Paint (IBM)
Grafpad with Powercad
* inc FREE llk buffer * inc stand

£449
£659
£995
£3099
£3595
£6,195
£395
£495
£85
£179
£165

DISKS - POST FREE Packed in tens No quibble guarantee
Prices for ONE box. All extra boxes - 10% EXTRA DISCOUNT

51/4"

SSDD
DSDD
DSQD
HD1.6MB

DYSAN
£13.40
£16.90*
£23.90
£29.90

SONY
£11.90
£14.90
£17.90
£27.90

PRECISION
£8.90
£10.90
£13.90

* SPECIAL OFFER - 1 EXTRA DISK PLUS LIBRARY CASE

RIBBONS for all printers eg
EPSON FX. MX. RX 80/100
EPSON LX. 80

VENTURA DTP
Supercalc 4

£2.49/£3.75
£2.95
£1.15
£3.79
£3.99
£2.65
£3.35

£3.95
Delivery 95p any Quantity ribbons/ printwheels

**SS£16.90 **DS£23.90
SONY 3.5"
**Deduct £2 for unboxed AMSOFT 3" £28.90
LOCKABLE

DISK BOXES

40 31/2" DISKS £7.95
70 51/4" DISKS £9.95

Official Government/Educational Authority orders welcomed.
Please add 15% VAT to all prices (inc. carriage) Limited space precludes listing of our full range of products.
Please telephone if you do not see the item you require

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS LTD 1ST/2ND FLOORS
40, HIGH ROAD, BEESTON NOTTINGHAM NG9 2JP Tel: 0602 252627
An

ADMICRA
==_A. ----N Company
circle 142 on enquiry card -

Services
M1 Junction 6
M10 Junction 1
M25 Junction 21A

pekt--trcir,

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

KAYPRO PCS
f195 0

Epson DM - The Best Seller in the World!
Star NL10 - The Number Two Seller -Best Spec
Star NX15 - The New Wide -body NL10!
Star NR15 - Latest 200cps offering from Star
Panasonic 1081 100cps & 80 col - Brand New!
Epson FX105+ - The Ford Transit of Printers!
Epson L0800 Letter Quality -24 Pin Printhead
Epson L01000 Letter Quality -24 Pins
Epson L02500 - This one is really good!
Epson 502500 - Ink your jet with this one!
Epson FX800 - Brand New! 200cps! Wow!
Epson FX1000 - Brand New! Ditto!
Epson EX800 300cps & 80 column -Super Fast!
Epson EXI 000 300cps & 136 column -Super Fast!
Star NB15 - The big, up-market Star 24 pin
Star NB2415 - Same as above, just slower!
Juki 5510 - A Best Seller
Seikosha MP1300AI - 300cps! (EX800 clone)
MP 165 - Cheap Fast And Good Quality 180cps
MP 200 - 200cps! 132 column!
MP 201 - 132 column 200cps

£210.00

f291.00
£424.00
£149.00
£389.00
£428.00
£571.00
£725.00
0999.00
£324.00
£415.00
£385.00
£517.00
0699.00
£599.00
£265.00
C302.00
£175.00
£264.00
£312.00
£780.00
£395.00
£449.00
£205.00
£299.00
£369.00
£608.00
C329.00

NEC P5 - Heavy -Duty Office Favorite!
NEC P6 - Good Buy
NEC P7 - Worth a Look
Oki Microline 182 - The Number 2 Brand
Oki Microline 192 - Perennial Favourite
Oki Microline 193 Worth A Look
Oki Microline 293 - Worth A Quick Look
Citizen MSP-15 160cps & 80 column

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
Star Power Type 18cps
Juki 6100 - 20cps
Juki 6200 - 30cps
Juki 6300 - 40cps
Juki 6500 - 60cps
NEC 8800 Thimble Printer 55cps

C189.00
£269.00
£437.00
£692.00
£966.00
£896.00

COLOUR PRINTERS
Okimate 20 Thermal Printer
Juki 5520 - The Market Leader - Fast!
Epson EX -Series Colour Upgrade Option

£159.00
£335.00
£55.00

PLOTTERS, DIGITIZERS & LASERS
New Oki Lased ine 6 - 6 pages per minute
HP Laserjef73lus - The Leader
Cherry A3 Digitizer
Roland 880A Plotter - Best Value A3 Plotter
OMS K8 Laser Printer - 8ppin

f 1 599.00

£2299.00
C 475.00
£649.00
21695.00

CABLES AND THINGS
IBM -Compatible Centronics Parallel Cable (Round)
BBC Centronics Parallel Cable (Ribbon)
Serial Cables Made to Order
Two -Way Printer T -Switch
Fan -Fold White Paper, 11 in long, 1000 sheets
80 Col Printer Stands
132 Column Printer Stands
Adjustable Floor -Standing Printer Stands

£11.90
£7.90
£20.00
£35.00
£6.99
£18.00
£26.00
£83.50

AMSTRAD PC'S
Amstrad 1512 Single Floppy/Mono Monitor
Amstrad 1512 Double Floppy/Mono Monitor
Amstrad 1512 Single Floppy/Colour Monitor
Amstrad 1512 Double Floppy/Colour Monitor
Amstrad 1512 10mb Hard Disk/Mono Monitor
Amstrad 1512 20mb Hard Disk/Mono Monitor
Amstrad 1512 10mb Hard Disk/Colour Monitor
Amstrad 1512 20mb Hard Disk/Colour Monitor
Amstrad 1512 SD Mono with 20mb Upgrade
Amstrad 1512 SD Colour with 20mb Upgrade
Upgrade any 1512 to 640k (including labour)
Amstrad PCW 8256
Amstrad PCW 8512

£436.00
£543.00
£601.00
£699.00
£776.00
£873.00
£940.00
£1037.00
£799.00
C969.00
£26.00
£374.00
£470.00

MACDOUGALL PC'S
MacDougall 286 AT 640k 11/7 clock/8mz/
20mb HD/mono monitor/port

£999.00

OLIVETTI PCS
Olivetti M24 Single Floppy Base Unit/640k
Olivetti M24 Double Floppy Base Unit/640k
Olivetti M24SP 20mb/single floppy Base Unit/640k
Olivetti Monochrome Monitor
Olivetti 83 or 102 -key keyboard
Olivetti MS-DOS/GW-Basic Pack
Olivetti Colour Monitor
Olivetti M28 512k/20mb Hard Disk
Olivetti M28 512k/40mb Hard Disk
Special Offer: Olivetti M24 with 640k, 7 -slot Bus
Converter Monitor, MS-DOS/GW-Basic,
Keyboard, Seagate 20mb Hard Disk
M24SP Complete System (Monitor/Keyboard/DOS)

COMMUNICATIONS

Kaypro 286i AT 640k, 20mb HD, Mono Monitor, Dos 3.2
Kaypro 286i AT 640k. 20mb HO, Colour Monitor, Dos 3.2

£1060.00
£1148.00
£1618.00
£169.00
C120.00
£51.00
£449.00
£1884.00
£2392.00
£1599.00

f1899.00

1636.00
£1 878.00

Kaypro 2000 Portable 768k RAM, 3.5in fd
Kaypro 2000 as above, but with larger screen
Optional Base Unit for Kaypro 2000

£898.00
£1018.00
£498.00

Miracle WS4000 V21 -V23 Modem
Da-Com DSL 2123 AD/Hayes
Sage Chitchat Comms Pack (Modem/Software/Cable)
Crosstalk IV Comms Software
Sage Chitchat Comms Software
One -To -One Electronic Mail Subscription
RS232 serial modem cable

C135.00

£225.00
£210.00
£99.00
£85.00
£20.00
£15.00

EPSON PC'S
Epson Taxi PC, 256k RAM, Single Floppy
Epson Taxi PC, 256k RAM, Double Floppy
Epson Taxi PC, 256k RAM, 20mb Hard Disk
Epson Taxi PC 256k RAM Upgrade
Epson PC+ 640k RAM, Single Floppy, Video Card
Epson PC+ 640k RAM, Double Floppy, Video Card
Epson PC+ 640k RAM, 20mb Hard Disk, Video Card
Epson AX -20 AT 640k RAM, 1.2mb Floppy, 20mb HO
Epson AX-40AT 640k RAM, 1.2mb Floppy. 40mb HD
All Epson PC's, PC+'s and AT's require monitors
and all PC's require Monitor Adaptor Cards.

£466.00
£539.00
£870.00
£99.00
£899.00
£1005.00
01199.00
£1799.00
£2249.00

COMPAQ
Compaq Portable II Model 2
£1947.00
Compaq Portable II Model 4
£2772.00
Compaq Portable III Model 1 12MHz/640101 1.2MB FD £2437.00
Compaq Portable III Model 2 640K/1 1.2MB FD/20MB HD
£2963.00
Compaq Portable III Model 3 640K/1 1.2MB FD/40MB HD
£3297.00
Compaq Deskpro 286 Model 20 640K/1 FD/20MB
Hard Disk
£2161.00
Compaq Deskpro 286 Model 40 640K/1 FD/40MB
Hard Disk
£2536.00
Compaq Deskpro 386 Model 401024K/1 FD/40MB HD/Tape Bk
caosaclo
Compaq Deskpro 386 Model 701024K/1 FD/70MB Y HD/Tape Bk
£4499.00
Compaq Deskpro 386 Model 130 1024K/1 FD/130MB Y HD/Tape
£5622.00
Compaq Mono Video Controller Board
£150.00
Compaq 286 EGA Colour Adaptor
£372.00
Compaq 286 High Resolution EGA -style Colour Monitor £413.00
Compaq Dual -Mode Mono Amber or Green Monitor
C162.00
Compaq MS-DOS 3.2
£60.00
Compaq 10MB Tape Back -Up Option
C436.00
Compaq 40MB Tape Back -Up Option
£516.00
All Compaq Deskpro computers require Monitors, Monitor
Adaptor Boards and MS-DOS.

TOSHIBA
Toshiba T3100 Lap Top
Toshiba 73100 Carrier Bag
Toshiba T2100 Lap Top
Toshiba External 5.25 Disc Drive

£2675.00
£40.00
£1800.00
£335.00

ATARI HARDWARE
Atari 520STM 512k RAM, TV Modulator, no disk drive ..
Atari 520STEM 512k RAM, disk drive
Atari 1040STF with Mono Monitor, lmb RAM, disk drive
Atari 1040STF with Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor
Atari SF314 1mb Floppy Disk Drive
Atari SH204 20mb Hard Disk Drive
Cumana CS354 lmb Floppy Disk Drive
Cumana CS358 double lmb Disk drive Unit
Atari SM125 High resolution Monochrome Monitor
Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor

£215.00
£318.00
£564.00
£775.00

f155.00
£557.00
£128.00
£204.00
£115.00
£307.00

HARD DISKS, ADD-ON BOARDS, CHIPS
Dysan/Western Digital 10mb File Card
£300.00
Miniscribe 20mb Hard Disk Card
£350.00
Miniscribe 30mb Hard Disk Card
£400.00
64k dRAM chips (nine to make 64k)
C1.15 each
256k dRAM chips (nine to make 256k) 150 nanosecond
£3.00 each
8087 5mz Maths Co -Processor
£125.00
8087 8mz Maths Co -Processor
£165.00
80287 Maths Co -Processor
£219.00
AST SixPack Plus 64k memory Multifunction Card
£197.00
Oubie SixShooter Multifunction Card 64k memory
£150.00
Intel Aboveboard with Ok installed
£325.00
Plus Hardcard 10mb
£350.00
Plus Hardcard 20mb
£595.00
Qubie 20mb HardPack
£450.00
Seagate 20mb Hard Disk with WD Controller & Cables
C350.00
Hercules Colour Card
£100.00
Everex Mini Magic Ram Expansion Card (OK)
£70.00
Hercules Graphics/Graphics Plts Card
£189.00
Clone Hercules Card
£85.00
Mouse Systems Mouse with Pop -Up Menus & PC Paint
£125.00
Microsoft Bus Mouse
£135.00
Summa Mouse with Gem Collection
£189.00

MONITORS
Dyneer 12.n 12MHI Mono Monitor with TilVSwivel Stand
Taxon K1 6SV860 16in Ultra High EGA Colour Monitor
Taxon K1 2SV3 Supervision III Colour Monitor
Eizo ER8030M 14in High Resolution Colour Monitor
Eizo ER8042S 14in Ultra -High Res EGA Colour Monftor
ADI 14in Mono Monitor with Tilt/Swivel Stand

£100.00
£699.00
£359.00
£319.00
£465.00
£120.00

IBM -COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE TOP 21
Wordstar 2000 release 2
Delta 4
Dbase III Plus
Framework II VER 1.1
Lotus 1-2-3 ver 2.1
Supercalc ver 4
Smart System
Word Perfect ver 4.2
Microsoft Word ver 3
Multimate vet 3.31
Executive Systems X -Tree (Super Friendly HD Organizer)
Pegasus Account per Module
Psion Chess
Quaid Software Copywrite (Back up Protected Software)
Lotus Symphony ver 1.1
Javelin 352 MicroPro WordStar ver 4
Microsoft Flight Simulator
Funk Software Sideways
Borland Turbo Lightening
Microsoft Windows

£231.00
£295.00
£335.00
£313.00
0229.00

.

C197.00
£365.00
£249.00
£280.00
£207.00
£34.00
C199.00
C30.00
C39.00
£333.00
call!
C39.00
£40.00
£55.00
£59.00

ATARI TOP 20 SOFTWARE
Rainbird Starglider
Computer Concepts Fast Basic
Flight Simulator II
Arena Sports Simulation
Modula-2 Development System
Modula-2 ST Toolbox
Prospero Pro Fortran 77
VIP Professional (Lotus Clone Gem version)
Metacomco Lattice C Compiler
Metacomco Macro Assembler
Metacomco Pascal Compiler
Migraph Inc Easy Draw
Rainbird Soft The Pawn
Microdeal Time Bandit
Chipsoft ST Accounts 107 Cashlink Accounts
Mark Williams C Compiler
Atari Fastcom
World Games Simulation
Megamax C Compiler

£19.00
£66.00
£37.00
C23.00

£73.00
036.00
C106.00
£169.00
C71.00
C36.00
C64.00
£59.00
f 18.00
£22.00
£250.00
C133.00
£37.00
£18.00
£116.00

DISKETTES
Computer Express Branded 5.25in DS/DD 48tpi disks
Computer Express Branded 5.25in DS/DD 96tpi disks
TDK 3.5in DS/DD Diskettes
Computer Express Branded 3.5in DS/DO Diskettes

£1.00 each
£1.80 each
£2.99 each
£2.35 each

TOP 22 LOW-COST AMSTRAD
COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE
VP Planner by Paperback Software
VP Info (dBASE II Clone)
Borland Sidekick - The Original Co -Resident Process!
Gem Collection
Sage Bookeeper
Sage Retrive Database
Sage PC Planner Spreadsheet (Lotus Clone)
Sage Desk -Set
Sage PC -Write Word Processor

Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus
Sage Payroll
Sage Financial Controller - Just reduced from £995!
Personal Word Perfect
Word Perfect Junior
Microsoft Word Junior
Amstrad WordStar 1512
Amstrad Multiplan Junior
Supercalc 3
Amstrad Reflex
Migent Ability (integrated package)
Psion PC -Four (Abacus, Archive, Easel, Quill)

C75.00
£75.00
£49.00
£99.00
£85.00
C85.00
£85.00
£59.00
£85.00

£127.00
£160.00
£85.00
£250.00
£149.00
£80.00
£62.00
£62.00
£62.00
£62.00
£62.00
£85.00
£62.00

All prices exclude VAT and delivery. Prices are correct at the time of going to press although they are subject to change without
notification. Official purchase orders welcome. Full back up and support. Open Monday to Friday 9am-6pm Open Saturday 10am-4pm.

rIt 0727-72790
SINGLE AND MULTI-USER MICRO -COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE SALES AND
FOR FULL PRICE LIST
PLEASE CALL

TELEPHONE ORDERS
WELCOME

SUPPORT

99 PARK STREET LANE BRICKET WOOD HERTFORDSHIRE AL2 2JA ST ALBANS (0727) 72790
Telex: 8950511 ONE ONE G (Quote Ref: 15412001)
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But having tasted power, users of micros were

The marriage of micros to mainframes has
become almost inevitable. Many managers
who have come to accept the micro as an

reluctant to give it up. As a by-product, everything
connected with the DP department - including the

indispensable tool now wish to use it to

mainframe - had become tainted for them. This

analyse the corporate information typically

attitude lingers on to this day.

held on their company's mainframe, and

The DP establishment's counter-attack took two

which is the lifeblood of management accounting. Yet
the mainframes themselves are hard-pressed enough to
meet the needs of traditional users as they access and
process such information through dumb terminals.
An obvious solution would be to treat the mainframe
as a kind of super -database resource, and to use micros
to pull in the required data and analyse it off-line. This
approach capitalises on the particular strengths of both

forms. First, they insisted - quite rightly - on a

the mainframe and the micro: on the one hand
centralised and unified information, on the other

and is more ambitious. It is no less than the reintegration of these errant personal computer users

distributed processing power. Unfortunately, however
logical this move might seem, there are strong historical
reasons on both sides why its implementation may well
prove long and hard.
In the early day, business micros were regarded as
little more than corporate toys, roughly akin to
Newton's balls. DP departments knew that so-called

(continued on next page)

standard. Nobody would

contemplate using in-

compatible telephones within a company, so why
should computers be any different? The arrival of the
IBM PC was both a cause and effect of this about-face by

the DP departments. It responded to their needs and
provided them with a weapon.
The second phase of their response is still under way,

MICROS AND MAINFRAMES
HAVE DEVELOPED ALONG
SUCH DIFFERENT LINES

personal computers like the Apple II would never THAT JOINING THEM
supplant their mainframe's company -wide role. After
all, had not IBM itself, the epitome of the corporate

computer culture, decreed that micros would never
catch on?
Of course they did, as it turned out. At one level, this
was just a nuisance. Since micros were acquired despite

DP departments' sentiments. the DP people were
unable to enforce a coherent purchasing policy. This

TOGETHER POSES

ENORMOUS
PROBLEMS

- BOTH

TECHNICAL

AND HUMAN.

GLYN MOODY

lead to the growth of a motley and unmanageable
collection of micros throughout most organisations.

EXPLAINS WHAT
Their mutual incompatibility seemed only to reinforce THEY ARE AND
the feeling that they were doomed in the company WHAT IS BEING
environment. After all, business is about collective
DONE TO SOLVE
action and economies of scale.
What DP managers failed to perceive was that for all THEM.
their inadequacies, micros represented a fundamentally

different approach to computing, not just a failed
version of an earlier one. With personal computers the

emphasis was on the personal, not the computer. It
represented a devolution of power, and struck at the

very heart of the DP department's role within a
company. By the time this was realised, the inroads were

too great and the benefits to the end -user too clear for
there to be any going back. Reluctantly, DP managers
recognised that they would have to work with rather
than against the new machines.

THE

MAI\FRAME
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THE

MAINFRAME
CONNECTION
A synchronous
connection through
RS -232 ports is the
simplest micro -

mainframe link, but
also the most limited.
With an Irma -type
card fitted the micro
can act as a full
terminal, while a
gateway links a fully
functional PC network
to the mainframe.

Mainfram

Mainframe.

I

emergence of a standard to allow manufacturers to
channel their efforts more effectively. However, the

L

main obstacle to the swift implementation of micro-to-

OD)

RS -232

mainfame links remains as much organisational as
technical, largely because little thought is being given to
its company -wide implications.
Each of the successive stages of micro integration can
be thought of as reflecting the extent to which a kind of

COAXIAL
LINK

SYNCHRONOUS
COMMS

computing maturity has been achieved. The stand-

Irma -type
card

alone micro represents childhood: it is basically
egotistical and takes no account of the working practices

or needs of others. Bad habits go no further than the
immediate user. The fact that micros can be used so
sloppily is one reason why so many PCs fail to deliver
their hoped -for improvements in efficiency or
performance; without the requisite discipline, micros

PC

tam'

merely exacerbate old problems.
Networks, on the other hand, correspond to
something like an adolescent phase. There is a growing

awareness of the needs of others; the individual
becomes part of a larger working group of his or her

Gateway

immediate peers within a department. As many
pioneering users have found to their cost you cannot
begin to use networks without first establishing

Network

IN
7.?..*rfrK
PC

IN
PC

consistent procedures for avoiding disasters.
At the most trivial level, this means that the networks
must be fault -tolerant; one micro going down must not

[01
PC

PC

PC

PC

crash the whole system. Similarly, any software used

continued from previous page)

within the corporate computing environment. We are

already witnessing the first, tentative steps along this
road in the form of departmental networks. As last
month's Practical Computing explained, a standard is
now emerging which, no less than the PC standard, is
providing DP departments with the tools for asserting
their influence over micros.
But the full and final integration has yet to come.
Linking micros to mainframes is an order of magnitude
more complicated than linking micros to each other or indeed linking mainframes together. We have seen
how slow and painful the process has been with micros
alone; the next few years will witness the evolution of
strategies for linking micros to mainframes. With this

will come the emergence of standards - just

as

necessary here as for the lower levels of integration -

and the routine acceptance of the two-way flow of
information from micro to mainframe and back.

In the following pages, the main techniques for
effecting that flow are discussed. At the lowest level, the

micro simply pretends to be a dumb terminal, either
using a comms package or through an add -in board.

data -intensive action to tie up the entire network.
Networks by their very nature impose stiffer constraints
as far as security is concerned: the greater the possible

damage, the more stringent the checks and higher the
individual vigilance needed.

At the final stage, when micros are linked to a
mainframe, the user is part of a global community and
has responsibilities to all its members. The problems
associated with networks are multipled yet further as the
power of the system and the potential to wreak havoc on
a company -wide basis increase enormously.
The implementation of any network requires a great
deal of thought: who will be part of which network;
what information will be available centrally and what
locally; who will have access to what; and what capacity

network will be needed and with what expansion

such as the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN),
which potentially offer global solutions to the problem
of hooking up micros to mainframes.
In part, the difficulty is technical. Many standards are

capabilities? Company -wide linking up of micros and
mainframes implies nothing less than a full
information audit of that organisation.
In practice, it is the software which will determine
how the data held centrally is accessed and handled by
individual users operating independently. Ultimately,
the solution may be for the connection between micro
and mainframe to act intelligently. You would tell the
software what you want, but the details of obtaining it
would be left up to the system.
Unfortunately we are still a long way from this kind of
approach. Even before the hardware problems can be
solved, there are fundamental issues which have to be
addressed. In the end, the coming together of micro and
mainframes remains a meeting of opposites: the former
is about unconstrained freedom, the latter about rigidly
controlled power. Bundled in with the differences of
computing technology there are large quantities of ego

at best sketched in, and like the network market the
world of micro -to -mainframe links is waiting on the

involved. As is so often the case with computers, it is the
human element which will pose the greatest problems.

This approach vitiates much of the power of the PC and
thus much of the point of linking up with a mainframe

in the first place. As a result, many manufacturers of
terminal -emulation packages have moved beyond this
simplistic approach.
At a level above the terminals there are the gateways.

They are pre-existing networks to link one or more
micros to the mainframe. The full functionality of the
micro and its network are retained. IBM's Token Ring is
one increasingly popular example, offering both

departmental connectivity with the bonus of a natural
path to central computing resources. In a similar vein,
there are totally independent communication networks
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over the network must have appropriate levels of record
and file locking to prevent inconsistent and meaningless
results from being generated by multiple access. More
difficult but just as necessary is the education of users
about what they can and cannot do over a network. For
example, it would be quite easy for one inconsiderate
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THE

MAINFRAME
CONNECTION

GOING INTO
PARTNERSHIP
STEVE MALONE DESCRIBES THE STRATEGIES AVAILABLE WHEN YOU ARE

LINKING MICROS TO A MAINFRAME.
In the past the only way for a user to gain access to

IBM's SNA
architecture has
several levels of
control. Users get
flexible
communications
without having to
worry about the
structure of the
network.

mainframe computers was through a dumb
terminal. The arrangement held sway until the
late 1970s, when the arrival of the microcomputer
opened up a range of new possibilities. By using a
micro equipped with its own processing power as
the terminal, the mainframe could be relieved of some
of the work of supporting it. As the power of the micro
has increased it has been possible to devolve to the terminal more and more of the tasks previously considered
the domain of the mainframe. This philosophy, known
as distributed processing, allows the mainframe to get

on with what it does best - providing a data resource
where vast quantities of information can be held and
accessed centrally.

When companies started linking their stand-alone
micros to the corporate mainframe, the sensible course

was to use existing facilities as far as possible. This
meant that the micros had to emulate the IBM 3270
mainframe dumb terminals. At first, the terminal emulation program took over the micro completely, so
that while it was on-line to the mainframe it could not
be used for other tasks. Nowadays the 3270 emulation
takes place in a window on the screen. Data captured

from the mainframe can be cut and pasted into local
applications.

The 3270 terminals do not plug directly into the
mainframe. Instead there is a whole system of links and

controllers that stands between them, allowing large
numbers of terminals to have access to the mainframe
without burdening it with the task of controlling them
all. The whole assemblage goes under the collective
name of Systems Network Architecture (SNA).
The concept of SNA was announced by IBM almost a
decade ago. The original design provided for a single

host mainframe computer - known in the jargon as a
physical unit (PU) - at the root of a tree -like distribution structure. Each unit on an SNA network has a
unique address, allowing communication across the
whole network. The structure of the network remains
transparent to the user.
Under SNA, access from a terminal to the mainframe
is via a 3274 /6 cluster controller, which connects the ter-

minals together in a star -like configuration. Data from
the 3274 / 6 is then passed to a 3705 communications
controller, or to a minicomputer such as the System 34
which emulates it. Terminals attempting to gain access
to the mainframe pass through the cluster controller and
communication controllers, which manage access to the
host in an ordered and logical fashion. In SNA terminology terminals are known as logical units (LUs).
The 3705 controller can interface with the mainframe
host in two ways. The simplest is to have a dedicated

culties have been overcome by the introduction of the
Systems Network Interconnection (SNI), which allows a

bridge between different SNA networks. If your SNA
gets too big you can now simply cut it into two sub -nets
with a bridge to connect the halves.
When there are several sub -nets, connection is most
efficient when it is performed by a backbone. The backbone itself is a network which is used to connect a number of local networks together, providing them with the
ability to communicate.
IBM has made strenuous efforts to make sure that all
its products have access to SNA. The final configuration
includes a whole gaggle of controllers, boards and gateways to connect almost every conceivable piece of IBM
kit to SNA. Nevertheless, IBM has allowed its SNA

pitch to be queered by the microcomputer division,
which has developed networking protocols of its own.
There are currently two major strands in micro net-

works: the CSMA / CD networks like Ethernet and
IBM's PC LAN, and IBM's Token Passing Ring. Token
Ring, at least, has been accepted by IBM as a major part
of its office -automation strategy for the 1990s.
To allow the competing systems to connect to a mainframe, a gateway is usually employed. It takes the form

channel to the host. Alternatively, if the mainframe

of a dedicated micro - usually an AT - or other unit

host is at a remote site, the connection can be made via a

which acts as an interface between the network and the
host mainframe. It is, in fact, a sophisticated version of a
protocol convertor. Information arriving at the gateway
from the network is translated into an acceptable format
for the mainframe and then passed on. Likewise, infor-

modem on a dedicated line.
The original SNA specification was not without problems. Only a single host was permitted, and it could
only support a limited number of terminals. The diffi-

(continued on page 91)
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mation from the mainframe is converted by the gateway
into an acceptable format for the network. A gateway
hooked on to a Token Ring can provide access directly to

a mainframe; alternatively it can act as a bridge into

Under SNA you
either have to fit

Host

_) 111)

a

3270 emulator card
to your PC or go
through a modem to
the 3705 comms
controller.

()*

SNA.

Microcomputer networks have developed along very

different lines from those in the SNA /mainframe
universe. The difference lies at the fundamental data link level, and is concerned with the protocols by which
data is transmitted over the network. There are essentially two types of protocols: asynchronous and

synchronous. The cheaper of the two is the asynchronous solution, the bit -orientated system that is
commonly used on microcomputer -based local area networks.
On an asynchronous system, before a byte of data is
transmitted the source machine will place a start bit on
the beginning of the data byte and one or two stop bits

3705
comets

control

3270 emu
card

3274/6
cluster
control

- 1111

1111

on the end. The start bit is intended to tell the target
computer that information is on its way, while the stop

bits inform the computer that the transmission has
ended. The advantage of this system is that each byte
has its own transmission information built-in, and can
therefore be transmitted almost at random.
The disadvantage of the asynchronous system becomes apparent when bits get altered or lost in transit.

not confined to the hardware; there are also difficulties
with data interpretation. Most of them are due to the

If, for example, the start bit is lost on the way, the target

different paths along which mainframes and micros

computer has no way of knowing that the first bit to
arrive is not the start bit, and so the entire byte will be

evolved. To begin with data is held in different formats
on the two classes of machine. Micros have grown up
using the seven -bit ASCII format to encode data, and
this system has become universal throughout the micro

received out of sequence. To minimise this possibility,
asynchronous transmissions are limited in the distance
they can travel and in their speed.
world. IBM mainframes, and those of other manuSynchronous transmissions, on the other hand, are facturers who have followed its lead, use the Extended
byte orientated. Here each block of data that is trans- Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC)
mitted is preceded by two or more synchronising bytes. eight -bit format.
Once synchronised with the source transmission, the
In ASCII, the binary code for A is 1000001, whereas
target machine will accept the entire block of data until in EBCDIC it is 11000001, for example. In order for a
it receives a terminating set of synchronising bytes, microcomputer and a mainframe to have any sensible
which usually includes a check sum.
communication some kind of translation needs to be
Three widely used sets of protocols are used in main- performed. Unless there are special reasons for doing
frame communications: the Binary Synchronous otherwise, this happens at the mainframe before the
Communication protocol (BSC), Synchronous Data data is put on the network.
.
Link Control (SDLC) and X-25. The BSC protocol was
Microcomputer users expect to be able to run their
originally developed by IBM over 20 years ago, and is own software, be it WordStar, dBase III or Lotus 1-2-3.
the basis on which the 3270 terminal works. It is avail- They have spent a great deal of time learning the
able for use on voice -grade twisted -pair cabling and can package they use, and will not take kindly to having to
support both ASCII and EBCDIC formats. It is capable change. In any case, many microcomputer packages are
far more advanced in terms of user -friendliness and in
of a data rate of 9,600 baud.
X-25 is another format commonly used over standard their graphics capabilities than the mainframe equivatwisted -pair lines. It can support transmission rates of lents.
19.2Kbaud. The X-25 system defines the Physical, Link
But while a mainframe expects all its programs to run
and Network layers of the OSI model. The seven -layer along strictly pre -defined lines, at the micro end things
OSI model for networks was described in detail on page are more disorganised. Many popular packages have
86 of last month's Practical Computing. X-25 has been their own internal data structures, and it can reasonably
widely adopted, not least as the physical layer is be assumed that software houses will continue to create
equivalent to the RS -232C serial interface supported by their own formats in the future. This opens up the
daunting prospect of having to create ever more
most manufacturers.
Recently IBM has adopted the SDLC protocol for use complex translation programs for each application.
with SNA. The protocols are used for communication
The alternative is to try and reach agreement on some
between the 3275 cluster controller and the 3705 sort of standard for the transmission of data over the
communications controllers, and among the communi- micro -to -mainframe link. There are currently two stancation controllers themselves. SDLC is a subset of the dards on offer. IBM's Document Content Architecture
ISO High -Level Data Link Control (HDLC) system, (DCA) and the ISO's Office Document Architecture
designed for high-speed networks with a lot of traffic. (ODA). Though the two standards differ in detail, the
SDLC uses a technique whereby a congested node can functionality involved is much the same.
The ODA protocols cover the content of a document
transmit a signal that tells the adjacent node not to
transmit any more information until the congestion is along with its logical and layout structures. The idea is
that if a number of different word-processing programs,
cleared.
The problems of linking a micro to a mainframe are computers and printers understand the ODA protocols,
(continued on next page)
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a document created on one of them will appear in
exactly the same form on another.
The ODA model has two basic elements. The Document Profile covers such aspects as storage and retrieval
details and contains information relating to the second
element, the Document Body, including the structure
and content. It is used to enable the target machine to
interpret the document correctly. The Document Body
itself can be further sub -divided into three parts. The
Generic Structure describes a document class - that is,
documents which have the same headers, footers, titles,
etc. The Document Style is the collection of attributes
that define such things as the size of a title, underlining,
and placing graphics in a specific position with a caption.
The final part of the Document Body is the Specific
Structure, which sub -divides further into two sections.

The Specific Logical Structure refers to the general

HOW
NOT TO
PLAY
DUMB
MICROS CAN ACT AS TERMINALS
WITHOUT SACRIFICING ANY OF
THEIR STAND-ALONE POWER.

appearance of the document, such as chapter divisions,
spacing and paragraphs. The Specific Layout Structure,

GLYN MOODY LOOKS AT HOW

on the other hand, deals with the presentation - such
things as page breaks and the number of columns.

IT IS DONE.

Micro -to -mainframe links are definitely for the

present, but what of the future? Here the direction is
pretty clear as the computer and telecommunications

However the connection between micro
and mainframe is made, there has to be

the

some way for the micro to access the data

development of Integrated Services Digital Network

The opening for ISDN came when telecommuni-

made available. In other words, the
micro has to be made to behave as a
terminal. We concentrate here on

cations undertakings began to install digital exchanges.
For the first time, digital signals could be transmitted

terminal emulation for IBM mainframes, partly because
of the dominance of those machines and partly because

industry are converging rapidly,

driven

by

(ISDN).

directly rather than having to be passed through a the general principles remain the same for other

Digital PABXs allow

company telephone
systems to be used
directly for data.
When ISDN arrives
modems will not be
required even for
links through the
public network.

modem for conversion into analogue form. With ISDN
you just plug your computer into an RS -232 socket on
the telephone. What is more, the data -grade systems for
ISDN specify that the maximum transmission rate is

manufacturers' systems. The same principles also apply
to micro -to -mini connections where the mini is in its
traditional role of a departmental machine. However, as

19.2Kbaud - much faster than the current safe
maximum.
With a national network of digital exchanges it will

over some of the mini's functions -a network solution
may be the more appropriate approach.
The terminal approach to micro -to -mainframe links

be possible for any computer to talk directly to any
other. Something of the kind is already happening in
some companies with their own private automatic

recognises that micros and mainframes are used in
totally different ways and so should be treated
differently when it comes to passing information

branch exchanges. Computers are simply plugged into
the company's own telephone sockets and are connected
through them to other digital devices in the building,

barrier to understanding what is happening in a
mainframe system. Where the micro world at least

micros become more powerful - and therefore take

between them. For micro users, terminology is the first

without any need for expensive dedicated network

manages to use letters like XT, AT and RT for names of

cabling.

machines, equipment belonging to the world of
mainframes seems locked into forbidding sequences of
digits. The main terminal family which micros emulate

goes by the name of 3270. The 3270 range has been
around for nearly 20 years and is now being superseded

by the 3170 range. However, we refer mainly to the
3270 versions since most manufacturers of terminal emulation packages do the same.
Within the 3270 range the principle terminal is called
the 3278/9 and normally connects to a 3274 controller.
A micro emulating 3278 / 9 can hook up to a 3274 like a
normal terminal. The alternative is to run the micro as

an ordinary PC network work station and to link the
network to the mainframe through a gateway.
For a micro to emulate a terminal requires two things.

A card is needed to provide the appropriate port for
connection to the controller. In addition software is
needed to interface with the card and make the PC
appear as if it is a terminal to the mainframe at the other

end. IBM was not the first company to adopt this
solution to accessing a mainframe. The trailblazer in
this field was Digital Communications Associates
(DCA), a U.S. company based in Georgia.
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set the standard.
Far left: The
PCC-3270 work
station.
Left: IBM's 3278

As is so often the case in the micro world, whoever is

first with a really good product and /or brilliant idea
seems to define the standard, and DCA is accordingly
the de facto standard terminal emulator. Something
like 450,000 DCA terminal -emulation packages have
been sold worldwide, 10 percent of them in the U.K.
DCA's first offering was the Irma board. There is now
a whole range of associated products which have lifted
turnover from $21 million in 1983 to $140 million in
1986, and profits from $2 million to $21 million in the

same period. DCA has also joined the acquisitions
bandwagon, buying a smaller rival manufacturer of
emulation cards called Forte, and more recently
Microstuf Associates, the originator of the Crosstalk
comms package.

The first Irma board was launched in 1982 in the
U.S., and a year later in the U.K. It offers standard
3278 / 9 emulation, and consists of a full-length card
with a coaxial cable connector plus some software. On

the Basic Irma card the software is rather crude. It
simply takes over the entire micro screen, and as far as
the mainframe is concerned the micro behaves just like a
terminal thereafter. The terminal -emulation program is
loaded into memory and called up using hot keys, just

like a pop-up program. This allows you to switch
between a mainframe session and a micro session, but
not to cut and paste between them directly. However,
there is a file -transfer program included in the rather
hefty price of £1,158.
Most of the other Irma products are variations on this
theme. For example, Irmacom allows direct connection
to a mainframe via a modem, without the need for a
3274 controller. Irmaprint is a stand-alone box which
allows PC -type printers to be connected to a cluster

controller instead of the more expensive dedicated
printers. Irmakey is a replacement keyboard - the

terminal and the
more compact 3178
which supersedes it.

the PC 3270 Emulation Program at both entry level and

version 3, and the 3270 PC Control Program. The
hardware and software will work with PC, XT and AT
machines.
The entry-level software offers one mainframe session
and one PC session; you switch between them by means
of a hot key. Version 3 offers enhanced connectivity,
and can cope with a wider range of micro -to -mainframe
links. The 3270 PC Control Program supports up to four
mainframe sessions and up to six PC sessions, together

with two notepads. The 3270 PC costs £5,720, the
entry-level emulation program £168, version 3 £450,
and the Control Program £361.
Given these high prices, and the fact that Irma prices
have remained largely static against a background of
sharply falling hardware prices in the rest of the market,
it is surprising to find that more third -party suppliers
have not moved in to undercut DCA and IBM. This is
probably because micro -to -mainframe links have until
recently been a rather specialised area not subject to the
market forces operating elsewhere in the microcomputer world.

But things may be about to change. One factor is
likely to be the increasing acceptance of cheap clones in
the corporate sector, bringing the price of an intelligent
terminal down to less than half the cost of the terminal -

emulation cards and software. Just as software prices

standard 3278 terminal uses a different layout from PCs

have tumbled in the wake of the clones, it is quite

- which can be plugged into the micro and is fully
programmable. There are also a number of products

possible that the costs of terminal emulation will fall
dramatically too. Equally, the availability of PCs

designed to work as gateways to networks of micros. Due

considerably

out shortly is Irmax Multi -session. Unlike the original

encourage companies to install them on a far larger

Irma, this allows four mainframe sessions, a DOS

scale. As the market for emulation packages increases,
so we can expect reductions in the price of products, and
more players entering the market.

session and two simple text facilities for storing notes,
known as notepads.
This seems to be an area where IBM is ahead. The
IBM 3270 PC is an AT with cards and keyboard added to
turn it into a terminal emulator offering high -resolution
colour graphics of 720 by 350 pixels. Four host sessions

cheaper

than dumb terminals

will

For example, Personal Computer Compatible, the
manufacturer of the PCC IV -VIII clone reviewed in the

April 1986 issue of Practical Computing, has brought
out the PCC-3270. It uses the PCC IV -VIII together

and one PC session are available, together with two with a choice of cards and software. A 3278 -type
notepads. It is also possible to buy the emulation cards
separately. Three versions of the software are available:

keyboard is provided. The cost is £1,495, which is not
even 50 percent more than the Irma card alone. It seems
(continued on next page)
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likely that other clone manufacturers, keen to enter the
corporate market, will start to offer similar packages.

The Amstrad PC is an obvious candidate for such
treatment, and Xenon Computer Systems has brought
out a package which emulates a 3278 terminal.
However, instead of linking the PC to a 3274 controller

via a coaxial cable as with the Irma card, it uses a

THE
SOFTWARE

LINK

synchronous RS -232 link instead. The software and card

cost £350, and this price falls to £250 if you are also
buying a PC from Xenon.
As IBM PC clones become cheaper, they are likely to

become increasingly common as terminal emulators.

IAN STOBIE REPORTS ON THE

However, there may be circumstances where non -IBM
compatible equipment is in use in a company. DEC has

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENTS THAT
CAN GIVE USERS THE BEST OF

bridged the gap between itself and IBM with the
Vaxmate, which offers IBM compatibility plus the
ability to hook up to DEC minis as a terminal. The
compatibility means that 3278
terminal -emulation cards and software can be run as
Vaxmate's IBM

BOTH MICRO AND MAINFRAME
WORLDS.

normal.

you can achieve four main things with a

Packages are also coming through which allow the

Macintosh to be connected to IBM equipment. For
example, Apple has launched a card for IBM PCs which
allows them to hook up to Appletalk networks. In this
way a Macintosh can access information held on IBM

equipment - even mainframes - although the route is

a fairly circuitous one. More important is the new
Macintosh II. With its expansion slots and planned MSDOS emulation facilities it can only be a matter of time

before Macs are being hooked up to mainframes
directly.

Clearly the hardware side of terminal emulation
presents few problems. If products are still overpriced,
that may change with the new wave of corporate clones

which will soon be wired in. However, the software
side of micro -to -mainframe connections is not so
straightforward, as the following article relates.

mainframe link and the appropriate
software. The first and easiest is to get
your micro to simply emulate a
terminal. The next step is to go beyond
this purely literal emulation and start
making proper use of the discs attached to your micro.
This lets you work on data derived from or destined for
the mainframe even when you are no longer connected

to it. At present the majority of micros that have a
mainframe link are used in one of these two ways.
The third approach involves tackling things from the

other direction entirely: you get the mainframe to
pretend to be a disc attached to your micro. This way
you can still work in MS-DOS, but get at data located on

the mainframe. With all three of these approaches you
are still fairly limited in the kind of access you have to
mainframe data, so the fourth step is to get full access to

data within the mainframe's main applications and

SUPPLIERS
IBM: IBM U.K. Ltd, PO Box 32, Alencon Link,
Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 lEJ. Telephone: (0256)
56144
Irma: Computer Marketing Associates Ltd. CMA
House, Lansbury Estate, Lower Guildford Road,
Knaphill, Surrey GU21 2EW. Telephone: (04867) 4555
PCC-3270: Personal Computer Compatible Ltd, Mayo
House, Mayo Road, Walton -on -Thames, Surrey KT12
2QA. Telephone: (0932) 231199
Xenon: Xenon Computer Systems Ltd, Xenon House,
10 School Lane, Didsbury, Manchester M20 ORD.
Telephone: 061-434 6133

databases. This involves a big increase in complexity,
full co-operation from the people responsible for the
mainframe, and careful matching of the software in use
at both ends.
It is generally true that choice of software for micro-

mainframe applications lies well outside the normal
sphere of the individual micro user. Most of the work in
the current generation of micro -to -mainframe links is
done at the mainframe end, where the key constraints
also tend to be.
When your micro is acting simply as a terminal little

or no change is required at the mainframe end to
support you. It does not even matter much what sort of
micro you have. A Macintosh, an Apple II - even a
BBC - can emulate a terminal just as effectively as an
IBM PC. Although a terminal is now usually made up of

a VDU and a keyboard it does not have to be so.
Originally it might have been just a printer attached to a
keyboard, or a card reader or punch. The early days still

exert their influence in the 80 -column width of most
present-day computer screens - the same width as a

punched card - and the way text often scrolls up the
screen, which is a software emulation of the flow of
paper through a printer. Terminals are completely
separate from the main processor and are usually located

some distance from it at the end of a communications
link.

Micros, by contrast, were designed with their own
dedicated keyboard and screen; indeed these elements
were usually mapped directly into the memory space of
the microprocessor to give response times undreamed of
94
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by the mainframe user. From the outset micros have
been fast, highly interactive work stations, ideal for
providing personal productivity applications directly to
the user.

Terminals now come in two main types, either of

terminal you are emulating. With a dial -up terminal
you can, in principle, capture only what appears on the
screen, as the mainframe application has to think it is
displaying the information on your screen. In practice
your emulation software may spare you from actually

which you can emulate with the appropriate software on
a microcomputer. DEC's VT -100 and the IBM 3101 are

having to watch the transfer line by line, but this

examples of the slower sort, designed for connection

that can be transmitted.

requirement does restrict you in the kind of data formats

through public or private telephone lines to the
To move data the other way the micro has to emulate
mainframe via a modem. They typically operate at the keyboard of an ordinary terminal. You can, of
speeds of only 300 baud or 1,200 baud. The emulation

of this type of dial -up terminal will be familiar to
anyone who has used an electronic mail service like
Prestel or Telecom Gold. When you look in your
Telecom Gold mailbox you are in fact linking through
to a Prime mini and extracting data from a file under the
control of specialised database software residing on the

Prime. To the mini, your PC is simply a dial -up
terminal.
To emulate a dial -up terminal you can use the same
sort of comms software you would use for getting access

to Telecom Gold: packages like Crosstalk, Mirror,
Datatalk and Vicom. You initially have to set up the
parameters required by the mainframe to establish the
link, such as baud rate, stop bit and parity. You then
dial through either manually or automatically.
IBM's 3270 family exemplifies the more powerful

simply type on the keyboard in most
applications, and many micro terminals are used in this
way. The usual approach to transferring larger blocks of
course,

data is to prepare a file using user-friendly micro
software before dialling up the mainframe. You then
invoke the screen editor from the mainframe operating
system, and use it to create a new file on the mainframe
before handing over to the emulation software which
will put the file across by emulating keystrokes.
With 3270 emulation the file -transfer facilities are
better. You can move entire files either way without
having to pretend to be using either keyboard or screen.
And you can generally flip between the mainframe and
PC environment at will by hitting a couple of keys. But

you are not really multi -tasking at the micro end.
Interaction

with

the mainframe

application

is

suspended while you are outside the emulation

expensive solution. To implement it on a PC you need a
3270 emulator board plus software which specifically

window, and the mainframe will also have to suspend
execution as soon as it requires a response.
Much of the mainframe workload has historically
been in handling batch tasks; screen-based interactive
computing and personal -productivity tools only came

emulates the 3270 protocol. The board and software

later. Typical batch tasks are things like complex

often come together, as in the Irma family of products.
Compared with the VT -100, 3270 terminal
emulation is quick, typically letting you communicate
with the mainframe at 4,800 baud or 9,600 baud - or
more if unusually elaborate hardware is used further

calculations which require little interaction with the

approach of a directly connected terminal which links to
the mainframe through a coaxial cable and some kind of

communications controller. This is usually the more

down the line. But for anyone used to even a home
micro this is still pretty slow stuff. Even a ZX-81 on a
bad day has a lightning -fast response time compared to

most terminals when you are actually sending of
receiving data from the mainframe.

With either type of emulation, keyboards can be a
problem. Most mainframe terminals have a different
keyboard layout from the standard PC, although this

user once it is set running, or handling large volumes of
repetitive transactions like reading in customer records
or printing statements. There are a number of terminals
designed specifically to excel at tasks of this kind using
protocols that go under the collective name of remote
job entry (RJE). Examples are the Hasp and IBM 3780
protocols, both of which can be emulated on a micro.
It is worth investigating RJE emulation with your
mainframe department if you have high volumes of

data which you wish to prepare off-line for transmission

to the mainframe in a block. Different hardware is

has improved somewhat with the introduction of IBM's

required, and RJE can work out quite expensive, but it
might make sense to have one Hasp terminal emulator

new micro keyboards with 12 function keys. To get

(continued on next page)

around these problems you may find yourself having to

use elaborate control -key combinations to emulate
special function keys found on the dedicated terminal.
Sometimes there are also problems with screen size as

Microstuf's Crosstalk
comms program lets
you emulate a dial -up
terminal.

many terminals have a 25 -line display rather than the 24

lines that is standard on micros. The extra line is often

used for status information or prompts, and this
information has to be repositioned elsewhere on the
screen. The emulation software may have to adopt a
toggle on/off solution to avoid obscuring data.

What appears on the screen

is

dictated by the

mainframe software, and once you have established the
link you are under the control of whatever mainframe
application you invoke. With some emulation packages
the mainframe session appears in a window so that you
can still initiate some PC functions such as saving to a
file or printing a screen. It makes sense to use at least
some of the facilities you get with a micro, in particular
your printer and disc drive. You can generally echo the
whole session to the printer if you like, or capture it to a
disc file for later editing.

How file transfer works depends on the type of
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called Structured Query

(continued from previous page)

such a development. It

running on a network of micros engaged in some

Language (SQL) and is a very powerful way of specifying

is

intensive data -preparation task.

and extracting data. The concept was developed by

download a file into Lotus 1-2-3 the conversion will
probably be done at the mainframe end. This is not
distributed processing as it has been idealised in the
literature over the last decade, and if you add another

emulation and the virtual -disc approach confine the
micro user to operations that are little more
sophisticated than copying a file, an SQL -based solution
would make possible ad hoc extractions of tailored sets

processor to the system - even a powerful 80386 -based

of data down to the field level - true utilisation of a

PC - the system as a whole slows down. A true

company's total recorded knowledge.
Even so, there are very considerable difficulties in
letting micro users get involved with operations at this
level. Mainframe DP departments have taken much of
the last decade implementing the concept of the database. Unlike its micro equivalent, a mainframe database
is not one package among others but a central resource
used by all the different packages and applications on
the system. The key idea is that there should be just one
occurrence of each logically unique item of data held on

There is one fly in the ointment with all these IBM, but SQL itself has become a standard interface
terminal -emulation approaches, which is that the which will be embodied in a number of independent
mainframe does all the real work. Even if you want to products over the next few years. While terminal

distributed -processing system would become quicker as

more processors are added. Having the mainframe do

the work also means that the user has to deal with
mainframe software. It is generally agreed that the rapid
evolution of mass -market micro software has produced
products that are much more usable than their
mainframe equivalents.

These considerations have led to the virtual -disc
approach. Here the main application is run on the PC
while the mainframe emulates a hard disc. The user is
still in the familiar MS-DOS environment, but now has

same company's address in different places for instance;

access to an extra virtual drive that contains data

they should all use the same database so that the

physically located on the mainframe.
IBM itself offers this approach with its VM Bond. The
product consists of matching software that runs on the
PC and on an IBM mainframe under the VM operating
system. As well as offering conventional 3270 terminal
emulation, VM Bond lets you work from PC -DOS to
address virtual discs actually located on the mainframe.
You can have up to eight drives active, each of which
can be up to 32Mbyte in size. You also get utilities for
converting VM files into common micro formats such as
Lotus WKS, Dif and Sylk.

information is always up to date and consistent.
Mainframe database administration is therefore all
about security: controlling access to it, archiving it and
validating it. A micro user cannot just go in and write a
spontaneous Basic program to update real corporate
data, so more than a simple password is necessary to
control who gets through to the mainframe. The central
system will need to know what applications and what
kind of data you should be allowed to get at.
On many mainframes a piece of software called a data

In theory this approach seems ideal, but there are
problems. Performance is the main one. With all the
delays inherent in the typical comms link you end up
emulating something like a very slow floppy. The
mainframe still has quite a lot to do providing the
emulation, which has to be available whenever you

dictionary will say, for example, that your department is

make a virtual -disc access, so mainframe response time
is not greatly improved. The MS-DOS limit of 32Mbyte

on disc size is again a handicap as it prevents you
mapping very large data sets on to a virtual drive. In
practice, if all you want is more disc storage you are
probably better off with a local area network.
To go further requires a more complete melding of

the resources of the mainframe and micro cultures.
Mainframes excel at handling large quantities of data
and keeping it properly organised and under control;
micros provide an ideal interface.
The mainframe world does now contain the basis of
Ingres PC works with
a matching
mainframe package
to provide access to
the mainframe
database.

the system. Different programs should not hold the

dictionary looks after this sort of thing. The data
allowed access to the personnel records, and that you
personally will be reading certain fields from it into a
file -transfer program but will not be allowed to change

any of the data. It might also say that you have a
separate departmental mini -database in which you will

be able to create your own records but which only
people from your department will be allowed to use.
This is all very much more complex than anything
encountered on a stand-alone micro, or even on a micro

network. But the number of users on a mainframe
system is likely to be very much higher, the volume of
data much larger, and therefore the effects of incorrect
data that much more widespread and harder to detect.
A defensive attitude on the part of mainframe staff is
not only understandable - it is essential. To maintain
these safeguards while giving micro users access to the
corporate database imposes an appreciable workload at

the mainframe end. Each request you make will be
validated and probably logged, and data you store on
the mainframe system will automatically be archived
and protected.
Some organisations have ended up by concluding
that micro users should only be given very restricted
access to update mainframe data at all. Products like
Micro / Answer and Lotus / Answer let you transfer data

from a mainframe to the PC environment but not the
other way. Another approach is to create a separate
database for the likes of micro users. This is a retreat

from the all -embracing database concept but it is
deemed safer and easier to maintain. The mini
database, which might be called something like the
decision -support database, is updated every few days
with a subset of the information from the main one,
which may be called, say, the production database.
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In some cases things have gone further. Where micro
users also want to emulate hard discs the information management or DP department may end up buying a
separate machine for them. This really takes the concept
of the micro -mainframe link full circle. With no live
access to the real corporate database you are running
little more than a classy kind of local area network with a

gateway through to the mainframe for periodic data
transfers. If this is the case, a standard micro LAN
solution may work out cheaper. It is also likely to be
more satisfactory from the micro user's point of view:
they can forget about terminal emulation, and instead
use familiar and user-friendly micro software to work on

the data.
It is only when the micro and mainframe com-

munities agree to go ahead and inhabit the same
universe that products from the fourth category in our
original list are required. For full access to the main
corporate database, with the ability to extract
information in a truly flexible and ad hoc way, you need

powerful matching software at both ends. It can be
either generic or specific to a particular mainframe
database.
The generic approach is exemplified by products like
Beaufort's Kopy King, which lets you access data from
any database running in the CICS transaction -

processing environment. IBM itself offers ECF, the
Enhanced Connectivity Facilities, which is available for
the MVS, TSO and VM mainframe operating systems.

ECF consists of matching PC and mainframe system
software called Requester and Server. The PC user gets
full access to mainframe databases like IBM's DB2, with
a prompted SQL interface provided at the micro level.
ECF also gives you programming access to the
mainframe and provides a virtual -disc facility. File
transfer for common PC formats like Lotus, dBase, Dif
and Sylk are supported.
The specific approach is exemplifed by products like

Ingres PC or IBM's Host Data Base View (HDBV).

Again, you have matching sets of software on the
mainframe and micro, but the user interface can be

A
COMPANY
SOLUTION
STEVE MALONE FINDS OUT HOW
ONE COMPANY IS MATCHING ITS
NEW MICROS TO AN ESTABLISHED
DP SETUP
As a company grows larger it tends to
find many of its operations scattered
between different buildings, or even
differents parts of the country. Many
organisations have recently begun to
encounter the twin problems of
connecting their stand-alone micros into local networks,
and linking the networks in such a way that micros at
different sites can talk to each other.
Reed Business Publishing (RBP), the company that
publishes Practical Computing, is one of Britain's
largest publishing houses. It has numerous divisions
scattered across several sites, and to allow users in the
various locations to access the company's central

databases it has invested heavily in communications
equipment. Over the last two years, it has also installed
a large number of personal computers.

As in many other large companies, RBP's data
processing has grown up piecemeal, with various
incompatible computers being installed in various

VMS on Vax. HDBV links to DB2 and other SQL

departments. This central data processing is taken care
of by two ICL 2966 mainframes at Haywards Heath, in
Sussex. Most of the circulation figures, subscriptions
service, payroll transaction processes and advertising
management transaction processing services are held on
the mainframe. Other sites in the group have Prime and

databases. Facilities are similar to those available using

Altos minicomputers, and a range of IBM PCs and

simplified because the software does not have to provide
for every eventuality. Ingres PC mates to the Ingres / Star
database, which runs under VM on IBM mainframes or

DB2 with ECF, but in addition you can browse

compatibles.

The four central nodes of the Reed network are

interactively from your micro.
The specific approach with matching sets of software
may seem like the ideal solution. It is likely that major
micro software houses will start offering closely coupled

scattered around Surrey and Sussex: at the head office in

interfaces through to the main mainframe databases
before long. Ansa has just announced an SQL link for

Concentration Exchanges (DCXs) over a British
Telecom 64Kbaud Kilostream line. The Sutton,

Paradox, which seems to be the first of the bunch. On a
slightly less elevated plane, links between spreadsheets
and mainframe financial -modelling packages have been

Haywards Heath and Morden nodes are joined in a

common for some time. But the database is the key
mainframe application and probably provides data

centre.
Len Holt, the company's Communications Manager,

services for the financial -modelling system, so it makes
sense to concentrate on it.
The problems with this approach are that it is
expensive, and it is a major organisational commitment.
Micro users cannot just demand a solution unless it fits
in with existing mainframe database policy. If they do

told us: "The development of the network has been in
earnest since 1984. We had a number of stand-alone
telex machines, but the system was not very efficient.
They couldn't talk to each other, and nobody had the
time to make the paper tapes. We decided to put in a

not manage to swing it, micro users may end up with
some kludged solution involving much labour for all
concerned, but this may still be the most rational choice
for the organisation as a whole. The solution for micro
users may not be totally optimal, but the organisation
will continue to compute.

Sutton, and at Haywards Heath, East Grinstead and
Morden. They are connected together via Case Data

triangular configuration; if the direct link betweeen two

sites fails, traffic can be rerouted through the third

message -switching system and within six months we had
an increase in traffic of over 60 percent. We decided to

use DCXs for the switching. When you think that the
average voice call is two minutes and the average data
call is 20 minutes, there is a great saving if the traffic
goes through one leased line."
Having a variety of kit from a range of manufacturers
(continued on next page)
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RBP Communications
Manager Len Holt in
front of one of the
Case DCX units.
(continued from previous page)

a manufacturer whether a machine can talk to the rest of

means that compatibility difficulties are bound to arise,

the system, they say 'Yeah - No Problem'. Then six

particularly at the mainframe end. They stem from the
days when manufacturers who sold you a mainframe

idiosyncratic equipment purely in order to lock their
customers into their particular brand, this is a little

times out of 10 there are problems. The companies send
round one of their blokes who says 'We usually do it like
this'. But that doesn't work with the rest of the system
because they haven't got the control flow set correctly or
whatever."
It is no use installing the new technology if no one is
going to use it. Holt says he is meeting some resistance

unfair.

to the idea of linking a department's micro to the

Customers would approach them wanting, say, to
automate the accounts and expect to be provided with

company mainframe. "We try to explain to people how
they can be more efficient. The trouble is that people

also expected to supply the terminals and other
necessary pieces of equipment. Although cynics like to
suggest that mainframe manufacturers supply

who have bought an Amstrad

A manufacturer's developments therefore grew up

costs more than the computer. And that has to come out

around its existing kit and in isolation from its rivals.
Happily, the situation is changing as end -users become
more knowledgeable and sophisticated. Vendors are
responding by building in some compatibility with de
facto standards.
There are, however, problems when trying to match

of the departmental budget also." As to why central
networking projects should have to be funded out of

newer machines with older ones. Mike Blakeman, RBP's

like a status symbol to have a PC on your desk. Someone

Network Controller, pointed out: "Most ICL terminals

may be completely computer illiterate, doesn't know

are 25 lines, but others like the Wyse only have 24 lines,
so they provide a racking system so you can look at the

how to use a computer when they've worked out how to

top and then the bottom of the screen."
Although ICL has solved many of the incompatibility

problems, some of the solutions have been late in
arriving. Blakeman went on: "The ICL mainframes have
been a drawback in connecting to other systems, but a
number of protocol converters have come along in the
last four or five years."
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out of the

everything at one stop. Shopping around for terminals,
disc drives, cables and whatnot was almost unheard of.

1512

departmental budget object when the network card

departmental budgets, Holt suggested "the management doesn't understand the technology either".
But Holt sees signs of change: "Training has to start
at the PC end. In the beginning people feel it's almost

switch it on, doesn't know what DOS is for - and yet
doesn't have time to learn.
"It's only recently that the company has taken on
teaching people. Once you've taught them how to use a
PC you can explain how to connect to the network and

use the other information that is there. Training is
becoming more and more important in this company."

The kind of problems that RBP has had in

its

The ICL technology has not been alone in causing
problems, as Len Holt explained: "There have been
troubles with almost all the manufacturers. When there
are a wide range of machines on the network we need

development of a workable office systems policy is
typical. While the commitment to new technology is
there, getting the system up and running is left to the

the two sides of the coin to look the same. When you ask

individuals.

people on the ground and a few highly qualified
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BUDGET BUSINESS SOFTWARE

In the days when you had to pay upwards
of £2,000 for a competent business PC,

other. But lacking the originals' pedigree

applications packages costing around
£400 did not really seem that exorbitant.

P

But now that hardware prices have tumbled

to around £600 for a perfectly adequate
system, nobody is prepared to cough up
more than double figures for an application
package unless there is a very good reason.
After all, it does not make sense for just one

item of software to cost more than the
hardware.
While software prices were coming down
slowly before the launch of Amstrad's IBM
compatible, they more or less crashed after
the event. Reflex is a classic example. When

first launched it cost nearly £500. Then
Borland, the pioneer of cheap software, took
it on board and cut the price to under £100.

Shortly after this, and following an agreement with Amstrad, the price has bottomed
out at a mere £69.95 including VAT.
The basic selection criterion for this
budget -business package top 10 has been
that the price should be below £200.
Microsoft Works, priced at £245, was

the work-alikes have to offer other incentives
like more features and a lower price.
VP -Planner and Mirror are first-class
examples of work-alikes; they are based on
1-2-3 and Crosstalk respectively. Each costs a

fraction of the price of the real thing and
both are considerably more powerful. On
the debit side, the work-alikes cannot lay
claim to the huge number of third -party
add-ons, user groups, books and training
courses available for users of the original.
Not surprisingly the software houses

David Barlow picks out the
programs that provide a full
range of features without you
having to pay through the nose
for them.

behind the originals object strongly to the
usurpers. Both Lotus and Microstuf/ Softklone have taken those responsible for the
work-alikes to the U.S. courts in an attempt
to have the products withdrawn before they
can do any real damage to sales of their own
programs. As there seems to be no infringement of copyright of the programs' code the
chances of successful court actions seem in

doubt. Whatever the result, these actions
may well dictate the future of all work -alike
progams.

With cheap PC hardware now a fact of

allowed to slip through the net simply

life, budget business software is here to stay.
It has produced some impressive software in
its first year and should go from strength to

because it is such good value and runs on the
Macintosh. This machine is attracting more

and more software houses, though asking
prices are still higher than for similar IBM
packages, most likely because of the reduced

strength from now on. The big question is
how the established top -end players will
respond to the threat of ever more power at

profits that can be extracted from its sub-

ever lower prices.

stantially smaller user base.
The top 10 includes a fair cross section of
office productivity software. There are two
integrated packages, two word processors,
one presentation -graphics package, one
communications package, one database and
one spreadsheet. The final two categories on
the list are represented by Reflex and VP Planner, which in fact cross over into each

SUPPLIERS
Cricket Graph Heyden & Son,
Spectrum House, Hillview Gardens,
London NW4 2JQ. Telephone: 01-203
5171

First Choice Software Publishing
Europe, 85-87 Jermyn Street, London
SW1Y 6JD. Telephone: 01-839 2849

other's territories. Reflex uses a database
structure but has a spreadsheet -like display
and graphics -display capabilities. VP -

Planner is a Lotus 1-2-3 work -alike that
includes

a

powerful

two-

Integrated 7 Neric Automation Ltd,
First Choice combines some of the best
features of PFS Write and PFS File.

and three-

dimensional database built around the

the packages here will just about run in

spreadsheet principle.
Although most of the packages in this top
10 are likely to be used by those relatively
new to computing it would be a mistake to
assume that a low price necessarily means
that a package is restricted in scope or particularly easy to use. Some of the packages

256K, but they will prove far more useful
with a full complement of memory whether
on IBM compatibles or Macintoshes. Hard

here are remarkable value in terms of the

discs used to be considered a real luxury, but

they are now becoming an accepted part of
budget PC hardware. A graphics card is also
more or less essential equipment now, and
many packages can exploit high -resolution

functionality they offer but are not suitable
for first-time users. To some extent Reflex
falls into this category, but the prime
example is VP -Planner. It is a real power

display systems if available.

user's program at a bargain price and not
one for the squeamish, despite its superb

fields

manual.
It is also not the case that all budget software will run on budget hardware. Most of
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Two of the top 10 are what is called
"work -alike" packages, based closely on
established programs in their respective

and using compatible command

structures and file formats. This means that
data can be transferred freely between the
two systems, and anyone capable of using
one will immediately be at home with the

Gunsell Lodge, Wood Lane, Tugby,
Leicester LE7 9WD. Telephone: (0533)
783399

Mirror MDP Ltd, 37 Great Pulteney
Street, Bath, Avon BA2 4DA. Telephone:
(0225) 60491

Personal Word Perfect Sentinel
Software, Wellington House, New
Zealand Avenue, Walton -on -Thames,
Surrey KT12 1 PY. Telephone: (0932)
231164

Reflex Amstrad, Brentwood House,
169 Kings Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14
4EF. Telephone: (0277) 230222
VP -Planner Newstar Software, 200
North Service Road, Brentwood, Essex
CM14 4SG. Telephone: (0277) 220573

Word Junior, Works Microsoft,
Excel House, 49 De Montfort Road,
Reading, Berkshire RG1 8LP. Telephone:
(0734) 500741

Write Now Mac Serious Software,

17

Park Circus Place, Glasgow G3 6AH.

Telephone: 041-332 5622.
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patibles.

It

can

drive

most

autodial modems, including
many which do not use Hayes
codes. The program is command driven with extensive
prompting. It has a built-in
WordStar -like editor and its

terminal mode emulates DEC,
Televideo, TI, IBM, Lier Siegler
and Adds units.

PRICE: £69

CRICKET GRAPH

FOR: Crosstalk compatible.

This Macintosh graphics package can produce 11 different
types of chart, including scatter,
line, area, bar, column, pie,
stack bar, and stacked column.
Cricket Graph is particularly

Multi -tasking. Modem
support.

AGAINST: Not as

easy to use. Once you have

PERSONAL
WORD PERFECT

entered your tables of data and

selected the type of chart required a dialogue box appears
from which you can select the
variables to be plotted. In the
best Macintosh tradition the

completed graph can be displayed in the background with
the relevant data items in the
foreground, though changes to
data will not be reflected in the
graph until it is replotted. Cricket
Graph supports the Apple
Laserwriter, lmagewriter II and
the Apple Colour Plotter as well
as a variety of HP units.
PRICE: £155

FOR: Price. Range of facilities. Not copy protected.
AGAINST: No slide -show
function.

FIRST CHOICE
From the established Software
Publishing Company, First
Choice is an integrated package
that combines some of the best
features of PFS Write and PFS
File with communications and
spreadsheet modules. Ease of
use is its strong point: it really is
intended to be the first choice for
the novice. The package makes

the most of pull -down menus,
and copious help screens are
always on hand. Although the
modules are not as powerful as
those provided by the more ex-

user-

friendly as some.

This is the middle member of the
Word Perfect family, sitting

INTEGRATED 7

between Word Perfect Junior

As the name suggests this is
an integrated package which

and the full Word Perfect. It is in

fact much closer to the top -

claims no less than seven functions: database, mail -merge,
spreadsheet, graphics, word
processing, terminal emulation
and communications. Although
really only a four -module
package, Integrated 7 offers a
good specification at a reasonable price. It needs a minimum

package, which is now
regarded as probably the most
powerful word processor available. Personal has the same
end

excellent on-line spelling
checker and thesaurus, but it
lacks the macros, case con-

of 320K RAM but runs in full
user -definable colour. The
spreadsheet will read and write
files in 1-2-3 format and
supports a matrix of 255 rows by

2,047 columns. The graphics
module can produce pie charts,
three-dimensional bar charts,
and line graphs; they can all be
enhanced with text in any one of
11 founts. The word processor

has

a

relatively small

35,000 -word spelling checker.
PRICE: £87

FOR: Wide range of features. Flexible graphics
module.

AGAINST: Chequered

MIRROR
first appeared this
a clone of
Crosstalk. The latest version of
Mirror retains compatibility with
that well -established communications package but offers many

When

it

program was

more features. Mirror is memory resident, so it can multi -task
with practically any PC software

to make communications facilities available at all times. It
requires 192K of RAM and will
drive any of the IBM's communication ports at up to 115,200

baud on AT compatibles or
57,600

baud

on

PC

version, dual -document support
and indexing of the larger
version. The powerful and
versatile data -merging facility
has also been stripped out. But
Personal only requires 192K of
still boast the
comprehensive set of
printer drivers around. It is not
the easiest package to use but it
will amply reward the user who

RAM, and can
most

perseveres.

PRICE: £195

FOR: Price. Spelling
checker. Comprehensive
functionality.

AGAINST: No mail merge. Not very easy to
learn.

corn-

history of support in U.K.

pensive competition they should
be more than adequate for most

users. The word processor includes a spelling checker, which
can also be used in the database
module. Data transfer between
modules is aided by a system of

bookmarks and the traditional
cut and paste technique.
PRICE: £149

FOR: Ease of use. Spelling
checker. Handy database.

AGAINST: No graphics.
Modules lack power.
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REFLEX
Although Reflex is strictly
speaking a database it looks
and works a lot like a spreadsheet in certain modes. Despite
these visual similarities Reflex is
best regarded as database with
a strong financial bias. Records
can be viewed in either the conventional Form view, where the

whole screen is taken up with
one record, or in List view,
where records are displayed in
rows one above the other. It
runs in IBM graphics mode, and
this makes it possible to combine

III data files. Graphics are
easier to use on a floppy -based
system than with Lotus, as it is

not necessary to swap discs.
Finally, VP -Planner is supplied
with an excellent manual.
PRICE: £86

FOR: 1-2-3 features and
compatibility. Three-dimensional database. Price.

AGAINST: Complicated,
novices.

WORD JUNIOR

display its corresponding record
alongside. Reflex include a

Word, most of the economies
have been made in the pack-

PRICE: £61

Price. Analytical
power. Graphics.

FOR:

AGAINST: Financial bias.
No data security. No programming language.

be stored, and Word Junior also
supports style sheets that

contain format instructions for
different types of standard
document. There is no spelling
checker, but Word Junior does

program

the superb Excel and offers a
capacity

of 256 columns by

9,999 rows. It also features 54
built-in functions and an easy -

to -use graphing facility.

Finished charts can be printed

out on their own, or merged
with documents prepared by the

Works word processor, which

include a mail -merge facility.
PRICE: £61

has a useful Draw mode for

FOR: Price. Robust user
interface. Windows.
AGAINST: No spelling

most of the Macintosh high -resolution display and mouse.
PRICE: £245

creating boxes and circles
around text. Works makes the

checker.

Although this

report builder.

glossary feature which allows
frequently used paragraphs to

so not especially suitable for

text and graphics on the same
screen. You can select a single
point of interest on a graph and

powerful set of analysis tools
and features a comprehensive

founts are being used. There is a

FOR: Ease of use. Graphics.
Modules are well integrated.

is

basically a cut -down version of
aging; many of the full version's

features have been kept. The
user interface is robust, and in
typical Microsoft fashion up to
eight documents can be manipulated at a time thanks to the
use of windows. Formatting is
outstanding, with perfect alignment even when different sized

WORKS
Although

its

price

is

AGAINST: Needs 512K
a

little

above the threshold we have
chosen for budget packages
Works deserves to be included
as

it

Mac. High price.

WRITE NOW

does so much for the There

Macintosh. The Works database

allows up to 60 fields per item,
and records can be displayed in
form or list format. The spread-

a new breed of
is
packages which sits somewhere
between the conventional word

procesors and the more ad-

vanced desk -top publishing
sheet is a cut -down version of package. This one runs on any
Macintosh - even basic
machines with only 128K. Write

Now provides facilities

VP -PLANNER
This

1-2-3 clone uses almost

identical command syntax to the

Lotus original and is available
for a fraction of the price. But it
is much more than just a copy of

1-2-3 as it offers many more
functions. Maximum spreadsheet size is 256 columns by
9,999 rows, but as the current
version does not support
extended memory it is unlikely
that this will be attainable in
practice. The user interface is
similar to Lotus's, but the
commands have moved to the

like

picture insert, multiple -column

text and footnotes, which are
not found in any but the most ex-

pensive word processors. The
program is supplied on two non protected discs. It supports eight

basic fount sizes and eight text
styles plus a superscript and sub-

script facility. Write Now allows

graphic images to be transferred from other packages such

as Cricket Graph via the Clipboard, and once an image is in

Write Now it can be moved,
expanded or contracted simply
by using the mouse.
PRICE: £165

bottom of the screen and can be

selected by the function keys.
VP -Planner's

most

distinctive

feature is its two- and threedimensional databases that are

largely compatible with dBase
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FOR: Desk -top publishing
features. Ease of use.

AGAINST: Documentation. Dictionary.
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S=ITTING THE STANDARD
COFT LTD OF:29-733111
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE LOW PRICES HOT LINE SUPPORT FAST SERVICE
Whether you are seeking specialist
advice or simply wish to buy at a competitive price, we believe that Trisoft
Ltd. offers a service second to none.
Apart from offering around 300 software packages and a large range of
add-on boards, we are also authorised
dealers

for APRICOT,

OLIVETTI,

TANDON and NORTHSTAR.

* SOFTWARE
£335
£239
£320
£195
£245
£385
£79
£199
£260
£320
£260
£215
£145
£75
£380
£395
£339
£375
£275
£265

DBASE III PLUS

LOTUS 1 - 2 - 3
FRAMEWORK 2
SUPERCALC 4
WORDSTAR 2000
DATA EASE

REFLEX
MULTIMATE
MS WORD 3

WORDCRAFT
WORD PERFECT 4.2
WORDSTAR PROF
MULTIPLAN 2
VP PLANNER

JAVELIN
SMART 3
SYMPHONY
DOMINO
LATTICE C
MS C COMPILER
PEGASUS

P O.A.
P O.A.

MULTISOFT
* BOARDS
INTEL ABOVE BOARD FROM £295
RAMPAGE
AST SIX PAK PLUS 384K .
AST 5251 MOD.11
HERCULES MONO PLUS .

.

.

.

ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE MONO
SCREEN, KEYBOARD AND MSDOS

OLIVETTI M24 SP, 10 MHZ PROCESSOR, 20 MB HARD DISK, 640K
£1995
RAM
OLIVETTI M28, 20 MB HARD DISK,
£2295
512K RAM
OLIVETTI M28, AS ABOVE BUT 40
£2995
MB HARD DISK
FOR COLOUR MONITOR ADD £235
APRICOT XEN-i HD, 20 MB HARD
DISK, 1 MB RAM, PAPER WHITE

APRICOT XEN-Xi10, 10 MB HARD
DISK, 512K RAM, PAPER WHITE
£1695

MONITOR

APRICOT XEN -Xi20, AS ABOVE
BUT 20 MB HARD DISK .

.

.

.

£2045

0.0. FULL TANDON RANGE 44
NOW AVAILABLE 44
TRISOFT
TRISOFT LTD. are authorised dealers
for SAGE, PEGASUS, MULTISOFT,

KEYBOARD, MONO MONITOR,MSDOS, ANY 4 PEGASUS MODULES
£1595
OLIVETTI M28, 2 MB RAM, 4 -WAY

SERIAL CARD, LEVEL V XENIX,
KEYBOARD, MONO MONITOR, 3
x WY -50 WYSE TERMINALS, 4 x
MULTISOFT XENIX MODULES
£8995.00

* ENTRY LEVEL CAD SYSTEM
M24, 20 MB HARD
DISK, 1 x 360K FLOPPY, 640K
RAM, 7 EXPANSION SLOTS,MONO

OLIVETTI

MONITOR, KEYBOARD, MS-DOS,
ROLAND DXY-880A A3 PLOTTER,
CALCOMP 2200 DIGITIZER, AUTO -

CAD, AUTOCAD ADEX 1 + 2, 8087
8 MHZ CO -PROCESSOR . . £5495.00

TANDON PCA 20, 80286 PROCESSOR(8 MHZ), 640K RAM, 20 MB

HARD DISK, MONO MONITOR,
KEYBOARD, MS-DOS, CAMBRIDGE

TETRA and MULTIPAC accounting

1024 20" MONO SCREEN (1024 x

software.

768

PEGASUS, MULTI-USER and XENIX
systems.

. £245
£599
£189

systems.

TETRA, XENIX

Unrivalled accounting expertise in
London and the Midlands.
We supply software only or full
systems.

INTER QUADRAM EGA + (SHORT) £275

Full range of training and maintenance
PLOTTERS/LASER PRINTERS ETC. support services from our qualified

ROLAND DXY-880A A3 PLOTTER £675
ROLAND DXY-980A A3 PLOTTER. . f945
ROLAND DPX 2000 A2 PLOTTER £3245
HP LASER JET
.£2185
HP LASER JET PLUS
£2885
CALCOMP 1043 AO PLOTTER. .
£7643
CANON LBP Al LASER
£1985
CANON LBP A2 LASER
£2985
TONER CARTRIDGE FOR 1/A2 ... £85
8087/80287
P.O.A.
4
MOUSE
£145
PC MOUSE
£145
SUMMA MOUSE
£89

* EXAMPLE SYSTEMS
TANDON PCX 10, 10 MB HARD
DISK, 1x360K FLOPPY, 256K RAM

* PROFESSIONAL CAD SYSTEM

ACCOUNTING SOLUTIONS FROM

MULTISOFT &

£295
£395

£2495

MONITOR

P O.A.

H ERCULES COLOUR £115
PARADISE AUTO EGA
ORCHID TINY TURBO 286

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

accountants.

RESOLUTION),

AUTOCAD

WITH ADEXS 1,2 AND 3 (VERS.
2.5),
80287
CO -PROCESSOR,
CALCOMP 25120 DIGITISER, CAL -

COMP AO 1043 PLOTTER, FREE
ON -SITE INSTALLATION IN MOST
PARTS OF THE U.K. 3 MONTHS
ON -SITE WARRANTY

.

. £13950.00

* COMMUNICATIONS
We supply the complete range of
HAYES
and
DOWTY (HAYESCompatible)

MODEMS

and

SUPPORTING SOFTWARE for most
communications requirements. Please
call for details.

* EDUCATION
in Education please call for
details of special prices available on
Users

certain products.

Attractive

LEASE
and LEASE
PURCHASE Facilities Available.

11 SOFT

All prices are subject to carriage andVA.T All software prices are for IBM and compatibles. For other formats, please enquire.

TRISOFT LTD
DARLEY DALE, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE DE4 3BP
TELEPHONE (0629) 733111, TELEX 8950511 ONEONE G (please quote ref - TRISOFT.)

ELECTRONIC MAIL - TELECOM GOLD 83: NTG344 ONE TO ONE 12977001 PRESTEL 533544601...
-, circle 158 on enquiry card -

MERE is a fundamental shift under

way in the world of computers.
Currently,

the effects

PARALLEL. PRERISSIN6:

of this

change are being felt at the top
end of the market but it can only

be a matter of time before the

1,11.1310A...a ...11m,

technology and its implications
begin to affect the micro user too.
The shift is towards parallel
processing.

Several books have

BOOK
EWS

appeared which chart in varying
depth and from varying viewpoints
the route towards tomorrow's computer. Perhaps the most approach-

4

R

able is Supercomputers of Today

E

V

I

and Tomorrow by Richard Jenkins.

A journalist by trade, he has set
out to provide a painless introduction to the field, viewed in its

interesting book devoted to this
subject has been written by the dir-

broadest sense. But what you gain

in ease of digestion you tend to
lose in sharpness of focus, and

UPERCOMPUTER

throughout there is a fair amount
of waffle padding out the kernel of

TODAY AND TOMORROW

interesting facts.

For example, the first three
chapters are very general and
rehearse the familiar story of com-

PARALLEL DISTRIBUTED
PROCESSING

THE PARALLEL
PROCESSING REVOLUTION

the world and produce a viable
parallel -processing supercomputer, it offers some interesting
insights. There is a strong awareness of the social implications of
such a machine. The author cites
various areas where it could have
an impact, such as saving energy

puters to date. Only in the fourth
chapter does the author begin to
address the central theme of parall-

elism. Entitled "Creeping Parallelism", it gives an excellent introduction to the world of the early
supercomputers: the IBMs, the
CDCs and the Crays. Less familiar
are the Star 100 and Iliac IV, both

PICIIMO A. KING

fll.AW

A.

Atti,

and resources in a land short of
both, and raising Japan's inter-

LE AA

national profile by overcoming the
language barrier.

early warnings that the road to
supercomputing power is not
strewn with roses. The Star system
was never built in its original form,
and Iliac took so long to get going
that it was out of date before it was
even finished.

The following chapter looks at

the nub of the problem with
current technology: the central
processing chip. It quotes the
sobering statistic that the features

etched on a typical modern chip
are only about 10,000 atoms
across; clearly this technology

cannot be pushed much further.
Finally there is a look at the

may, there is no doubt that its

conventional
computing
techniques loom
ever closer, interest
in parallel
processing is

growing. Glyn
Moody has been

systems. It points out that despite

and how they might be implemented. Recently there has been
some suggestion that the fifth generation computer project is
running out of steam. Be that as it

As the limits of

around today, including hyper cubes and the Connection

their likely points of similarity with

Other chapters in the book go
through the reasons for needing a
different computer architecture

A PROBLEM
SHARED

main parallel -processing machines
Machine. The rest of the book then
takes off with more general
chapters on applications of parallel

ector of the project, Tohru Motooka. Its tone is in marked contrast
to the slightly loud journalism of
the previous work. It is studiously
balanced and fair, though slightly
bland.
However, as the inside story of
the Japanese attempt to leapfrog

announcement served to stimulate

interest and - more importantly

- government funding worldwide, both of which have given a
useful boost to research and
products.
Another very personal perspective

is given in The Connection

Machine by W Daniel Hillis. The
author is the designer of the
Connection Machine, which is one
of the few parallel -processing
machines to use fine-grained par-

reading some
recent books on
the subject.

allelism - that is, large numbers
of weak processors - and to be

the brain's functioning, parallel

commercially available. The book

machines are not just for artificial -

is

intelligence work. As pure num-

machine's design came about.
It starts off with some useful re-

ber crunchers they do not just
offer more power but different
approaches.
The essence of their applications
lies in the very detailed modelling
of systems which are typically far

too complex for precise mathematical analysis. Examples might

be the weather, fluid flow in car
engines or molecular structure.
The new generation of comput-
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ational tools is allowing scientists
and engineers to test theories in a
totally novel way; they can carry
out simulations as accurately as experiments. The parallel -processing
revolution will affect most spheres
of life if only because of this ability
to carry out the ultimate What -If?
The remaining chapters on
artifical intelligence, expert -

an explanation of how the

flections on the von Neumann
system vision and language are
pretty standard. But for a good
general introduction to the field of
supercomputers and parallel processing, Jenkins' book is good
value.

Among the subjects Jenkins
deals with is the Japanese fifth generation

computer,

and

an

architecture, which is causing all

the problems at the moment.
Hillis points out that the current
way of building computers goes
back to the time when processors
were valves - and hence expensive
- and memory was very crude and
cheap. Today processors are cheap,
(continued on next page)
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BOOK
REVIEWS
(continued from previous page)

but the huge quantities of memory
are relatively more expensive. Yet

most computers use the memory
chips for only a fraction of the time

that the processor chip is busy.
Hence the von Neumann bottle-

avid of readers. An exception is the

information it has is fascinating.

In its own way Parallel Dis-

concluding chapter entitled "New
computer architectures and their
relationship to physics, or why
computer science is no good".
Hillis points out that physics works
on the assumption that things only
have local actions, while in
computers - and more specifically
in their programs - any event can

Almost every aspect is covered.
As well as a general introduction,

tributed Processing, Explorations
in the Microstructure of Cognition

there are estimates on the size of
the future market, a consideration
of the opportunities in the area,
and the strategies that various

is

have huge consequences at any

look at the Transputer, and an

remove. He suggests that the Connection Machine approach, where
only nearby processors affect each
other, is more like physics.
The book closes with the
thought that as computers become
more parallel, their behaviour will

examination of the issues of programming parallel machines. The

become smoother and more like
physics. This is the reverse

sectors should adopt. The report is
excellent on the technology. There
is a full and moderately sanguine

Jenkins' book, for all its faults, is a
harbinger of interesting things to

judgements.

come.

Tim Johnson and Tony Durham.
Published by Ovum Ltd, £320.
ISBN 0 903969 31 9

version of the machine uses 64K
basic processors, each with 4K of
memory. It has a peak instruction

erent reasons. Parallel Processing,

flawed, though for totally diffthe Challenge of New Computer

E

Rumelhart, James L McClelland
and the PDP Research Group.
Published by MIT Press, £27.50.
ISBN 0 262 18120 7

Parallel Distributed

Processing. Volume 2:
Psychological and
Biological Models by James L

Published by John Wiley, £9.95.

McClelland, David E Rumelhart,

ISBN 0 471 90739 1

and the PDP Research Group.
Published by MIT Press, £27.50.
ISBN 0 262 13218 4

The Connection Machine by

It is thorough and detailed - and

Press, £22.50.
ISBN 0 262 08157 1

library, which is a pity since the

Foundations by David

Computer by Tohru Moto-oka
and Mosaru Kitsuregowa.

The Fifth Generation

Architectures by Tim Johnson and
Tony Durham is a massive report
on the current state of the subject.
incredibly expensive at £320.
Clearly this is only for the company

accessible way. In that respect,

A PROBLEM SHARED

situation to modern physics, which

Finally two books which, in different ways, say it all about parallel
processing. They are both seriously

after the introductory chapters is
too technical for all but the most

to the general reader. Given the
importance of this field and the
pace of developments, no doubt

under way, all complete with
helpful comments and informed

nection Machine is that memory is
distributed locally among the
thousands of processes, and is used
more intensively. The current

rate of 100 million instructions per
second, and generates about 12kW
of heat.
Unfortunately, most of the book

Unfortunately, the whole approach is too academic to be useful

there will be many future volumes
which treat similar topics in a more

Parallel Processing: The
Challenge of New
Computer Architectures by

One of the bases of the Con-

processing revolution in neurobiology drawn out.

book concludes with an exhaustive
survey of current commercial
products and research projects

has gradually become more concerned with the discrete nature of
an apparently continuous world.

neck.

equally thorough in its two

500 -page plus volumes. It is intriguing to see the roots of the parallel -

W Daniel Hillis. Published by MIT

Parallel Distributed

Processing. Volume 1:

Supercomputers of Today
and Tomorrow by Richard A
Jenkins. Published by TAB Books,

£14.95. ISBN 0 8306 0322 0

Oasis Products

OASIS VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT SYSTEM
The OASIS Virtual Instrument System (VIS) emulates conventional DVM,
OSCILLOSCOPE, CHART RECORDER, X/Y PLOTTER and DATA LOGGER in one
easy to use package and also provides sophisticated data analysis tools.

The VIS data acquisition module and instrument emulation software turns the BBC
micro directly into a versatile and flexible laboratory measurement system which can
out -perform and is easier to implement than IEEE 488 linked systems.
* VIS professional, ready -to -use instrument emulations include:
Multi -channel DVM with real time numeric and graphic displays, storage SCOPE with

on -screen measurement and waveform zoom, DATA LOGGER with logged data
compression algorithm and X/Y PLOTTER with programmable integration periods.

HARDWARE
VIS is based on a precision computer controlled 16 channel A -D converter, with

six programmable ranges and read rates of 50k samples per second at 8 bit
resolution, 25k at 12 bit.

This simply installed unit has proven long term stability and reliability.

SOFTWARE
The menu -driven acquisition, analysis and display programs combine on screen
set up of measurement parameters, SPREADSHEET data manipulation and a
range of data display formats, including 8 trace CHART RECORDER and
oscillogram.
Total data mobility from measured information to memory, disk, screen and
HARD COPY output.

The OASIS VIS carries full documentation to allow the beginner or professional
programmer to create new interface applications or personalised instrument
emulations.

PRICE
For fast delivery, phone your order on 0603 747887.
Technical queries answered and requests for
further data on this number.

£399 (ex VAT), the price of the complete VIS system is less than any one of
the instruments it replaces. Performance enhanced versions also available, e.g.
higher acquisition speeds.
At

The Street, Old Costessey, Norwich NR8 5DF. Tel: 0603 747887
104
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TRADE UP TO

A QUALITY MODEM.
If your current modem is now a
modems from DCE Interlekt.
bit too basic for your needs, or
For full trade -up details
simply showing signs of old age,
call us today on 0296 432971
/ 1/14.4,1E47
there's never been a better time
or complete the coupon below.
to trade up to the Interlekt
Berkeley, an intelligent modem
FI'd like to trade -up to quality with the Interlekt
of real quality.
range. Please send me details immediately.
For a limited period, DCE are
Name
making a special trade-in offer: give
APPROVED...We
Position
=17h7,171,,=
us your old modem and we'll give you
Company
tne ...ructions for use
offers auto -dial and
a special discount on our already
Address
competitively -priced, high perauto -answer, a shortcode
formance V21N23 Berkeley modem. dialling directory and "help" screen.
Postcode
The Berkeley is Hayes -compatible,
It's just one of a range of quality
0, accordance with Ow crud

Telephone
DCE Interlekt Limited,
Kingfisher House, Walton Street,
Aylesbury, Bucks HP21 7QG
Tel: 0296 432971.

INTERkEKT

I

DCE Interlekt Limited Kingfisher House
Walton Street Aylesbury Bucks HP21 7QG
Tel: 0296 432971
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FLOPPY DISKS

MIRROR

INCREDIBLE VALUE FOR MONEY

Mirror, CROSSTALK Killer

£12.00 for a box of £20
5.25 inch, Double Sided, Double Density, Soft
Sectored, 48 TPI diskettes with error free
guarantee. Branded diskettes of this quality are
usually three times more expensive.

500 diskettes for £275.00
1000 diskettes for £500.00
over 2000 ring for quotation
Postage is free but please add 15% V.A.T. to the total
for all orders and allow 21 days for delivery.
Please send me

box(es) of disks (20 per box).

including 15% V.A.T.
I enclose a cheque for £
made payable to to ASLAN Computer Services
Limited.
Name-

Add CONCURRENT COMMS to your
existing
PC/MSDOS applications.
Popular Terminals e.g. VT100 VIP
7200

Unbeatable value at £69.00 + VAT

IBM and Clones including AMSTRAD

Complete package Mirror, Modem
etc from £240 (300/1200 baud):
Mirror, Network Card £200 + vat

MANAGEMENT DATA
PROCESSING LTD.

Company -

Address:

37 Gt Pulteney St, Bath BA2 4DA Avon
Post Code.

Tel.

ASLAN Computer Services Limited, 27 Ketelbey Rise,
Hatch Warren, Basingstoke, Hants RG22 4PE.
Tel: (0256) 53209

circle 148 on enquiry card 4-

(0225) 60491
special deals on BT GOLD, 121,
All Trade Marks acknowledged
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PC -SIG LIBRARY
Only £6 per disk

Now over 700 Disks

special introductory offer all disks
£5. Offer ends June 30.

A

Finally software you don't have
to be rich to own
We're ISD, UK's Sole Authorised Distributor for PC SIG.
We offer the world's largest library of public domain and
user supported software, (whose authors request a donation from satisfied users) For £6 per disk, you buy soft-

ware that has been selected from leading authors,
thoroughly analysed and professionally supported.
Graphics system. Lots of demonstration files

133 ULTRA -UTILITIES 4.0 recover

418 PC -GRAPH Allows user to create

lost files, modify sectors, etc.
O 245 ULTRA -UTILITIES FILES UNS-

O 405 PC-DESKMATES Better than all
of the rest of the memory resident
desktop utilities.

ti 273 BEST UTILITIES All of the most
requested utilities on one disk.

478 HARD DISK UTILITIES A collection of the best in the library.
Li 414 UNPROTECT Various routines to
disconnect protection schemes.
El 376 PATCHES make back up copies
of some of the most popular commercial
programmes with this collection.
507 PC -SPRINT Software and in-

struction on how to cheaply speed up
your system 2-3 times.

344-345

Colour

graphics from PC -File report files.

MATHS AND STATISTICS
88 EPISTAT 3.0 Statistical analysis of

E.

easy way. One of the best tutorials on
BASIC.

H 254 PC -DOS HELP type "help" for
the DOS command you forgot.

O 320 TOUCH-TYPE Advanced type
tutor.

WORD PROCESSORS
E 78 PC -Write 2.4 a fully featured word
processor.

H. 415 W -ED LETTERWRITER Word

H 654 655 Kwikstat Grphac Orientated programme for scientific statistical analysis.

LANGUAGES
148 XUSP 1.4 Lisp language interpreter.

417 PROLOG VERSION 1.9 Complete
with editor and documentation,

409, 410 SNOCREST BASIC two disk
set. Real basic interpreter. Can be used with a
multi-user system.

424 PASCAL COMPILER Written

SPREADSHEETS
199 PC-CALC Fabulous 123 work -a -like
from the author of PC File.

503 RELIANCE MAILING LIST Keeps
track of multiple lists, sorts and prints by
specific group good for custom mailing.

FINANCIAL PROGRAMMES
E 423 PROJECT MANAGEMENT handles
over 1,000 tasks with CPM
E 430.431-432 ANALYTICALC DISKS 13)
Complete spreadsheet, database, graphics,

word processor- fast!

COMMUNICATIONS

310

QMODEM

fastest

the

communications programs you can buy at any
price.

E 499 PROCOMM Communications with
XMODEM, KERMIT, ASCII protocols,
supports, IBM -3101, DEC VT52/103, ADM -3
cnd ANSI.

-------

523 SIDE WRITER Print your large

528 NEW YORK WORD The most
all the
automatic indexing, table of contents and foot -noting.
558 PC -PROMPT Memory resident
helper for DOS command and syntax.
576 PC -TICKLE The perfect reminder

DEALER

plus

for appointments and 'thing to do' list.
577, 578 C TUTOR Perfect for those
wanting to programme in C.
579, 580 PASCAL TUTOR
Learn to
programme in PASCAL in the conveniency of your own home.
598 DISKTOOL Like Norton's:
recover erased files, or fix damadged files.
:

033 AUTOMENU Create professional

1 BLACKBEARD The

editor for writing code
PASCAL, C, or FORTRAN.

programmer's

in

E QUICK START EVERYTHING
FOR THE NEW USER, includes
CATALOGUE LISTING OVER 600 DISKS
403 COMPUTER TUTOR
5
78 PC WRITE
273
476
193PC CALC

405DESKTEAM

PC FILE III
BEST UTILITIES
PATRICK'S BEST
GAMES

E70 VALUE - ONLY E40

IEEE488
TECHNOLOGY THAT
HITS THE MARK

Interface system for IBM-PC/XT/AT/IC and all compatible
equipment
Interface system for PHILIPS PC :YES
HP control commands (ENTER, CLEAR... etc.) implemented
SRQ interrupt software implemented
DMA and INTERRUPT activated by simple commands

64 kByte memory management for processing large
volumes of data
Integrated control interpreter, HELP screen and HELP
functions in decoded text
Support for BASIC, BASIC (compiled), (TURBO -)PASCAL,
MODULA 2, FORTRAN, C and ASSEMBLER

Software and manual available in English, French and
German

10 DISKS - E50

Name

Address

40 00

SHIPPING

POSIG
51 ,,,,,, I,

features

VALUE

PRICE

DISKS

QUICK START
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a wealth of information.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
DESCRIPTION

Aztech Computer Systems, NE Unit 1, Argotill Estates,
Oldmixon Ind. Estate, Winterstoke Road,
Weston Super Mare, Avon BS24 9AX.

522 INSTANT RECALL memory resident programme that stores 'and retrieves

MANY GAMES AVAILABLE

OTY

THE ONE STOP CENTRE
FOR ALL YOUR BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS

LATEST ADDITIONS

61

board classic. 14 disks)

CALL NOW ON (0934) 635228/635164

applications 13 disk set)

menus, without all the hassle.

0212-334 621 622 RBBS 14.1 A bulletin

ANSWER NO TO ANY QUESTION ABOVE
AND YOU MAY BE LOSING MONEY!
YOU'VE TRIED THE REST. NOW TRY THE BEST!

3)1-333 Lotus financial and budgeting

standard

I] 398 ESIE EXPERT SYSTEM Artificial

TRAINING COURSES

* ACCESSORIES

FINANCIAL PROGRAM Lotus

406

powerful wordprocessor we have;

program.

*

2

DEALERS WANTED!

00

SUB TOT
VAT

TOTAL

Phone

ISO INTERNATIONAL
SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTORS Ltd
P 0 80. 872, Sutton Coldfield.

USER GROUP ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

%Nest Midlands, 875 6UP

MEMBERSHIP_ AVAILABLE

1-01i)»-).-»

'2, PP

E

worksheet

information, much like Thinktank.

intelligence shell to build a custom knowledge base.

NO

in

to programme PASCAL

Learn

spreadsheets sideways on the printer.

E 5 PC FILE III most popular database

YES

* SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
* CONSULTATION
* SUPPLY/INSTALLATION
* SERVICE/MAINTENANCE
* TELEPHONE HOTLINE
* SOFTWARE SALES/SUPPORT

Turbo Pascal.

Processor -editor. Controls letter processing.
El_ 480 PC -OUTLINE Outline and organise

DATABASE PROGRAMMES

THINKING OF BUYING A COMPUTER?
ARE YOU BEING OFFERED:

small to medium-sized data samples.

510 VISIBLE PASCAL COMPILER

EDUCATION
403 PC -TUTORIAL A great introduction to DOS.
105 PC -PROFESSOR Learn Basic the

L

GRAPHICS
PC -KEY DRAW A

UTI LITI ES
O 66 GINACO 54 polished routines written in basic for any beginner or experts.

iec
h
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
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INES GmbH, NeuenhOter Allee 45,
5000 Kifiln 41, West -Germany
Messtechnik
Datenverarbeitung

0007j

PHONE: -49 221 438659
TELEX: -2627 17 221 4237 gizkln
TELETEX: -2627 221 4237 gizkln
TELEFAX: -49 221 4972078
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OPEN FILE

0

Submissions should include a brief description which
pen File offers programming tips and software to
key in. We welcome submissions from readers. We explains what your program does and how it does it. This
are interested in business programs for any of the main should be typed with lines double-spaced. The program
machines such as IBM, Apple, Amiga, Atari 520ST, BBC should be printed with a new ribbon or at double -

and Amstrad PCW-8256. We are also interested in intensity; the width should be between 75mm. and
applications written in dBase, or for standard spread- 90mm., or between 105mm. and 135mm. Also include a
disc of your program.
sheets like 1-2-3. Utilities are also welcomed.
Please send your contributions to

Open File, Practical Computing, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.

THIS SERIES of articles will be pre-

senting various types of utility
programs for the IBM PC and compatible machines. Utilities are
programs which enhance the
operating systems, either by

improving existing commands or
by adding new ones. They can be
divided into two distinct groups:
those which, once loaded, remain

in memory and form a permanently resident extension to the

POP-UP CLOCK

Basic you would enter an
insruction like
A=B+C
This makes A equal to the sum of B

Jim Bates opens his series on utility programs
with a real-time clock that you can display at will
on top of your application.

and C. You do not need to know

be prompted to re-enter that line.
Once all the data has been entered
the program file will be written to

operating system, and those which

disc and you can then use the

simply add extra commands to

utility from the operating system.

those available as standard on the

The data listings have been

where A, B and C are stored in
memory. The Basic environment
can maintain lists of memory
addresses, and when you want to

or use the value of a

comma, except for the last number

display

in each line; the spaces are not
important. Within each line, the
first 10 numbers are part of the

number, Basic provides it without
reference to you. Similarly, Basic
knows how to display information
on the screen, how to send

program code, and the last
number is the sum of the previous

characters to the printer, and so

operating -system disc.

spaced out and numbered in lines

10.

on.

An example of a resident utility
is the improved Screen . Print
facility listed in the January 1987
issue of Practical Computing. This

to make them easier for you to read

Assembly language differs from
the higher -level languages in that
it accesses the processor and

In assembly language the programmer has to take total control,
and adding two numbers together
can become a major undertaking.

type of program simply waits in

when you enter the data. Do not

type in the line numbers. You
should type in each of the following numbers followed by a

memory directly. If you want to
add two numbers together using

(continued on next page)

memory until the right conditions

are fulfilled for its operation, at
which point it produces a printed
copy of whatever text may be on
your screen. Non-resident utilities
are program files which are loaded

only when you wish to execute
some pre -arranged function.
Examples of operating -system

commands which use programs
like this are Format, Diskcopy and
More.

To gain access to the low-level
areas where maximum control can
be achieved, and to get maximum
speed of loading and operation all

the programs in this series have
been written in assembly language
to produce Corn files which can be
invoked directly from the MS-DOS
or PC -DOS operating system. This
does not mean that you will need
intimate knowledge of machine code programming techniques.
If you do not have an assembler
and you do not wish to modify the
programs, you should type in the
basic program shown in listing 1
and save it on a disc for future use.
Each article will have a data listing
with built-in error checking. It will

enable you to produce and use
the program discussed without
needing to know anything about
assembly language.

To use the Basic loader you
simply

run it and enter the

numbers in the data listing to
produce your machine -code utility. As you enter each line of 11
numbers the program will check
them; if an error is found you will
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LISTING 1. GENERAL-PURPOSE BASIC LOADER
10

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300

DIM FIL$(200),A(10):CLS
PRINT"Basic Machine Code File Construction "
INPUT"Enter the Name of COM file (without the .COM) ";FIL$
INPUT"Enter number of Lines ";LINS
FIL$=FIL$+".COM"
PRINT"Enter each line of numbers exactly as listed ";
PRINT"(including commas) and hit <ENTER>":PRINT
PRINT"There are 11 numbers in each line, ";
PRINT"if an error is made, you will be"
PRINT" prompted to enter that whole line again !":PRINT
FOR LIN=1 TO LINS
PRINT"Line "LIN" ";
INPUT A(1),A(2),A(3),A(4),A(5),A(6),A(7),A(8),A(9),A(10),B

CHECK=0:FILCLIN)=""
FOR X=1 TO 10
CHECK=CHECK+A(X)
FIL$(LIN)=FIL$(LIN)+CHR$(A(X))
NEXT:IF CHECK = B THEN 200
BEEP:PRINT"ERROR - Re -Enter this line!":PRINT:GOTO 120
NEXT
PRINT" Data Entry Completed "
PRINT" Preparing to write file - "FIL$
PRINT" Hit any key when ready"
K$=INKEY$:1F K$="" THEN 240
OPEN FIL$ AS El LEN=10
FIELD E1,10 AS D$
FOR LIN=1 TO LINS
LSET D$=FIL$(LIN)
PUT il,LIN
NEXT:CLOSE:PRINT"File "FIL$" written."
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E

OPEN

UTILITI

POP-UP CLOCK. ASSEMBLER LISTING
COMMENT .

PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
SUB
MOV
MOV
AND
CMP
JNZ
MOV
MOV
CMP

CLOCK

Program remains resident after loading
Intercepts INT 8H Time of Day routine
Routine occurs 18.20445 times per second
Counter in DELAY only allows execution of the
interception routine on 18th time of calling.
Toggle ON/OFF occurs when <Ctrl> and <Right Shift>
keys are pressed together.
This toggles the JNZ instruction at SWITCH between
JBE and JMP (76H & EBH ).
Installation uses INTI1H to poll the equipment and decide
whether MONO or COLOR Screen is in use.

JZ

MOV
XOR

Once installed - program can only be removed by reboot.

JMP

Copyright BATES Associates
February 1987 - Jim Bates

CLOCK:
PUSH
POP
MOV

Equates

INC

EQU 90H

SCREEN

;

;

CMP
SWITCH:
JBE
MOV
SUB
MOV
MOV
MOV

Location of first position on
Screen

Low memory data pointers
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

INTB_OFF
INT8_SEG
CTRL_KEYS
TIM_HI
TIM LO

20H
22H
417H
46EH
46CH

;

;

;

;

;

Position
Position
Position
Position
Position

of Interrupt 8 Offset
of Interrupt 8 Segment
of Control Keys Byte
of Timer Hi -word
of Timer Lo -word

ORG

100H

;

MUST BE 100H FOR .COM FILE

ASSUME CS:CODE,DS:CODE,ES:NOTHING
BEGIN:

JMP

INSTALL

DATA Area

FLAG:
DELAY:

DB
DB

0
0

LI:

;

;

Shows condition of Control Keys
Counts up to 18 to allow update

L2:

Interrupt Intercept

PROC

NEAR

(continued from previous page)

a four -stage process detailed

It is necessary to know where in
memory the numbers are stored,
how big they may be, where the

follows.

result is to be stored, how and
where to display the answer, and so
on. Fortunately there are short cuts
which allow use of some of the sub-

routines already in the machine's

memory. They are called interrupts and are very roughly equiv-

alent to the Gosub statement in
Basic.

In Basic you can just type in a

program and Run it, but the
production of a machine -code
program is a multi -stage process.
All of the programs in this series

BP

Quicker than XOR AX,AX
Access Page Zero of RAM
Keyboard access
<Ctrl> <RShft> pressed?

AX, AX
DS, AX

AH,DS:[CTRL_KEYS1
AH,O5H
AH,O5H
CLOCK
AX, CS
DS, AX

BYTE PTR [FLAG],OFFH
QUITSTEP
BYTE PTR [FLAG],OFFH
BYTE PTR [SWITCH],9DH
QUITSTEP

CS
DS

;

;

BYTE PTR [FLAG],0
BYTE PTR [DELAY]
BYTE PTR DELAY,12H
QUITSTEP
BYTE PTR [DELAYI,O

;

;

;

No - so go to CLOCK
Get CS into DS
Now point to our Segment
Check FLAG indicator
Keys active - so jump out
Set FLAG to active
Toggle jump instruction

Put our Segment
into Data Segment
Set FLAG - keys released
Bump the DELAY Counter
Update once per second

;

Change to JMP to disable
Reset the counter

;

Get the System Clock time

;

AX, AX
DS, AX

CX,DS:(TIM_HI)
AX,DS:[TIM_LO]

PUSH
MOV
MOV
DIV
MOV
MOV
MOV
DIV
MOV
XCHG
MOV
MOV
MUL
SUB

CX

JC
INC
JMP

L2
AX

as

POP
PUSH
XCHG
MOV
PUSH

This already represents Hours
Prepare to divide
by 91 (18.2 x 5)
Quotient in AX, remainder in DX
Save remainder in BL
Prepare to divide
by 12 to get minutes
Quotient in AX, remainder in DX
Save Minutes
Remainder to AX
Prepare to multiply
by 5 (back to seconds)
AX has major seconds
How many 18's in BL?
no more left

DX,0
CX,91
CX
BX,DX
DX,0

CX,12
CX
BH, AL
DX, AX

DX,0
CX,5
CX

BL,18

Add 1 second
Go again

Li

QUIT

This is a stepping stone only

CX
AX
CH, CL

CL,BH
CX

editor is not suitable for program
writing.

Recover Hours
Save Seconds
Hours into CH
Minutes into CL
Save Hours & Minutes

to the end of any line. Convention
decrees that assembler programs
are written with a file -name
extension of Asm.
Stage 2 is assembling the

Stage 1 is writing the program.
This must be done using a plain text editor or word -processor
program. Most word processors
have a non -document or ASCII
mode specifically for plain -text
processing. The convention is to

source -code text for each example
exactly as it appears in the listing.
You can save a little time by

program, and for this you will

omitting the comments from the

able

program; they are not necessary for

produce a plain -text file which has
the extension Asm.

correct assembly, although if you
are going to keep the listing you

machine. All the examples in this
series are written for the 8088 processor in the IBM PC, though they
should be suitable for use on most

PLAIN TEXT
If you have any doubts about a
particular editor or word processor
you can test it by first typing some
text into a file and saving it to disc.

Then use the Type command to
display the file on your screen. If

Once you have checked your

editor you should type in the

should make sure that the comments are included. Comments are
a particularly important part of any
assembler listing because the
program flow is much less obvious
than it is in a high-level language.
The comments are indicated in

will be in the form of Corn files
which can be executed directly

you see exactly what you typed into

between and including the word

from the operating -system prompt
and all of them will be available on
disc. Producing a Com program is

the file, then you have plain -text
processing. If there are any strange
characters displayed, then your

"Comment" and the two asterisks, is a comment, and so is a

108

Save registers

SI

QUITSTEP: JMP

NEW_INT8

;

Now Divide down to find Hours, Minutes and Seconds

SEGMENT

CODE

AX
BX
CX
DX
DS

two ways: the text at the top,

semicolon and all text following it

need an assembler program suit-

for the processor of your

8088,

8086,

V-20 and 80286

machines. Simply follow the
instructions for assembly of programs.

During assembly, all comments
are ignored and any programming

errors will be reported. You will
need to correct them and
reassemble the program before
continuing. All the programs in
this series have been assembled
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E

OPEN

UTILIT I

RAM:

;

MOV
MOV
POP
MOV
AAM

AX,OB000H
DS,AX

OR

AX,3030H

;

MOV
MOV
SUB
MOV
AAM
OR
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
POP
MOV
AAM
OR
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV

DS:ISCREENLAH

;

POP
POP
POP
POP
POP
POP
POP
DB

;

;

CX

;

AL,CH

;

;

DS:CSCREEN+2I,AL
AX,AX
AL,CL

;

;

Screen RAM (set by INSTALL)
Set DS to point to screen seg
Hours & Minutes
Hours
Change to DECIMAL
to ASCII
Tens of Hrs - to screen
Units of Hrs - to screen

Change to DECIMAL
AX,3030H
BL,AH
DS:ISCREEN+6I,AH
BL,AL
DS:ISCREEN+8],AL
BYTE PTR DS:ISCREEN+4I,3AH
BYTE PTR DS:ESCREEN+10i,3AH

to ASCII
Tens of Minutes
to Screen
Units of Minutes
to Screen
COLONs to Screen

CX

AX,3030H
BL,AH
DS:(SCREEN+12),AH
BL,AL
DS:(SCREEN+141,AL

Seconds & Hundredths
Seconds
Change to DECIMAL
to ASCII
Tens of Seconds
to Screen
Units of Seconds
to Screen

BP

Restore registers

AL,CL

INSTALL

;

;

;

This is a bare JMP instruction
Segment collected from Page Zero
Offset collected from Page Zero

;

;

;

;

INT

SUB
MOV
MOV

MOV
MOV

;

LISEGLAX

;

[JOFF],DX

;

11H

;

INT

21H

LEA
MOV

DX,MSG2
AH,9

-

so Quit!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

INT

21H

LEA

DX,PROTECTOR

INT

27H

Display it
DOS Program terminate.

Access Page Zero of RAM
Old Interrupt 8 Offset
Old Interrupt 8 Segment
Restore our Data Seg
Set up final JMP Seg.
and Offset
Equipment Poll
Check Video Mode
Is it Mono or Color?
It's Mono - no change
Set to RAM to Color
Set Interrupt 8
to point to our Code
Function Call 25H
Change Interrupt
Installed OK Message

Display it
Set program length
Terminate and stay resident
;

;

;

Installation Message Area

DB
DB
DB

'BATES Associates Copyright 1987',13,10
'Toggle CLOCK - resident utility
- Version 1.30',13,10,'$'

MSG2

DB
DB

'Installed - use <Ctrl> <Right Shift>
'to Toggle',13,10,'S'

MSG3

DB

'INSTALLATION ABORTED',7,13,10,13,10

'

'

BYTE

PROC

'

NEAR

'CLOCK already installed.',13,10,'S'

DB

INSTALL
CODE
END

Finally leaves all code in this segment up to PROTECTOR
resident and protected.
PUSH
LEA
MOV

;

DX,NEW_INT8

ENDP

Installs the above code, adds the JSEG and JOFF words as
copied from the Vector Table at Interrupt 8.
Checks which CRT Mode is active and alters RAM accordingly.

;

;

;

AL,30H
AL,30H
NEXT2
BYTE PTR CRAM+2),0138H

All code to here will be protected by DOS

;

;

DS

AX,2508H

Yes

;END of program code

OEAH
0,0
0,0

LABEL

;

DS,AX
AX,DS:(INT8_OFFI
DX,DS:[INT8_SEG]

MSGI

PROTECTOR

;

MOV

current Interrupt 8
Already installed?
No - continue
Point to Abort message

;

DS
DX
CX
BX
AX

NEW_INT8

;

21H
20H

AND
CMP
JZ
MOV
NEXT2:
LEA

SI

DB
DB

;

DS

INT
INT

INT

QUIT:

JSEG:
JOFF:

;

NEXT1

DX,MSG3
AH,9

NEXT):
MOV
MOV
MOV
POP
MOV
MOV

Minutes

WORD PTR (S17,5350H

CMP
JNZ
POP
LEA
MOV

ENDP
ENDS
BEGIN

Save register
Sign -on message

DS

DX,MSG1
AH,9
21H
AX,AX
DS,AX
SI,DS:CINT8_OFFI
DX,DS:[INT8_SEG]
DS,DX

Display it

Access Page Zero of RAM
Interrupt 8 Offset
Interrupt 8 Segment
Look at start of

program will always inform you
that no stack segment has been

sequence:

system loads a Com file it locates

you get any error reports from your

ASM CLOCK;

the lowest 64K block of unused

assembler you should

carefully

defined. This is not an error; it is a

LINK CLOCK;

memory that it currently has avail-

recheck all the text that you have

EXE2BI N CLOCK CLOCK.COM

able and saves the address of this

After assembly you will have an

prerequisite that Com programs
should not redefine the stack
segment.

object file, which is denoted by the

The fourth and final stage is to

All this work in producing the

prepared with data relevant to the

convert the Exe file using the
Exe2bin program, which is again
provided with your operating-

program is amply rewarded. There

operation of the Com file; this first

is a significant saving in disc space,

256 bytes is called the program

since Com programs produced by

segment prefix (PSP).

system files. Exe2 bin converts the

this method are usually relatively

The program is then loaded into

layout of your program

small. Com programs will also load

and tested and have no errors. If

typed in.

extension Obj on the file name.
This file contains the machinecode version of your program.
In stage, 3 you link the object file

block, which is called a segment.

EASY RUNNING

The first 256 bytes of this area are

your

within the .Exe file to a form that is

and execute much more rapidly

memory addresses numbered 256
Once
(100hex) and upwards.

operating -system files. The main

compatible with Corn program

and will usually take up much less

loaded, the instruction at address

purpose of the Link program is to

files. After the conversion, if you

memory

link a series of separately produced

have overridden the default Bin

equivalents.

object files into, one coherent file.

extension you will have a file with

using the Link.Exe program which
usually

is

provided

with

The examples in this series are
all single files, but the linker is still

actual

Corn as the extension.

For example, to assemble, link

program

required to convert the object file

and

into a relocatable Exe file. Since all

after

examples are written to
produce Com programs, the Link

Clock.Asm you would enter the

the
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convert

the

completing

following

three

the

text

commands

file
file

in

While

than

high-level

their

assembly

256 is sent to the processor and the

program instructions are run seqis

a

little

uentially from that point. This

involved, running the programs is

method

extremely easy. Just type in the

language code for the IBM PC pro -

name of the Corn file from the
system prompt, and the program

without the need for any complex

execute autoload and
matically. When the operating
will

vides

up

writing

of
to

assembly -

64K of memory

memory -switching arrangements.

(continued on next page)
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OPEN
(continued on next page)

There is occasionally a need to
access certain special areas of

memory which are outside this
64K range, but this is an easily
understood process. Whenever the

processor is instructed to collect
data from somewhere in memory,
it requires an address. This address
is made up of a segment number
and an offset number. The
segment number tells it which 64K

block of memory you want, and
the offset tells it the address within
that 64K.
There are four segment registers
in the 8088 series of micro-

processors, but in this series we
shall only be concerned with two of

them. For present purposes the
code segment register (CS) will
always point to our own block of
64K. When the program needs to
access memory outside this block,
it uses the data segment register
(DS). So to access memory in the
first 64K block - also called page

0 - of memory, zero must be
placed in DS and the assembler is
then told to use this as the segment
part of the address. Most assemblers will use the contents of DS in
this way as a default.

STANDARD LAYOUT
The general layout of the
assembler listing in this series

follows a standard form. Immediately after the comment section,
which simply describes the
program's action and requirements, there is a section labelled
Equates. This area simply attaches
labels to particular numbers, thus
helping to make the eventual
coding easier to read.
The next section will usually be

headed Code Segment. This is
where the program instructions
actually start and there will be an

ORG 100H

statement, meaning Originate at
100hex (256 decimal). This statement tells the assembler program

to start assembling the relevant
code from the 256th byte in this

particular statement - that

is,

immediately after the PSP.
The usual style that I adopt is to
make the first instruction a Jump,
equivalent to a Goto command in
Basic. By putting it at the beginning of the code I can reserve an
area immediately after it for

relevant data to be stored. This
data area is marked in the listing

and is used for the storage of
mainly transient information

which the program may need
during operation. After the data
area comes the main body of the
program code.

If the program is intended to
become resident as an extension of

DOS there will be an installation

section at the end of the main
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FILE

LIT

U

toggled on and off. Tim__hi and
Tim_Jo are the addresses for the

POP-UP CLOCK. DATA FOR BASIC LOADER
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line

1

2
3

233, 212,
86,
85,
128, 228,
142, 216,

0,

43,

0,

80,

192e 142,

216,

252,

5,

3,

1,

128,
198,
62,

54,

0,

83,
138,
117,
255,
68,

73,

144,

7

6,

4,

1,

128,
62,
255,
31,
128,

4,

1,

8

198,

6,

4,

1,

0,

43,

9

14,

110,

4,

91,

0,

12,

0,

108,
241,
241,

4,

185,
185,

161,
247,
247,

192,
81,

12
13

0,

185,
64,

5,

0,

14
15
16
17
18

233,

247,
235,
184,

4
5

6

10
11

5,

128,

6,

3,

1,

14,

6,

138,
0,

13,

216,

138,
197,
162,
48,

235, 248,
207,
81,
212,
10,

13,

6,

139,
138,
225,
77,
0,

48,
192,

3,

218,
248,
128,
144,
176,
48,
138,

146,
48,

0,

43,

138,
0,

220,
198,

136,

152,

89,
136,
94,

138,
38,

38,
148,
193,
156,

81,
38,
24,
116,

82,

30,

23,

4,

200,

1,

140,
85,
157,

1,

0,

724
396
941

0,

668

0,

1307
1403
1157
1312
1466

138,

929

58,

198,

1138
873
1138
696

19

6,

48,

21

162,

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

234,

0,

0,

0,

0,

31,
30,

90,
141,

180,
32,
80,

9,

205,

33,

43,

192,

0,

139,
117,

22,

34,

0,

83,

11,

31,

33, 205,
34,
0,
205,
17,
136,
1,
205,
33,
141,
22,
83,
32,
101, 115,
104, 116,
111, 103,
75,
32,
110, 116,
32,
32,
110,
32,
110, 115,
32, 117,
62,
32,
104, 105,
111, 103,
83,
84,
32,
65,

32,

141,
142,
163,
48,
141,
22,
115,
67,

142,
142,
22,
216,
211,
60,
22,
135,
205,
115,
111,

49,

57,

45,

108,
32,
117,
32,

49,

46,

101,
114,
116,
86,
51,

56,
32,
101,
105,
101,
48,

116,
115,
60,

97,
101,
82,

108,
32,
105,

102,

116,
108,

0,

9,

205,

139,
213,
198,

22,

8,

37,

31
32

205,

33,

84,

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

97,
105,

69,
116,
103,

41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

10,

79,

1,

6,

84,
67,

0,

58,

220,

0,

93,

31,

36,
184,
141,
215,
65,
32,
32,
103,
45,

1,

100,
116,
105,
36,
32,
114,
32,
32,
73,
79,

101,
121,
111,
73,

7,

13,

10,

13,

10,

67,

32,
110,

97,
115,

108,
116,

114,
97,

101,
108,

108,

62,
101,
76,
82,
76,
100,
101,

10,

36,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

45,

108,
83,
84,
78,
78,

32,

103,
65,
66,

76,
79,

97,

908

54,
139,

20

138,

235,
254,

18, 118,
142, 216,
186,
0,
186,
0,
146, 186,
235,
18,
89,
80,
142, 216,
136,
38,
193, 212,
150,
0,

162,
154,
48,
158,

6,

198,

801
967
1227
1206

0,

0,

114,
134,
89,
144,
10,

984
1096

212,

10,

13,

0,

138,

216,

89,
22,
216,
218,
184,
161,

91,
52,

88,
2,

481

139,
129,

54,

1213
776
851
1035
760
749
878
772

2,

60,
180,

32,
137,
116,

22,

5,

1,

184,

2,

180,
66,
99,
121,

1,

48,

39,
111,
112,

0,

5,

9,

65,
105,
114,

992
878
986
690
795

55,

13,

67,

115,
108,
114,

76,
105,
105,
115,

13,

10,

108,
60,
103,

101,
67,
104,

100,
116,
116,

32,

116,

111,

765
1010
794
575
964
717
886
863

13,

10,

36,

701

65,
84,
79,
121,
100,

84,

73,

69,

68,

67,
32,
46,

75,

105,
13,

757
702
417
907
914

0,

0,
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program code, usually separated
by a byte labelled Protector. This

program operations performed.
To keep the program simple the

byte is used to mark the end of the

clock display is put directly into
screen memory, and no effort has
been made to correct the display
for graphics screen modes. This

code to be made resident, and is
passed to DOS at the end of the
installation section.
The installation section is effect-

means that the display in graphics

ively a mini -program in its own

mode will not be readable, but

right. It is responsible for checking
the available hardware, setting up

into the required interrupts. Data
used by this section - the sign -on

since the clock can be switched off
from the keyboard at any time this
should not prove to be too much of
a problem.
The Clock program accesses six

message and so on - is stored after
the Protector byte, since it is only

areas of memory outside its own
64K segment, as noted in the

required during the installation

Equates section. Screen is the
address where the program places

the resident code, and hooking

phase.

CLOCK PROGRAM
resident utility
program is designed to display a
digital clock in the top right-hand
corner of the screen. The code is
The Clock

attached as a resident extension of

DOS and hooked into

system

interrupt number 8. This interrupt
is run automatically every 54 milliseconds or so, more or less regardless of whatever else the PC might
be doing. The clock will therefore
continue to display during all

current setting of the system clock.
Two bytes are reserved for infor-

mation required by the program,

and they are labelled Flag and
Delay. Flag is used to indicate
whether the Control key has been
released, and Delay is used to store
a counter number which is checked
each time the program runs, to see

if the required time has elapsed
before updating the clock. Next
comes the new interrupt routine the code that will be run
approximately 18.2 times per
second as long as the machine is
switched on.

HOOKING
Since Clock is to be a resident
program it must be connected into
the appropriate part of the
operating system. This is done by
replacing the address for interrupt
8 that DOS is currently using with
the address pointing to the Clock
routine; this is called "hooking the
interrupts". Since something else
might be hooked into interrupt 8 it

is essential to allow the original
interrupt routine to continue after
our own has done its job.
Once the program has displayed
the sign -on message it must collect

the existing interrupt 8 address
and put it into the program. In
Clock, this address is placed at the

end of the new interrupt code for
the program to jump to when it
has finished. Clock also checks the

first two bytes of the code at
Interrupt 8 to see if it has already
been installed. If it has, the
program displays an abort message
and returns to DOS without
making any modifications.
The installation routine continues by using interrupt 1 lhex to
check what hardware is in use.
Since

it only needs

to know,

whether a monochrome or colour
monitor is in use it only needs to

check bits 4 and 5 of the code
returned in AL. If these bits are
set, then a monochrome monitor
is in use and no modification is
necessary. Otherwise the address
used at label RAM needs to be
changed to B800hex, since this is

the start of the area of memory
used by the colour monitor.

the first character of the Clock
The next step in installation is to
display. Int8_off and Int8__seg hook the program into the system
are the memory locations where
the full address of the interrupt 8
routine is stored, segment and

instead of the existing interrupt 8
routine. DOS provides a special
routine to do this: function 25hex

offset.

of interrupt 21hex. The correct

ControLlteys is a memory
location where the condition of

segment address must be put into

some of the control keys is stored.
By reading this byte it is possible to
tell if certain keys are pressed. It is

DX. The function number

used here to check when the
Control and right Shift keys are

placed in AL. Interrupt 2 lhex then

pressed, allowing the Clock to be

DS and the relevant offset into
is

placed in AH and the number of

the interrupt to be changed is
does the hooking. The program
can now display the installed
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FILE.

message and go on to the final step
of the installation.

Holding the Control and right

number of ticks in five seconds.

Shift keys down for about half a

After this division you are left with
the number of five -second blocks

At this point the routine is in

second would toggle Clock on and

place and functioning, but if you

off about nine times, and you

return to DOS subsequent programs might be loaded over its

could not be certain which way the

code. DOS must therefore be told

where the program is and must
protect it from future program
operations. The special function to
do this is Interrupt 27hex, known
as the terminate and stay resident
(TSR) interrupt. The highest

point into our own segment. After
resetting the Flag byte the Delay

in AX and the remaining number
of ticks in DX. The remainder is
saved in BL - it cannot be greater
than 90. Dividing AX by 12 gives
the number of minutes. Since this
number must be less than 60 the
answer actually only occupies AL
and it can be saved into BH. DX
now contains the remaining

toggle would end up. To prevent
this, the Flag byte is set to reflect
the condition of the control keys.

The first part of the Clock
routine sets the DS register to

achieved by Oring the
number with 48 (30hex) so that
number 1 becomes character
number 49 (3 lhex), and so on.
This is

Both AH and AL can be dealt with
simultaneously in this way by the
instruction
OR 3030H

Since the data segment register
(DS) has already been set to point

to the screen area the results of
these calculations can be placed

counter is incremented by 1 and

number of five -second blocks so it

directly into screen memory at the

address to be protected - in this

then checked. If it is lower than 19

is moved into AX and multiplied

offsets indicated by the Screen

case it has been labelled Protector

by five to get seconds.

- is placed in DX, and Interrupt

then the remainder of the routine
is skipped; if it is equal to or

equate. The minutes and seconds
amounts can be displayed in the

27hex is called. DOS now protects
the area from the beginning of the

continue.

segment up to Protector, and the
installation procedure ends. The
program is now permanently resident in memory, hooked into

greater than 19 processing will
This assumes that the clock is

with the remaining number of

is, the
toggled
instruction at Switch is JBE and not

ticks left after the first division -

on - that

JMP. If the clock is toggled off,

the system, and will not be
overwritten.
The actual code in Clock is quite
simple in operation. The interrupt
that it is hooked into is processed
approximately 18.2 times every

then processing will skip to Quit,

second, whatever else might be
running, since it is driven by a

instruction at Switch is JBE, since

special timer chip in the machine.
It is unnecessary to run the whole

of our program this often, so it
includes a timing counter which
only activates every 18th time the
program is called; the other 17
times processing is passed straight
through to the original interrupt 8.

KEYBOARD CONTROL

TICKS
Finally the program has to deal

regardless of the number in the
counter. The Delay counter will
continue to be incremented even
though the clock may be toggled
off. It is for this reason that the
the counter could be higher than
18 when the clock is re -enabled
after a period of inactivity.
After Switch comes the working
part of the code, which has to do

these are in BL. Strictly speaking it
is necessary to divide this by 18.2
and add the answer to the seconds

in AX. An easier way - though
less accurate - is to subtract 18
from BL, and if the answer is not
negative to add 1 to AX and try it
again. This loop continues until BL

byte number which contains the

bytes to store one character when
in text mode. One byte holds the

character's ASCII code and the
adjacent byte holds a number
which indicates the attributes colour, flashing, inverse, etc. -

that this byte will have on the
screen. Since only the character
bytes are being changed the attributes will remain as previously set.

goes negative, the ultimate effect
being to have added 1 to AX for

This ensures that the clock will

every 18 that it was possible to
subtract from BL. This is equiv-

attributes that have been set for
that portion of the screen that is
being used. Once the characters

alent to dividing BL by 18.
Hours, minutes and seconds can

three things: read the time, con- now be shuffled into convenient
vert it to a displayable series of form for later access and pushed on
numbers, and finally display it to the stack. The registers that are
on the screen. The time is stored in
low memory in the form of a four-

same way.
Screen memory actually uses two

always be displayed using the same

are placed in the screen memory it
can be left to the video processor to
display them on the screen.

used are AX for the seconds, CL for

INTERFERENCE

the minutes and CH for the hours.
Once these values are safely on the

There is one slight problem,
however, due to the fact that the

The program allows the Clock to

number of times the master system

stack the program prepares to

screen memory is accessed by both

be turned on and off under key-

clock has ticked since midnight.
This number is first loaded in two

display the results. As a result of

the main processor and the video

the slight inaccuracy introduced by
the simplified calculation routine,

processor in the IBM. Some inter ference is occasionally evident in

the form of snow on the monitor
screen, though it can be avoided

board control, so the first section of
code - after saving the contents of

parts into

the CX and AX

the registers that are to be used -

registers. It must then be divided

Clock will appear to gain about

checks the current status of the
ControLJceys byte. Pressing the

down to arrive at the correct
number of hours, minutes and
seconds. The routine that DOS

it

Control and right Shift keys should

to do this

quite cornplicated, as is most binary arithmetic. I have therefore made the

half a second per hour until

becomes roughly nine seconds
faster than the DOS time at
midnight. This is not a great

toggle the operation of the Clock
program off and on. The program
also needs to remember that the

uses

keys have been pressed.
The toggle process changes the

division routine simpler at a slight

and Clock is therefore reset to
proper accuracy at that time.

instruction at Switch between a

cost in accuracy.
At first sight,

approximately

The Installation routine deter-

conditional JBE and a JMP. With

18.2

ticks per second seems a
strange number to use for the

mines which monitor is in use and
will have altered the address of the

function every 18th time of
calling; with a JMP, the program
will never function. The Flag byte
is a simple indicator which is set to

system clock. However, a little
simply arithmetic will show that
this multiplies up to 65536 ticks
per hour. Since 65535 is the

screen RAM that is now put into

OFFhex every time the control keys

decimal equivalent of F1411 -hex you

have been pressed. The only way
that the Flag byte can be reset to
zero is when the first part of the
Clock sequence is completed, and

will see that at the end of each hour

enabling the direct transfer of data
on to the current monitor screen.
The calculated numbers can now
be recovered from the stack, con-

the Tirn_lo word of the counter

verted to their equivalent ASCII

becomes full and carries

to the
screen. The number of hours is put

indicating that either the Control

hours since midnight. The hours

key or the right Shift key has been
released.
Once the toggling is completed,
processing skips the clock routine

count can therefore be saved in CX

a JBE the clock program will

is

1

across

problem since the whole process of
calculation counts from midnight

the data segment register, thus

and continues to do so until the

the number in AL into two parts.
AH contains the result of dividing
AL by 10 (OAhex), while AL

contains the remainder of this

accessing of the screen, and the
flash will not be apparent.

14'

All the programs in this series
are available on IBM -formatted

discs at a cost of .f.5 for each
program. Each disc contains the
assembler source code, the
assembled program and a doc-

ument file describing the

division; thus AH has the lOs and
AL has the units.

operation of the code in detail.
Please send your order to Jim
Bates, c/o Practical Computing;
cheques should be made payable

keys are released. The reason for
this is that this code is being pro-

simple way of dividing this down is

All that is needed now is to

to divide first by 91, since this

cessed over 18 times a second.

represents fairly accurately the

convert the binary number in each
part of the register to a character.
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which the main processor accesses
the screen. The timing process can
be quite involved, and although it
would improve the display slightly
on a colour monitor it would make
no noticeable difference on a
mono monitor. To keep the
program as simple as possible the
timing problem has been ignored.
The effect that you get without it is
a slight flash on the screen approximately once a second as the clock
updates. Obviously, while the
clock is disabled there is no

characters and put on

into Tim_hi. DOS zeroes both
this can only happen when the words at midnight, so Tim_hi into AL. The program then issues
Control_keys byte is not 5 - always contains the number of an AAM instruction which splits
by pushing it on to the stack.
AX now holds a number
between 0 and 65535 which represents a portion of an hour. One

by carefully timing the point at

to Jim Bates.

CLASSIFIED

PRACTICAL COMPUTING,
REED BUSINESS PUBLISHING
QUADRANT HOUSE
THE QUADRANT
SUTTON SURREY SM2 5AS

TEL: 01-661 3033

SoftOscilloscope

IT REALLY IS MAGIC!

on

0

L)

MI THORN EMI Datatech

EPSON

NEC Canon Opus.

Transparent, easy to use. Lets your BBC BASIC

programs call procedures from disk, use them, then

forget them until next needed Programs now needing
64K RAM may only need 5K RAM. Runtime module

allows other BBC users to run the programs from
disk without the chip.

£29.95 inc. VAT +

p&p

n

Available only from:

Elsevier
68 Hills Road

- 13IOSOFT
Cambridge CB2 ILA

Telephone (0223) 68622

Telex 81623

DISK
COPYINGIFORMATTINGI
FILE TRANSFER
WE CAN TRANSFER YOUR DATA
BETWEEN OVER 1,000 DIFFERENT
MICROS, MINIS AND MAINFRAMES VIA
FLOPPY DISC OR MAGNETIC TAPE.
FORMATS INCLUDE: CPM, CPM 86,
MSDOS, PCDOS, UNIX, XENIX, IDRIS,
TAR, RT11, MDOS, IBM BEF, ISIS, FLEX,
0S9, VICTOR-SIRIUS, APPLE, TORCH,
ACORN, AMSTRAD, MISC.
TYPESETTING/WORD PROCESSING.
*OVERNIGHT SERVICE - most formats returned by
next day's Post
From: *El 0.00 + VAT per
Copy

(Blank discs not Included)
*DISCOUNT for BULK
USUAL TERMS C.W.O.

DOWNLOADING
SERVICES

APEX HOUSE
18 HOCKERILL ST.
BISHOPS STORTFORD
HERTFORDSHIRE CM23 2DW

TEL. (0279) 59343
TELEX 817547

PCB to create a cheap ND converter

CITIZEN

OVERLAY BASIC

powerful tool for fast real-time data
collection, display and analysis. Free

TOSHIBA
For the BBC (B, Bt, Master)

Turn your BBC B, B+ or Master into a

included. also works with other
standard converters.

Thinking of buying a

Education Version (EPROM, disk,

Computer, Accessories,
Printers or Software?
Why not save up to 40%

manual) £49.95 inc. VAT & Postage.

Professional Version : open access

Contact Rocketfield,
PRC1, 86 Birch Hall

system (2 EPROMs, 3 disks, 2 manuals)

Lane, Manchester 13.

L199 inclusive.

Tel. 061-224 4032

n

Don't forget to ask for your
Magic' Order form

Lri

ROCKETFIELD®
computer systems
SEX PROBLEMS?

Individuals send cheque/AmexNisa/Access with order.

Elsevier - BICISOFT
68 Hills Road, Cambridge,
CB2 I LA, U.K.

Solve all your RS232 sex problems with our universal cable.
Plug and socket at both ends of the one metre cable. Price £25

AlATARI -ST Al

PRINTER CONNECTION PROBLEMS?
SOLUTION 1
CONVERTER: SERIAL TO PARALLEL

We probably have the most extensive collection

£60.83 (inc p&p, ex VAT)
For owners of computers with RS232 outputs who wish to drive
centronics printers. Add £25 for additional ways

SOLUTION 2
DATA SWITCH: 4 -WAY SERIAL
£60.83 (inc p&p, ex VAT)
For owners of computers with RS232 outputs who wish to talk
to four different devices without swapping leads

SOLUTION 3
DATA SWITCH: 2 -WAY PARALLEL
£60.83 (inc p&p, ex VAT)
For computer owners who wish to drive more than one
centronics printer. Add £25 for additional ways. Reverse also
possible at same price.

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
of ATARI -ST public domain software in the U.K.

Over 100 disks are packed with Desk Accessories,

Comms software, Games, Utilities, Music and
Languages. And the list is growing daily!
Send an SAE for our most recent list to:
SEE US ON STAND 131 AT THE ATARI USER SHOW

THE SOUTH WEST SOFTWARE LIBRARY

5 Barn Owl Way, Stoke Gifford,
Bristol, Avon BS12 6RZ

SOLUTION 5
CONVERTER: PARALLEL TO SERIAL
£60.83 (inc p&p, ex VAT)
For owners of computers with centronics outputs who wish to
drive serial printers. Add £25 for additional ways
Please enquire about our range of software for the NewBrain
and also our low-cost Computer Cables. All the above prices
include postage and packing, but exclude VAT.
For other solutions watch this space, or contact us at:

166 PORTOBELLO ROAD

TYEPRO LIMITED

LONDON WI I 2E8

30 CampkIn Road, CAMBRIDGE CB4

TELEPHONE 01-727 8722

Tel: 0223 322394

SCREEN WISE

COMPUTER CLEANERS

"STOP LOCK UPS' * *
Do you suffer lost data or lock -ups? Do you think
mains is the cause? If so then our sockets may be
the solution.

As well as cutting high voltage spikes they
smooth the cut spikes and filter RF from 1-30MHz
(better than 40db) and up to 130MHz.
Now with Three spike filters
Adaptor (socket) (5a fuse) - £14 incl.
Adaptor (3 sockets) (5a fuse) - £18 incl.
Trailing 4 -way socket (13a fuse) - £24 incl.

Simply plug in - no wiring

vas

U=1.0

Telex: 265451 MONREF G (quoting BT GOLD 72: MAG90645)

Tony Firshman Services
12 Bouverie Place London W2 1R B 01-724 9053

AMSTRAD PC AND PCW
MICROS WITH VT100
TERMINAL EMULATION, FILE
TRANSFER AND
NETWORKING
ALSO VT52, ADDS, TELEVIDEO,
ADM, etc, etc
PRESTEL and COMMUNICATIONS Southern sales: (0279) 59343.
CUSTOMISED KEYBOARDS AND
Northern sales: (0606) 553433
TERMINAL EMULATIONS

GENTUN INFORMATION SERVICES
Will be opening their new premises at

Regent House, Heaton Lane,
Stockport.

We will provide office systems for

accounting, Data Management, Word
Processing etc.
Helpful advice and setting up the most
efficient system to suit your business
requirements.

FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT& ADVICE
SERVICE & MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

GENTUN INFORMATION SERVICES
REGENT HOUSE
HEATON LANE, STOCKPORT

1/52 and 1171X are bade marks ce Dyed fraersment CorsoraMon
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NEWBRAIN newsletters 1-18, Technical
manual, handbook £16. Sixty-four volumes
of Public Domain Software at £3 each. List
of hardware and software disks,

MAKE YOUR OWN

MENUS
Create screen menus to drive all your
software. Whether you are in a
business, a home -user or even an
experienced programmer, if you use
an IBM compatible running MS-DOS,
you need MAKMEN.
Features:
EASY TO USE. SYNTAX CHECKING.
SECURITY. ERROR REPORTING.
FLEXIBILITY. AUTOLOADING. 20
OPTIONS PER SCREEN. ANY
NUMBER OF SCREENS. WRITTEN IN

`C' - IT'S FAST!

Microsystems FREEPOST Cambridge CB4
1BR.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE for Micro Computers to meet the specific needs of your
company. Call 01-995 3162.

IBM-PC Public Domain Software from only
£3/disc. NO MEMBERSHIP FEES. Send
S.A.E. for catalogue to: PC -STAR, P.O.BOX
164 Cardiff CF5 3YB.
BONDWELL BW8 IBM compatible lap -top,

back -lit screen, 3i" and 5k" disk drives.

Moving data and program files from
one machine to another is often made
difficult because different
manufacturers have adopted different
disk format standards.
We can copy your files to and from
over 250 disk formats including
CP/M, CP/M-86, MS-DOS, PC -DOS, ISIS,
APPLE, SIRIUS, TORCH, APRICOT, HP150,
DEC RT-11, and IBM BEF.
Disks are normally despatched on the
day they are received.

Cost £1,200 accept £875. Phone 01-584 5816.

£49.95

ATARI ST USERS send stamp for FREE

Tel: 03727 21217

NEWSLETTER S.P.D. Software details. ST CLUB (PC187), PO BOX 20, Hertford, SG13
8NN.

Mole Systems Ltd
111 Manor Green Road
Epsom
Surrey KT19 8LW

expansions terminal etc. GFG

DISK COPYING SERVICE

ATARI ST OWNERS - Write now for a free

APRICOT PC Monitor 9" brand new £100
also ten Tandy model Ill's complete with
basic training course manuals suitable for
Computer Club. £500 the lot Gosport (0705)
587862 office hours.

SIRIUS/IBM & Compatibles Public Domain
software incl. Transfer pack send large sae
to M. Palaci 122 Kilburn High Road, London

copy of our latest Newsletter and Public

Domain Library Catalogue: St -Club, PO Box
20, Hertford, SG13 8NN. (stamp appreciated).

80286 SPEEDCARD Upgrades PC or XT
giving AT performance (supports 80287)

TELEVIDEO 800A workstations £200.
TS806/20MG Computer £750. ICL K9

£225. EGA Card £169. Both new also many
Apple items. 01-736 7809.
EPSON PX-8 Portable Computer. 120K Ram
Disk plus all Software, Manuals and Cables.
£600 o.n.o. 0483-66146 Evenings.

Evenings 061 4455650.

RAIR BLACK BOX and ICL PCs (8 bit).
Bought sold exchange repaired advice

NW6 4HY.

Terminals £90. Tel: Day 061-832 2816 or

dBASE II/III custom software development.
Library of programs in dBase available and
modifiable. EaslyLink 6290 9922. KN
Associates, 114 -8th Street, Ann Arbor.
Michigan 48103.

given. Ring 0734668951 (Reading).

267M

SIRIUS expansion boards, high quality, low

Our charge is L10.00 + disk + VAT.
Special prices for quantities.
For more information call us.

GREY MATTER
TEL. (0364)53499

10

When replying to
Classified advertisements,
readers are recommended
to take steps to protect
their interests before
sending money.

cost. Send for details. Issue 18, Norfolk
Road, Brighton BN1 3AA.

MICRO ADS. Order Form

SELL IT WITH PRACTICAL COMPUTING

p winaow
Classified Rates
Linage 50p per word
Minimum 20 words prepayable.
Box No. £11.00 extra

Please insert the following advertisement in Practical Computing

UNAGE

Cost per insertions
11.

Display Adverts.
Rate per single column
Centimetre: £20.00
Minimum 5cm

;,5;7

TOTAL

£7.50

£1.13

£8.63

£10.00

£1.50

£11.50

£12.50

£1.88

£14.38

Tel 01-661 3033.

£15.00

£2.25

£17.25

Method of Payment
Cheques etc should be made

£17.50

£2.63

£20.13

£20.00

£3.00

£23.00

£22.50

£3.38

£25.88

£25.00

£3.75

£28.75

SERIES Discounts

Available on request

payable to REED BUSINESS
PUBLISHING and crossed.

I enclose herewith cheque/PO for

Post to:
Cut out the order form and return
together with your remittance to:
Classified Department,
Practical Computing,
Room H211, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton,

Box No. Required YES/NO

No. of Insertions

(50p discount for 2 ins.)

NAME (Please include initials)
ADDRESS

Surrey SM2 5AS.

Conditions of Acceptance
Micro Ads are accepted from
Private readers only and must be
submitted on (or a photocopy of)
this order form. All Advertisements
must be prepaid.
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PC/AT COMPATIBLES

FAIR TRADE

BREAKING THE PRICE BARRIER! 111 H

MANUFACTURED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
USING HIGHEST QUALITY JAPANESE PRODUCTS

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
AND
GENERAL COMMODITY

PC/XT £345
PC/XT, 20MB,
MONITOR TTL £780

BROKERS

BUY AND SELL ALL
MAKES AND MODELS

* 8088 V20 * 640K
* FLOPPY DRIVE * PRINTER PORT
* GRAPHICS DISPLAY ADAPTER * KEYBOARD NUMS + CAPS LOCK

OF USED COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT

AT/TURBO £949
WITH 20MB
MONITOR £1280

TELEPHONE

0832 72174

*802866/8MHZ * 512K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 1M
* LEGAL BIOS * FLOPPY DRIVE 1.2M
* PRINTER PORT * GRAPHICS DISPLAY ADAPTER * AT STYLE KEYBOARD
WITH SEPARATE CURSOR PAD
HI REST TIL MONITOR £69 20MB HARD DISK E299

BILINGUAL SYSTEMS EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

UNIT 1, BARNWELL WORKSHOPS
BARNWELL, OUNDLE,
PETERBOROUGH PE8 5PL

12 MONTHS WARRANTY AND SUPPORT INCLUDED
PRICES EXCLUDING VAT
FOR ORDERS AND ENQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT

C.A.S. COMPUTER POINT LTD

TEL 01-708 3775/01-708 2734
TLX 8952387 ANSWER G

circle 153 on enquiry card

- circle 154 on enquiry card 4 --

'PRACTICAL
CAMPUTING
Advertisement Index

RKIn DiMF'UTER SERVILF_IS
Computer Software, Development and Consultancy
*

Independent expert
advice on PC

compatible systems,
Free initial consultancy.
Introduces:
*

***********
ACS -BASE

*******

Software development
service,
* Networking,
* Programming.
*

Report generator,
Data entry form
designer,
* Extensive on screen
help,
*
*

**

Akin Computer Services
AMA
Amstrad Consumer Electronics
AslanComputer Service
Aztech Computer Systems

114
85

34/35
105
106

B

*****

*****

*******

A powerful applications development package....£195.00
* 64K record database,
* Integral user defined
* 256 fields/record,
transaction

***

Lotus Development (UK) Ltd

A

OFFERS:

processing system,
* User defined formulas,
* Easy to use and flexible.

************************* *******

Borland International

IFC 3

Cahners Exhibitions
Canon (UK) Ltd
CAS Computer Point
Compumart
Computer Express

28
6

114
22
86

20/21

M

33
Management Data Programmes 105
45
Mekom Computer Products Ltd
10 26
Microft Technology Ltd
74/75
Micronix Computers Ltd
Back Cover
Micro Peripherals
60
Micro -Rent
26
Mill Computer

Mannesmann Tally

N

Newtons Laboratories

50

P

PMS Communications
Peter Nelson

67

104

D

Damson Computers
Data Plus PSI (Sales)
DCE

Digithurst Ltd
Duncan Database
Duplex Sys Ltd

26
67
105
25
90
26

Q

Qume UK

64

R

Ringdale Peripherals
S

ACS -LABEL

Dot matrix barcode and label printing system,
Linked to ACS -BASE
£ 95.00
£145.00
Standalone
* Uses dot graphics
* Integral label designer,
facilities,
* Linked to ACS -BASE or
* 32 x 32 character sizes,
standalone.
* Barcode printing,
****************************************

For further information or to place orders Tel: 0206 330582
or write to: ACS,
44 Grymes Dyke Way,
Stanway, Colchester,
ESSEX CO3 5QT.

E

Elonex UK Ltd
Epson (UK) Ltd

78/79

F

Fair Trade
Fuji Film
Fujitsu Europe

114

Homestead Data Products
HM System
IBM (UK) Ltd
Ines Gmbh
ISD Interface

38
Sagesoft plc
Sellec Computer Products Ltd 40/4
16/17
Sentinel Software Ltd
61
Silica Shop
24
Sirton Computer
31
Star Micronix (UK) Ltd
66
Systematic Upgrade

4

56/57

H

39
73

18/19
106
106

T

Teamwork UK Ltd (Cambridge
46/47
Computers)
15
Thorn EMI Datatech Ltd
39
Transform Ltd
102
Trisoft Ltd
W

Walters International
Worldwide Computers

70
13

X

L

Laptron Ltd

- circle 155 on enquiry card

IBC

25

Xon Software

82

XT -Compatible
20 Megabytes
4.77/8 MHz
The PC88 Turbo

Monographic/Printer card
II 130W Power Supply
II Professional Keyboard

111 Legal BIOS

NEC V-20 Super Processor
Switchable 4.77/8 MHz Clock
111 640K RAM

20MB Half Height Hard Disk
360K Half Height Floppy
111

£795

Parallel Printer + RS232 Serial ports

Clock/Calendar with Battery

"Hi -Res 12"" Green Monitor
MS-DOS 3.2
Full Set of Manuals
8 Expansion Slots
12 Months Warranty

Back-up.

AT -Compatible
20 Megabytes
6/8/10 MHz

E 1 295

0 or 1 Wait States

Monographic/Printer card
200W Power Supply
Professional Keyboard
"Hi Res 14"" Green Monitor
MS-DOS 3.2
Full Set of Manuals

II The PC -286 Turbo

Legal Bios

Switchable 6/8/10 MHz
640K RAM
20 MB Half Height Hard Disk
1.2 MB Half Height Floppy

Parallel Printer + Two RS232 Serial Ports
Clock/Calendar with Battery Back- up

OPTIONS

II 8 Expansion Slots

12 Months Warranty

30 MB Hard Disk Drive
Upgrade £265

40MB Hard Disk Drive

14" Hi Res Colour Monitor

and EGA Card Upgrade £395
II EGA Card £165

Upgrade £365

II 14" Colour Monitor Upgrade
£175
`ON SITE MAINTENANCE AVAILABLE'

ELONEX (UK) Ltd.
Please feel free to visit our showroom for demonstration

RAYS HOUSE, NORTH CIRCULAR ROAD, STONEBRIDGE PARK,
LONDON NW10 7XB TELEPHONE: 01-965 3225
circle 144 on enquiry card -

7200 NLQ MATRIX
The world's first multi -function, multi wire, flat-bed printer. It allows you to
print virtually any kind of business form. It
gives quality print as well as colour and
plotting facilities.

Speed: 324cps (Draft). 108cps (LQ).

Columns: 136. Compatibility: IBM,
Epson, or Diablo 630.

Price: £1395.
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5510/5520 NLQ MATRIX
High speed, NLQ with full graphics mode

and 3K memory. 5520

is

the colour

version.

Speed: 180cps (Draft). 30cps (NLQ).

Columns: 80. Compatibility: IBM &
Epson.

Price: 5510 £329.

5520 £449.

6500 DAISYWHEEL
This new daisywheel is designed for heavy
duty office use. It's very fast and includes
parallel and serial interfaces.
Speed:
60cps.
Columns: 132.

Compatibility: IBM & Diablo 630.
Price: £1299.

AO'
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6300 DAISYWHEEL
Our

best
selling general purpose
daisywheel printer. It's fast speed and low

noise level make it ideal for the office.
Speed:
40cps.
Columns: 132.

Compatibility: IBM & Diablo 630.
Price: £899.

6200 DAISYWHEEL
A popular wide bodied letter quality
printer, perfect for the smaller office.
Parallel or serial interface.

Speed:

30cps.

Columns:

132

Compatibility: IBM & Diablo 630
Price: £579.

Essential hardware if you
don't buy a Juki.
Mind you, if you do buy a Juki Printer you can put your tools away, because we're
now giving a full

2

year warranty* on the entire Juki range.

Whatever your needs, whether for home use, small business or busy office, Juki
have a machine that's ideal.

Juki printers are compatible with virtually all computer systems and with prices
ranging from just .£199f to
6100 DAISYWHEEL
The U.K.'s best selling daisywheel printer.
100
character wheel. 2K memory
expandable to 8K.

Speed:

20cps

Columns:

110.

£139.51

they're compatible with your pocket too.

For more detailed information and brochures on Juki printers phone us now
for free on 0800 521111.

Compatibility: IBM & Diablo 630.

Sole Distributor:

Price: £399.

Micro
Peripherals lid

Technology true to type

-. circle 145 on enquiry card -
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6000 DAISYWHEEL
A letter quality printer designed for home
use.

100 character wheel and either

parallel or serial interface.

Speed:
10cps.
Columns:
90.
Compatibility: IBM graphics printer.
Price: £199.

Intec 2, Unit 3, Wade Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG24 ONE. Telephone: 0256 473232.
Telex: 859669 MICRO P G Facsimile: 0256 461570.
Units 5 & 6, Newhallhey Works, Newhallhey Road, Rawtenstall, Rossendale, Lancashire
BB4 6HL. Telephone: 0706 211526 Facsimile: 0706 228166.
'Excludes prmthead, ribbon and daisywheel.

t All prices are RRP Ex. VAT.

IBM, EPSON & DIABLO are trade marks and are recognised.

